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1 General Introduction: Computer
Simulation of Soft Matter Systems
1.1 Colloidal Systems as Model Systems in Experiment and
Simulation
This thesis deals with so-called soft (condensed) matter systems [Gen92, Wit99, Löw01, Cha00,
Bar03, Jon04], which is a convenient term for materials in states of matter that are neither crystalline solids nor simple liquids. Especially, we concentrate on colloidal dispersions [Rus89,
Eva99, Ham00] (sometimes also called complex fluids) which are solutions of mesoscopic solid
particles with a stable (i.e. non-fluctuating) shape and dimensions in the range of 1 nm to 10 µm
embedded in a molecular fluid solvent.1 It is typical for soft matter systems, that they contain
multiple length scales. Many colloidal dispersions are ubiquitous in our everyday life and play a
key role in industrial processes – examples include: clay, mist, smoke, blood, milk, mayonnaise,
paint, ink, lubricants, and pastes. All these disparate materials have in common a length scale intermediate between atomic sizes and macroscopic scales. Irregular thermal fluctuations (Brownian
motion) are important on typical time scales of milliseconds in the description of such systems.
Generally, a colloidal particle is defined by its dynamic behavior, which restricts its length and
time scales [Fre02a, Dho96].
Apart from numerous practical applications colloidal particles in a suspension provide versatile
model systems for studying basic questions of condensed matter physics. In this field of physics
the basic aim is to understand the collective behavior of large assemblies of particles in terms
of the interactions between their components. Hereby, the detailed knowledge of the “internal”
properties of a colloidal particle, i.e. the discrete atomic nature of matter is not so relevant. Thus,
colloids can be looked at as “giant molecules” where the detailed microscopic arrangement of
its constituents is ignored. Such a process is called coarse graining. Therefore, colloidal systems can provide insight into classical properties of many-body quantum systems. Generally,
colloidal suspensions serve as model systems for the study of stochastic many-body effects, because their behavior is governed by the laws of (classical) statistical mechanics. Additionally,
colloidal suspensions under the influence of an external force field are an ideal testing ground for
the formulation of a stochastic theory of non-equilibrium systems.
Due to their intrinsic length and time scales in the micrometer and millisecond range colloidal
suspensions are readily accessible to experimental measurements by means of light scattering, internal reflection microscopy, and video microscopy [Coc96, Hab02], respectively. The method of
confocal video microscopy [Coc96, Pra07] makes it possible to directly observe the particle trajectories of three-dimensional systems in real-space. Colloidal systems allow for a wide variation
1 Other

prominent soft matter systems are: polymer melts or solutions, foams, and liquid crystals.
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of relevant parameters. In particular the particle density can easily be varied by several orders of
magnitude. Also the size, the shape, and the interaction between the colloidal particles can be
designed by appropriate manufacturing processes. Additionally, the interaction energy between
the particles can be tuned from values much smaller to values much larger than the thermal energy
kB T . For instance, the interaction range of the electrostatic repulsion of like-charged colloids can
be tuned between very short range and long range by simply changing the salt concentration of
the suspension. Another common type of pair interaction is the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction
of so-called superparamagnetic colloids. Density matching of the colloidal particles and the suspension makes it possible to study the dynamics of the colloids without the influence of gravity.
Suspensions of mesoscopic colloidal particles typically show a very rich phase behavior, making
them excellent realizations of classical statistical models.
The accessibility of colloidal systems in real-space enables the direct comparison of experiment
and simulation under equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions at various levels of complexity.
The complexity of the problem increases with increasing deviation from equilibrium conditions.
Additionally the complexity of the system itself can be increased by going from mono-disperse
systems to multicomponent systems (e.g. binary systems) of spherical particles and even further
by going to mixtures of spheres and disks (or plates). Exciting new physical phenomena occur in
the presence of a confinement or under the influence of external fields.
The applications and benefits of computer simulations are manifold as can been seen from the references [Nie02, Fer06a, Fer06b]: In contrast to purely analytical models, numerical simulations
allow us to follow the dynamics of complex many-body model systems without making reference
to unnecessary strong approximations. Simulations can be used in an efficient and systematic
manner to isolate and to investigate the influence of microstructure, composition, geometry, and
external perturbation over a wide range of parameters. Experimental realizations are usually restricted to a specific setup and to a smaller range of parameters. For example, changes of composition, geometry, or dimension of space require very different experimental methods, whereas the
numerical realizations are much more straightforward. Furthermore, simulations serve as a good
testing ground for theoretical models, because they provide an undistorted and more rigorous environment than is experimentally accessible. The simplest colloidal model system consists of a
suspension of hard spheres (discs), i.e. solid particles which do not overlap. Such systems show
purely entropic phase transitions and nowadays serve as “standard model” for computer simulations of colloidal systems, since their phase behavior is rigorously analyzed and well understood.
The experimental realization of such a hard-core system can be achieved only in an approximate
manner. Finally, simulations provide more detailed and direct information on the dynamics and
the structure of particles than experimental measurements.
This thesis presents the results obtained by numerical analysis of two different model systems,
which are both realized at the University of Konstanz by the two experimental physics groups of
Prof. G. Maret and Prof. P. Leiderer.
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1.2 Outline of the Thesis
We present simulation results and analytical calculations for two distinct topics, which are concerned with colloidal systems in equilibrium and in non-equilibrium, respectively. Therefore, the
thesis is divided into two main parts: Part A and Part B representing these two distinct projects.
These parts are followed by the Appendix in Part C, which contains additional information with
respect to parts A and B.
Part A provides a methodical investigation of the determination of elastic properties of threedimensional crystal structures. Part B explores a variety of colloidal particle transport phenomena through two- and three-dimensional microchannels, and is directly connected to experimental
studies. Several unexpected phenomena found in the simulation will be presented, directly compared to experimental results, and predictions for further interesting effects will be made.
A brief guide of the three parts A, B, and C is given in the following:
Chapter 1

is a general introduction into the field of computer simulation of soft matter systems.

Part A – Elastic Properties of Colloidal Crystals
Part A deals with the elastic properties of two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) colloidal crystals
in equilibrium and comprises the chapters 2 to 6.
Chapter 2

gives a motivation why the elastic properties of colloidal crystals remain an interesting
subject for research nowadays.

Chapter 3

shortly introduces, after a comment on the notation in section 3.1, the basic equations
of the theory of elasticity (section 3.2). In section 3.3 we will discuss the symmetry
properties of some basic two-dimensional and three-dimensional crystal structures
and their implications for the response of the elastic system. In section 3.4 we will
introduce different methods which may be used for the calculation of elastic constants
by computer simulation. At the end of the chapter a list is given of the most important
symbols being used in section 3.5.

Chapter 4

gives the details of the simulation algorithm used in this thesis. After a brief reminder
of the Monte-Carlo simulation method in section 4.1 we make some general statements on the implementation and features of our self-written algorithm (section 4.2).
Section 4.3 is devoted to the data analysis of the simulations. It contains the description of a variety of methods for the calculation of strains from configuration data, a
comment on the explicit implementation of the Sengupta method in the simulation
algorithm, and finally an introduction of order parameters which can be used for the
characterization of the system state.

Chapter 5

presents the results obtained in our simulation runs. In section 5.1 we examine the
linear harmonic chain and in section 5.2 the two-dimensional hexagonal lattice as
test cases. Section 5.3 discusses the elastic constants of cubic crystals in presence of
either a hard-core or of a Lennard-Jones pair interaction potential. The differences
between the values obtained by our simulation method and known literature values
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are related to the anisotropy of the crystals as being shown in section 5.4.
Chapter 6

summarizes the results of Part A and gives an outlook on possible future developments.

Part B – Colloidal Transport in Micro-Channels
Part B describes the driven transport behavior of colloidal particles through micro-channels mainly
in two dimensions.
Chapter 7

highlights our motivation of studying driven colloidal suspensions and makes connections to other systems showing similar phenomena.

Chapter 8

introduces in section 8.1 the experimental setup of M. Köppl, A. Erbe and P. Leiderer,
which is the experimental complement to our computer simulation. In section 8.2
follows the definition of the dimensionless interaction strength. Details on a similar
experimental setup of R. Haghgooie are given in section 8.3.

Chapter 9

gives an overview of the main features of the mathematical description of Brownian
motion in section 9.1. Various possibilities of realization of a Brownian dynamics
simulation are described is section 9.2. In section 9.3 we comment on the effects
and possible implementation of hydrodynamic interactions. Details of our simulation
algorithm are given in section 9.4.

Chapter 10 includes in section 10.1 a discussion of the confinement induced equilibrium properties of our system. We compare these results with the findings in the literature. In
section 10.2 we introduce the so-called layer order parameter which we developed to
analyze the system in equilibrium as well as in non-equilibrium. This chapter also
includes a (equilibrium) phase-diagram of our laterally confined dipolar system in
section 10.3, where we summarize the influences of the channel width and of the interaction strength. Section 10.4 deals with confined three-dimensional systems. Finally,
we close the chapter with simulation results of single-file diffusion, which occurs for
very small channel widths where particles cannot pass each other (section 10.5).
Chapter 11 is devoted to the so-called layer-reduction of a driven non-equilibrium system under
lateral confinement. In section 11.1 we extensively discuss the different physical phenomena which are important for the complete understanding of the layer-reduction.
These include the density gradient along the channel, its connection to the layer transition, the particle drift velocity, and the particle trajectories, the removal of defects,
the analysis of the oscillatory behavior of the layer transition position, the importance
of the particle interaction range, and the comparison with the experimental results.
Also, remarks on the layer transition in three dimensional microchannels are made. In
section 11.2 we analyze the influence of the boundary conditions and in section 11.3
the influence of additional parabolic traps of finite range on the transport behavior.
Chapter 12 extends the unidirectional particle transport in a micro-channel system to the situation
of particles driven in opposite directions under the influence of a confinement. Here
we discuss the phenomenon of so-called lane-formation in 2D- (section 12.1) and
3D-systems (section 12.2) under confinement.
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Chapter 13 deals with geometrical modifications of the channel setup. In particular, we take a
closer look at the situation of a junction with two input channels which merge into a
single outflow channel. We discuss the particle mixing behavior and the conditions
under which vortices can appear. Section 13.1 is about symmetric intersections, and
section 13.2 deals with asymmetric ones.
Chapter 14 gives a review of the main conclusions of part B being obtained by simulations of
equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems and the comparison with the experimental
results. Finally, we make some proposals for interesting directions of future research.
A general summary of the thesis in German language is given in Chapter 15.

Part C – Appendix
The appendix comprises additional information of parts A and B concerning the simulation algorithm and some reference results from literature. It consists of the following three chapters:
Chapter C1 makes some detailed remarks on the simulation source code and its compilation process. Also, we list some examples of start parameter files, which have been used for
our simulation runs.
Chapter C2 summarizes known literature values of the elastic constants in 3D for the hard-core
and for the Lennard-Jones pair interaction potential.
Chapter C3 contains an analytic calculation of the elastic constants of a cubic crystal with harmonic pair interaction of its nearest and next nearest neighbors.
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Part A
Elastic Properties of Colloidal
Crystals

Abstract

We perform classical (Metropolis) Monte Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble to calculate isothermal elastic constants of crystal phases of hard-sphere
and of Lennard-Jones systems. The elastic constants are determined in a single simulation run from microscopic fluctuations of the instantaneous local Lagrangian strain tensor and by the use of a finite-size scaling theory. This approach is a generalization of the method of Sengupta et al. [Sen00b] from two
to three dimensions. We will discuss the importance of finite-size effects, of
non-localities of the strain fluctuations, and of the anisotropy of the underlying
reference lattice by comparing our results to simulation results from literature.

2 Motivation of Part A
Part A of the thesis is devoted to the calculation of elastic constants of three-dimensional crystals
by the evaluation of the instantaneous particle positions. These positions can be determined either
by microscopic simulation procedures as Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations or by
direct observations in experiments where colloidal particle trajectories are recorded. In the experiment the so-called confocal fluorescence microscope [Pra07] allows for the recognition of particle
positions in three dimensions. Such an experiment was done, for example by D. Reinke [Rei06f]
of the group of Prof. G. Maret at the University of Konstanz. They used fluorescent and sterically
stabilized perspex beads of diameter 1.66 µm which were suspended in a density and refraction
index matched solution. With the help of a confocal microscope they were able to record the particle trajectories with a high precision. The obtained data were used for the determination of the
elastic properties of colloidal crystals.1

z
y
x
x
Figure 2.1: Configuration snapshots of particles in two planar cross sections of a face-centered cubic crystal as obtained by confocal fluorescence microscopy after a first step of image
processing. The image is taken from the thesis of Reinke [Rei06f].
The classical theory of elasticity describes the response behavior of deformable elastic bodies
under the influence of external forces, i.e. bodies which recover their original shape when the
forces causing the deformation are removed. Already in the year 1678 Robert Hooke (1635–1703)
formulated the famous law, that the deformation (measured by the strain) of an elastic body is
proportional to the applied stress. The proportionality factors, which are material specific values,
are the so-called elastic constants. Hooke’s law was the beginning of the theory of continuum
elasticity.
Although elasticity is a rather old subject with a well formulated theory for macroscopic sys1 Generally, the elastic constants are proportional to the inverse volume of the basic crystal cell.

Colloids are by a factor
of 10000 larger than atoms. Therefore, the elastic constants of colloidal crystals are of about 12 orders of magnitude
smaller than those of atomic crystal lattices. This explains why colloidal crystals are so-called soft materials.
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tems (see for example [Bor68, Ash76, Wal70, Lan91]), there still remain many open questions in
the context of elasticity of micro- and nano-systems [Gol02, Del05], of elasticity of amorphous
complex or granular systems [Bar06], of martensitic [Bha07] and two-dimensional phase transitions [Sen00a, Bin02, Zah03] and in the context of crack formation [Sch04]. Such questions include for example [Bar06]: What are the appropriate measures of stresses and strains at the atomic
length scale? Can the constitutive laws of macroscopic elastic theory be applied to microscopic
systems, and if so up to what length scale? Are the elastic constants of nano-systems identical
to those of the bulk system? Which statements can be made about the elastic/ plastic transition
at small length scales? So, there is a strong interest in developing successful “coarse-graining”
schemes, i.e. methods to build up a description of a macroscopic system from the knowledge of its
microscopic variables, such as particle positions and velocities, together with a detailed knowledge
of the interatomic potentials.
Generally, elastic constants are important because they provide a link between the mechanical
and the dynamical behavior of crystals. Additionally, they provide also a means to probe the
interatomic forces of (experimental) systems, which usually are not fully known a-priori. For
example non-central forces have been identified in systems of charged colloids by the violation of
the Cauchy symmetry relation of elastic constants of a cubic crystal [Rei07c]. Furthermore, one
may ask: How does the presence of quenched impurities modify the elastic response behavior of
a crystal lattice? For metallic alloys, like steel, it is well known, that the presence of impurities
significantly enhances the material stiffness.
The determination of the response of the system to an imposed external stress was first addressed
by simulations by the pioneering work of Parinello and Rahman [Par81, Par82, Ray84]. In the
following, a lot of different computer simulation methods have been developed, which we will
review and compare to our method. The latter method is a generalization of the method proposed
by Sengupta [Sen00b] for two-dimensional systems to three dimensions. It is based on the analysis
of the finite-scaling of (microscopic) strain fluctuations for different subsystem sizes. The main
advantage of this method is, that it does not make any direct reference to the particle pair-potential,
and thus it is applicable to any crystalline system where the particle trajectories are known. Model
systems of particles interacting via singular potentials, as for example the hard-core potential, can
be analyzed by this method.
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3.1 Notation
The theory of elasticity is a rather old subject of physics and thus many different notations exist.
This fact sometimes makes it difficult to capture the underlying physical phenomenon. As a help
to the reader all important symbols used are tabulated in section 3.5.
Bold letters indicate vectors and underlined symbols are assigned to tensors which refer to a fixed
Cartesian system (x1 , x2 , x3 ). Roman indices refer to Cartesian components of vectors or tensors,
Greek subscripts mark vectors or tensors in Voigt notation, and Greek superscripts refer to the
particle numbers.
Unless otherwise specified, the Einstein sum convention is used, where two repeated indices
(Greek or Roman) are implicitly summed over. By convention, the following writing is used:


 2 
∂ 2 Bi j
∂A
∂ Ai
∂ B
≡
and
≡
.
∂r ij ∂rj
∂ r∂ s i jkl ∂ rk ∂ sl
The superscript T indicates the transpose matrix and −1 its inverse. The identity matrix is written
as 1, and its components as δi j .
Vectors and tensors in Fourier space are denoted by a tilde on top of the symbol, e.g. ũi .

3.2 Basic Equations
This section will present the basic relations of thermoelasticity in an outline form. The summary
of the following subsection is based upon the following books on elasticity [Lan91, Wal70, Wal72,
Wal02, Lov72, PG00]. More detailed information can be found therein.

3.2.1 Strains, Stresses and Elastic Constants
Assume a system in an initial equilibrium state where the particles are located at positions R.
Under the influence of an applied stress the initial configuration changes to the final position r.
For each particle an instantaneous displacement vector u(R,t) is defined having the components
ui (R,t) = ri (t) − Ri .

(3.1)

For homogeneous strain, i.e. constant strain throughout the material, the transformation from R to
r is linear and can be written as
ri (R) = αi j R j ,
(3.2)
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where the elements of the transformation gradient tensor αi j ≡ ∂ ri / ∂ R j are constants. Equivalently the transformation can be characterized by the displacement gradients ui j ≡ ∂ ui / ∂ R j , which
are related to the transformation gradients by
αi j = δi j + ui j .

(3.3)

Thus for homogeneous strain the ui j are also constants. The volume V (r) after deformation is
related to the original reference volume V (R) by
det [αi j ] =

V (r)
.
V (R)

(3.4)

Elastic theory describes the deformation of any configuration from a reference configuration in
terms of a strain tensor. Pairs of particles in the initial (reference) configuration and in the final
configuration are separated by ∆R and ∆r respectively. For constant strains εi j over the region ∆R,
the relative positions of all particles in configuration {r} are completely specified by the reference
configuration {R} and the strains εi j
|∆r|2 − |∆R|2 = 2εi j ∆Ri ∆R j .
Here the so-called Lagrangian strain tensor1 at reference position R is defined as


1 ∂ ui ∂ u j ∂ ui ∂ u j
(ε)i j ≡ εi j =
+
+
.
2 ∂ R j ∂ Ri ∂ Rk ∂ Rk

(3.5)

(3.6)

This tensor obviously is symmetric (εij = ε ji ). Its’ significance is based on the fact that it is not
limited to small deformations. Even for a finite strain it completely determines the deformation
of the body. But in most cases the deformations ui are small and the non-linear term which is of
second order, can be neglected:


1 ∂ ui ∂ u j
εi j =
+
.
(3.7)
2 ∂ R j ∂ Ri
In this work, only the case of small deformations is considered. So it will be totally safe to
work with the linearized Lagrangian strain tensor (3.7). Inserting (3.5) in (3.6) it follows that the
Lagrangian strains are related to the transformation gradients by the relationship
εi j =


1
αki αk j − δi j .
2

(3.8)

In contrast to a characterization of the deformation in terms of αi j or ui j , the Lagrangian strains
contain no information about the rotations of the solid body.
Inversion of the relation (3.8) results in the power series
1
αi j = δi j + εi j − εki εk j + . . .
2

(3.9)

From Eq. (3.4) the volume ratio of the body in the starting (V0 ) and the final configuration (V ) is
V
= det [αi j ] = 1 + εii + . . .
V0
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Figure 3.1: Components of the Cauchy stress tensor σi j acting on a body element.
which gives the connection between the trace εii of the strain tensor and the relative volume change.
On deformation of an elastic body the particles are moved from their equilibrium position. The
internal forces which are called stresses try to bring the body back to its equilibrium situation. The
forces fi acting on the surface of a crystal can be written as divergences of the applied Cauchy
stress tensor σik [Lan91, Cha00],
∂ σik
fi =
.
(3.11)
∂ Rk
Positive stresses are directed outward from the crystal surfaces as depicted in figure 3.1. In equilibrium the forces due to internal strains have to compensate each other in every partial volume of
the deformed body, i.e. fi = 0. So the equilibrium condition for mechanical stability is
∂ σik
= 0.
∂ Rk

(3.12)

The configurational dependency of the state functions is given by the relative positions of all
particles only. Thus for essentially constant strains within the range of the interaction the internal
energy U and the free energy F depend on the actual configuration {r} only through {R} and ε
according to equation (3.5): U = U({r}, S) = U({R}, ε, S) and F = F({r}, T ) = F({R}, ε, T ).
The thermodynamics of a deformation of a solid body can be described by the differentials of the
state functions2
dU = dU ({R}, ε, S) = T dS + δW = T dS +V0 τikS dεik
(3.13)
or equivalently by the Helmholtz free energy differential
dF = dF({r}, T ) = dF ({R}, ε, T ) = −S dT +V0 τikT dεik ,

(3.14)

since F = U − T S which is the result of the Legendre transformation from S to T . The variable V0
denotes the volume of the (non-deformed) reference system, S is the entropy, and δW = −V0 τik dεik
is the work due to the change of the strain tensor. τikS and τikT are the adiabatic or isothermal
1 The

components of the strain tensor are functions of the coordinates and thus not independent of each other, because
the six different components εi j are expressed by derivatives of just three independent functions, the components of
the displacement vector u (cf. sub-section (3.2.4)).
2 For hydrostatic compression the stress tensor is τ = −pδ , where p is the pressure normal to the body interfaces.
ij
ij
So τik duik = −p duii = −p dV and thus equation (3.13) reduces to the usual form dU = T dS − p dV .
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stress tensor respectively. It is also assumed that at every instant of the deformation process the
interior of the body is in equilibrium according to the external conditions. From equation (3.14)
we therefore get for the (isothermal) thermodynamic stress tensor (tension) evaluated at the initial
configuration {R}


1 ∂F
T
τi j =
,
(3.15)
V0 ∂ εi j T
where the derivative is evaluated at constant temperature keeping all other strain components
εkl 6= εi j fixed.3,4 Analogous relations also hold for the adiabatic situation which are not explicitly
written down.
For small homogeneous deformations, as it is certainly the case for particles oscillating about the
initial equilibrium configuration {R}, the Helmholtz free energy can be expanded according to
1
F({R}, ε, T ) = F({R}, 0, T ) +V0 τiTj εi j + V0CiTjkl εi j εkl + O(ε 3 )
2

(3.16)

Here the fourth rank tensor CiTjkl is the tensor of (isothermal) elastic constants.
The isothermal or adiabatic elastic constants can also be obtained from the second derivative of
the strain energy W which refers either to the free energy or to the internal energy
Ci jkl

∂ τi j
1
=
=
∂ εkl V0



∂ 2W
∂ εi j ∂ εkl


(3.17)

This scheme can be extended to define higher order elastic constants like
Di jklmn =

1
V0



∂ 3W
∂ εi j ∂ εkl ∂ εmn


.

(3.18)

Due to the symmetry of the strain tensor and due to the permutability of partial derivatives, the
elasticity tensor is symmetric under interchange of the first two indices, the last two indices and
the first and last index pair, i.e.
Cijkl = C jikl ,

Cijkl = Cijlk

and

Cijkl = Cklij .

(3.19)

Instead of maximal 81 independent values, there exists a maximum of 21 independent elastic
constants. This number can be drastically reduced taking into account the point group symmetry
of the crystal equilibrium configuration (cf. Section 3.3). In general, the number of independent
elastic constants decreases as the point group symmetry of the crystal increases. Cubic crystals
have three independent elastic constants. Hexagonally ordered two-dimensional crystalline solids
and isotropic solids have two independent elastic constants.

= 1/V0 ∂ F/ ∂ εi j T has to be understood as dF = τi j dui j , where all elements with i 6= j
of the symmetric tensor dui j occur twice. Thus the differentiation of the free energy F returns values for τi j which
have a value twice as high for i 6= j compared to the evaluation from expression τiTj = CiTjkl εkl . [Lan91]
4 When the stress components are evaluated at the final configuration {r} starting from an arbitrary initial configuration
{R}, then [Wal70]


1
∂F
τiTj = αik α jl
.
V0
∂ εkl T
3 Note that the expression τ T
ij
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3.2 Basic Equations
Because of the symmetry requirements of equation (3.19) there exist only six independent pairs of
subscripts ij. These can be numbered from 1 to 6 according to the following scheme, which was
first introduced by Voigt [Voi10]:
ij
α

= 11 22 33 32 or 23 31 or 13 21 or 12
= 1 2 3
4
5
6

(3.20)

The elastic constants in Voigt’s notation take the form Cαβ ≡ Ci jkl where α and β take the values
1 to 6. From the third equality of equation (3.19) we have Cαβ = Cβ α .
If the strain tensor depends on the location R, the free energy is a functional of the strain tensor
1
F[ε(R)] =
V0

Z

dR F({R}, ε(R), T ).

(3.21)

Further important thermodynamic functions, useful in this context are the pressure P, the (isothermal) bulk modulus BT , and the compressibility κ T being defined as [Wal72]


∂F
P = −
(3.22)
∂V T


∂P
1
T
B = T = −V0
.
(3.23)
κ
∂V T
The two constants BT and κ T are a measure of the substances’ resistance to volume changes.

3.2.2 Fourier Space
Sometimes it is helpful to work in Fourier space instead of the position space, because in Fourier
space the differential equations become algebraic equations. The atomic displacements for a N
particle system transform as
ũi (k) =

α
1 N α
∑ (xi − Xiα ) e−ik · hr i ,
N α=1

(3.24)

and the Lagrangian strains in Fourier space read5
ε̃i j (k) =

i
[ki ũ j (k) + k j ũi (k)] .
2

(3.25)

5 Fourier

transform of the strain tensor written explicitly:
√ Z
√ Z


N
N
1 ∂ ui (R) ∂ u j (R)
ε̃i j (k) =
d 3 R e−ik · R εi j (R) =
d 3 R e−ik · R
+
V0
V0
2
∂Rj
∂ Ri
√ Z






∂
∂
N
=
d3R
e−ik · R ui (R) + ik j ui (R)e−ik · R +
e−ik · R u j (R) + iki u j (R)e−ik · R
2V0
∂Rj
∂ Ri

i
=
ki ũ j (k) + k j ũi (k) .
2

In the third step the first and the third summand vanish, because the displacement vector is zero on the box edges.
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In general, spatial partial derivatives in position space ∂ / ∂ Ri change to factors of ki in Fourier
space. The equilibrium condition for mechanical stability of equation (3.12) is
k j σ̃i j = 0.

(3.26)

So the elastic free energy ∆F per particle for an elastically homogeneous and isothermal system
of constant particle number N in absence of external stress (σ = 0) transforms as:6
∆F =

N
1V
Ci jkl ∑ εi j (hrα i) εkl (hrα i)
2N
α=1

N
α
1V
Ci jkl ∑ ∑ ∑ ε̃i j (h)ε̃kl (k) ei(h+k) · hr i
2N
α=1 k h
V
Ci jkl ∑ k j kl ũi (k)ũk (−k).
=
2
k

=

(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)

3.2.3 Stress-Strain Relations
For small deformations the stresses depend linearly on the strains [Wal70, Wal72]
τi j = Bi jkl εkl ,

(3.30)

with the stress-strain coefficients (δik is the Kronecker delta symbol)
Bi jkl =


1
σil δ jk + σ jl δik + σik δ jl + σ jk δil − 2σi j δkl +Ci jkl .
2

(3.31)

This is the generalized version of the well known Hooke’s law. The stresses σ in equation (3.31)
are those existing prior to the imposition of the strain, i.e. the stresses in the initial state. For systems under no external stress (σ = 0) the stress-strain coefficients reduce to the elastic constants,
6 Side

calculation to get from equation (3.28) to (3.29):
∆F

=
(3.25)

=

=
=
=
=

N
α
1V
Ci jkl ∑ ∑ ∑ ε̃i j (h)ε̃kl (k) ei(h+k) · hr i
2N
α=1 k h
N
i
α
1V
i
Ci jkl ∑ ∑
hi ũ j (h) + h j ũi (h)
(kk ũl (k) + kl ũk (k)) ∑ ei(h+k) · hr i
2N
2
α=1
k h 2

V
− Ci jkl ∑ ∑ hi ũ j (h) + h j ũi (h) (kk ũl (k) + kl ũk (k)) δh, −k
8
k h

V
Ci jkl ∑ ki ũ j (−k) + k j ũi (−k) (kk ũl (k) + kl ũk (k))
8
k


V
C
ki kk ũ j (−k)ũl (k) + ki kl ũ j (−k)ũk (k) + k j kk ũi (−k)ũl (k) + k j kl ũi (−k)ũk (k)
8 i jkl ∑
k
V
C
k j kl ũi (k)ũk (−k)
2 i jkl ∑
k

In the last step the symmetry properties of the tensor of elasticity are exploited and use is made of the possibility
that indices occurring twice can be renamed arbitrarily. The following representation of the δ -function is used:
δk,k0 =

16

1
N

N

∑

α=1

ei(k−k ) · r .
0

α

3.2 Basic Equations
i.e. Bi jkl = Ci jkl . The adiabatic and isothermal stress-strain coefficients, which sometimes are also
called Birch moduli obey the relations
BSijkl =



∂ τi j
∂ εkl


S

and

BTijkl =



∂ τi j
∂ εkl


T

.

(3.32)

The superscripts S and T will be omitted in the following, because all relations hold for the adiabatic and for the isothermal case. From the expression (3.31) it is clear that the stress-strain
coefficients Bi jkl are symmetric in the first and the in last pair of indices. So, they can also be
written in Voigt notation, but do not satisfy all Voigt symmetry relations, because Bαβ 6= Bβ α .
The compliance tensor Sαβ is defined as the inverse of the elastic tensor Bαβ , i.e.
Sαβ Bβ γ = δαγ .

(3.33)

By multiplication of Hooke’s law by Sαβ one obtains in Voigt notation
Sγα τα
⇒ Sαβ

(3.30)

=

=

(3.33)

Sγα Bαβ εβ = δγβ εβ = εγ
∂ εα
,
∂ τβ

(3.34)
(3.35)

which obviously is the inverse of (3.32). Equation (3.34) is analogous to the paramagnetic case,
where a field H induces a magnetization M = ξ H and the compliance tensor S plays the role of
the magnetic susceptibility ξ = ∂ M/ ∂ H.
For isotropic pressure P the stress tensor is diagonal and can be written as7 τi j = −Pδi j . This
reduces the relation (3.31) to

Bi jkl = −P δ jl δik + δil δ jk − δi j δkl +Ci jkl .

(3.36)

3.2.4 Compatibility Relations for the Strains
The components of the Lagrangian strain tensor ( ε )i j ≡ εi j are defined by equation (3.7) as partial
derivatives of the displacement field with respect to some given reference lattice. Different strain
tensor components cannot be arbitrary functions of the coordinates x, y, and z. They obey the
following compatibility relations
O × (O × ε)T = 0,

(3.37)

which were first derived by Saint Venant in 1890. These relations express the physical fact, that
all material of a body before and after the deformation is continuous and connected. Inside of the
body there do not occur dislocations or penetrations of body material due to deformation.
The compatibility relations can be obtained as mathematical identities after execution of the sec7 The

sign difference between the stress tensor components and the pressure is due to the sign convention: Positive
stress on a body is exerted outward whereas positive pressure acts in the opposite direction.
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ond derivatives of the equation (3.7) being interpreted as a kinematic equation.8 They read in full
index notation
∂ 2 ε jl
∂ 2 εi j
∂ 2 εik
∂ 2 εkl
−
+
−
= 0.
∂ Rk ∂ Rl ∂ Ri ∂ R j ∂ R j ∂ Rl ∂ Ri ∂ Rk

(3.38)

In three dimensions the expression (3.38) represents altogether 81 equations which contain 6 independent compatibility relations. All other equations are fulfilled identically or are just repetitions
of one of the compatibility relations. For simply connected regions the compatibility relations are
sufficient and necessary for the existence of a unique displacement field. Rigorous proofs of these
relations are given in [Lov72, Sok56].
In Fourier space they read in vector respectively in full index notation
k × ε̃ × k = 0
mpi n jl k p ε̃i j kl

∋
∋

i jk

∋

where the Levi-Civita symbol9

(3.39)

= 0

(3.40)

is used.

3.3 Crystal Symmetry Properties
According to equation (3.16) the change of the elastic free energy ∆F relative to the reference configuration is for an elastically homogeneous and isothermal system of constant particle number N
and dimensionality d in absence of external stress (σ = 0)
∆F = F(T, ε) − F(T, ε = 0) =

8 Taking

1
2

Z

d dR Ci jkl εi j εkl ≡

1
2

Z

d dR Cαβ εα εβ .

(3.41)

the second derivative of (3.7) results in:
εi j|kl

=

εkl|i j

=

εil| jk

=

ε jk|il

=


1
ui| jkl + u j|ikl
2

1
uk|li j + ul|ki j
2

1
ui|l jk + u j|i jk
2

1
u j|kil + uk| jil
2

(Abbreviation used here: u(R)i| j ≡ ∂ ui / ∂ R j , and so on for higher derivatives.) Due to the continuity of the displacements and their derivatives the order of derivatives can be interchanged. Finally one obtains by addition of all
four relations the mathematical identity (3.38).
9 The totally asymmetric tensor
i jk has the value +1 on even interchange of the indices i, j and k being all different,
the value −1 on odd interchange, and the value 0 otherwise.
∋
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3.3.1 Isotropic Systems
Isotropic systems have two independent elastic constants, which are the so-called Lamé coefficients
λ and µ [Lan91]. The elastic part of the free energy for a system with dimension d has the form


Z
λ 2
(3.42)
∆F =
dd R
εii + µεik2
2
" 
#
2
Z
1
B
=
d d R µ εik − δik εll + εll2
(3.43)
d
2
where the bulk modulus B is connected to the Lamé coefficients via
2
B = λ + µ.
d

(3.44)

The constant µ describes the pure shear, because all volume changes have been incorporated in
the second summand by subtraction of the trace of the shear tensor in the second step. It is called
the shear modulus.

3.3.2 Two-Dimensional Structures
The components of the elasticity tensor of hexagonally ordered two-dimensional systems can be
written in pictorial form10


Cαβ = 

,

(3.45)

where α, β = 1, 2, 3. Here the values C11 and C22 are identical, and C33 ≡ C1212 = 21 (C11 −C12 ).
So we are left over with the two independent elastic constants C11 and C12 . The free energy reads


 
Z

1
C11 −C12
2
2
2
2
∆F =
d R C11 ε11 + ε22 + 2C12 ε11 ε22 + 4
ε12
.
(3.46)
2
2
It can be brought to the harmonic form
∆F =

1
2

Z



d 2R K1 e21 + K2 e22 + K3 e23 ,

(3.47)

with the definitions
e1 ≡ ε11 + ε22 ,

e2 ≡ ε11 − ε22 ,

and

e3 ≡ ε12 .

(3.48)

Comparison of the coefficients of these two expressions for ∆F gives
C11 = K1 + K2
C12 = K1 − K2
4C33 = K3 = 2(C11 −C12 )
10 In the pictorial form of the symmetric strain tensor only non-zero elements of the upper half tensor are marked.

circles connected via a solid line mark identical entries. The symbol × denotes the entry

1
2

(C11 −C12 ).

Solid
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or
1
(C11 +C12 ) ≡ B
2
1
=
(C11 −C12 ) ≡ µ1
2
= 2(C11 −C12 ) ≡ µ2 = 4K2 = 4µ1 .

K1 =
K2
K3

(3.49)

In the paper of Sengupta et al. [Sen00b] the bulk modulus B and the shear modulus µ1 = µ2 /4
have been calculated for the 2D lattice by evaluation of the microscopic strain-strain fluctuations
obtained from Metropolis Monte-Carlo simulations of hard discs arranged in a triangular lattice
under zero external stress. For a 2D system, which is not isotropic or hexagonally ordered, it is
C33 6= 21 (C11 −C12 ) resulting in two different shear moduli µ1 and µ2 (cf. Fig 3.2).
For the 2D system the elements of the elasticity tensor are explicitly written in terms of the elements of the compliance tensor of equation (3.33):
C11 =
C12 =
C33 =

S11
(S11 − S12 )(S11 + S12 )
−S12
(S11 − S12 )(S11 + S12 )
1
S33

(3.50)

and according to equation (3.49)
K1 = B =
K2 = µ1 =
K3 = 4µ1 =

1
1
≡
2 (S11 + S12 ) S++
1
1
≡
2 (S11 − S12 ) S−−
1
.
4S33

(3.51)

The dimensionless Young’s modulus (modulus of extension) E describes the response of the system
to applied uniaxial stress, i.e. E = σ11 / ε11 for dilatation in x-direction. For the 2D-system we get
in terms of the 2D Lamé constants λ and µ and the bulk modulus B = λ + µ, [Cha00]
 
−1
4Bµ
1 1
1
E=
=
+
.
(3.52)
B+µ
4 µ λ +µ
The strain ε22 along the normal direction determines the dimensionless Poisson ratio
ν=

−ε22 B − µ
=
.
ε11
B+µ

(3.53)

According to the KTHNY theory11 , two-dimensional solids melt via two successive continuous
transitions involving the unbinding of dislocations and disclinations, respectively. Within this
11

20

Kosterlitz, Thouless, Halperin, Nelson, and Young (KTHNY) [Str88, Nel02] developed a theory based upon topological order considerations which predicts a two-stage melting scenario for 2D systems (in contrast to a single
first-order solid-liquid phase transition in 3D). In the first KTHNY transition step the crystalline system becomes

3.3 Crystal Symmetry Properties
theory, which is usually formulated for triangular structures under zero external stress, the 2D
Young’s modulus E depends on the fugacity e(Ec / kB T ) of the core dislocation energy Ec and the
“coarse-graining” length scale. The solid-hexatic dislocation unbinding transition is predicted
to occur when the 2D Young’s modulus of equation (3.52) equals the constant 16/π. However,
the two-stage melting process of the KTHNY theory may be preempted by a single first-order
transition between the solid and isotropic liquid, because only the point at which the solid becomes
unstable to the generation of free dislocations is predicted. In simulations both scenarios have been
found, whereas in experiment the hexatic phase has been identified [Zah99]. Simulations of 2D
hard disc systems in the vicinity of melting have been preformed for example in [Sen00a, Bat00].
The self-written simulation code for 2D-systems of triangular lattices was tested with respect to
the results of Sengupta et al. [Sen00b]. Further studies on 2D systems have been done in the group
of Prof. P. Nielaba at the University of Konstanz by K. Franzrahe [Fra08].

3.3.3 Cubic Crystals
For cubic systems (simple cubic (SC), face-centered cubic (FCC), or body-centered cubic (BCC)
crystals) only three elastic constants C11 , C12 , and C44 are independent [Lan91] and the tensor of
elastic constants in Voigt notation has the following pictorial form



Cαβ




=












(3.54)

After evaluation of the Einstein summation convention the free energy for cubic crystals is given
as
"
#
Z
1
∆F =
d 3 R C11 ∑ εii2 +C12 ∑ εii ε jj + 2C44 ∑ εi2j
(3.55)
2
i
i6= j
i6= j
"
#
Z
1
3
2
2
=
d R (C11 −C12 − 2C44 ) ∑ εii +C12 ∑ εii ε jj + 2C44 ∑ εi j
(3.56)
2
i
i, j
i, j
Z


1
2
2
2
=
d 3 R C11 ε11
+ ε22
+ ε33
+ 2C12 (ε11 ε22 + ε11 ε33 + ε22 ε33 )
2

2
2
2
+4C44 ε12
+ ε13
+ ε23
(3.57)
unstable and topological defects called dislocations are formed from dissociation of dislocation pairs. Proliferation
of free dislocations produces the so-called hexatic phase which is a liquid crystalline phase with quasi-long ranged
orientational order but short ranged positional order. A second KTHNY transition destroys the quasi-long ranged
orientational order by breaking up the dislocations into so-called disclinations (scalar charges). This brings the
hexatic to the isotropic liquid phase. The KTHNY theory makes several interesting predictions, like for example for
the value of the critical temperature Tc and the behavior of the order parameter correlation length and susceptibility
−ν
near Tc , where they form essential singularities (∝ ebt with t ≡ T /Tc − 1). Predictions from KTHNY theory in
principle can be checked by simulations. For superparamagnetic colloids confined to the planar liquid-gas interface
of a hanging droplet Zahn and coworkers [Zah99] demonstrated experimentally that the melting process follows the
two-stage scenario described by the KTHNY theory.
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In the second step the condition i 6= j of the last two sums has been removed, and in the last step
all contributing terms have been written down explicitly.
For central potentials additionally the so-called Cauchy relation holds, which is the symmetry [Bor68]
C12 = C44 .
(3.58)
Using the following definitions of linear combinations of the Lagrangian strains
e1 ≡ ε11 + ε22 + ε33
e2 ≡ ε11 − ε22
e3 ≡ ε11 − ε33
e4 ≡ ε22 − ε33

(3.59)

e5 ≡ ε23
e6 ≡ ε13
e7 ≡ ε12
the free energy (3.57) can be brought to the harmonic form
∆F =

1
2

Z



d 3R Ae21 + B(e22 + e23 + e24 ) + 4C44 (e25 + e26 + e27 )

(3.60)

Again comparison of the coefficients gives
C11 = A + 2B
C12 = A − B

(3.61)

or equivalently
A =
B =

1
(C11 + 2C12 )
3
1
(C11 −C12 ) .
3

(3.62)

For cubic symmetry the relations between the elastic constants Cαβ and the compliance constants
−1
Sαβ ≡ Cαβ
(Eq. (3.33)) are explicitly written as
C44 =
C11 =
C12 =

1
S44

S11 + S12
(S11 − S12 ) (S11 + 2S12 )
−S12
.
(S11 − S12 ) (S11 + 2S12 )

(3.63)

Insertion of the equations (3.63) into the equations (3.62) gives
A =
B =

22

1
1
≡
3(S11 + 2S12 ) SAA
1
1
≡
.
3(S11 − S12 ) SBB

(3.64)

3.3 Crystal Symmetry Properties
The identification of the compliance constants SAA and SBB in the relations (3.64) can be done,
because the free energy in harmonic form (3.60) does not have any cross relations between the
strains (3.59).
Stability: The cubic crystal (in absence of external stress) is stable against homogeneous deformations when the coefficients of the free energy of equation (3.60) are all positive definite, i.e.
A = C11 + 2C12 > 0,

B = C11 −C12 > 0,

C44 > 0.

(3.65)

For cubic crystals under isotropic pressure one has, according to equation (3.36), the following
three independent stress-strain coefficients
B11 = C11 − P
B12 = C12 + P

(3.66)

B44 = C44 − P.
Obviously C12 = C44 does not imply B12 = B44 .
Physical meaning of the elements of the stress-strain tensor:

(a)

(b)

(c)

y

x
Figure 3.2: Three different types of body deformation: (a) expansion or dilatation, (b) shear 1, (c)
shear 2. Shown are sketches for the cuts in the x-y plane through the center of a 3D
body.
In general, any deformation of a body can be divided into three different parts: ε = ε B + ε S1 + ε S2
consisting of a bulk expansion ε B and two different shear modes ε S1 and ε S2 which keep the
volume unchanged (cf. Fig: 3.2). The stress-strain coefficients related to these deformations will
now be derived.
• The tensor ε B describes the dilatation of a body as being sketched in Fig. 3.2(a). It is
diagonal and has the components εiBj = 31 εkk δi j , where the trace εkk = ∆V
V0 is the relative
change of the body volume (cf. equation (3.10)). Due to the generalized Hooke’s law the
stress tensor is also diagonal. For isotropic external pressure ∆P we have τi j = −∆Pδi j .
Insertion of these stress and strain tensors into equation (3.30) results in
1
1
−∆Pδi j = Bi jkl εklB = Bi jkl εmm δkl = Bi jkk εmm .
3
3
It is clear from reflection symmetry for a cubic crystal that Bi jkk = δi j Bnnkk and
1
1
∆V
−∆Pδi j = Bnnkk εmm δi j = (B11 + 2B12 )
δi j .
3
3
V0

23
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According to the definition of the bulk modulus B (cf. Eq. (3.23)) one gets
BT =

1
1
B11 + 2B12 (3.66) C11 + 2C12 + P
= −V0   =
.
=
T
∂V
κ
3
3
∂P

(3.67)

T

• The strain tensor ε S1 describing the shear S1 of Fig. 3.2(b) is diagonal and traceless with


ε11 − 31 εkk
0
0
.
ε S1 = 
0
ε22 − 13 εkk
0
1
0
0
ε33 − 3 εkk

(3.68)

The corresponding stress tensor τ S1 is also diagonal, with the non-zero elements
τ11 =
τ22 =
τ33 =

2
(B11 − B22 ) (ε11 − ε22 − ε33 )
3
2
(B11 − B22 ) (−ε11 + ε22 − ε33 )
3
2
(B11 − B22 ) (−ε11 − ε22 + ε33 ) .
3

(3.69)

The difference B11 − B22 = C11 −C22 − 2P is a qualitative measure of the shear S1.
• The shear S2 of Fig. 3.2(c) is described by the strain tensor



0 ε12 ε13
ε S2 = ε12 0 ε23  .
ε13 ε23 0

(3.70)

This results in the non-zero elements of the stress tensor τ S1 :
τ23 = τ13 = τ12 = B44 (ε23 + ε13 + ε12 ) .

(3.71)

So, the value the element B44 = C44 − P is responsible for the magnitude of the shear S2.
The direction dependency of Young’s modulus E in direction of the unit vector n = (nx , ny , nz )
of a cubic crystal is [Lan91]



1
B11 + B12
1
2
=
+
−
n2x n2y + n2x n2z + n2y n2z .
(3.72)
E
(B11 + 2B12 ) (B11 − B12 )
B44 B11 − B12
It is maximal on the edges (n = ex , ey , ez ) and along the space diagonal (n =
cubic crystal. On the edges Young’s modulus has the value
E=

σ
(B11 + 2B12 ) (B11 − B12 )
=
,
∆l/ l0
B11 + B12

√1
3

(1, 1, 1)) of the

(3.73)

which is identical to the value of isotropic crystals, where B44 = 12 (B11 − B12 ). In absence of
external stress/ pressure, which will be the case for the systems under consideration, the Bαβ can
be replaced by the Cαβ .
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Another interesting physical constant is the so-called Poisson ratio ν, which is a measure of the
cross contraction ∆d/ d0 in direction m when the body is stretched by ∆l/ l0 in the direction n perpendicular to m. Analogous to Young’s modulus described above we get the following direction
dependency:


 
∆d/ d0
B11 + B12
1
2
ν=
=E
+
−
a
(3.74)
∆l/ l0
(B11 + 2B12 ) (B11 − B12 )
B44 B11 − B12
with the factor a = nx mx ny my + nx mx nz mz + ny my nz mz . On the crystal edges and for the isotropic
case this reduces to the extremal value
ν=

B12
(3.66) C12 + P
=
.
B11 + B12
C11 +C12

(3.75)

Isotropic limit: It is helpful to rewrite the free energy (3.56) in terms of Fourier transforms of the
displacement field using equation (3.29). This gives
"
Z
1
3
∆F =
d k (C11 −C12 − 2C44 ) ∑ ki2 |ũi (k)|2 +C12 |k · ũ(k)|2
2
i
#

+C44 k2 |ũ(k)|2 + |k · ũ(−k)|2 .
(3.76)
In this expression only the first summand is not invariant under rotations, because all other summands contain vector dot products. Therefore the coefficient of the first summand must vanish in
the isotropic limit:
C11 −C12 − 2C44 = 0.
(3.77)
This condition can be used as a measure of the isotropy of the crystalline system. Inserting condition (3.77) into (3.56) and comparing the free energy with the free energy for the isotropic
crystal (3.43) returns the following connection of the elastic constants to the Lamé coefficients
λ = C12

and

µ = C44 .

(3.78)

If we insert the equations (3.77) and (3.78) into the cubic expression for the bulk modulus (3.67),
we find agreement with the bulk modulus for an isotropic system of equation (3.44) (in absence of
external pressure)
1
2
(3.77) 1
(3.78)
B = (C11 + 2C12 ) =
(3C12 + 2C44 ) = λ + µ.
3
3
3

(3.79)

Analogous calculations give the isotropic expressions for Young’s modulus
9Bµ
3B + µ

(3.80)

1 3B − 2µ
.
2 3B + µ

(3.81)

E=
and Poisson’s ratio
ν=
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3.3.4 Elasticity Tensors for Some Lower Symmetries
Finally, we state the elasticity tensor and the free energy for two other important crystal symmetries:
• Crystals with hexagonal symmetry (symmetry class: C6 ):



Cαβ




=












(3.82)

This elasticity tensor implies the free energy [Lan91, Lax66]
Z
h

1
2
2
2
d 3R C11 (ε11 + ε22 )2 +C33 ε33
+ 2C13 (ε11 + ε22 )ε33 + 4C44 ε13
F =
+ ε23
2

2
+(C11 −C12 ) ε12
− ε11 ε22
(3.83)
• Crystals with rhombohedral symmetry (symmetry classes: C3v , D3 , D3d ):



Cαβ




=












(3.84)

Open circles denote the negative value of full circles, and the symbol u
% denotes a value two
times the value of the solid circle. Consequently, the free energy is [Lan91, Lax66]
Z
h

1
2
2
2
F =
d 3R C11 (ε11 + ε22 )2 +C33 ε33
+ 2C13 (ε11 + ε22 )ε33 + 4C44 ε13
+ ε23
2


2
+(C11 −C12 ) ε12
− ε11 ε22 + 4C14 ((ε11 − ε22 ) ε13 − 4ε12 ε23 )
(3.85)

3.4 Methods for Determination of Elastic Constants
The methods for the calculation of elastic constants can be divided into two categories: First,
the elastic constants can be obtained directly from the stress-strain relations of equation (3.30).
Therefore, in a series of simulations the stresses are measured as response of the system to applied
strains in different directions [Squ69, Cow83]. The proportionality constants are the stress-strain
coefficients Bαβ . Each independent constant Bαβ requires the submission of a separate simulation
run for each applied stress or strain to get the response of the system. Alternatively, the elastic constants can be obtained either from thermal averages of the fluctuations of the stress or the
strain. These are the so-called fluctuation methods [Par82, Spr84, Pra87, Run87, Fre87, Gus96,
Pro03, Far00, Sen00b, Mey05], which have the computational advantage that all elastic constants
are obtained within a single simulation run. But longer simulation runs than are needed for the calculation of the stress-strain curve may be required for the accumulation of statistically significant
data. In the following subsections different fluctuation methods are introduced.
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3.4.1 Block Analysis of the Sengupta Method
The so-called block analysis method of this subsection is based on a coarse-graining procedure
of the “microscopic” strain-strain fluctuations for several block sizes Lb , which are smaller than
the size L of the full simulation box. Using a finite size scaling ansatz for the fluctuations of
different subsystems the elastic constants of the system can be calculated without making an explicit reference to the underlying particle interaction, which is assumed to be pairwise interactive12 . Consequently, this method also works for the limiting case of non-continuous particle pair
potentials as hard spheres (or discs). The block analysis method has been used for example to calculate the compressibility of the Ising lattice gas [Bin81] or the two-dimensional Lennard-Jones
fluid [Rov88, Rov93]. Sengupta et al. [Sen00b] used it to determine the elastic constants of a
two-dimensional hexagonal system. We now follow the steps of the derivation as given for 2D
systems, but will concurrently generalize it to three dimensions.
Consider a general system in d dimensions being described by a scalar order parameter φ (r) and
the Helmholtz free energy functional13


Z
Z
1 2 1
2
d
d
F[T, φ (r)] = kB T d r f [T, φ (r)] = kB T d r
rφ + c {∇φ (r)} .
(3.86)
2
2
During the simulation we compute the average order parameter φ within blocks of size Lb ≤ L, i.e.
φ ≡ Lb−d

Z Lb
0

d dr φ (r)

(3.87)

and its fluctuations averaged within these blocks
2

hφ iLb = Lb−2d

Z Lb
0

d dr d dr0 hφ (r)φ (r0 )i = Lb−2d

Z Lb
0

d dr β G(r) ≡ Lb−d χ Lb .

(3.88)

In the second step the definition of the correlation function for the block of size Lb
Lb

β G (r) ≡

Lb−d

Z Lb
0

d 0

0

d r hφ (r)φ (r )i =

Lb−d

Z Lb
0

d dr0 hφ (0)φ (r0 )i

(3.89)

is used. The second equality of equation (3.89) holds for homogeneous systems.
12 Therefore,

effects due to three-particle or many-particles interactions are not incorporated.
local Helmholtz free energy density functional f [T, φ (r)] = 12 rhφ i2 + uhφ i4 was successfully used in the theoretical description of Ising systems [Cha00], where the order parameter for the Ising ferromagnet is the scalar
magnetization hφ i = mz . The non-local susceptibility, i.e. the correlation function χ(r, r0 cat easily be calculated
from
δ h(r)
δ 2F
χ −1 (r, r0 ) =
=
= (r + 12uhφ i2 − c∇2 )δ (r − r0 ).
0
δ hφ (r )i δ hφ (r)i δ hφ (r0 )i

13 The

In Fourier space this can be written in the so-called Ornstein-Zernicke form
χ(q) =

χ∞

2

1 + (qξ )

=

1
ξ2
,
c 1 + (qξ )2


−1/2
. Such a form was first proposed by Ornstein and Zernicke
with the correlation length ξ = c1/2 r + 12uhφ i2
for correlations in the vicinity of a critical point.
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The explicit block size dependent functional form of Lb−d χ Lb can be calculated by starting from
the correlation function G̃(q) in Fourier space which is assumed to be of the Ornstein-Zernicke
form
1
β G̃(q) = hφ̃q φ̃−q i = χ ∞
.
(3.90)
1 + (qξ )2
Here χ ∞ ≡ limq→0 βRG̃(q) is the susceptibility of the infinite system for the variable φ , the angular brackets hpi ≡ [dφ ] exp (−F[φ ]/ kB T ) denote the ensemble average, and ξ is the correlation length (= c/r). Additionally, it is assumed that hφ i = 0. Note, that the equations (3.86)
and (3.90) are only valid for the long wavelength limit (q → 0) and under the assumption that
in this limit the correlations are isotropic. This restricts the validity of this approach. Later it is
shown that for ordered 3D systems the strain-strain correlations are anisotropic (cf. section 5.4).
The Fourier transform of equation (3.90) is14,15
β G(r) = ξ −2 χ ∞ |r|−(d−2)Y (|r|/ξ )
where
Y (η) ≡

Z ∞
0

zd−1 dz

Z

(3.91)

dΩd eiz cos θ
.
(2π)d η 2 + z2

(3.92)

For a 3D system the integral of expression (3.92) can be solved by direct application of the residue
1 −η
theorem resulting in Y (η) = 4π
e and
β G(r) =

χ ∞ e−(|r|/ξ )
.
ξ 2 4π|r|

(3.93)

In the simulation we always have a simulation box of finite size with box length L. One expects
that as Lb → L the block susceptibility ξ Lb → ξ ∞ . The behavior of the block susceptibilities,
however, is strongly dependent on the ensemble in which the simulation is carried out [Sen00b].
In a canonical ensemble the average of φ over the entire system is constrained to vanish for all
times. Correction for the finite box volume can be done by introducing the Lagrange multiplier κ
which accounts for the non-strained overall system, and by defining the new correlator


Z
Z
0
d
G (r) = [dφ ] φ (0)φ (r) exp −β F[T, φ ] − κ d r φ .
(3.94)
This results in β G0 (r) = β G(r) − β ∆L with the correction
1
β ∆L = 3
L
14 Auxiliary

β G(r)

χ∞ 1
d r G(r) = 3
L 4π
3

Z L

d 3r

1 e−(|r|/ξ )
χ∞
≡
Ψ(L/ξ )
ξ 2 |r|
L3

(3.95)

calculation: Fourier transform of equation (3.90):
=

Z

dd q
β G̃(q)eiq · r = χ ∞
(2π)d

=

χ ∞ |r|−d

=

−2 ∞

15 Obviously,
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Z L

ξ

Z ∞
0

zd−1 dz

−(d−2)

χ |r|

Z

Z

dd q
eiqr
= χ∞
(2π)d 1 + (qξ )2

Z

d d q ei|q||r| cos θ
(2π)d 1 + (qξ )2

eiz cos θ
dΩd
= χ ∞ |r|−d ξ −2 |r|2
d
(2π) 1 + (zξ |r|−1 )2

Z ∞
0

zd−1 dz

Y (|r|/ξ ).

a minus sign is missing in the exponent of |r| in equation (5) of [Sen00b].

Z

dΩd
eiz cos θ
d
(2π) (|r|ξ −1 )2 + z2
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in the case of three dimensions. The function Ψ(α), which is defined in equation (3.95), can easily
be evaluated for a spherical simulation block, where (r0 ≡ |r|/L)
Ψ(α) =

1 2
α
4π

Z 1 Z π Z 2π
0

0

0

0

r02 dr0 sin θ dθ dφ

e−αr
= 1 − e−α (α + 1).
r0

(3.96)

For cubic blocks the integral one has to evaluate the more complicated integral
Ψ(α) =

1 2
α
4π

Z 1/2
−1/2

dx0

Z 1/2
−1/2

dy0

Z 1/2
−1/2

0

dz0

e−αr
.
r0

(3.97)

which can be simplified to

!
!
r
√
α −α/2
1
3
Ψ(α) = 1 + e
− e− 3/4α
−
α +1
2
4 2
Z 1/2

Z
√
2 π/4
−α 3/4−z2
−α/(2 cos φ )
+α
dz e
−
dφ e
π 0
0

(3.98)

Using the modified correlation function G0 (r) = G(r) − ∆L in the definition of the susceptibility
for a block of size Lb
Z Lb
χ Lb =
d 3r β G0 (r)
(3.99)
gives the 3D to the scaling form16



χ Lb = χ ∞ Ψ(xL/ξ ) − Ψ(L/ξ )x3

(3.100)

which depends on the relative block size x ≡ Lb /L and on the parameter ratio L/ξ . This scaling
can be used for the block analysis.
The scaling function (3.100) is plotted in Fig. 3.3 as a function of the relative block size x = Lb / L
for a selection of values of L/ ξ , i.e. the ratio of the correlation length ξ relative to the size of the
simulation box. It is instructive to look at the two limiting cases of the finite size scaling form: For
Lb → L we have χ Lb → 0, which reflects that for the full system the ensemble average hφ i = 0,
and for L/ξ  1, Ψ(α) → 1 the scaling form reduces to
χ Lb · x = χ ∞ [x − x4 ].

(3.101)

For L  ξ one can extract χ ∞ from the slope of the linear region for x → 0 in figure 3.3. But even
for L ≈ O(ξ ) the constant χ ∞ can still be determined by fitting the finite scaling form (3.100) to
all the data points.
16 For

the 2D system the correlation function is

2 −2 ∞
ξ χ2D K0 (r/ξ )
π
where K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Finally they find [Sen00b] for the finite size scaling
form
h
i
Lb
∞
χ2D
= χ2D
Ψ2D (xL/ξ ) − Ψ2D (L/ξ )x2
β G2D (r) =

with the function Ψ2D (α) being defined as
Ψ2D (α) =

2 2
α
π

Z 1Z 1
0

0

 q

dx dy K0 α x2 + y2 .
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Figure 3.3: Plot of x · χ Lb /χ ∞ of equation (3.100) for the function Ψ(α) of equation (3.95) as a
function of the relative block size x = Lb / L for various values of L/ξ .

Strain Fluctuations and Elastic Constants
The above description of the block analysis for a scalar order parameter φ can readily be extended
to tensor variables. In the context of elastic properties the scalar variable φ has to be replaced
by suitable linear combinations e(R) of the elements of strain tensor ε(R) and the calculated
susceptibilities ξ turn out to be the components of the compliance matrix Si jkl .
For elastic systems we assume the following free energy in the harmonic form
∆F[e(R)] =

Z

h
i
d dR ∑ K j˜ e2j˜(R) + D j˜(∇e j˜(R))2
j˜

(3.102)

with the constants K j˜ and D j˜. The range of the index j˜ depends on the symmetry group of reference
lattice. For cubic systems j˜ = 1, . . . , 7 (cf. equation (3.60)) and j˜ = 1, 2, 3 for 2D systems (cf.
equation (3.46)). Using the representations of section 3.3 for different crystal symmetries in 2D
and 3D we can calculate the ensemble averaged compliance matrices
b
SiLjkl
≡ hε Li jb ε Lklb i

(3.103)

for different block sizes Lb within the simulation box from the block averaged strains ε i j . Superb
position of the components SiLjkl
results in the components SLj˜b .
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For cubic systems these relations are explicitly:
Lb
S1Lb ≡ SAA
= hε L11b ε L11b i + hε L22b ε L22b i + hε L33b ε L33b i

Lb
S2Lb = S3Lb = S4Lb ≡ SBB
= hε L11b ε L11b i − hε L22b ε L22b i = hε L11b ε L11b i − hε L33b ε L33b i = hε L22b ε L22b i − hε L33b ε L33b i
Lb
S5Lb = S6Lb = S7Lb ≡ S44

= hε L44b ε L44b i = hε L55b ε L55b i = hε L66b ε L66b i

(3.104)

The components of S ∞
then can be obtained by fitting of the finite size scaling form of equaj˜

tion (3.100) to the data points for each S Lj˜ b . The elastic constants β K j˜ are finally given by17
β K j˜ =

1
.
2S ∞
j˜

(3.105)

Comparison of this relation with the definition of the compliances in equation (3.33) shows that
we introduced an additional factor of 2 here. This was already done in the paper of Sengupta et
al. [Sen00b], because the above block analysis accounts only for effect of the “inner” system, but
not for the thermal bath.
The Sengupta method is also used in the works of Ricci [Ric06a] and Franzrahe [Fra08] for 2D
systems and in the work of Reinke [Rei06f] for the evaluation of elastic constants in an experiment
of 3D colloidal crystals.

3.4.2 Parinello-Rahman Method
Anderson [And80] developed a procedure for carrying out molecular dynamics simulations at
constant pressure by making the volume of the system a dynamical variable. A convenient way to
study the elasticity of a microscopic system is to think of systems contained in periodic boxes of
variable volume and shape.18 This approach was initiated by Parinello and Rahman [Par80, Par81,
Par82, Ray84] being interested in the allotropic transformations of crystalline solids.

h3

h3
h2

h2
h1

h1

Figure 3.4: Change of the periodically repeated simulation box in the Parinello-Rahman method.
The simulation box is characterized by a 3 × 3 matrix h = (h1 , h2 , h3 ), which consists of the three
independent (in general non-orthogonal) Bravais vectors h1 , h2 , and h3 spanning the periodically
17 Explicitly

in the case of cubic systems, we get the three constants K1 ≡ A, K2 ≡ B, and K3 ≡ C44 .
simulation is in the HτN-ensemble with constant enthalpy H, constant thermodynamic tension τ and constant
particle number N.

18 The
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repeated parallelepiped of the simulation box (see figure 3.4). Any point r in the simulation box
can be expressed as
r = hx,
(3.106)
where x is a rescaled vector whose components lie in the interval [0, 1]. Integrals on r can be
converted into integrals on x by using the scaling factor V = det h, which represents the actual
volume of the simulation cell. The metric tensor
G ≡ hT h

(3.107)

is used in transforming dot products from the original Cartesian to the rescaled coordinates, according to r · r0 = x · G · x0 = xi Gi j x0j .
With this definition of the box matrix, the displacement from the reference position R is

u = r − R = hh−1
(3.108)
0 − 1 R,
where h0 is the reference box matrix.19 Note, α = hh−1
0 is the deformation gradient tensor introduced in equation (3.2).
The instantaneous Lagrangian strain tensor can be written as [Par80, Par81, Par82]
i 1h
i
−1
1 h T −1 T
h0
h (t) h(t) (h0 )−1 − 1 =
hT0
G(t) (h0 )−1 − 1 ,
ε(t) =
2
2

(3.109)

with 1 being the unit matrix.20 From the last equation in the definition (3.109) we realize the
intimate connection between the metric tensor G and the Lagrangian strain tensor ε.
The thermodynamic tension (stress) tensor τ [Wal72, Ray88], also known as Piola-Kirchhoff second stress tensor, is the thermodynamic variable conjugate to this strain tensor, in the sense that
the work δW , done in an infinitesimal homogeneous distortion of the system, can be written in the
form
δW = V0 τik εik = V0 Tr (τ δ ε) ,
(3.110)
where V0 ≡ det h0 denotes the volume of the system in the reference configuration. The Cauchy
stress tensor σ is related to the tension τ by [Ray88, Bar06, Zho02]
σ=

−1 T
V0
1
h (h0 )−1 τ hT0
h =
α · τ · αT .
V
det α

(3.111)

In general, it is not possible to write the work δW of the deformation in terms of the Cauchy stress
tensor σ , as will be explained now. The tension τ is the derivative of the free energy with respect
to the strain, which is referred to the (unstressed) reference configuration R:21
τi j =
19 One

1 ∂F
= σi j (0) +Cijkl εkl + O(ε 2 )
V0 ∂ εi j (R)

(3.112)

can also use the equilibrium average value of scaling matrix h(t) under conditions of zero tension as reference
box matrix, i.e., h0 = hh(t)i.
20 In full index notation:
i
1h
εik (t) =
hnl (t) (h0 )−1
hnp (t) (h0 )−1
pi − δik
kl
2
Note, the strain vanishes for the system in the reference state where h = h0 .
21 Often the opposite sign convention for τ is used. This is for example the case in the references [Ray86, Ray84].
ij
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where σi j (0) is the reference value of the applied stress σ .
This (applied) Cauchy stress σ , on the other hand, is the derivative of the free energy with respect
to an incremental strain δ ε(r), which is referred to the actual deformed body configuration:


∂ F(εi j , δ εi j )
1
∂F
1
σi j =
=
.
(3.113)
V (ε) ∂ (δ εi j (r)) V (ε)
∂ (δ hi j )
δ εi j =0
Here the reference configuration is the system deformed by εi j (or h). The small deformations
made on that reference system are characterized by δ εi j or δ h. So, both stress definitions rely on
different reference configurations. If and only if the latter reference configuration is chosen also
as reference configuration in (3.112) the nonzero applied Cauchy stress of a configuration is given
by σ = τ.
The Cauchy stress tensor has a mechanical meaning in terms of forces acting within the sample.
But the tension τ is a purely thermodynamic quantity without a similar mechanical interpretation. Fortunately, in the limit of small deformations, which are subject of this work, these subtle
differences between the two expressions of stress can be forgotten.22
The Parinello-Rahman Lagrangian [Par81, Par82], which described the time evolution of the 3N
particle coordinates rα (t) and of the matrix h is23
L =



N
N
1 N α αT α
1
T
αβ
+V0 Tr(τ ε),
ẋ
−
wTr
ḣ
ḣ
m
[ẋ
]
G
φ
(R
)
+
∑
∑ ∑
2 α=1
2
α=1 β >α

(3.114)

where w is the mass associated with the coordinates hi j and φ (Rαβ ) is the pair interaction potential.
Based upon this Lagrangian molecular dynamics simulations of the HτN ensemble of systems
under zero hydrostatic pressure can be done [Spr84]. The behavior of a system of particles under
conditions of constant external stress, can be simulated by following of the time dependence of the
box matrix h(t), because this is related to the Lagrangian strains according to equation (3.109). It
can be shown that the dynamics generated by the Lagrangian (3.114) with the strain definition of
equation (3.109) conserves the enthalpy H. Therefore, the adiabatic elastic constants


∂ τi j
S
Ci jkl =
(3.115)
∂ εkl S
are obtained from the following fluctuation formula
CiSjkl =

kB T
(hεi j εkl i − hεi j ihεkl i)−1 ,
hV i

(3.116)

where hV i = hdet hi is the average volume of the system. For unstrained systems, i.e. hεi j i = 0,
this reduces to the Parinello-Rahman fluctuation formula for the elastic constants
CiSjkl =

kB T
hεi j εkl i−1 .
hV i

(3.117)

According to equation (3.117) the elastic constants can be determined from the time-averaged
fluctuations of the Lagrangian strain given in equation (3.109).
22 This

fact is obvious from the connection of the two stress tensors in equation (3.111). In the limit of small deformations it is h ≈ h0 and V ≈ V0 and thus τ ≈ σ .
23 Remind that the Greek superscripts indicate the particle number α = 1, . . . , N.
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Further developments and realization of this Parrinello-Rahman fluctuation method in molecular
dynamics simulation of anisotropic solids are given in the following papers [Ray84, Ray85, Ray86,
Ray88, Lut88, Lut89]. Zhou [Zho02] derived general fluctuation formulas for both isothermal and
adiabatic elastic constants.
Boundary Conditions
All these expressions work well for large systems or in the thermodynamic limit, i.e., where
N → ∞, V0 → ∞, but n = N/V0 stays finite. However, the size of the simulated system is always limited. Most commonly periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are used to model continuous
unbounded systems. One can show that PBC are automatically satisfied in the above formulation [Zho02]. With PBC the particles in a primary cell given by rα = hxα (α = 1, . . . , N) are
repeated into image cells by translations r0n = n1 h1 + n2 h2 + n3 h3 , where ni (1, 2, 3) are positive
and negative integers. Scalar
functions as the free energy F(rαn ) can be viewed as functions where

rαn = hxαn = h xα0 + r0n and the components of xαn now extend over all real numbers whereas
xα0 ∈ [0, 1]. With PBC there is no explicit dependence of physical quantities on the box matrix h.
For finite systems without PBC such a dependency is indeed necessary.
Finite Temperature Elastic Constants
Squire, Holt and Hoover [Squ69] derived a formula for the calculation of finite temperature elastic
constants for a material where the particles interact through a pair potential φ . They start from the
explicit expression for the free energy in terms of the configuration integral
exp (−β F) = V N

Z

dx1 dx2 . . . dxN exp (−β H ({hxα })) ,

(3.118)

where H({rα }) = H ({hxα }) = ∑αβ φ (rα − rβ ) is the total interaction energy.
The total differential of the free energy can be written in terms of the metric tensor or the box
matrix as




∂F
∂F
∂F T
dG = 2Tr h0
h dε .
(3.119)
dF =
dGik = Tr
∂ Gik
∂G
∂G 0
These expressions enable us to calculate the thermodynamic tension matrix τi j which is equivalent
to determine the derivative of the free energy with respect to the Lagrangian strains:
*
+
0 αβ
∂F
αβ αβ φ (r )
−1 T
V0 τi j =
= NkB T h0,ik Gkm h0,m j + h0,ik ∑ xk xm
h0,m j
∂ εi j (Rαβ )
rαβ
hαβ i
T
≡ NkB T h0,ik G−1
km h0,m j + hT̂i j i.

(3.120)

In the last step the microscopic stress tensor is introduced
T̂i j ≡

∑

hαβ i

αβ αβ

ri r j

φ 0 (rαβ )
.
rαβ

(3.121)

It can be shown [Ray88, Spr84] that the Cauchy stress tensor is equal to the average of the microscopic stress tensor, i.e., σ = hT̂ i. Thus, the isotropic pressure P = Tr(σ ) can be calculated
efficiently by taking the ensemble average of the expression of equation (3.121).
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The elastic constants are obtained by carrying out one more derivative with respect to the strain
which results in the formula first derived by Squire, Holt, and Hoover [Squ69]
∂ τi j
∂ hT̂i j i
1 ∂ 2F
=
=
V0 ∂ εi j ∂ εkl
∂ εkl
∂ εkl
 V0 

hT̂i j T̂kl i − hT̂i j ihT̂kl i +CiBorn
= 2NkB T δik δ jl + δil δ jk −
jkl ,
kB T

Ci jkl =

(3.122)

This equation consists of three different terms: The fist term is sometimes called the kinetic contribution and the second term in rectangular brackets is the fluctuation term. The last term, which
is referred to as Born term24 ,
*
!+
0 (r αβ )
00 (r αβ )
1
φ
φ
αβ
αβ
αβ
αβ
CiBorn
− αβ 3
(3.123)
∑ ri r j rk rl
jkl =
V0 hαβ
(rαβ )2
(r )
i
depends explicitly on the first and second derivatives of the pair potential φ 25 . The symbol ∑hαβ i
denotes the summation over all distinct pairs of particles hαβ i (α, β = 1, . . . , N), rαβ ≡ rα − rβ ,
αβ
and ri is the i-th component of rαβ ≡ rα − rβ .
The fluctuation expression of equation (3.122) was used by Cowley et al. [Cow83] to calculate
the elastic constants of cubic Lennard-Jones crystals. The equation (3.122) can be used in MC
simulations in the canonical ensemble, where the particle number, the temperature, and the volume (i.e. strain) are constant. The strain ε is defined as in equation (3.109) whereas the box
vectors h are fixed. Sprik et al. [Spr84] compared the convergence of MD calculations in the
(p, H, N) ensemble based upon the Parrinello-Rahman fluctuation formula (3.116) with Monte
Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble based on the formula (3.122). They showed that the
convergence is much better for the fluctuation formula (3.122). Especially, with increasing system
size, the Parrinello-Rahman method converges rather slow.
For thermal systems the instantaneous stresses and strains are correlated throughout phase space,
which is obvious for the low temperature limit where entropic contributions are negligible and
Hooke’s law (3.30) is valid. Gusev et al. [Gus96] derived an alternative fluctuation formula which
makes use of this stress-strain correlation. They showed, that at low temperatures the elastic
constants obtained from26
Ci jkl = hεi j T̂nm ihεnm εkl i−1
(3.124)
converge faster than with the Parinello-Rahman fluctuation formula of equation (3.117).

3.4.3 Kantor Method
Farago and Kantor [Far00] extended the fluctuation method of Squire, Holt and Hoover [Squ69]
(cf. equation (3.122)) to a system of hard spheres (or discs) where the pair interaction is non24 Named

in honor of Max Born for his work on thermodynamic stiffness of systems at T = 0 K. [Bor68]
and φ 00 (rαβ ) ≡ ∂ 2 φ (rαβ )/ (∂ rαβ )2
26 The fluctuation formula of equation (3.124) is an approximation for low temperatures of the following more general
expression [Gus96]:
*
+
αβ
−1 αβ
1
∂ φ h0, np h−1
pq rq h0, jt hts rs
Ci jkl =
ε ∑
hεn j εlm i−1 .
hV i ik α>β
∂ rαβ
rαβ
25 φ 0 (rαβ ) ≡ ∂ φ (rαβ )/ ∂ rαβ
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continuous. They derived the following expressions by using a smooth approximation of the
hard-core potential in equations (3.121) and (3.122) and looking for the “athermal limit”, namely,
the limiting expression obtained when the size of the interpolation is reduced to zero, while at the
same time the potential difference between the inner and outer particle region tends to infinity.
The final expressions for the calculation of the stresses and the elastic constants are [Far00]
kB T
σi j = hT̂i j i =
V

(

*

∑

αβ

αβ

Ri R j
Rαβ

hαβ i

)

+
∆αβ

+ Nδi j

(3.125)

and
Ci jkl
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(3.126)
∑
Rαβ Rγδ
hαβ i hγδ i6=hαβ i


Here ∆αβ ≡ δ Rαβ − a is the probability of finding two hard-core particles of diameter a in contact with each other, ∑hαβ i denotes the summation over all distinct N (N − 1) /2 pairs hαβ i, and
∑hγδ i6=hαβ i is the summation over all remaining pairs hγδ i distinct from pair hαβ i, while ∑γ6=α,β
denotes the summation over all atoms γ distinct from the atoms α and β . D is the dimensionality
β
αβ
of the system, Rαβ = Rα − Rβ , Rαβ = Rαβ , and Ri = Rαi − Ri .
The expressions (3.125) and (3.126) include δ functions, which require some special treatment
for the calculation of the ensemble averages in a MC simulation, because in a MC simulation
we measure probabilities rather than probability densities. To get an estimate of the averages we
sample the contributions to σik and Ci jkl of pairs whose separation fall in one of the intervals
/2, a +

n+

∋

∋

n−

/2]

∋

∋

∆Rn ≡ [a + n , a + (n + 1) ] = [a +

n = 1, 2, . . .

(3.127)

∋

∋

where n ≡ (n − 1/2) . This gives us statistically independent averaged quantities and the “correct” average at particle contact is obtained by extrapolation to the limit εn → 0. The Figure 3.5
is taken from the paper of Farago et al. [Far00] to demonstrate the extrapolation procedure for a
MC simulation of a periodically replicated cubic system of N = 13500 hard spheres with volume
fraction ρ/ρ0 = 0.8. The curves are weighted least square fits of the data to polynomials of the
third order in n .
∋

∋

∋

We implemented this method into our simulation code to be able to perform comparative simulation studies. The executable program has the name KEC3D for simulation of 3D systems and
KEC2D for the case of 2D systems.27
27 Generation
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of the executable program KEC3D or KEC2D is done by the command make KEC3 or make KEC2 re-

3.4 Methods for Determination of Elastic Constants

Figure 3.5: The pressure and the three independent elastic constants for a cubic system of hard
spheres with volume fraction ρ/ρ0 = 0.8 as function of n . This figure is taken
from [Far00].
∋

3.4.4 Free Volume Approximation
Stillinger and Salsburg [Sti67] derived asymptotic approximations of the pressure P, the compressibility κ, and the cubic elastic constants C12 and C44 in the limit of the close-packing density ρ0 .
Therefore, they evaluated analytically the free volume accessible to the particles within the cages
defined by their nearest neighbor particles. They have shown that this so-called free volume approximation returns the correct asymptotic values for the pressure P and the compressibility κ.
These are given by
P =
κ =

√
3 2 kB T
ρ0 /ρ − 1 σ 3
√
3 2
kB T
2
(ρ0 /ρ − 1) σ 3

(3.128)
(3.129)

Also for the elastic constants C12 and C44 Stillinger and Salsburg expect similar forms for their
density dependencies close to ρ0 , i.e.
C12 =
C44 =

A1
(ρ0 /ρ − 1)2
A2
(ρ0 /ρ − 1)2

kB T
σ3
kB T
σ3

(3.130)
(3.131)

spectively. Definition of the compiler variables as for example the lattice type has to be done in the file
KEC3D.make (or KEC2D.make). The definition of the compiler variables KANTOR EC, HARDCORE, and DIMENSION=3
(or DIMENSION=2) are required to perform simulations based on the Kantor method. The simulation efficiency can
be increased by using collective MC steps of chains of particles as proposed by Jaster [Jas99]. This method is used
when the compiler variable CHAIN MC is given.
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with the constants A1 and A2 . Farago et al. [Far00] extracted the values A1 = 1.84 ± 0.14 and
A2 = 5.86 ± 0.11 by fitting the expressions (3.130) and (3.131) to their simulation data for cubic
hard-sphere crystals with densities close to ρ0 .

3.4.5 Displacement Fluctuations
Alternatively to the fluctuation methods introduced so far, we can directly evaluate the displacement fluctuations. This method is for example has been used in the following publications [Mey05,
Pra87, Ric92].
Generally, the probability p of thermal fluctuations is given by


∆F
p ∝ exp −
.
kB T

(3.132)

where in Fourier space the free energy difference ∆F is given by equation (3.29), i.e. ∆F =
V
2 Ci jkl ∑k k j kl ũi (k)ũk (−k). Then the displacement fluctuations are obtained from Gaussian integration as done in the book of Landau [Lan87] (cf. equation (111.9)). The result is
hũi (k)ũk (−k)i =

−1
kB T
Ci jkl k j kl
.
V

(3.133)

The elastic constants can be calculated from equation (3.133) by examining the dependence of the
displacement correlation function on the wave vector k in the limit of long wavelengths, i.e. k → 0.
The wave vectors allowed for a cubic simulation cell of size L which is periodically repeated are
k=

2π
(n, p, q),
L

(3.134)

where n, p, and q are integers. For simplicity use k = (2π/ L) nk0 with the reduced wave-vector k0
of high-symmetry directions, for example k0 = (1, 0, 0), k0 = (1, 1, 0), and k0 = (1, 1, 1) for the
cubic crystal.
For sufficiently small n values, which is the long wavelength limit, the correlation function is
expected (according to equation (3.133)) to vary linearly with 1/n2 . If ηik is the slope of this
linear relation, then from equation (3.133) one finds that [Mey05]
Λik (k0 ) ≡ Ci jkl k0 j k0 l =

kB T −1
η
4πL ik

(3.135)

For a cubic system one has the following explicit expressions for Λik (k0 ) ≡ Ci jkl k0 j k0 l :
Λik [(1, 0, 0)] = C44 δik + (C11 −C44 )δi1 δk1
Λik [(1, 1, 0)] = (C11 +C44 )δik + (C44 −C11 )δi3 δk3 + (C12 +C44 )(δi1 δk2 + δi2 δk1 )

(3.136)

Λik [(1, 1, 1)] = (C11 + 2C44 ) δik + (C12 +C44 ) (δi1 δk2 + δi2 δk3 ) + (C12 + 2C44 ) δi1 δk3 .
So knowing the slope ηik (k0 ) of the displacement fluctuations measured in the direction k0 , the
(superposition) of elastic constants can be calculated from the inverse of ηik (k0 ). Meyers et
al. [Mey05] evaluated the elastic constants this way for a cubic crystal under zero stress with
Lennard-Jones pair potential and EAM potential for parameterized for copper.
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In isotropic solids, the displacement correlation function has the form ([Cha00], equation (6.4.24))



1
V
1
−1
ˆ
ˆ
(3.137)
[Λim (k)] =
k̂i km + 2 δik − k̂i km
hũi (k)ũm (−k)i =
kB T
(λ + 2µ) k2
µk
with k̂i = ki / |k|.

3.4.6 Analysis of Lattice Vibrations
A last method for the determination of the elastic properties of a crystal from the positional data of
the particles forming the crystal structure was introduced by Keim and Grünberg [Kei04, Grü04].
They obtain the elastic constants from a comparison of the band structure of the given lattice to
predictions of theory of harmonic lattice vibrations. This allows them to determine the wavevector-dependent normal mode spring constants. In the limit k → 0 these measured spring constants are consistent with the elastic moduli of the crystal. Recently, this method has also been
used in the following publications [Rei06f, Grü07, Bau07].
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3.5 Symbols Used for the Theory of Elasticity
R
r(t)
V0 , V (t)
ui (R, t)
αi j (t)
ui j (t)
δi j
1, δi j
εi j (R, t)
σiSj , σiTj
ti j
CiSjkl , CiTjkl

reference particle position, initial (equilibrium) particle position
actual particle position
volume of the reference system, volume of the actual system
instantaneous displacement vector
transformation gradient tensor
displacement gradient tensor
Kronecker δ with elements equal to 1 for i = j and zero otherwise
unit matrix, elements of the unit matrix
Levy-Civita symbol
(instantaneous) Lagrangian strain tensor
adiabatic and isothermal Cauchy stress tensor
thermodynamic tension or Piola-Kirchhoff second stress tensor
adiabatic and isothermal elasticity tensor (in full index notation)

T̂
P
BS , BT
κ
λ, µ
µ
E
ν
N
x
h(t), h0
G
kB
T
β
S
φ
f
F
U

microscopic stress tensor
pressure
adiabatic and isothermal bulk modulus
compressibility
Lamé coefficients
shear modulus
Young’s modulus or modulus of extension
Poisson’s ratio
particle number
rescaled position vector whose components lie in the interval [0, 1]
box matrix of the actual and the reference system
metric tensor
Boltzmann constant
temperature
thermal energy
entropy
particle pair-potential
applied force
free energy
internal energy

∋

i jk

Cαβ
Sijkl , Sαβ
BSijkl , BTijkl
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tensor of elastic constants in Voigt notation
compliance tensor in full index and Voigt notation
adiabatic and isothermal stress-strain coefficients, Birch moduli

4 Simulation Details
The methods to determine the elastic properties, which were introduced in the previous chapter
are all based on particle configurations. These can be obtained either from experiment or from
computer simulation. Particle configurations generated by a computer simulation run have the
great advantage, that the (pair) interaction and the boundary conditions are well defined and that
they often can easily be tuned over a much wider parameter range than is possible in an experiment. We perform Metropolis Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. These will be briefly introduced
in the following section, because nowadays many good textbooks on computer simulations exist.
Concerning the Monte-Carlo method and some tricks of the trade the classic textbooks of Binder
and Landau [Lan00] and of Allen and Tildesley [All87] are recommended. An overview of actual
problems and applications addressed by means of computer simulations is given by the lecture
notes edited by Nielaba et al. [Nie02] and by Ferrario et al. [Fer06a, Fer06b]. The following description of the Monte-Carlo method is built upon the representation of Allen and Tildesley [All87]
and the mathematical background is based on the book of Feller [Fel68].

4.1 Monte-Carlo Simulations
The Monte-Carlo simulation method is based on the mathematical theory of Markov chains which
are used to generate states with probabilities given by statistical mechanics. A Markov chain is a
sequence of random variables X0 , X1 , X2 , . . . with the properties:
(a) The random variables X0 , X1 , X2 , . . . assume values in a certain finite or denumerable infinite
set, which is called state space.
(b) Each random variable Xn depends on all previous random variables only through its immediate predecessor Xn−1 ; that means all memory about the history of the system before being
in state Xn−1 is ignored.
(0)

A Markov chain is fully determined by the initial probability π j = P(X0 = j) and by the transition
probabilities
Pjk = P(Xn+1 = k| Xn = j)
(4.1)
linking the two random variables Xn and Xn+1 . This conditional probability (cf. section 9.1.1) is
assumed to be stationary, i.e. independent of n. Due to the countability of the state space Pjk can be
written as a transition matrix. Whenever Pjk fulfills the positivity condition and the normalization,
where its rows add up to one,
Pjk ≥ 0

and

∑ Pjk = 1,
k

(4.2)

it is called stochastic matrix. Such a matrix is the transition matrix of an irreducible Markov chain
where the full state space is the only closed set. In other words this means that every state can be
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reached from every other state.
The following definitions will be employed:
• A state j is called ergodic if the probability to return to state j is equal to one (which is the
definition of a persistent state) and the mean waiting time hT j i < ∞.
• The limiting distribution1 is defined as
(0)

π̃k ≡ lim Pjkn π j .

(4.3)

n→∞

Theorem: Consider an aperiodic irreducible Markov chain with a stochastic matrix
Pjk . All states are ergodic if, and only if, the linear system

∑ πk = 1,

πk = ∑ π j Pjk ,
j

(4.4)

k

possesses an invariant probability distribution πk as solution.
From definition (4.3) it is clear that π̃k must satisfy the eigenvalue equation π̃k = ∑ j π̃ j Pjk with
eigenvalue 1 and thus it is a solution to (4.4).
Theorem: Consider an aperiodic irreducible Markov chain X0 , X1 , X2 , . . . of ergodic
states with invariant distribution π̃k . For every bounded function g on integers and for
almost all (i.e. with probability one) realizations of the Markov chain, one has
1

n

lim ∑ g(Xl ).
∑ g(k) π̃k = n→∞
n
k

(4.5)

l=1

This theorem provides the mathematical foundation of the Monte-Carlo method, by which we want
to calculate states corresponding to a given limiting probability distribution by means of Markov
chains. Equation (4.5) tells us, that the arithmetic average of a sequence of simulation results
generated by an underlying Markov chain reproduces the ensemble average performed with some
given distribution π̃k .
In equilibrium statistical mechanics one is interested in ensemble averages (typically in the canonical ensemble) for certain observables A , which means the calculation of
hA iNVT =

Z

1
dr A (r ) ρNVT (r ) =
QNVT
N

N

N

Z

drN A (rN ) e−βV (r

N)

(4.6)
R

N

where ρNVT (rN ) is the canonical distribution which has the partition function QNVT ≡ drN e−βV (r )
as normalization constant. This integral of (4.6) can be approximated as sum over possible points
in position space
hA iNVT ≈ ∑ A (rk ) ρNVT (rk ) ≡ hA irun .
(4.7)
k

Thus, a Markov chain having the canonical distribution as limiting distribution reproduces according to theorem (4.5) the canonical ensemble average. This leads to the question: Is there a
procedure for constructing a Markov chain with a prescribed limiting distribution?
1 The

Perron-Frobenius theorem [Fel68] assures, that the limiting distribution π̃k implied by the Markov chain is
(0)
independent of the initial condition π j .
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For the purpose of illustration, assume a system with a finite number of states {1, 2, . . . , M}. In
the underlying statistical ensemble, each state j has the given probability π j (= ρNVT (r j ) for the
canonical ensemble). We can calculate the averages by
hA i =

M

∑ g( j) π j

(4.5)

1 n
πX
∑ A (Xl ) π̃Xl
n→∞ n
l
l=1

= lim

j=1

(4.8)

where π̃ j is the limiting probability distribution of state j of the underlying Markov chain. The
last expression of (4.8) is obtained by applying theorem (4.5) to g( j) π j / π̃ j .
How shall we choose the limiting function π̃ j ? For the choice π̃ j = π j the simulation effort is rather
focused on the states contributing most to the average value of interest. This choice expresses the
idea of so-called importance sampling and leads to the success of Monte-Carlo simulations.2
Having decided (according to Eq. (4.4)) which limiting distribution of the Markov chain we want
to have, brings us to the problem, that the transition matrix Pjk is unknown. Considerable freedom
is given in finding an appropriate transition matrix Pjk , with the crucial constraint that the elements
of the transition matrix should be independent of the normalization, i.e. the partition function
QNVT of the limiting distribution. A useful trick in searching for a solution of (4.4) is to introduce
the unnecessarily strong condition of detailed balance or microscopic reversibility3
π j Pjk = πk Pk j

(4.9)

for all states j, k.
Metropolis et al. [Met53] introduced a widely used procedure for constructing a phase space trajectory in the canonical ensemble where the transition matrix satisfies the relations (4.4) and (4.9).4
The so-called Metropolis Monte-Carlo move is incorporated in the definition of the non-symmetric
stochastic matrix
 move
P
for j 6= k, πk ≥ π j


 jk πk

move
Pjk
for j 6= k, πk < π j
Pjk =
.
(4.10)
πj



for i = k
 1 − ∑ Pjl
l6= j

2 This

choice does not give the optimum variance reduction of A ( j) π j / π̃ j . It would be achieved by choosing
π̃ j =

A ( j) π j
,
hA i

which implies that we already know the solution. Another naive choice would be π̃ j = 1/ M which expresses the
idea of so-called simple sampling because it treats all states equal in performing averages. Due to the exponential
in the canonical distribution, this would imply a lot of unnecessary computation effort, because most states carry a
exponentially suppressed weight and make only negligible contributions to the average.
3 The condition (4.4) follows immediately from

∑ π j Pjk

(4.9)

j

4 There

=

∑ πk Pk j
j

(4.2)

= πk .

exist also other solutions to equations (4.4) and (4.9) as for example the symmetrical solution

move π / (π + π )
for j 6= k
 Pjk
j
j
k
Pjk =
1
−
P
for i = k
jk
∑

j6=k

being referred to as Barker sampling. [All87]
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move is a symmetrical matrix which is often called the underlying matrix of the
In this solution Pjk
move is necessary to satisfy the detailed balance.
Markov chain. The symmetry of Pjk

The transition matrix (4.10) tells us, that for mutual transitions between the states j and k, one
always accepts the transition from the less probable to the more probable state. The transition
from a more probable to a less probable is not fully rejected, but it is accepted with a probability
given by the ratio of the invariant probabilities. If a trial Monte-Carlo move from j to k is rejected,
the state j is kept, and it is accounted for a further time in evaluating arithmetic averages. A
full Monte-Carlo step is performed, when it has been tried to move every particle once. Finally,
notice that the Metropolis method involves only ratios of the invariant probabilities πk and that
it therefore is independent of QNVT . It can be shown that the accuracy of the averages calculated
scales with the simulation time τrun as


−1/2
hA iNVT = hA irun + O τrun
.
(4.11)
By construction, the Monte-Carlo algorithm does not reproduce the real time evolution of the system like molecular dynamics (MD) simulations do. But Monte-Carlo simulations produce timeordered configurations enabling us to speak of Monte-Carlo time. One of the advantages of MC
simulations is, that they can be readily adapted to the calculation of averages in any ensemble. For
example, the so-called isothermal-isobaric (NPT ) ensemble is more appropriate than the canonical
ensemble for the identification of the variety of equilibrium system configurations consisting of
two particle species, because the occurrence of phase separation is avoided.
All the results of this chapter depend on the irreducibility of the underlying Markov chain. Simulation bottlenecks occur when a path between two allowed system states is difficult to find. Ways to
circumvent these bottlenecks, which are always a worry in MC simulations, are special MC moves
(as particle exchange moves or cluster moves) or improved simulation methods (as for example
parallel tempering or transition path sampling).
It is particularly simple (compared to MD simulations) and efficient to simulate systems of hard
particles (discs or spheres), which are not allowed to overlap. Here all MC moves which result
in overlapping particles are rejected and all other moves are accepted. Due to this fact, plenty of
simulations have been performed with such model systems of hard particles.
By construction, the accuracy of the Monte-Carlo method strongly depends on the quality of the
random number generator (RNG) used, because it is responsible that a representative portion of
phase space is sampled in a reasonable number of moves. Therefore, we performed simulations
with various random number generators. Our first simulations used a self written modulo RNG
using the congruential method. A sequence of random numbers is calculated from the 32-bit
algorithm [Lan00]:
Xn = (16807 · Xn−1 ) mod (231 − 1),
(4.12)
where Xi ∈ N and X0 is an arbitrary starting seed. The results presented in this thesis are obtained
using the Mersenne-Twister RNG of the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) [Gal06]. The program
code supports all available RNGs of the GSL and the RNG of the Blitz++ library [Vel05].5 All
simulation results are cross-checked with at least two different RNGs.
5

Selection of the RNG used in the simulation is done by definition of appropriate compiler variables during the
compilation process. Available options are:
• USE MY RANDOM for the congruential RNG based on equation (4.12)
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4.2 General Remarks on the Simulation Algorithm
We perform Metropolis Monte-Carlo simulations in the canonical (NV T ) ensemble and in the
isothermal-isobaric (NPT ) ensemble. The self-written simulation algorithm is designed to work
both in 2D and in 3D for various particle pair-potentials. The dimensionality of the simulation
has to be defined at the beginning of the compilation process of the program executable by either
setting the compiler option DIMENSION=2 or DIMENSION=3. For detailed information on the compilation of the source code the reader is referred to the appendix C1 where example files needed
for the program compilation process and example start parameter files are listed. In the following
we will just name the compiler options (printed in the typewriter font) which allow for very
flexible adjustment of the algorithm features of the executable simulation program.
Besides the system dimensionality the particle pair-interaction and the type of the starting configuration have to be chosen during the program compilation by definition of appropriate compiler
directives. We implemented the following particle pair-interactions:
• The harmonic interaction of nearest and of next-nearest neighbors (HARMONIC NN NextNN)
• The hard sphere respectively the hard disc interaction (HARDCORE), where the particles are
not allowed to overlap.
• The Yukawa hard-core interaction (YUKAWA HARDCORE)
• The Lennard-Jones interaction (LENNARD JONES)
• The repulsive R−12 interaction (SOFT CORE R12).
As starting configuration one can choose for two-dimensional systems among
• the square lattice (SQUARE)
• the triangular lattice (TRIANGULAR),
and for three-dimensional systems between
• the simple cubic lattice (SIMPLE CUBIC)
• differently oriented face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice structures (FCC 100 or FCC 111)
• the hexagonally closed packed (hcp) structure (HCP).
Simulations are performed with particle numbers N ranging from 250 up to 128000. Depending on
the starting configuration chosen not all particle numbers are allowed as start parameter because
otherwise defects would be induced in the rectangular or cuboid simulation box. Most simulations
of 2D triangular systems are done with N = 3120 particles within an almost quadratic simulation
box, and of 3D fcc systems with N = 4000 or N = 6912 within a cubic box.
The simulation box is necessarily limited in size. In order the mimic an unbounded system we use
periodic replication of the simulation box in all spatially independent directions. When a particle
• USE GSL RANDOM for the RNGs of the GSL. Setting this option requires additional specification of the RNG,
i.e. one of the options GSL RNG MT19937, GSL RNG, GSL RNG TAUS, or GSL RNG RANLUX.
• BLITZ for the Mersenne-Twister RNG of the Blitz++ library.
The self-written RNG is contained in file TOOLBOX/myrandom.h. The template class TOOLBOX/BoundsRNG.h provides a common IO-interface for all these RNGs and allows for specification of the interval from which the random
numbers are drawn.
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moves out of the simulation box, an image particle moves in at the opposite side of the simulation
box to replace it. The application of these so-called periodic boundary conditions (PBC) [All87]
minimizes the effects originating from the boundaries of the finite sample size, but the system
finiteness might become important when one is interested in long wavelength phenomena.
Before starting the production run, we always allow the system to equilibrate over 105 – 106 Monte
Carlo simulation steps to the given system parameter values. The production run lasts for at least
106 MC steps to accumulate statistically significant data. For elasticity calculations a reference
lattice is needed. It can be either the ideal lattice structure (IdealRefLattice) or the lattice
structure averaged over the duration of the equilibration process. The latter is used by default, i.e.
when IdealRefLattice is not defined during program compilation. Both types of reference lattices are very similar for all of our simulation parameters used, because we are always well inside
the solid region of the phase diagram where the particles just fluctuate about their equilibrium positions according to the crystal symmetry. Therefore, most simulation runs are done with the ideal
lattice structure as reference lattice. During the simulation run the instantaneous lattice structure
can be checked by calculation of the (global or local) orientational order parameters6 as introduced in subsection 4.3.3. By use of the compiler option CHECK LATTICE STRUCTURE particle
MC-moves are rejected which result in a violation of the lattice structure under consideration.
The computationally most expensive parts of generation of independent configurations in a MCsimulation are firstly the calculation the direct inter-particle forces, and secondly (but less severely)
the calculation of random displacements for each particle. Sufficiently short ranged pair-potentials
can be truncated at a potential cutoff distance rc (i.e. Vi j (ri j > rc ) = 0) which is significantly
smaller than L/2 with L being the smallest length of the simulation box edges (otherwise particles
will interact with themselves due to the minimum image convention [All87]). The discontinuity of
the pair-potential at the cutoff is corrected by shifting the potential by the value Vi j (rc ). Additionally, the force calculations are speeded up by using neighbor lists. We make use of the so-called
linked cell neighbor lists [All87] which reduces the computational effort in d dimensions to the
calculation of d d NNc interactions at every MC step compared with N(N − 1) computations for the
brute force approach. Here, Nc ≈ N/M d denotes the approximate number of particles in each of the
M regular cells, into which the system has been divided for each coordinate direction. Both, our
highly optimized self-written random number generator and the RNGs taken from public libraries
are of similar computational speed.
Assertions of correct array sizes, limits, cutoffs, and of the condition that all particles always
belong to the simulation box are done by default during the simulation run. These assertions,
having only a minor influence on the program efficiency, can be deactivated by setting the compiler
option NDEBUG. The algorithm includes several more specific debugging modes which can also
be activated by certain compiler options7 . But the use of these options generally slows down
the simulation speed dramatically because a lot of extra debugging information is written to the
computer hard disc.

6 The

corresponding compiler options are CALC PSI, CALC Q4, and CALC Q6.
debug mode compiler options are: DEBUG, DEBUG MC, DEBUG LINKED CELL, DEBUG STRAIN,
DEBUG BLOCKING, DEBUG SVD, DEBUG KANTOR, DEBUG VORONOI, DEBUG Q6.

7 Example
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4.3 Data Analysis
4.3.1 Numerical Computation of the Lagrangian Strains
Numerical calculation of the Lagrangian strains has been implemented by various methods into
the simulation procedure. These are:
• Fourier transform method: The displacement field is Fourier transformed and the Lagrangian strains are calculated in the k-space according to equation (3.25). Reverse Fourier
transformation gives the Lagrangian strains in the position space.
• Octahedron method:

Figure 4.1: The nearest neighbor cluster of an fcc-crystal,
which is given by a particle and its twelve nearest neighbors. One of these tetrahedrons is
marked by the particles in red. The figure is
taken from [Rei06f].

The displacement derivatives of a particle with index α = 1, . . . , N can be approximately
computed using the displacements of the twelve nearest neighbor particles with index β =
1, . . . , 12 from the system of linear equations (i = 1, 2, 3)
β

β

ui (t) − uαi (t) ≈ uαi j (t) · (R j − Rαj ).

(4.13)

Remind that uαi j (t) = ∂ uαi / ∂ Rαj are the displacement gradients. These can be computed
from the analysis of the nearest neighbor cluster of a particle with index α. Such a nearest
neighbor cluster is illustrated in figure 4.1 for a fcc-crystal. It allows for the construction of
eight different tetrahedrons containing the central particle with index α. For each tetrahedron we can write down the equation


∆X ∆Y ∆Z ∆ui (t)
 ∆X1 ∆Y1 ∆Z1 ∆ui,1 (t) 

det 
(4.14)
 ∆X2 ∆Y2 ∆Z2 ∆ui,2 (t)  = 0
∆X3 ∆Y3 ∆Z3 ∆ui,3 (t)
where the particle α has the index 0, the three other particles of the tetrahedron are labeled
by the indices n = 1, 2, 3, and R = (X, Y, Z) used in ∆Xn ≡ Xn − X0 . Solving equation (4.14)
for the unknown ∆ui (t) ≡ ui − ui,0 and dividing by ∆X ≡ X − X0 , ∆Y ≡ Y − Y0 or ∆Z ≡
Z −Z0 leads to nine expressions for the nine unknown displacement gradient tensor elements
ui j (t) which can be computed numerically.8 The Lagrangian strains εiαj of the particle α at
position Rα are obtained from the symmetric combinations of the displacement
gradient


1
α
α
α
tensor elements averaged over all eight possible tetrahedrons, i.e. εi j = 2 uij + u ji .
8 These

elements uαi j (t) are explicitly written in terms of the known distances and displacements of the three other
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• Singular value decomposition method: In 3D the system of linear equations of (4.13)
consists of twelve equations for nine unknown derivatives. Such an overdetermined system
of linear equations can be approximately solved in the least square sense by the method of
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).9 This method has the advantage that is can also be
applied to non-perfect reference lattices where the “Octahedron method” does not work.
• Method of Falk and Langer: This method introduced by Falk and Langer [Fal98] searches
for the best mapping of the nearest neighbor configuration of a given particle in the actual
configuration onto the corresponding nearest neighbor configuration within the reference
lattice. It computes instantaneous local displacement gradients ui j by minimizing the deviations from uniform deformations.
To make this clearer, let me introduce the following definitions
∆rin (t) ≡ rin (t) − ri0 (t)
∆Rni

≡

(4.15)

Rni − R0i .

(4.16)

The expression (4.15) defines the displacements within the actual configuration of the particle with index n relative to the central one having the index n = 0. The index n runs over
all particles within the interaction range of the central particle located at ri0 (t). The second
definition (4.16) is the analog of (4.15) within the reference lattice. The total mean-square
difference between the actual relative separation ∆rin (t) and the relative separation ∆Rni that
the particles would have if they were in a region of uniform strain is
"
#2
N
D2 (t) =

Neighbor

d

∑ ∑

n=1

i=1

d

∆rin (t) − ∑ (δi j + ui j (t)) ∆Rni
j=1

,

(4.17)

From definition (3.2) is is clear that D2 (t) is zero for homogeneous (affine) deformation as
being demanded.
particles of the tetrahedron from the central particle of the nearest neighbor cluster:
uαi1 (t)

=

uαi2 (t)

=

uαi3 (t)

=

(∆Y2 ∆Z3 − ∆Y3 ∆Z2 ) ∆ui,1 + (∆Y3 ∆Z1 − ∆Y1 ∆Z3 ) ∆ui,2 + (∆Y1 ∆Z2 − ∆Y2 ∆Z1 ) ∆ui,3
(∆Y2 ∆Z3 − ∆Y3 ∆Z2 ) ∆X1 + (∆Y3 ∆Z1 − ∆Y1 ∆Z3 ) ∆X2 + (∆Y1 ∆Z2 − ∆Y2 ∆Z1 ) ∆X3
(∆X3 ∆Z2 − ∆X2 ∆Z3 ) ∆ui,1 + (∆X1 ∆Z3 − ∆X3 ∆Z1 ) ∆ui,2 + (∆X2 ∆Z1 − ∆X1 ∆Z2 ) ∆ui,3
(∆Y2 ∆Z3 − ∆Y3 ∆Z2 ) ∆X1 + (∆Y3 ∆Z1 − ∆Y1 ∆Z3 ) ∆X2 + (∆Y1 ∆Z2 − ∆Y2 ∆Z1 ) ∆X3
(∆X2 ∆Y3 − ∆X3 ∆Y2 ) ∆ui,1 + (∆X3 ∆Y1 − ∆X1 ∆Y3 ) ∆ui,2 + (∆X1 ∆Y2 − ∆X2 ∆Y1 ) ∆ui,3
(∆Y2 ∆Z3 − ∆Y3 ∆Z2 ) ∆X1 + (∆Y3 ∆Z1 − ∆Y1 ∆Z3 ) ∆X2 + (∆Y1 ∆Z2 − ∆Y2 ∆Z1 ) ∆X3

9 The

SVD is based on the theorem of linear algebra which states: Any M × N matrix A whose number of rows M is
greater or equal to its number of columns N has a singular value decomposition into
AM×N = U M×N · SN×N ·V TN×N .

Here U M×N denotes a column-orthogonal matrix, SN×N a diagonal matrix with non-negative singular values σi =
Sii , and V TN×N is the transpose of an orthogonal matrix. Applying this theorem to the linear system
AM×N · xN = bN
results in the solution

x = V · S−1 ·U · b

which minimizes ||A · x = b||2 in the least square sense. [Pre92]
We used the functions int gsl linalg SV decomp(. . . ) and int gsl linalg SV solve(. . . ) for numerical computation of the SVD which are part of the GNU Scientific Library [Gal06].
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The displacement gradient tensor ui j which minimizes the expression (4.17) can be found
by computing
Xi j (t) ≡

NNeighbor

∑

n=1

∆rin (t) ∆Rnj

and

Yi j ≡

NNeighbor

∑

n=1

∆Rni ∆Rnj

(4.18)

which are connected to the displacement gradient tensor by10
ui j (t) =

d

∑ Xik (t)Y jk−1 − δi j .

(4.19)

k=1

The instantaneous local Lagrangian strains are εi j (t) = 12 (uij (t) + u ji (t)) according to their
definition by equation (3.8). The minimum value of D2 (t) is a measure for the local deviation at position ri0 (t) from the affine (homogeneous) deformation, i.e. a measure for the
plastic (non-local) deformation of the crystal.

4.3.2 Simulation Details of the Block Analysis Method
The block analysis described in subsection 3.4.1 is performed every 10 Monte Carlo steps11 . The
essential steps of the simulation algorithm for the block analysis procedure according to Sengupta et al. [Sen00b] are:
(a) Calculation of the elastic strains from the sampled configurations for a given reference
lattice using one of the methods described in subsection 4.3.1.
(b) This is followed by the block analysis, i.e. a coarse-graining procedure of averaging fluctuations of strains over larger and larger blocks of length Lb ≤ L within the simulation box of
size L. The block sizes are chosen as12
Lb =
10 Auxiliary

L
n
= L,
Mb 50

with n = 1, . . . , 50.

(4.20)

calculation: Finding the minimum of D2 (t) as defined in equation (4.17):
"
!
#
d
 n
∂ D2 (t)
!
n
n
0 =
= 2 ∑ ∑ ∆ri (t) − ∑ δi j + ui j (t) ∆Ri · (−∆Ri δai δbk )
∂ uab
n i
j=1
"
#
d
d
 n n

n
n
= ∑ ∆ra (t)∆Rb − ∑ δi j + ui j (t) ∆R j ∆Rb = Xab (t) − ∑ δi j + ui j (t) Y jb
n

⇔

j=1

j=1

d

∑ ua jY jb = Xab (t) −Yab

j=1

With Za j ≡ ua j + δa j we get

∑ Za j ·Y jb = Xab
j

⇒

Za j =

d

∑ Xak ·Yk−1j

k=1

⇒

Eq. (4.19).

11 This

can be modified by the variable DiffMCS in the parameter file parameter.ini.
size difference of the block lengths Lb of two consecutive block sizes can be adjusted by the parameter
Subbox SizeDifference, which has the default value 0.02Lb / L.

12 The
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Each block of size Lb is placed 100 times at a random position within the simulation box.
The strains ε Li jb averaged over all block sizes and over all 100 blocks of each block size are
accumulated together with the fluctuations ε Li jb ε Lklb required for the symmetry of the reference
lattice.
(c) At the end of the simulation run we calculate the ensemble average (average over all MC
steps of the production run) of the block averaged quantities ε Li jb ε Lklb to obtain the compliD
E
D
E
b
ance tensor SiLjkl
= ε Li jb ε Lklb . Additionally, we calculate the superpositions S Lj˜ b ≡ eLj˜b eLj˜b
(cf. subsection 3.4.1) needed for the given symmetry of the reference lattice.
(d) Subsequently, in an evaluation procedure we convert the data for the strain fluctuations into
elastic constants by fitting the scaling form (3.100) to the data and using the connection of
equation (3.105) the compliances and the elastic constants.

4.3.3 Order Parameters
The following order parameters are added in the simulation algorithm. They enable us to check
the instantaneous local and global lattice structure.
Orientational Order Parameter in 2D
Hexagonal order of the system can be checked by the local orientational order parameter [Nel02]
ψ6,i =

Nb

1
Nb

∑ e6iθ

ij

j=1

(4.21)

which returns a measure of the orientational order based upon the distribution of angles θi j (measured with respect to a fixed axis) of the lines joining a particle i with its surrounding Nb neighbors.
The value of ψ6,i is invariant of system translation and rotation. In the case of a perfect hexagonal
lattice the distribution of angles θi j is expected to show six peaks separated by an angle of 60◦
each. The above defined order parameter ψ6,i is constructed in such a way that it has the values
one for the local hexagonal order and zero for no local orientational order. The corresponding
global order parameter can be obtained by averaging over all N particles,
Ψ6 =

1
N

N

∑ ψ6,i

j=1

.

(4.22)

Bond Orientational Order Parameter in 3D
Steinhardt et al. [Ste83] first proposed so-called bond orientational order parameters to characterize geometries of atomic clusters or crystal lattices in 3D. They associate spherical harmonics
Ylm (θ , φ ) with every bond joining a particle with its nearest neighbors. A bond are lines which
result from the connection of a particular particle with its nearest neighbors. For a set of bonds a
rotationally invariant local order parameter ql (rα ) of the particle at position rα can be constructed
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from




2 1/2
Nb
m=l
4π
1
ql (rα ) ≡ 
∑ Nb ∑ Ylm2 (θi , φi )  ,
2l + 1 m=−l
i=1

(4.23)

where Nb is the number of bonds taken into account, the number l is an even integer13 , and θi and
φi are the polar and azimuthal angles of the i-th bond, respectively. For the local ql (rα ) the bonds
to the 12 closely packed nearest neighbor particles are taken into account. Alternatively, one can
also take all particles within a cutoff radius rc into account to avoid the numerical determination
of the nearest neighbors. A global parameter Ql is defined by averaging over all local order
parameters ql :
1 N
Ql = ∑ ql (rα ).
(4.24)
N α=1
Some values of Ql for perfect crystal lattice structures are listed in table 4.1. We implemented
the calculation of local and global bond-orientational order parameters Ql to check for possible
defects of the crystal lattice structure.
cluster
fcc
hcp
bcc
simple cubic
random order

Q4
0.15887
0.08089
0.0

Q6
0.57452
0.48476
0.51059
0.35355
0.0

Table 4.1: Q4 and Q6 for various perfect crystal lattices.

13 For

even l the spherical harmonics are invariant under inversion. Thus, we need not to assign a direction with a
particular bond.
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5 Elastic Constants From Microscopic
Strain-Strain Fluctuations
This chapter contains simulation and analytical results of the strain-strain fluctuations of 1D-, 2D-,
and 3D-systems. From the block size dependent strain-strain fluctuations we determine the elastic
constants in the thermodynamic limit, which we compare with published results. The chapter
closes with the analysis of the shape of the strain-strain fluctuations and with the discussion of the
applicability of the block analysis method to three-dimensional systems.

5.1 Linear Harmonic Chain
The simplest system to test the algorithm is the linear harmonic chain with given spring constant K.
In figure 5.1 we show the finite size scaling results of the Sengupta method for a harmonic chain
with K = 100 (given in reduced units, i.e. 1/ σ ) consisting of N = 500 particles. The two kinds
of data points refer to two different ways for the determination of the Lagrangian strains from
the particle displacements, the finite difference method and the Fourier transform method. Both
methods give an identical finite size scaling behavior.
The fit with the 1D finite size scaling function1



 
Lb
∞
S11
· x = S11
1 − e−xL/ ξ x − 1 − e−L/ ξ x2

(5.1)

∞ = 1/ 2K returns the spring constant K = 103.9 ± 0.12. Linear extrapolation of the data
and S11
points in the interval x ∈ [0, 0.1] gives the value K = 115.1 ± 2.0, which is less accurate than the
fit of the full finite size scaling function.

5.2 Hexagonal Systems in 2D
The simulation algorithm was checked against the results of Sengupta [Sen00b] for a triangular
lattice of hard discs and particles interacting with the inverse 12th power potential2 of the form
V (r) = a(σ /r)12 . In the case of hard core systems we performed simulations of systems consisting
of N = 3120 hard discs for a selection of dimensionless particle densities in the interval ρ =
[0.96, 1.12]. For these systems we are able to reproduce the bulk modulus BT and the shear
Lb
with the indices γ = +,
modulus µ from the scaling behavior of the strain-strain fluctuations Sγγ
−, and 3 (cf. section 3.3 and especially equation (3.51)).
1 The

derivation of equation (5.1) is totally analogous to the derivation of the finite size scaling function of equation (3.100) of 3D systems, as it is presented in section 3.4.1.
2 The required compiler options are: ELASTIC CONSTANTS, TRIANGULAR, HARD CORE (or INVERSE R12), and
DIMENSION=2.
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1.4

Lb/L*S11(Lb) * 10-3
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data points (r-space)
fit of FSS function
data points (k-space)
linear extrapolation
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Lb/L

Figure 5.1: Finite size scaling analysis of a linear harmonic chain with N = 500 particles and a
given spring constant of K = 100.
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S++ => B = 77.96
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Figure 5.2: Block size dependent strain fluctuations for a 2D triangular system of N = 780 soft
particles interacting with the inverse 12th power potential at ρ = 1.05 and T = 1.0.
As an example for the case of 2D hexagonal systems with the inverse 12th order power potential,
Lb
we plot in figure 5.2 the block size dependent strain fluctuations Lb /L · Sγγ
(Lb /L) as a function
of the relative block size Lb /L. This plot is identical to figure 10 in the paper of Sengupta et
Lb
Lb
al. [Sen00b].3 The scaling behavior of Lb /L · Sγγ
(Lb /L) is as expected. The curves for Lb /L · S−−
Lb
and Lb /L · S33
become identical for small relative block sizes, i.e. for Lb /L < 0.2, which reflects the
3 The

scaling of the y-axis is not correct in the corresponding figure 10 of [Sen00b]. It has to be multiplied by a factor
of two [Sen].
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fact that the two constants µ1 and µ2 are identical. Thus, a consistency check of identical values of
elastic constants is automatically included in our block analysis evaluation. The elastic constants,
which are obtained from the curves of figure 5.2, have the values B = 77.96 and µ1 = µ2 = 23.34
in reduced units. These values are identical with the values calculated by Sengupta et al. [Sen00b],
and also compare well with the results of Broughton et al. [Bro82].

5.3 Cubic Crystals
5.3.1 Elastic Constants of Hard-Sphere Crystals
The elastic properties of hard-sphere crystals have been analyzed in the following papers [Fre87,
Lai92, Far00, Pro03, Tre05], which we use as reference for our calculations. The values are listed
in appendix C2.
Strain Histograms
Lb/L = 0.40
Lb/L = 0.48
Lb/L = 0.56

Lb/L = 0.16
Lb/L = 0.24
Lb/L = 0.32

Lb/L = 0.64
Lb/L = 0.72

P( <ε11 - ε22>Lb )

100
10
1
0.1
0.01
-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

Lb

<ε11 - ε22>

Figure 5.3: Representative strain histograms of hε11 − ε22 iLb of a hard core system with fcc-lattice
symmetry.
In figure 5.3 we plot the strain histograms of hε11 − ε22 iLb for a hard-core crystal of fcc symmetry
in a semi-log plot for a selection of relative system sizes Lb /L. Obviously, the histograms are
all centered around zero, which indicates that the overall system is not strained. All the strain
distributions hε11 − ε22 iLb perfectly match with the Gaussian distribution. This is also true for all
the other strain combinations being considered. From fits of the Gaussian distribution to these
strain histograms we can obtain the block size dependent strain fluctuations SĩLb . After additional
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scaling these values with x ≡ Lb /L we obtain the scaling curves for x · SĩLb as functions of x which
are described in the following.
Block Analysis of Cubic Blocks

Lb/L*Si(Lb/L)

The free energy in the harmonic form of a cubic crystal is given by equation (3.60). It contains
seven linear combinations of Lagrangian strains eĩ , which are defined by equation (3.59). Consequently, we can calculate seven different strain-strain fluctuations heĩ eĩ i for just three independent
elastic constants A = (C11 + 2C12 )/3, B = (C11 − C12 )/3, and C44 . Thus, some of the block size
dependent strain correlations as a function of the relative system size Lb /L are expected to show
an identical scaling behavior.
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Figure 5.4: Block size dependent strain fluctuations of a cubic crystal with hard-core interaction
which are evaluated for cubic blocks (N = 4000, ρ = 1.13).
In figure 5.4 we plot the scaling behavior of all the seven strain correlations Lb /L · Sĩ (Lb /L) explicitly for a face-centered cubic crystal of N = 4000 particles and the particle density ρ = 1.13.
These curves have been obtained after a simulation run of 106 MC steps. The strain correlations
are evaluated for cubic blocks. Obviously, we get an identical scaling behavior for the three strain
correlations S2 = S3 = S4 , which are connected to the elastic constant B, and the three correlations
S5 = S6 = S7 , which are connected to the elastic constant C44 . This internal consistency check,
which is embodied in the block analysis method, makes us confident, that we did not build in any
inadvertent errors into our algorithm. The scaling behavior of all the curves in figure 5.4 shows
the expected limiting behavior, i.e. for Lb /L → 0 and Lb /L → 1 all curves approach zero.
It is known, that for cubic hard-core systems the elastic constant A has the largest value, followed
by the constant C44 , and the constant B (cf. literature values listed in section C2). Therefore, in the
limit Lb /L → 0 the slopes of strain correlations Lb /L · Sĩ (Lb /L), which are connected to the inverse
values of the elastic constants, are expected to reflect this order. From figure 5.4 it is obvious, that
the slope of the linear extrapolation in the limit Lb /L → 0 is maximal for the three curves S2 , S3 ,
S4 , which determine the value of B. The slope of the curve of S1 in the limit Lb /L → 0 is smaller
than for the three curves S5 , S6 , S7 , which reflects that the value of A is a little bit greater than the
value C44 .
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Block Analysis of Spherical Blocks
Instead of using cubic blocks we have also performed simulations with spherical blocks.4 Please
note, that for spherical blocks we plot the strain correlations as a function of (Vb /V )1/3 . We
employ the following relations
Lb
=
L



Vb
V

1/3

=

4
3
3 πRb
L3

!1/3
=

 π 1/3 D
6

b

L

= 0.805996

Db
,
L

(5.2)

where Db denotes the diameter of the spherical block. The values of Db belong to the interval
Db ∈ [0, L], and thus the maximum value of (Vb /V )1/3 is 0.805996. The largest spherical block
which fits into a cubic simulation box of size L contains only 52% of the total volume of the
simulation box. To take the strain-strain correlations of all particles into account it is important
to perform the average over many block locations. By default 100 different block positions are
evaluated.
0.005
A = 92.3 +/- 1.0
B = 40.1 +/- 0.1
C44 = 82.7 +/- 0.7
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Figure 5.5: Elastic constants for a cubic crystal with hard-core interaction evaluated for spherical
blocks (N = 4000, ρ = 1.13). For the constant B the evaluation of the data points is
restricted the interval x = (Vb /V )1/3 = [0.1, 0.7]. For the two other elastic constants
the data points in the interval x = (Vb /V )1/3 = [0.1, 0.81] are evaluated. The given
errors of the elastic constants are due to the errors of the fitting variable Sĩ∞ .

In figure 5.5 we show a representative plot of the scaling behavior of the block size dependent
strain-strain fluctuations evaluated for a selection of spherical block sizes. The curves are qualitative similar to the block size dependent strain correlations for cubic block, except for the curve
Lb
x · SBB
which is bend for x → xmax = 0.805996.
4 By

default the strain-strain fluctuations are evaluated for cubic blocks, but on definition of the compiler variable
SPHERICAL SUBBOX spherical blocks are used instead.
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Elastic Constants from the Strain-Strain Fluctuations
From the block size dependency of the strain-strain fluctuations S Lj˜ b we determine the values for
the compliances S ∞
by fitting the finite-size scaling function to the simulation data points. For
j˜
spherical blocks it reads (cf. equation (3.100) and section 3.4.1)


x · SĩLb (x) = Sĩ∞ x 1 − e−αx (αx + 1) − γx4 .
(5.3)
In the case of cubic blocks the explicit form is more complex, because we have to use Φ(α)
of equation (3.98) instead of Φ(α) of equation (3.96). The three constants Sĩ∞ , α ≡ xL/ξ , and
γ ≡ Ψ(L/ξ ) are used as fit parameters. The solid lines in figure 5.5 are the resulting fits of
equation (5.3) to the data.
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Figure 5.6: Results for the elastic constants of a cubic crystal with hard-core interaction. The
reference lattice is a perfect fcc lattice. Shown are the pressure P, the isothermal bulk
modulus BT , and the constants C12 and C44 . Also plotted are the literature values of
the references [Fre87, Far00, Sti67].
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by the relations
In the next step the elastic constants are determined from the compliances S ∞
j˜
(cf. equation (3.105))
βA =

1
∞ ,
f1 SAA

βB =

1
∞ ,
f2 SBB

and

βC44 =

1
∞.
2S44

(5.4)

We obtain very similar results for either cubic or spherical blocks. Figure 5.6 summarizes the
simulation results and compares them to the literature values of Frenkel [Fre87, Pro03] and Kantor [Far00]. Our simulation results are marked by the colored symbols, and the black data points
indicate the results of Frenkel [Fre87, Pro03]. The lines represent the expected values from the
free-volume predictions of Stillinger and Salsburg [Sti67]. For the elastic constants C12 and C44 we
used the values for the constants A1 and A2 as they were determined by Farago and Kantor [Far00].
We determined the pressure P by using the expression of equation (3.125) for the calculation of
the components of the stress tensor σ and the relation P = Tr(σ )/3.
Please note, that in order to obtain values, which are in good agreement with the literature values,
we have to choose f1 = f2 = 3 in the case of hard sphere systems of face-centered cubic symmetry.
These factors are determined heuristically. In the case of 2D systems the factors f1 and f2 are equal
to two, which was explained by the argument, that the block analysis method accounts only for
effects of the “inner” system, but not for the thermal bath. The heuristically determined factors f1
and f2 are an indication, that the direct generalization of the block analysis method, as described
in section 3.4.1, has some deficiencies.
Kantor Method
For comparison we also determined the elastic constants of cubic hard-sphere crystals by the
Kantor method (cf. section 3.4.3). In figure 5.7 we show the result for a fcc-crystal consisting
200
C11 = 114.3
C12 = 22.5
C44 = 73.0
P = 14.6

3

P, Cαβ [kBT/ a ]
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Figure 5.7: Elastic constants evaluated by using the Kantor method.
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of N = 4000 hard spheres and the volume fraction η = 1.1. We plot the pressure P and the
three elastic constants C11 , C12 , and C44 for the volume fraction η = 1.1 as a function of εn (see
the definition in equation (3.127)) which was normalized by the hard sphere radius a. The data
points are obtained after averaging over 10 independent simulation runs of 2 · 106 MC steps each.
The solid curves are the weighted least squares fits of the third order polynomials in εn to the
simulation data. Extrapolation to εn = 0 (particle contact value) returns the values of the pressure
and the elastic constants. These constants have the following values in reduced units P = 14.6,
C11 = 114.33, C12 = 22.5, and C44 = 73.0. This is in good agreement with the literature values, as
listed in Appendix C2. But from figure 5.7 we can directly conclude that the values for the elastic
constants C11 and C12 have a high uncertainty, because there are large increases near the contact
in the interval εn = [0, 0.004]a.
We conclude, that the Kantor method has a poor convergence and the computation effort is very
high.

5.3.2 Elastic Constants of Lennard-Jones Crystals
Squire Method
With our simulation algorithm we exactly reproduced the results of Cowley by the implementation
of the fluctuation formula of Squire, Holt, and Hoover [Squ69] of equation (3.122).5 Already,
simulations of very small systems with only N = 256 Lennard-Jones particles had been sufficient
to obtain the correct results. We made additional simulation runs with N = 4000 particles, but we
did not detect any size dependency. This shows, that the Squire method is a very efficient method
to determine elastic constants in a simulation, but it implies a-priori the explicit knowledge of the
differentiable particle pair interaction potential (cf. equations (3.121) and (3.122)). Thus, it is not
applicable for singular potentials as for example the hard-sphere potential.
Block Analysis Method
Figure 5.8 shows the scaling behavior of the block size dependent strain-strain fluctuations plus
the fits of the finite-size scaling function of equation (5.3) for a face-centered cubic crystal with
Lennard-Jones pair interaction.
In figure 5.9 we summarize the values of elastic constants obtained by our method and compare
them with the results published by Cowley [Cow83]. To bring our results in accordance with the
results of Cowley we have to use the factors f1 = 2 and f2 = 3 (cf. equation (5.4)). These heuristic
factors f1 and f2 are different to those needed for hard-sphere systems.

5 The executable program SEC3D, which calculates the elastic constants according to the fluctuation formula of Squire,

Holt, and Hoover given in equation (3.122), can be generated by the command make SEC3D and with the compiler
variables SQUIRE EC, LENNARD JONES, FCC 100, and DIMENSION=3 being defined. Optionally, one can also define
the compiler variable ALL TENSOR ELEMENTS, where all 21 independent tensor elements of Ci jkl are determined.
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Figure 5.8: Elastic constants for a face-centered cubic crystal with N = 4000 Lennard-Jones particles at the reduced temperature T = 0.3.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the elastic constants for a Lennard-Jones crystal of a fcc-structure with
the results of Cowley [Cow83].
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Comment on the Particle Monte Carlo Moves
In order to check for possible systematic errors of our Metropolis Monte Carlo routine we compared the results for different realizations of particle selection. First, we sequentially moved each
particle in all three spatial directions according to the particle number being given to it during
the initialization of the crystal lattice. Later we selected from a uniform random distribution a
particle number for a particle to be moved. In this case a MC step is defined as the MC moves of
N particles of the crystal, which consists of N particles.6 Consequently, in a single MC step not
necessarily every particle is attempted to be moved. Additionally, we decoupled the MC moves in
each coordinate direction. All three sequencing methods gave us identical results of the block size
dependent strain-strain fluctuations.

System Size Dependency of the Block Size Dependent Strain Fluctuations
Longer simulation runs with up to 5 · 106 MC steps did result only in minor differences of the
block size dependent strain fluctuations, which can be explained by better statistics.
0.003
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N=62500
N=108000
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Lb
Figure 5.10: Representative plot of the system size dependency of Lb /L · SAA
for a cubic LennardJones crystal at T = 0.3.

The results of the block size dependent strain-strain fluctuations as a function of the relative system
size Lb /L depend on the number of simulated particles. In figure 5.10 we show a representative
Lb
plot for the correlation Lb /L · SAA
of a cubic Lennard-Jones crystal at T = 0.3. But, this effect does
not explain the discrepancies between our results and the values of the literature, which lead to the
introduction of the heuristic factors f1 and f2 .
6 The
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random selection of which particle is selected to move is used by default in our algorithm.

5.3 Cubic Crystals
Elastic and Plastic Deformation of the Crystal
In section 4.3.1 we introduced (in the context of the method of Falk and Langer [Fal98] for local
strain calculation) the variable D2 (t), which provides a measure of the local instantaneous deviation at the position ri0 (t) from affine deformation, i.e. from purely elastic deformation of the
crystal. We calculated this variable in our simulations of a hard-core cubic crystal for a selection
of particle densities ρ. The resulting distributions of D2 (t) are shown in figure 5.11.
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< D (t) >

Figure 5.11: Distribution of the variable D2 (t) of equation (4.17) for a hard-core crystal with fcc
symmetry. The results are obtained for N = 4000 particles after a simulation run of
2 · 106 MC steps.
Clearly, the distribution of D2 (t) has peaks at values greater than zero. With increasing particle
density ρ, i.e. with increasing crystal stiffness, the distribution of D2 (t) is peaked at lower values
and therefore is of thermal origin. During the simulation run we performed checks of the configuration symmetry for each Monte Carlo move. We rejected Monte Carlo moves of particles where
a particle would leave the cell being defined by its 12 neighboring reference lattice atoms.7 Nevertheless, we find small spontaneous particle displacements which are not connected to an elastic
deformation of the crystal. This can be deduced from the non-zero residual value of D2 (t).
The instantaneous displacement field of particle i is given by a superposition of an elastic (cf.
equation (3.1)) and a plastic (non-affine) part [Bar06, Lub02], i.e.
plastic

ui (R,t) = uelastic
+ ui
i

.

(5.5)

,

(5.6)

Consequently, for the strains we have
plastic

ei (R,t) = eelastic
+ ei
i

plastic

which are not correlated with each other, i.e. heelastic
ei
i = 0. The whole crystal lattice responds
i
R
plastic 2
elastically to applied uniform strains, which implies that dRh(ei
) i = 0. These conditions
are expected to be sufficient to include the instantaneous non-affine displacements into our model.
7 This

configuration check is applied, when the compiler variable LATTICE STRUCTURE CHECK is defined.
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Generally, for the determination of elastic constants in the vicinity of the melting transition, the
non-affine displacements need to be subtracted to obtain accurate results.
All the results of the block analysis method, which we listed in this section, lead to the conclusion,
that the assumption of isotropic strain-strain fluctuations, which we made in the analytic derivation
of the finite-size scaling form, is not valid for three-dimensional systems.

5.4 Anisotropy of Strain Fluctuations
We will check the assumption, whether the strain-strain fluctuations satisfy the Ornstein-Zernike
form of equation (3.90), which implies isotropic strain-strain fluctuations.
In the following we work in Fourier space. We start with the compatibility conditions (3.39) which
in full index notation are
Tmn ≡ mpi n jl k p ε̃i j kl = 0.
(5.7)
∋

∋

The symmetry of the strains εi j = ε ji also implies Tnm = Tmn . This reduces equation (5.7) to the
following six conditions:8,9
T11 = 2k2 k3 ε̃23 − k22 ε̃33 − k32 ε̃22 = 0
T22 = 2k1 k3 ε̃13 − k12 ε̃33 − k32 ε̃11 = 0
T33 = 2k1 k2 ε̃12 − k12 ε̃22 − k22 ε̃11 = 0

T12 = k1 k2 ε̃33 − k2 k3 ε̃13 − k1 k3 ε̃23 + k32 ε̃12 = 0
T13 =
T23 =

k1 k3 ε̃22 − k2 k3 ε̃12 − k1 k3 ε̃23 + k22 ε̃13
k2 k3 ε̃11 − k1 k2 ε̃13 − k1 k3 ε̃12 + k12 ε̃23

(5.8)

=0
=0

which can be written in the matrix form

 
0
−k32 −k22 2k2 k3
0
0
ε̃11
2
 −k32



0
−k
0
2k
k
0
1 3
1
 2
 ε̃22 
 −k −k2


0
0
0
2k1 k2  ε̃33 
1
 2

2
k2 k3
  = 0.
0
0
k1
−k1 k2 −k1 k3 

 ε̃23 
 0
k1 k3
0
−k1 k2
k22
−k2 k3  ε̃13 
0
0
k1 k2 −k1 k3 −k2 k3
k32
ε̃12

(5.9)

The determinant of the above matrix is equal to zero, which means that the equations of (5.9) are
Explicit derivation of the expressions for T11 and T12 :
=

123 k2 ε̃32 k3 + 132 k2 ε̃33 k2 − 123 k3 ε̃22 k3 − 132 k3 ε̃23 k2

= k2 ε̃32 k3 − k2 ε̃33 k2 − k3 ε̃22 k3 + k3 ε̃23 k2

1ni 2 jk kn ε̃i j kk

=

∋

2 jk k2 ε̃3 j kk − 2 jk k3 ε̃2 j kk

231 k2 ε̃33 k1 +

213 k2 ε̃31 k3 −

231 k3 ε̃23 k1 −

∋

∋

213 k3 ε̃21 k3 = k2 ε̃33 k1 − k2 ε̃31 k3 − k3 ε̃23 k1 + k3 ε̃21 k3

∋

∋

∋

∋

∋

∋

∋
∋

k1 k2 ε̃33 − k2 k3 ε̃13 − k1 k3 ε̃23 + k32 ε̃12

=

64

∋

∋

123 2 jk k2 ε̃3 j kk + 132 2 jk k3 ε̃2 j kk

∋

∋

2k2 k3 ε̃23 − k22 ε̃33 − k32 ε̃22

The calculations for the remaining expressions are totally analogous.
relation T33 is the compatibility condition in 2D.

9 The

1 jk k2 ε̃3 j kk − 1 jk k3 ε̃2 j kk

∋

∋

=

∋

=

∋

=

123 1 jk k2 ε̃3 j kk + 132 1 jk k3 ε̃2 j kk

∋

T12

=

∋

=
=

1ni 1 jk kn ε̃i j kk

∋

=

∋

T11

∋

8
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not all independent. By making a Jordan decomposition we obtain the three independent equations

k12 + k22 + k32 ε̃23 = 0

k12 + k22 + k32 ε̃13 = 0

k12 + k22 + k32 ε̃12 = 0.

(5.10)

Additionally, we take into account the condition of mechanical stability of equation (3.26). Written
down explicitly, this gives another three independent equations:
k1 σ̃11 + k2 σ̃12 + k3 σ̃13 = 0
k1 σ̃12 + k2 σ̃22 + k3 σ̃23 = 0

(5.11)

k1 σ̃13 + k2 σ̃23 + k3 σ̃33 = 0.
Under the assumption of cubic symmetry and making use of the generalized Hooke’s law σ̃i j = Ci jkl ε̃kl
they can be rewritten as
k1 (C11 ε̃11 +C12 ε̃12 +C12 ε̃13 ) + k2C44 ε̃12 + k3C44 ε̃13 = 0
k1C44 ε̃12 + k2 (C12 ε̃12 +C11 ε̃22 +C12 ε̃23 ) + k3C44 ε̃23 = 0

(5.12)

k1C44 ε̃13 + k2C44 ε̃23 + k3 (C12 ε̃13 +C12 ε̃23 +C11 ε̃33 ) = 0.
Altogether we end up with six independent equations for six strain components


0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0





C11 k1

 0
C11 k2
0
0
C11 k3

 
−k12 − k22 − k32
0
0
ε̃11
2
2
2



0
k1 + k2 + k3
0
 ε̃22 
2
2
2
 
0
0
k1 + k2 + k3 
 ε̃33  = 0 (5.13)


0
C12 k1 +C44 k2 C12 k1 +C44 k3  
ε̃23 


C12 k2 +C44 k3
0
C44 k1 +C12 k2
ε̃13 
C44 k2 +C12 k3 C44 k1 +C12 k3
0
ε̃12

Therefore, the conditions of compatibility and mechanical stability can be used to eliminate some
of the strains, i.e. express all strains in terms of a specific chosen strain εµ . The relations between
the strain components εµ and εν (ν 6= µ) in equilibrium can be summarized by
ε̃µ = Qµν (k)ε̃ν

(5.14)

(without sum convention over index ν) with the kernel


1



− kk12



− kk13
Q(k) = 
C11 k1

 k12 +k22 +k32

 − C11 k1
 C12 k1 +C44 k2
k1
− C12 kC111+C
44 k3

− kk21
1
− kk23

k2
− C12 kC211+C
44 k3
C11 k2
− k2 +k2 +k2
1
2
3
k2
− C44 kC111+C
12 k2

− kk31
− kk32
1

k3
− C44 kC211+C
12 k3
C11 k3
− C44 k1 +C12 k3
C11 k3
− k2 +k
2
2
1
2 +k3

k12 +k22 +k32
C11 k1
C12 k2 +C44 k3
− C11 k2
12 k3
− C44 kC211+C
k3

44 k2
− C12 kC111+C
k1

1

1

1

−1

1

k12 +k22 +k32
C11 k2
12 k3
− C44 kC111+C
k3

−

1

44 k3
− C12 kC111+C
k1




12 k2 
− C44 kC111+C

k2
k2 +k2 +k2 
− 1 C112k3 3 
.

1



−1

1
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According to the defintions of equation (3.59) we can express all strains ei in terms of a specific
strain εµ by
e1 = εµ (Q1µ + Q2µ + Q3µ ) ≡ aµ,1 εµ

(5.15)

e2 = εµ (Q1µ − Q2µ ) ≡ aµ,2 εµ

(5.16)

e3 = εµ (Q1µ − Q3µ ) ≡ aµ,3 εµ

(5.17)

e4 = εµ (Q2µ − Q3µ ) ≡ aµ,4 εµ

(5.18)

e5 = εµ Q4µ ≡ aµ,5 εµ

(5.19)

e6 = εµ Q5µ ≡ aµ,6 εµ

(5.20)

e7 = εµ Q6µ ≡ aµ,7 εµ

(5.21)

In Fourier space the free energy for a cubic crystal in the harmonic form (cf. equation (3.60)) reads

F =
=
=


1 7
Kr + k2 Dr ẽ2r
∑
2 r=1
1
(K1 + D1 k2 )ẽ21 + (K2 + D2 k2 )(ẽ22 + ẽ23 + ẽ24 ) + 4(K5 + D5 k2 )(ẽ25 + ẽ26 + ẽ27 )
2
n
o
1n
(K1 + D1 k2 )a2µ,1 + (K2 + D2 k2 ) a2µ,2 + a2µ,3 + a2µ,4
2
oo
n
+4(K5 + D5 k2 ) a2µ,5 + a2µ,6 + a2µ,7

ε̃µ2 .

Here we used the following definitions and identities:
1
K1 ≡ A = (C11 + 2C12 )
3
1
K2 = K3 = K4 ≡ B = (C11 −C12 )
3
K5 = K6 = K7 ≡ 4C44 .

(5.22)

Application of the equipartition theorem gives the following expressions for the strain-strain fluctuations:
hε̃µ ε̃µ∗ i =
=
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1
(K1 + D1 k2 )a2µ,1 + (K2 + D2 k2 ){a2µ,2 + a2µ,3 + a2µ,4 } + 4(K5 + D5 k2 ){a2µ,5 + a2µ,6 + a2µ,7 }
h
(K1 + D1 k2 )(Q1µ + Q2µ + Q3µ )2
n
o
2
2
2
2
+(K2 + D2 k ) (Q1µ − Q2µ ) + (Q1µ − Q3µ ) + (Q1µ − Q3µ )
n
oi−1
+4(K5 + D5 k2 ) Q24µ + Q25µ + Q26µ

(5.23)

5.4 Anisotropy of Strain Fluctuations
Explicit evaluation of relation (5.23) gives the following complex expressions for ε̃11 :
"

2 

1
1
C11 + 2C12
∗
2
−1 + k1
+
+ D1 k
hε̃11 ε̃11 i =
k2 k3
3
!



(k1 + k2 )2
k1 k1 2 (k1 + k3 )2
C11 −C12
2
+
+
−
+
+ D2 k
k2 k3
3
k22
k32


 −1
1
1
1
2 2
2
+
+
C44 + D3 k
(5.24)
+4C11 k1
(C12 k1 +C44 k2 )2 (C12 k1 +C44 k3 )2 k4
and for ε̃44 :
∗
i
hε̃44 ε̃44

=

2 2 2 2
C11
k1 k2 k3









2
2
2 2 C11 + 2C12
2
k2 k3 2C12 k1 − k +C44 k1 k2 + k3
+ D1 k
3

2 2 2 2
+12 C44 + D3 k2 C11
k1 k2 k3





C11 −C12
2
+ D2 k
C44 k1 k2 k3 k22 + k32 C12 k1 + k2
+2
3
2
oi
2 2 4
+k22 k32 C12 k1 + k2 +C44
k1 k2 − k22 k32 + k34
. (5.25)

The approach of section 5.3, i.e. the direct generalization of the Sengupta method to three dimensional systems, is based on the assumption of isotropic strain-strain fluctuations having the
Ornstein-Zernike form in k-space, i.e. they have the following Lorentzian profiles
∗
hε̃11 ε̃11
i =

1
3

1
(C11 + 2C12 ) + D1 k2

(5.26)

and
∗
hε̃44 ε̃44
i =

1
12 (C44 + D3 k2 )

(5.27)

As we have shown in section 5.3, the elastic constants which are obtained by the block analysis
method based on these Ornstein-Zernike forms must be multiplied by heuristic factors to get consistent results with literature values. The conditions of stability, of compatibility and the anisotropy
of the underlying crystal lattice structure are sufficient to explain the anisotropic shape of the
strain-strain fluctuations as the expressions (5.24) and (5.25) show. These expressions will be
useful for the correction of the block analysis method of 3D cubic lattices.
We conclude, that basically the elastic constants can be obtained from a coarse-graining analysis
of the strain-strain fluctuations in three-dimensions, too. The finite size scaling form provides the
essential link between the block size dependent quantities and the elastic constants (or elements of
the compliance tensor) in the thermodynamic limit. But its determination in real space mathematically is very complicated due to the complex behavior of the strain correlations in Fourier space.
Therefore, it will be better to work in Fourier space instead of real space. There, one can directly
compare the strain correlations given by the equation (5.23) with the (Fourier transformed) correlations obtained by the simulation. It will be sufficient to analyze the strain correlations only along
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the symmetry directions of the crystal lattice, e.g. in the directions k = (1, 0, 0), k = (1, 1, 0), and
k = (1, 1, 1) for cubic systems, since they already contain the important information.
We have calculated the strain-strain fluctuations hεµ εν i directly in real space both for triangular
systems in 2D and for cubic crystals in 3D. In figure 5.12 we show, as a representative example, the
projections of all non-zero strain-strain correlations of a fcc-crystal with N = 4000 particles and
Lennard-Jones pair interaction onto the [001]-symmetry plane. Clearly, some of these projections
show strong anisotropies. This is also the case for the similar looking projections onto other symmetry planes as the [100]-, [010]-, [110]-, and [111]-planes. Additionally, there are no qualitative
differences in the shape of the strain-strain correlations for different pair-interaction potentials as
for example the harmonic potential, Lennard-Jones potential, or the hard-core potential.
For two-dimensional systems of either square or triangular symmetry we have determined similar
anisotropic shapes for the strain-strain correlations10 . Further analysis of the strain-strain correlations of 2D systems has been done by K. Franzrahe [Fra08]. The reason why the blocking
2 i gives a
method works so well in 2D is due to the fact that the angular average over he22 i or hεxy
2 i are expected
Lorentzian profile [Sen]. Additionally, the weighted superposition of he22 i and hεxy
to be isotropic, too.
Generally, the shape of the strain-strain fluctuations will change by the presence of defects. Thus,
correlations of the strain fluctuations of a perfect crystalline region with a crystal region containing
defects will reveal the existence of defects or distortions. Consequently, the explicit forms of
the strain-strain correlations is interesting in itself, because these expressions can be used as a
benchmark.
10 For

two-dimensional system the calculation the calculation of the anisotropy of strain-strain fluctuations for 2D
systems is analogous to the calculation in 3D. In 2D the conditions of compatibility and mechanical stability give
rise to the three equations
 2
 
ẽ1
−k1 − k22 k12 − k22 4k1 k2
 a1 k1
a2 k1
2a3 k2  ẽ2  = 0,
ẽ3
a1 k2
−a2 k2 2a3 k1

where a1 ≡ (C11 +C12 ), a2 ≡ (C11 −C12 ), and a3 ≡ 2C33 . The ẽα are defined by equation (3.48). With these three
equations two of the three strain components can always be eliminated uniquely. We end up with the kernel Qαβ of
ẽα = Qαβ ẽβ (cf. equation (5.13)) having the components
Q12 (k)

=

Q13 (k)

=

Q23 (k)

=

From the free energy
F=

a3 − a2 k12 − k22
a3 + a1
k2
4 (a2 − a3 ) k1 k2
a1 + a2
k2
−4 (a1 + a3 ) k1 k2
.
a1 + a2
k2


1 3 
Ki + Di k2 ẽ2i
∑
2 i=1

the strain-strain correlations for the shear strain e3 are given after evaluation of the equipartition theorem as
"
#−1

2 
k6=0
2
2
2
hẽ3 ẽ3 i(k) = V K3 + D3 k + ∑ K j + D j k Q j3 (k)
j=1

hẽ3 ẽ3 i(0)
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=

V K3−1 .
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Figure 5.12: Projection of the different non-zero strain-strain correlations of a fcc crystal
(N = 4000) with Lennard-Jones pair interaction onto the [001]-symmetry plane.
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6 Conclusions and Outlook of Part A
Part A has been devoted to the analysis of microscopic strain correlations and the determination
of elastic properties of colloidal crystals. In this part of primarily methodological character, we
have reviewed different methods of the calculation of elastic constants by Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics computer simulations. This work was initiated by the successful application of a
block analysis method of microscopic strain-strain fluctuations to calculate the elastic properties
of hexagonally ordered systems in two dimensions (2D) [Sen00b]. The main advantage of this
method is, that the elastic constants are obtained just from the evaluation of the instantaneous particle positions without making any explicit reference to the particle pair interaction. Therefore, it
is applicable to singular potentials as for example the hard-core potential, and it is of particular interest for experiments in which particle trajectories can be recorded, but the exact form of the pair
interaction potential is not known [Rei06f, Zah03]. All elastic constants are determined within a
single simulation run.
We have generalized the block analysis method to three dimensions (3D). First, a systematic
coarse-graining analysis of the strain-stain fluctuations is performed for different block sizes Lb
of the full simulation box, which has the size L ≥ Lb and is periodically repeated in all coordinate
directions. In a second step the elastic constants are obtained in the thermodynamic limit by the
comparison of this scaling behavior with the analytic predictions of a finite-size scaling theory.
We have used this method to determine the three independent elastic constants C11 , C12 , and C44
of cubic crystals. The particle pair interaction is given either by the hard-sphere potential or the
Lennard-Jones potential. The comparison1 of our calculated elastic constants with previously published results has revealed deficiencies of the direct generalization of the block analysis method
from 2D to 3D. Always, we have found good agreement of the elastic constant C44 with literature
values. But to get consistency of the constants C11 and C12 with the reference values, we have to
introduce heuristic factors of three, which are not yet implemented in our derivation.
The newly programmed simulation algorithm is designed to work both in two dimensions and in
three dimensions. We have carefully checked the algorithm against the results of 2D systems of
Sengupta et al. [Sen00b], and found excellent agreement. We can exclude errors in the realization
of the Metropolis Monte Carlo method within our simulation algorithm, because the evaluations
of our simulation data for Lennard-Jones crystals of cubic symmetry with the method of Squire et
al. [Squ69], and for hard-core crystals of cubic symmetry with the method of Farago et al. [Far00]
have returned the correct results. We have computed the local Lagrangian strains from the knowledge of the reference lattice positions and of the instantaneous particle positions by four alternative
ways. All four methods returned identical results of the components of the local strain tensor.
The method of Falk and Langer [Fal98] for the calculation of local strains additionally provides
1 For cubic hard-sphere crystals we have used the following papers as a reference [Fre87, Lai92, Far00, Pro03, Tre05].

We have compared our results of cubic Lennard-Jones crystals to the results of Cowley [Cow83], which were
confirmed by calculations of Spirk et al. [Spr84].
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a measure for the local instantaneous deviation from affine crystal deformation at the position
of the particle i, i.e. from a purely elastic deformation of the crystal. For our systems we have
detected small local particle displacements of thermal origin which are not connected to an elastic
deformation of the crystal. These non-affine (plastic) contributions to the Lagrangian strain tensor
have to be taken into account in the vicinity of the melting transition in order to increase the
accuracy of the method.
The results of the block size dependent strain-strain fluctuations as a function of the relative system size Lb /L depend on the number of simulated particles. Convergence was only seen for very
high particle numbers as N = 108000, which implies impractical long simulation runs. But nevertheless, even for smaller particle numbers the correct finite size scaling form is expected to return
correct extrapolations from the block size dependent quantities to the values in the thermodynamic
limit.2 This fact has guided us to check the assumptions being made in the analytic derivation of
the finite-size scaling form. We have tested whether we get different values of the elastic constants
in the case of spherical blocks instead of cubic blocks. This has been shown not to be the case.
The derivation of the finite-size scaling form for the block size dependent strain-strain fluctuations is based on the assumption, that the strain correlations in Fourier space are of the OrnsteinZernicke form, i.e. have a Lorentzian profile, and thus are isotropic. However, explicit calculations of the strain-strain fluctuations in real space have revealed, that some of the non-zero strainstrain fluctuations become strongly anisotropic. By an analytic calculation, we have shown, that
the assumptions of crystal compatibility and stability are sufficient to explain the occurrence of
anisotropic strain correlations. The conditions of compatibility and of stability pose six independent constraints on the six independent elements of the strain tensor. Thus, all strains are related
with each other, and all contributions to the free energy can be expressed in terms of a single
strain tensor element, which can be selected arbitrarily. We have calculated the very complex expressions of the strain correlations of cubic crystals in Fourier space. The strain correlations in
Fourier space of hexagonally ordered systems in 2D are not of the Ornstein-Zernicke form, too.
Nevertheless, the block analysis [Sen00b] gave correct values of the elastic constants, because the
angular averages of the calculated strain correlations are of the Ornstein-Zernicke form.3
We conclude, that basically the elastic constants can be obtained from a coarse-graining analysis
of the strain-strain fluctuations in three-dimensions, too. But the determination of the correct finite
size scaling form in real space, which provides the essential link between the block size dependent
quantities and the elastic constants (or elements of the compliance tensor) in the thermodynamic
limit, mathematically is very complicated. This problem might be circumvented by working in
Fourier space instead of real space. There, one can directly compare the strain correlations, which
we have proposed, with the correlations obtained by the simulation. It will be sufficient to do
this comparison only along the symmetry directions of the crystal lattice, e.g. in the directions
k = (1, 0, 0), k = (1, 1, 0), and k = (1, 1, 1) for cubic systems.
Additionally, for perfect crystalline structures the knowledge of the explicit profile of the strainstrain fluctuations in Fourier space is interesting in itself, because the presence of any defects is
expected to have a strong influence on the profile. The effect should be visible in the correlation
2 The

system should be large enough, that effects due to the periodic replication of the simulation box are negligible.
Otherwise, these effects have to be accounted for in the derivation of the strain correlations.
3 Further information can be found in the thesis of K. Franzrahe [Fra08], who analyzes different two-dimensional
structures by the described blocking method.
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of the strain-strain fluctuations of a perfect crystalline region with another region which contains
defects. The strain correlation functions are expected to serve as benchmarks for strain correlations
being obtained from experiments of almost perfect crystalline structures.
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Part B
Colloidal Transport in
Micro-Channels

Abstract

The laterally confined transport behavior of colloidal particles through a twodimensional microchannel connecting two reservoirs is investigated by simulation of the overdamped Langevin equations. For strong particle coupling a
boundary induced layer structure forms parallel to the confining walls. Under
influence of a constant external driving field a density gradient forms along the
direction of motion of the particles. A reconfiguration of the ordered structure
is observed leading to a reduction of the number of layers. The particles flow
across the position of the layer reduction which itself remains fixed in position.
Both experiments and simulations show that the layer reduction occurs due to
the density gradient along the channel. Additionally, the influence of single and
multiple line barriers perpendicular to the flow direction on the particle transport
will be discussed. The latter situation of two line barriers, which hinder the particle flow along the channel, might be viewed as analogue of a so-called single
electron transistor on the micron scale.
Furthermore we will present simulation results for channel crossings, where two
input channels merge into a single output channel. The particle movement near
the intersection region is analyzed for different channel geometries. For certain
strengths of the driving force the formation of vortices is observed. Particle
mixing within the single outflow can be tuned by the strength of the external
magnetic field which modifies the particle interaction strength.
Effects like particle blocking and formation of lanes are found for two different
particle species which are driven in opposite directions within the microchannel.

7 Motivation of Part B
This part of the thesis mainly deals with two-dimensional systems of colloidal particles confined
to a microchannel. We study the influence of the confinement on the equilibrium behavior of such
particles. Afterwards we investigate a variety of effects occurring during the transport of these
particles within channels of different geometries, which connect two reservoirs. The particles are
driven by a constant external force field from one reservoir into the other. [Köp06]
A detailed understanding of particle transport is crucial for the description of ubiquitous transport
being observed in many systems ranging from physical, physiochemical and biological systems
on the nano- and micrometer length scale up to social systems on the macroscopic scale. Social
systems as pedestrians in a pedestrian zone, multi-lane highway traffic, or the escape behavior
of panicking people in a crowd of people show prominent features as lane formation along the
direction of their motion and the occurrence of congestions. [Hel00a, Hel01b, Hel01a]

Figure 7.1: Illustration of a biological ion channel used in a Brownian dynamics simulation. The
purple and light blue colored spheres form a selectivity filter. The image is taken
from [Chu07].
In biological and physiochemical systems transport is ubiquitous through quasi-one-dimensional
and two-dimensional structures as pores, ion channels, and zeolites or other types of molecular
sieves. [Cho99, Liu99, Siw05, Ber06, Ber07] Important processes as separation, catalysis, and
drug release rely on controlled transport through such channel structures. Prominent examples are
biological ion channels [Hil01, Kri07] which are water-filled pores with typical pore diameters
of 10 Å formed by proteins in the cell membrane (cf. figure 7.1). These channels are respon-
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sible for regulating the flow of ions into and out of a cell1 and hence they control all electrical
activities in a cell, including communication between cells and the influence of hormones and
drugs on cell function2 . Understanding the mechanisms of ion permeation at a molecular level is
a fundamental problem in biophysics. It implies to link the channel structure on the atomic length
scale to the channel function usually observed on the scale of multiple microseconds. Ion channels have the remarkable property of size selective conduction of charged particles as Na+ , K+ ,
Cl− ions. [Rot05, Chu07] The computational analysis of ion channels is strongly influenced by the
choice of the channel boundaries as well as the connection of the channel region to large surrounding reservoirs, which are responsible for the influx and efflux of particles. Also, in the context of
microfluidic applications as “lab-on-a-chip” devices one is interested in non-equilibrium transport
and mixing behavior on the microscopic length scale. [Squ05, Whi01, Str00, Tab05] Generally,
driven diffusive systems serve as model systems for theoretical studies of non-equilibrium behavior. [Sch95]

Figure 7.2: Configurational snapshot of an atomic Pt nanowire as it is for example used for conductance calculations. The image is taken from the thesis of M. Dreher [Dre08].
Finally, the miniaturization of electronic devices leads many research activities to focus on quantum point contacts [Wee88, Wha88] and on metallic single-atom contacts [Sch98, Agr03, Dre05,
Pau06] (cf. figure 7.2). These contacts exhibit transport in electronic channels due to quantization
effects. The quantum channels can be seen as analogous to the formation of particle layers in the
macroscopic transport, since both occur due to the interaction of the particles with the confining
potential. A classical version of a similar scenario can be built on a liquid helium surface, which
is loaded with classical charged electrons. [Kov03] For such a system the formation of electron
layers has been reported. [Gla01]
The complexity of such systems allows only to make hypotheses on the physics governing such
phenomena. Model systems that can be easily accessed experimentally can reveal many of the
underlying processes, which can be explained by classical physics. Due to the size of the colloids
they can be easily monitored in a standard video microscopy setup. So, all relevant information
can be gathered from direct observation and subsequent evaluation of configuration data. This is a
1 The

cell membrane itself acts as a hydrophobic, low dielectric barrier that is impermeable for ions. The so-called
Born energy, which is the energy needed to transport one monovalent ion across the cell membrane, is about 65 kB T .
This poses an insurmountably high barrier, so that all transport of ions takes place in the specialized conduits.
2 Malfunctioning of ion channels gives rise to several inherited neurological, muscular, and renal disorders. Examples
of ion channel diseases include: epilepsy, migraines, polycystic kidney disorder, cystic fibrosis, Bartter’s syndrome,
and diabetes. [Kri07]
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main advantage of these colloidal particles compared to electrons for example.
We will report on Brownian dynamics simulation studies of the behavior of colloidal particle
assemblies in presence of a confinement and an external driving field. The colloids are superparamagnetic, therefore the interaction energy is proportional to 1/r3 , and it can be continuously
tuned by the application of an external magnetic field [Zah03]. We compare our Brownian dynamics simulation results with the experiments of M. Köppl and A. Erbe in the group of Prof.
P. Leiderer at the University of Konstanz. Based on some of our simulation results we predict
further interesting physical effects which have not been studied experimentally, yet.
Two-dimensional systems of superparamagnetic colloidal particles in equilibrium have been used
for example to analyze the so-called KTHNY phase transition of unbounded 2D systems [Zah99,
Zah03, Eis04, Eis05], the re-entrance behavior of such particles within two-dimensional periodic
light fields [Wei98, Str01b, Str02, Str01a, Bür07b] or within circular cavities [Bub99, Hen02],
and the formation of confinement induced particle layers in the presence of parallel channel
walls [Hag04, Hag05, Hag06, Ric06b].
Brownian dynamics simulations of infinite systems in 2D have been used to study particles driven
through a colloidal lattice or across random pinning potentials and of driven disordered colloids. [Rei02a, Cao03, Rei04a, Rei04b, Che04, Rei05, Rei06e, Rei06c, Rei06d, Rei06b, Rei07a,
Ols07, Lib07b, Lib07a, Per08] These authors analyzed physical phenomena like the crossover
from elastic to plastic depinning or like particle rectification. Furthermore, the phenomenon of
lane formation was analyzed in simulations of unbounded systems by [Löw01, Dzu02, Das02,
Cha03, Löw03b, Löw04b, Rex07b, Rex07a].
In this work we will first discuss the particle arrangement and the diffusion behavior in equilibrium in presence of two parallel confining channel walls in chapter 10. Afterwards we present
in chapter 11 the transport behavior of colloids along the channel under influence of a constant
external driving force. Here, we will explain in detail the phenomenon of layer-reduction [Köp06]
and the influences of potential barriers transverse to the particle flow direction. This chapter is
followed by chapter 12 which deals with confined systems where particles move in opposite directions. More complicated channel geometries as junctions with two input channels and one output
channel will be discussed in chapter 13. This part closes with the conclusions and an outlook given
in chapter 14.
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8 Experiments on Microchannels
8.1 Experimental Setup of Köppl and Erbe
The self-written simulation is set up to model the experimental system realized by Michael Köppl
and Artur Erbe in the group of Prof. Paul Leiderer [Köpa, Köpb]. They study the transport
behavior of superparamagnetic1 colloidal particles in a quasi two-dimensional (2D) setup. The
particles are constricted to a narrow channel connecting two reservoirs, which are defined on a
lower substrate using UV-lithography [Xia98]. Images produced with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) of such a channel setup are shown in figure 8.1. Channel geometries of various width

Particles
Channel

100 µm
Reservoir

Reservoir

1 mm

Figure 8.1: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the full channel geometry connecting
two reservoirs and an enlargement of the channel entrance/ exit region. Also some
dried colloidal particles can be seen. During measurement the particles outside of
the channel are removed so that they don’t influence the particle transport within the
channel. [Köp06]
and length have been produced. The simulation results are compared to a channel being 60 µm
wide, 2.7 mm long and having channel walls of about 5 µm in height. The channel is filled with a
1A

super-paramagnetic particle shows paramagnetic behavior, but its modulus of the saturation magnetization M0 is
five orders of magnitude greater than for a usual paramagnetic particle. The so-called Dynabeads R used in the
experiment are porous polystyrene particles whose pores are filled with iron oxide (Fe2 O3 and Fe3 O4 ) clusters
which form single non-interacting ferromagnetic domains. Under the influence of an external uniform magnetic
field the magnetic moments of these domains get aligned. As a consequence of the high saturation magnetization
the magnetic moment of the full particle instantaneously aligns with the direction of the external magnetic field.
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diameter
mass density
particle mass
saturation magnetization
effective susceptibility

σ
ρcolloid
m
M0
χeff

4.55 ± 0.1 µm
1.6 g/cm3
(7.6 ± 0.1) · 10−14 kg
(5.7 ± 0.4) · 10−13 Am2
7.5 · 10−11 Am2 /T

at T = 295 K

Table 8.1: Particle properties of the Dynabeads R used in the experiment.
suspension of superparamagnetic particles of diameter 4.5 µm in water, which are commercially
available2 . Identical particles have been used previously and characterized in the experiments of
Ralf Bubeck [Bub02] in the group of Prof. Paul Leiderer. A summary of the properties of these
colloidal particles is given in table 8.1.
Gravity confines the particles to the bottom surface of the channel due to the density mismatch
between the colloids and the surrounding water. An external uniform magnetic field B = B ẑ is
applied perpendicular to the bottom surface. As a consequence the colloids form a monolayer in
the x-y plane with induced parallel dipole moments in z-direction giving rise to a purely repulsive
pairwise particle interaction. The strength of the repulsive force at distance ri j = |ri − r j | is given
by
µ0 M 2
Vi j (ri j ) =
(8.1)
4π ri3j
where µ0 = 1.257 · 10−6 Vs/Am is the magnetic permeability of free space. The magnitude of the
magnetic dipole moment M = |M| is (almost) identical for all particles and proportional to the
applied magnetic field strength3 M = χeff B. The external magnetic field is the dominant magnetic
field in this system as it is obvious from the large particle separations in the video microscopy
snapshot of Fig. 11.2(a) and the mutual induction between the colloids is negligible. Thermal and
magnetically induced fluctuations of the particles perpendicular to the plane of inclination are less
than 10% of the particle diameter and can be neglected. Tilting of the whole channel setup induces
transport of the colloids from one reservoir into the other due to gravity. An alternative driving
method would be the application of an in-plane magnetic field gradient.
Before starting experiments the system is set up exactly horizontal. The particles are allowed to
sediment to the bottom surface and arrange in the equilibrium configuration within several hours.
So, before tilting the whole apparatus the particles are either all confined in one reservoir or uniformly distributed along the channel and within both reservoirs. In the experiment an inclination
of αexp = 0.6◦ is chosen, where the system is in a gravitationally driven non-equilibrium situation,
but not yet in the regime of plug flow. This inclination results in an average particle drift velocity
vdrift ≈ 0.035 µm/s. A typical snapshot from the experiment of the particles moving along the
channel is given in figure 11.2(a).
2 The

particles can be ordered from the Invitrogen company (http://www.dynalbiotech.com).
total magnetic dipole moment M(B, T ) of superparamagnetic particles depends on the orientation of the noninteracting magnetic moments of the ferromagnetic domains due to the applied magnetic field B and the temperature T via


1
α(T ) · B1
M(B, T ) = M0 coth(α(T ) · B) −
B
=
χeff (T ) B
α(T )

3 The

with α(T ) ≡ µ/ (kB T ) ≈ 390/ T . Maximal field strengths of B = 2 − 3 mT are applied and the linear approximation
for α(T ) · B  1 can be done.
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Figure 8.2: Sketch of the experimental setup, where a video microscope is used to track the particle
trajectories. (courtesy of A. Erbe [Erbb])
The particle trajectories are tracked with a video microscope. A schematic sketch of the setup is
shown in figure 8.2. The repetition rate of the video microscope setup is 10 s. All experiments
are made at room temperature T ≈ 295 K. For more detailed information on the experimental
techniques the reader is referred to [Köpa].

8.2 Dimensionless Interaction Strength
The importance of the pair-interaction compared to the thermal effects can be characterized by the
dimensionless interaction strength
µ0 M 2 (πn)3/2
Γ=
(8.2)
4πkB T
where n denotes the (overall) particle number density, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. For an unbounded equilibrated 2D-system which forms a triangular lattice, the particle
number density can be written in terms of the lattice constant ã as
2 1
n = √ 2.
3 ã

(8.3)

 3/ 2
2π
So, Γ = √
Vi j (ã)/ (kB T ) is the mean dipolar interaction energy of equation (8.1) in terms
3
of the thermal energy. Accordingly, the applied magnetic field B which is connected to the magnetization via M = χeff B plays the role of an effective inverse temperature, i.e. instead of working
at low temperatures one can vary the magnetic field strength and run the experiment at room temperature.
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In the experiment the number density of the colloids is defined as the number of colloids divided by
the area of the 2D channel within the field of view of the video microscope accessible to the centers
of the colloids. This dimensionless parameter Γ was introduced by Zahn et al. [Zah99], who
studied experimentally the so-called KTHNY phase transition4 in an unbounded two-dimensional
equilibrium system of superparamagnetic particles, to characterize the system state. They found
that for Γ < Γi ≡ 52.9 the system behaves like a fluid, and for Γ > Γm ≡ 60.9 the system forms
a triangular lattice. For the Γ- values in between they observed the so-called KTHNY or hexatic
phase.
In the experiment of Köppl and Erbe a magnetic field of strength B = 0.24 mT is applied, corresponding to Γ ≈ 72 which is in the solid state region of the phase diagram.

8.3 Experimental and Simulation Setup of Haghgooie
Experiments and BD simulations on similar systems in equilibrium (without driving) have been
made by Haghgooie et al. [Hag04, Hag05, Hag06]. They analyzed the structure and the equilibrium dynamics of a 2D superparamagnetic colloidal systems due to a confinement by two hard
walls and compared them to the unbounded 2D system. Their channels (40 µm wide and 40, 80,
and 200 µm long) are filled with colloidal spheres of size σ = 2.8 µm in a 5.0×TBE buffer (0.17
M ionic strength) to screen the electrostatic repulsion. A single colloidal bead has the mass density

σ 2 χ0
−12 Am2 / T with
ρcolloid = 1.6 g/ cm3 and the magnetic susceptibility χeff = 4π
3 2
µ0 ≈ 9.0 · 10
χ 0 ≈ 1.
Based upon the total particle number density n ≡ N/ (Lx Ly ) Haghgooie and coworkers use

R=

−1/2
2
√ n
3

(8.4)

as characteristic length scale for their overdamped Brownian dynamics simulations of the equilibrium properties of the colloids confined to 2D channels. Notice, that they also used a slightly
different definition for the dimensionless interaction strength
µ0 M 2
ΓH =
=
4πkB T R3



2
√
3π

3/ 2

Γ

(8.5)

which differs only by a constant factor from definition (8.2). BD simulations returned that the
system has a liquid phase for ΓH < 14.89 and a solid phase for ΓH > 15.2. These values are
slightly higher than the experimental values of Zahn [Zah99] which found a hexatic phase between
a dimensionless field strength of Γi = 11.79 and Γm = 13.59. The experiments [Hag06] were
performed in the liquid phase at ΓH ≈ 12, whereas simulations [Hag04, Hag05] were performed
in the liquid as well as in the solid phase with the number density held constant at n = 0.0462.

4 cf.
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footnote 11 in chapter 3.

9 Brownian Motion
In 1827 the botanist Robert Brown (1773–1858) discovered the perpetual jiggling of (non living)
particles of colloidal size suspended in water, while he was studying the microscopic life of plant
pollens. This was the first observation of the so-called Brownian motion. In the early years of
the twentieth century this observation was proved to be one of the effects of molecular motion.
Albert Einstein (1879–1955) [Ein05] in his famous year 1905 published a pioneering paper on
this new type of motion giving the first theoretical explanation. Brownian motion has its origin in
the perpetual collisions of the Brownian particle with the molecules of the surrounding fluid (cf.
figure 9.1). The Brownian particle will suffer about 1021 collisions per second, which cannot be
resolved on colloidal time and length scales and thus lead to an erratic motion. As a consequence
the theory of Brownian motion has to be formulated as a stochastic theory.

Figure 9.1: Schematic drawing of the interaction of a colloidal particle with the solvent particles.
The blue (small) points symbolize the effective action of the solvent particles (not explicitly drawn) exerted on the red (large) colloidal particle giving rise to the exemplary
realization of a stochastic trajectory drawn on the right hand side.
Whenever a large number of degrees of freedom of a many-particle system is masked from direct observation the time behavior of the remaining degrees of freedom is stochastic and can be
described by the theory of Brownian motion. There exists a huge number of other related phenomena which can be explained by this theory. Nowadays it has applications in chemistry (e.g.
chemical reactions driven by diffusion), physics (e.g. diffusion in solids, dynamic properties of
macromolecules [Öt96], critical dynamics at phase transitions, [Cha43, Dho96, Kam05, Ris96]),
mathematics (e.g. stochastic differential equations [Klo99]), engineering, biology [Sch00a], and
finance (e.g. stochastic models in financial risk management [Deu04, Pau99]). In physics it has
also become the simplest approximate way to treat the dynamics of nonequilibrium systems.
The process of representing a system with fewer degrees of freedom, than those actually present in
the system, is called coarse graining. One eliminates rapidly varying degrees of freedom and keeps
the coarse-grained variables with time and length scales much larger than typical molecular scales.
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There doesn’t exist a unique way on how exactly to coarse-grain a system. All coarse-graining
models build upon physical intuition, simplicity and inherent symmetries, one would like to preserve. The validity of the approximations made is usually justified a posteriori by comparison with
experiment. With the help of the so-called projection operator technique [Zwa01, Han00] one can
put the coarse-graining approximations on a more exact statistical mechanical basis. It provides a
formal way to derive the Langevin equations from the microscopic Liouville equations, and was
initiated by the works of Zwanzig [Zwa60, Zwa61a, Zwa61b] and Mori [Mor65a, Mor65b].
Classical Mechanics

Hydrodynamics

Fokker−Planck

Smoluchowski

Fick

Figure 9.2: Different coarse-graining levels of a colloidal suspension.
A colloidal suspension can be described at different coarse-graining levels [Esp04] as depicted
in figure 9.2. On the level of classical mechanics the microscopic state z = {Ri , Pi , r j , p j } of
the colloidal suspension is given by the positions Ri and r j and the momenta Pi and p j of colloidal and solvent particles, respectively. These can be modeled as spherical objects. The time
evolution of the microstate is governed by Hamilton’s equations. At the next level of coarsegraining the solvent is treated as a continuous smooth field described by the variables of mass
density, momentum density and energy density. The Navier-Stokes equations for the solvent fields
are coupled with Newton’s equations for the colloids through boundary conditions, giving rise
to the so-called hydrodynamic interactions. Into this level fall all those simulation techniques,
which use any Navier-Stokes solver for the solvent allowing to describe thermal fluctuations and
Molecular Dynamics for the colloidal particles. The next higher levels of coarse-graining neglect
hydrodynamic interactions and approximate the time evolution of the colloids with z = {Ri , Pi }
by stochastic equations of motion (Langevin equations or equivalently Fokker-Planck equations).
For overdamped systems, i.e. systems without inertial effects, the momentum variables Pi can be
integrated out and one ends up with the time evolution given by position Langevin equations or the
Smoluchowski equation. The simulation techniques on the Fokker-Planck and the Smoluchowski
level will be called Brownian Dynamics simulations in this work. Further coarse-graining can be
done if one is not interested in the actual positions Ri of the colloids but just in the number of colloids located in a spatial region around a point r. This amounts to the introduction of concentration
∂
fields c(r) obeying the continuity equation ∂t
c(r) = −∇J, where the mass flux J has systematic
1
and stochastic contributions. (In the dilute limit the systematic contribution j ∝ −∇c(r) obeys
Fick’s law.) Finally at very long time scales in which the system may have arrived at equilibrium,
the thermodynamic description can be used.
This chapter is organized as follows: In section 9.1 we review the mathematical description of
Brownian motion, in section 9.2 we present some commonly used realizations of a Brownian
dynamics simulation, and in section 9.3 the importance of hydrodynamic interactions are discussed
as well as possible extensions to include them in a Brownian dynamics simulation. The chapter
1 The

mathematically equivalent Fokker-Planck equation in this case will become an equation of motion for the probability functional P[c(r), t].
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closes with section 9.4, which gives some detailed information on the self-written algorithm for
computer simulation, the boundary conditions, and the parameters used.

9.1 Mathematical Description
The summary of the mathematical background of the theory of Brownian motion is based upon
the following textbooks [Kam05, Ris96, Gar83, Cof04, Kub98, Zwa01, Die01] and where more
detailed information can be found.
In subsection 9.1.1 we quickly go through some basic definitions of stochastic processes and probability theory as given in the book of van Kampen [Kam05]. Starting point of the simplest stochastic description of Brownian motion is the Langevin equation, which will be introduced in subsection 9.1.2. The following subsection 9.1.3 explicitly discusses some basic time-correlation functions and the different time-scales which occur in a colloidal system. The definition of a Wiener
process together with the discussion of stochastic integrals and stochastic differential equations is
given in subsection 9.1.4. A short overview of an alternative description of Brownian motion based
on the Fokker-Planck equation is presented in subsection 9.1.5. We consider only time-scales on
which the system dynamics is overdamped, i.e. all the momenta of the particles have relaxed. This
enables us to employ simplified equations of motion, which are introduced in subsection 9.1.6.

9.1.1 Stochastic Processes
For many physical systems the microscopic dynamics is unknown. A measurement of an observable X of such a system, which is influenced by many microscopic degrees of freedom, returns in
general a “random function” Y (t) = YX (t) of time. Thus a stochastic process YX (t) = f (X,t) is
a function of two variables: the time t and the stochastic variable X, which is defined by a set of
possible values (called “set of states” or “phase space”) in combination with a probability distribution over this set. A sample function or realization of the process is obtained on inserting for X
one of its possible values, so that one obtains an ordinary function Yx (t) = f (x,t). The stochastic
process can be viewed as an “ensemble” of these sample realizations.
The probability density for YX (t) to take the value y at time t is
P1 (y,t) =

Z

δ (y −YX (t)) PX (x) dx,

(9.1)

where PX (x) denotes the probability of the stochastic variable X to have the value x. Similarly the
joint probability density that Y having the values yi at time ti > ti−1 (i = 2, . . . , n) and the value y1
at time t1 is defined as
Pn (yn ,tn ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 ) =

Z

δ (yn −YX (tn )) · · · δ (y2 −YX (t2 )) δ (y1 −YX (t1 )) PX (x) dx.

(9.2)

These probabilities are connected via the hierarchy
Z

Z

P1 (y1 ,t1 ) dy1 = 1

(9.3)

P2 (y2 ,t2 ; y1 ,t1 ) dy2 = P1 (y1 ,t1 )

(9.4)

and so on.
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The quantities of interest are the averages which are given by
hY (t1 )i =
hY (t1 )Y (t2 ) . . .Y (tn )i =

Z
Z

y1 P1 (y1 ,t1 ) dy1

(9.5)

y1 y2 . . . yn Pn (yn ,tn ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 ) dy1 dy2 . . . dyn .

(9.6)

For stationary stochastic processes the joint probability density is independent of the time origin:
Pn (yn ,tn ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 ) = Pn (yn ,tn + τ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 + τ)

(9.7)

for an arbitrary time shift τ.
The conditional probability density to find the system in realization yn at time tn under the condition of the previous realizations Y (tn−1 ) = yn−1 ; . . . ; Y (t1 ) = y1 is defined as
Pn (yn ,tn | yn−1 ,tn−1 ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 ) =

Pn (yn ,tn ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 )
,
Pn−1 (yn−1 ,tn−1 ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 )

(9.8)

where tn ≥ tn−1 ≥ · · · ≥ t1 .
For purely random processes the joint probability density factorizes into single probability densities
Pn (yn ,tn ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 ) = P1 (yn ,tn ) · . . . · P1 (y1 ,t1 ).
(9.9)
So-called Markov processes2 are processes without memory, where the conditional probability
density depends only on the value yn−1 at the next earlier time tn−1 and not on Y (tn−2 ), . . . , i.e.
Pn (yn ,tn | yn−1 ,tn−1 ; . . . ; y1 ,t1 ) = P(yn ,tn | yn−1 ,tn−1 ).

(9.10)

For any Markov process the transition probability has to fulfill the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
P(y3 ,t3 | y1 ,t1 ) =

Z

P(y3 ,t3 | y2 ,t2 )P(y2 ,t2 | y1 ,t1 ) dy2 .

(9.11)

Whether a physical process can be described as a Markov process depends in general on the timescale on which the process is studied.

9.1.2 Langevin Equation
Consider the motion of a spherical, ’free’ (no external potential) Brownian particle (radius a, mass
m, position r(t), and velocity v(t)) in a fluid medium with viscosity η. According to Newtonian
dynamics the motion would be described by
m

dv
= Ftotal (t),
dt

(9.12)

where the total force Ftotal (t) = −ξ v(t) is just the friction force, which is assumed to be proportional to the instantaneous velocity. The friction coefficient ξ (or equivalently its inverse, the
2 See
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mobility µ = ξ −1 ) is related to the (dynamical) viscosity η by Stokes’ law. For the “stick” boundary condition, i.e. under the assumption that the fluid velocity at the surface of the sphere is equal
to the velocity v of the sphere itself, it reads
ξ=

1
= 6πηa.
µ

(9.13)

p
p
However, for particles with small enough mass m the thermal velocity vth = hv2 i = kB T /m
may be observable. Thus equation (9.12) holds only on the average for particles which show
thermal fluctuations. In order to describe the erratic motion of the particle (due to incessant random
impacts of the molecules of the surrounding fluid) on time-scales much larger than the duration of
each impact, we have to introduce an additional, fluctuating force δ F(t) in equation (9.12). We
end up with the Langevin equation3 [Lan08, Uhl30, Cof04] of the simplest kind
m

dv
= −ξ v + δ F(t).
dt

(9.14)

Sometimes it is more practical to factor the mass out by using ξ ≡ mζ . Then, ζ has the dimension
of inverse time, and 1/ ζ is the time it would take for the velocity to relax to zero in absence of the
random force.
Without specifications made on the fluctuating force δ F(t), which is also called noise, this equation is meaningless. The random force4 δ F varies from system to system forming a stochastic
process and we can just make assumptions of the ensemble averages of this force. We postulate
δ F(t) to model a stationary Gaussian process with vanishing average
hδ F(t)i = 0

(9.15)

and the force fluctuations (index of the Cartesian coordinates α, β = 1, 2, 3)
hδ Fα (t)δ Fβ (t 0 )i = 2Bδαβ δ (t − t 0 ).

(9.16)

The constant B is a measure of the strength of the fluctuating force, and the angular brackets h. . .i
denote the ensemble average. The condition (9.15) reflects that the noise does not lead to an overall
motion, and the average velocity hv(t)i obeys equation (9.12). The homogeneity of the system is
mirrored by the independence of δ F(t) on the position r. Because of the mass difference between
the Brownian particle and the solvent molecules, the solvent molecules move much faster. We
approximate, in a mathematical idealized fashion, the collisions between the Brownian particle and
the solvent molecules as instantaneous and uncorrelated events, which impart a random velocity
change on the Brownian particle. So the fluctuating force varies very rapidly compared to the time
resolution of the measurement. As a consequence of the Central Limit Theorem the distribution
of δ F will tend to a Gaussian at longer times, i.e. after many impacts of the solvent molecules.
In equation (9.16) we assume the fluctuating force to be δ -correlated modeling Gaussian white
noise5 .
3 Named

after the French physicist Paul Langevin (1872–1946), who initiated this alternative treatment of Brownian
motion.
4 This force is called random, because it is assumed that the equilibrium canonical ensemble average of the random
force δ F and the velocity v vanishes for all times t, hv(0)δ F(t)i = 0.
5 The Wiener-Khintchine theorem [Gar83, Ris96] states that the spectral density S(ω) of the noise is the Fourier
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The process described by the Langevin equation considered above is a Markov process, which
indicates that the friction at time t is proportional to the velocity at the same time, and that the
noise is correlated by a δ -function.6
The Langevin equation (9.14) defines the velocity v(t) as a stochastic process. It is the prototype
of a stochastic differential equation, i.e. a differential equation of the general form
du
= F(u,t; Y (t)),
dt

(9.17)

where Y (t) stands for random functions of time with given stochastic properties. Such a stochastic description of Brownian motion is necessary, because we cannot generally solve the coupled
equations of motion of the suspended Brownian particle and all solvent molecules. Besides that,
the solution would be very sensitive to the choice of initial conditions.
Let us assume that the stochastic variable v(t) at time t = 0 has the sharp value v0 . Then the
general solution of the linear, first-order, inhomogeneous differential equation (9.14) reads7
v(t) = v0 e

−ζ t

1
+
m

Z t
0

0

dt 0 e−ζ (t−t ) δ F(t 0 ),

t > 0.

(9.18)

This allows us to calculate the mean squared velocity hv2 (t)i. The velocity squared
2

v (t) =

v20 e−2ζ t
1
+ 2
m

v0
+ 2 e−ζ t
m

Z t
0

Z t

0 −ζ (t−t 0 )

dt e

0

0

dt 0 e−ζ (t−t ) δ F(t 0 )

δ F(t 0 )

Z t
0

00

dt 00 e−ζ (t−t ) δ F(t 00 ),

(9.19)

has three contributions, which need to be averaged. The first one is deterministic and thus does
not change on averaging. It involves the initial value of the velocity v0 and decays to zero at long
times. The second contribution is of first order in the noise and the average, which is a linear
operation and thus can be permuted with the integration, vanishes due to the condition (9.15).8
So, the product of two noise factors remains which can be averaged according to equation (9.16)
leading to
1
m2

Z t
0

dt

0

Z t
0

00 −ζ (2t−t 0 −t 00 )

dt e

1
hδ F(t ) δ F(t )i = 2
m
0

00

Z t
0

dt

0

Z t
0

0

00

dt 00 e−ζ (2t−t −t ) 6Bδ (t 0 − t 00 ),

transform of the autocorrelation function of the random force. So using equation (9.16) we find
S(ω) = 2

Z ∞

−∞

e−iωτ hδ F(τ)δ F∗ (0)i dτ = 12B

to be independent of the frequency ω, and call the noise “white”. If the stochastic forces δ F are not δ -correlated,
one uses the term “colored” noise.
6 The Markovian property is destroyed if the random forces are no longer δ -correlated. But these non-Markovian
processes may be reduced to Markovian processes by introducing new additional random variables [Ris96].
7 A simple way to derive the solution [Zwa01] starts with the substitution
v(t) = e−ζ t y(t),
which results in the differential equation

dy(t)
= eζ t δ F(t),
dt
Integration over t and back substitution gives equation (9.18).
8 An alternative formulation would be: The velocity v at time zero depends only on the previous force history and is
0
therefore decorrelated from forces at later times, i.e. the cross terms hv0 · δ F(t) = 0 have to vanish.
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which can be integrated directly. The resulting mean squared velocity is
hv2 (t)i = v20 e−ζ t +


3B 
1 − e−2ζ t .
mξ

(9.20)

At thermal equilibrium, we must require that the equipartition theorem (for three dimension) holds,
so that
3kB T
,
(9.21)
hv2 ieq =
m
with the Boltzmann constant kB and temperature T . Taking the long time limit of equation (9.20)
gives us
3B (9.21) 3kB T
lim hv2 (t)i =
.
(9.22)
=
t→∞
mξ
m
Hence we have the relation
B = ξ kB T

(9.23)

between the strength B of the fluctuating force and the magnitude of the friction ξ (dissipation).
The noise (i.e. the microscopic scale) is intimately connected with the macroscopic friction constant9 and the temperature. Due to the factor kB T the velocity fluctuations are small, but they build
up a mean square displacement (see equation (9.35)), which can be observed under a microscope.
In the Langevin equation we divided the total force into two parts, namely a systematic part (or
friction) and a fluctuating part (or noise). Both friction and noise come from the interaction of
the Brownian particle with the solvent acting as a heat bath. This is indicated by the occurrence
of ξ both in the friction force and the second moments of the Brownian noise. So it is not so
surprising, that there exists a fundamental relation between friction and noise, which is a special
case of the fluctuation dissipation theorem of the 2nd kind [Kub98].10 The equation (9.16) with
relation (9.23) inserted,
hδ Fα (t)δ Fβ (t 0 )i = 3ξ kB T δαβ δ (t − t 0 ),
(9.24)
is another way of writing the fluctuation dissipation theorem.
Generalization of the Langevin equation (9.14) to a system of N particles can be done in a straightforward manner. More care is needed, when one wants to study the Brownian motion of a system
of N particles under the influence of an external, conservative force field
"
#
N
N)
∂U(r
∂
Fi ≡ Ftotal
(rN (t),t) = −
=−
(9.25)
∑ Vi j (ri j ) +V ext (ri ) ,
i
∂ ri
∂ ri j=1
9 The

10

friction constant of a mesoscopic particle can be obtained from hydrodynamic equations, see equation 9.13.
For generalized Langevin equations the frictional forces depend on the velocities at all previous times giving rise
to a so-called memory kernel Z(t − t 0 ). These general Langevin equations are integro-differential equations, which
read
Z t
dv
m
=−
Z(t − t 0 ) · v(t 0 ) dt 0 + δ F(t).
dt
−∞
The general fluctuation dissipation theorem of the 2nd kind is [Kub98, Öt96]
hδ F(t)δ F(t 0 )i = kB T Z(|t − t 0 |).
So it states that the time-dependent friction coefficient, or memory function is related to the second moment of the
random forces.
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where U(rN ) denotes the potential energy of the configuration rN (t) ≡ {r1 (t), . . . , rN (t)} being
the sum of the interparticle pair potential Vi j (ri j ) and an additional external potential V ext (ri ),
like for example given by the gravitational field. Let us make the following two assumptions:
First, assume that the external force field just acts on the colloidal particles and does not affect the
motion of the solvent particles, so that the stochastic force which accounts for the collisions of the
Brownian particle with the solvent particles still fulfills the conditions of Gaussian white noise.
The second assumption is, that the friction coefficient ξ is constant. Thus the friction force, and
hence also of the fluctuation force, are assumed to be independent of the system configuration rN .
This implies neglect of any hydrodynamic interactions. So, in presence of an external force field
we obtain the Langevin equation11, 12
m

dvi
= −ξ vi + Fi + δ Fi (t),
dt

(9.26)

with the conditions
hδ Fi (t)i = 0,
0

(9.27)
0

hδ Fiα (t)δ Fjβ (t )i = 2ξ kB T δi j δαβ δ (t − t )

(9.28)

and the indices i = 1, . . . , N and α = 1, . . . , d.
Long range hydrodynamic interactions can be included into the Langevin equation by introducing
hydrodynamic forces Fh = −Z · v. Particles moving in a viscous fluid create a flow field around
themselves through which their motions are mutually coupled. This effect is accounted for by the
configuration dependent friction tensor Z resulting in a so-called multiplicative noise term [Ris96],
i.e., a random Gaussian force multiplied by a configuration dependent tensor B. So we get the
stochastic differential equation for a single particle [Erm78, Dho96]13
m

dv
= −Z · v + Fext + B · δ F(t).
dt

(9.29)

9.1.3 Time Correlation Functions and Time Scales
Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics is based on the same idea of a statistical ensemble like equilibrium statistical mechanics. However, there exists no longer only one equilibrium state, but there
are many nonequilibrium states. So no unique “partition function” can be used as a starting point
for calculating transport properties. In nonequilibrium statistical mechanics time correlation functions play the role of partition functions and pair correlation functions of equilibrium systems.
They can be used to determine many interesting properties of systems which are out of equilibrium, for example, coefficients of viscosity, thermal conductivity, diffusion, and conductivity.
The time average of the variable A (t) taken over the time interval τ is defined as
hA i =
11 If

1
τ

Z τ
0

dt A (t),

(9.30)

the force Ftotal
(rN (t)) is not linear in r, one gets a nonlinear Langevin equation, which needs some more care,
i
because it is no longer safe to replace the average of a nonlinear function by the same function of the average,
hF(rN (t))i 6= F hrN (t)i .
12 For no external force, i.e. F = 0, the Langevin equation (9.26) has a linear drift coefficient and a constant diffusion
i
coefficient and thus describes a process which is called Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Additional vanishing of the
drift coefficient, i.e. ξ = 0, results in a so-called Wiener process (cf. sub-section 9.1.4).
13 See also section 9.3.
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and the fluctuation δ A = A (t) − hA i describes the deviation from the average value. The time
correlation function14 C(t) of δ A is given by the time-averaged product of two fluctuations at
different times,
Z
1 τ
C(t) =
ds δ A (s) δ A (t + s).
(9.31)
τ 0
Let us look again at the ’free’ Brownian particle obeying the Langevin equation (9.14). The timedependent velocity correlation function in thermal equilibrium is obtained by multiplication of
equation (9.18) with v(t 0 ), averaging (cf. calculation (9.19)) for long times t,t 0  τm , as
hv(t)v(t 0 )i =

3kB T −|t−t 0 |/τm
e
m

(9.32)

with the momentum relaxation time τm = m/ξ = ζ −1 . So the velocities are only correlated within
the small time window of order τm . For t = t 0 the equation (9.32) reduces to the equipartition
theorem: 21 mhv2 (t)i = 23 kB T , which verifies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (9.16). In the
overdamped limit, however, such short time differences are not resolved. Taking the limit m → ∞,
we obtain
6kB T
hv(t) · v(t 0 )i =
δ (t − t 0 ),
(9.33)
ξ
using the representation limε→∞ (1/ε) exp(−|x|/ε) = 2δ (x) of the Dirac δ -function [Arf01].
Let us now calculate the mean squared displacement (MSD)15
Z t
 Zt
Z t
Z t
h(r(t) − r0 )2 i =
v(t1 )dt1 v(t2 )dt2 =
dt1 dt2 hv(t1 )v(t2 )i
0

= 2
= 2
= 2

Z t
0

Z t
0

Z t
0

dt1
dt1

Z t1
0

Z t
0

0

0

dt2 hv(t1 )v(t2 )i = 2

Z t
0

0

dt1

Z t1
0

dτ hv(τ)v(0)i

dτ Θ(t1 − τ) hv(τ)v(0)i

dτ (t − τ) hv(τ)v(0)i

Inserting the result (9.32) we find for t > τm the general expression


1  −ζ t
6kB T
2
t+
e −1 ,
h(r(t) − r0 ) i =
mζ
ζ

(9.34)

(9.35)

which is plotted together with the velocity autocorrelation of equation (9.32) in figure 9.3.
So, in the long time limit the MSD varies linearly with time,
h(r(t) − r0 )2 i ' 2D0t
14 Generally,

for t → ∞.

(9.36)

the Fourier transform of any correlation function
Cω =

Z ∞

−∞

is called its spectral density.
denotes the Heaviside unit step function,

15 Θ(t − τ)

Θ(t − τ) =



dt e−iωt C(t)

1
0

: t >τ
.
: t <τ
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h(v(t) − v0 )2 i

h(r(t) − r0 )2 i

3kB T
m

0

t

τm

0

t

τm

Figure 9.3: Time dependency of the velocity autocorrelation and mean squared displacement for
a ’free’ Brownian particle described by the Langevin equation. On the time scale
τm = ζ −1 the crossover from ballistic to diffusive motion takes place.
Here the diffusion constant D0 (of a ’free’ particle) is defined by the general expression (also
known as Taylor-Kubo formula16 )
1
D0 =
3

Z ∞
0

dt hv(t)v(0)i,

(9.37)

which connects it to the velocity correlation function in equilibrium.17
For ballistic motion, i.e. for time scales τ  ζ −1 , the MSD is proportional to t 2 as can been
seen from the Taylor series expansion of equation (9.35). The well-known Stokes-Einstein formula [Ein05] for the self diffusion coefficient, which characterizes the diffusive behavior for
t > τm = ζ −1 , is obtained from18
h[r(t) − r(0)]2 i kB T
D0 = lim
=
.
t→∞
6t
ξ

(9.39)

Efficient ways of calculating the MSD and the self-diffusion coefficient D0 in a simulation algorithm can be realized by either using Fourier transformations [All87] or the order-n algorithm19 as
being described in [Fre02b].
16 Generally,

relations of this type, giving a precise mathematical expression for the transport coefficient in terms of
an integral over an equilibrium-averaged time-correlation function, are called Green-Kubo relations. Such relationships played an important role in the development of linear response theory [Maz06].
17 In order to have a long-time diffusive behavior, the integral of equation (9.37) has to converge to a nonzero value.
The situations of a diverging integral or an integral tending to zero lead to different kinds of so-called anomalous
diffusion [Ebe05, Zwa01].
18 This fluctuation-dissipation theorem expresses the equilibrium average D in terms of the dissipative constant ξ . For
0
dimensionality d the self-diffusion coefficient is given as
1 d
1
h[r(t) − r(0)]2 i
= lim
h[r(t) − r(0)]2 i =
t→∞
t→∞ 2d dt
2d t
d

D0 = lim
19 The

Z ∞
0

dt 0 hv(t) · v(t + t 0 )i.

(9.38)

so-called order-n algorithm allows one to measure fast and slow correlations simultaneously at minimal numerical cost, because it is based upon a coarse-graining scheme of the sampling frequencies.
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Another simple time dependent correlation function is the so-called van Hove function which
correlates the positions of a tracer particle at two successive times. Formally, it is written as
G(r, r0 , t, t 0 ) = V hδ (R(t 0 ) − r0 )δ (R(t) − r)i

(9.40)

with the tracer particle position R(t) at time t and the system volume V . The van Hove function
can also be used as starting point for calculation of the MSD [Bar03].
Before writing a simulation for the investigation of the dynamics of mesoscopic systems it is useful
to discuss the time-scales which must be considered. Some of them we already encountered, but
let us summarize them here in a systematic manner (cf. pictorial summary of figure 9.4).
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Figure 9.4: Colloidal time scales: the values are typical of a colloidal sphere with diameter
σ = 2a = 4.5 µm suspended in water.
On the molecular view each suspended Brownian particle is subject to perpetual collisions with
the solvent particles, where each collision lasts about τs ≈ 10−13 s. And the momentum relaxation
time τm = m/ξ takes a value of τm = 1.8 µs for colloidal spheres with σ = 4.5 µm and mass
density ρcolloid = 1.59 g/cm3 suspended in water. This shows that τm  τs . Effects due to the
solvent inertia can be characterized by the time scale τη = σ 2 ρs / η = (9/2)(ρs / ρcolloid) τm , which
is the time needed by a viscous shear wave, generated in the solvent by a sudden acceleration
of the particle, to diffuse across the particle diameter σ .20 In our case is ρcolloid  ρs implying
τm  τη which therefore is irrelevant on the time scales we are interested in. Significant changes
in configuration can be characterized by the structural relaxation time
τB =

σ2
,
D0

(9.41)

which is the time in which a ’free’ particle should have diffused over a distance comparable to
its own diameter. This time has the value τB = 210.9 s for the particles of this work. Note, that
there is the time scale separation τB  τm : The momentum of the colloidal particles has relaxed
to a Maxwellian distribution long before any appreciable change in the particle configuration
is
√
observed. A time resolution ∆t  τm corresponds to a spatial resolution ∆x  lm ≡ D0 τm with
20 For density matched colloidal suspensions τ
m

≈ τη , and for times on this scale the fluid can not follow changes in the
particle velocity instantaneously. This leads to enlarged persistence in the velocity autocorrelations, not adequately
described by the δ -correlated random forces. [Pau81, Näg96] These effects can be incorporated in the algorithm by
using random forces with a colored noise spectrum (cf. equation (9.29)).
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lm ≈ 10−4 σ in our case. Thus we can work in the overdamped limit, which greatly reduces the
computational effort as described in subsection 9.1.6, because only the behavior in pure configuration space has to be taken into account instead of the full phase space behavior. In the experiment
of Köppl and Erbe every 10 s a video microscope image has been recorded.

9.1.4 Wiener Process
δF(t)
W(t)

t

Figure 9.5: Realization of the fluctuating Gaussian white noise δ F(t) and the corresponding realization of W (t).
The process corresponding to the integral of the Gaussian white noise
1
W (t) = p
2ξ kB T

Z t
0

δ F(t 0 ) dt 0

(9.42)

is called a Wiener process21 [Wie23]. In mathematical language [Klo99] a Wiener process is
defined as a stochastic process W = {W (t),t ≥ 0}, that is a non-stationary Gaussian process with
independent time increments for which W (0) = 0 with probability one, the expectation value
hW (t)i = 0, and the variance h(∆Wt )2 i = ∆t of increments ∆Wt = W (t + ∆t) −W (t). So the meansquare increment increases linearly with time. This fact suggests that the Wiener process is closely
related to diffusive motion. In other words a Wiener process is a non-stationary Gaussian process
with the transition probability
"
#
1
(x − x0 )2
p(x,t| x0 ,t0 ) = p
exp −
,
(9.43)
4D0 (t − t0 )
4πD0 (t − t0 )
which is characteristic for a ’free’ diffusion process.22 Brownian motion (i.e., a random walk
with random step sizes) is the most common example of such a process. The Wiener process
has continuous sample paths (see figure 9.5), which are with probability one nowhere differentiable23 [Gar83, Pau99]. Due to the statistical independence of the increments the Wiener process is a Markov process. A multivariate Wiener process W = {W1 (t), W2 (t), . . . , Wn (t); t ≥ 0}
21 Named

in honor of the American mathematician Norbert Wiener (1894–1964).

22 A Gaussian probability distribution P (x , t ) with variance σ 2 = 2Dt is transferred by equation (9.43) to a Gaussian
1 0 0
0
0
P1 (x, t) with variance σ 2 = 2D(t − t0 ) + σ02 = 2Dt.
√
√
23 This can be seen from the variance of increments, which implies ∆W = ∆t. Thus ∆W / ∆t = 1/ ∆t diverges in the
t
t

limit ∆t → 0.
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is defined as a stochastic process where the components Wi (t) form independent one-dimensional
Wiener processes [Gar83].
According to equation (9.42) the random force, or noise has the formal representation
δ F(t) =

p
dW
2kB T ξ
.
dt

(9.44)

The fact that the trajectories of a Wiener process are not differentiable, i.e. dW/ dt does not exist, highlights the problem associated with the naive way by which we derived and treated the
stochastic differential equation (9.14). Up to now we treated δ F(t) as if it were a well-defined
Gaussian process. Also we treated the stochastic Langevin equation like a deterministic differential equation. Both treatments seem to be incorrect, but our naive approach to the linear stochastic
differential equations can be proved to be correct by a rigorous theory of stochastic integration. In
general, however, treating stochastic differential equations like deterministic differential equations
leads to incorrect results, due to unusual differentiation rules of stochastic calculus. [Cof04, Öt96]
The Langevin equation should properly be interpreted as an integral equation and not as a differential equation in order to avoid the necessity of giving a direct interpretation of the random
forces (9.44) . Explicitly, equation (9.26) should be understood in terms of a stochastic integral
having the differential (insert (9.44) into (9.26))
√
1
2
dvi = (−ξ vi + Fi ) dt +
dWi (t)
(9.45)
m
m
with

hdWi (t)i = 0

and

hdWiα (t)dW jβ (t + τ)i = δi j δαβ δ (τ).

For more detailed information on stochastic integration and stochastic differential equations the
reader is referred to the excellent textbooks of [Gar83, Kam05, Hoh90, Öt96, Klo99]. Stochastic
integrals of real-valued stochastic processes Φ(W (t 0 ),t 0 ) of the form
II,S =

Z t
0

Φ(W (t 0 ),t 0 ) dW (t 0 )

(9.46)

are defined as a limit of partial sums. Due to the fact that W (t) is nowhere differentiable, the
value of the integral depends on the particular choice of intermediate points ti . Mostly used are
definitions according to Itô24 (II ) or Stratonovich25 (IS ), which are
II :=
IS

lim

N−1

∑ Φ(W (ti ),ti ) [W (ti+1 ) −W (ti )]

∆→0 i=0
N−1



W (ti ) +W (ti+1 ) ti + ti+1
:= lim ∑ Φ
,
∆→0 i=0
2
2

(9.47)

[W (ti+1 ) −W (ti )]

(9.48)

where ∆ = max(ti+1 − ti ) and 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN = t. In the case of configuration-dependent
friction (multiplicative noise) both definitions lead to different results, which involve some subtle
peculiarities of stochastic differential equations. Both definitions agree if Φ(W (t),t) does not
depend on W (t). We always assume the friction coefficient to be a constant, which results in
Langevin equations with so-called additive noise, where both definitions agree.
24 Named

after the Japanese mathematician Kiyosi Itô (1915–).
with the name of Rouslan L. Stratonovich.

25 Associated
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9.1.5 Fokker-Planck Equation
The Langevin approach for motion of a Brownian particle is based upon the calculation of the
stochastic trajectories in phase space. The general Markovian Langevin equation with Gaussian
white noise for a set of N dynamical variables a ≡ a1 , a2 , . . . , aN is26 [Ris96]
dai
= φi (a,t) + Bi j (a,t) Γ j (t),
dt
hΓi (t)i = 0
0

(9.49)

0

hΓi (t)Γ j (t )i = 2δi j δ (t − t ),
with the indices i = 1, . . . , N. Here, φi (a) is some arbitrarily given function of the dynamical
variables and Γi (t) is the Gaussian white noise. A nonlinear function φi (a,t) implies that Bi j =
Bi j (a,t) is also a function of the dynamical variables.
Alternatively, Adriaan Fokker (1887–1972) [Fok14] and Max Planck (1858–1947) [Pla17] describe the stochastic dynamics of Brownian motion by looking at the probability distribution function P(a,t) of the fluctuating macroscopic variables a. The so-called Fokker-Planck equation27 is
the equation of motion for the noise averaged probability distribution [Ris96, Gar83, Zwa01]. The
Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the Langevin equation (9.49) is28


∂
∂
1 ∂2
P(a,t) = −
Di (a) +
Di j (a) P(a,t).
∂t
∂ ai
2 ∂ ai ∂ a j

(9.50)

with the drift vector Di and the diffusion matrix Di j . It can be shown [Ris96], that these are
identical to the first two Kramers-Moyal expansion coefficients being defined as
1
(1)
Di (a,t) ≡ Di (a,t) = lim hai (t + τ) − ai (τ)i
τ→0 τ
1
(1)
Di j (a,t) ≡ Di j (a,t) = lim h[ai (t + τ) − ai (τ)][a j (t + τ) − a j (τ)]i.
τ→0 τ

(9.51)

The Kramers-Moyal expansion denotes the expansion of the distribution function, which can be
used to derive the Fokker-Planck equation from the general formula of Markovian processes, the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (9.11) [Ris96]. So, in Itô calculus29 we obtain
Di (a,t) = φi (a,t)
Di j (a,t) = 2Bik (a,t)B jk (a,t).

(9.52)
(9.53)

This shows us that the first term of equation (9.50) is the deterministic part and the second part
represents the average effects of noise.
It can be shown that we can assign a unique Fokker-Planck equation for each stochastic Langevin
equation [Öt96]. The simplest Fokker-Planck equation which corresponds to the Langevin equa26 Einstein

summation convention is implied.
call this equation sometimes the forward Kolmogorov equation.
28 Here and in the following P(a,t) ≡ hP(a,t)i
noise denotes the noise averaged distribution function, which is not
explicitly marked.
29 see subsection 9.1.4.
27 Mathematicians
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tion (9.14) is for the one dimensional case30
∂ P(v,t) ξ ∂ (vP(v,t)) ξ kB T ∂ 2 P(v,t)
=
+
∂t
m
∂v
m2
∂ v2

(9.54)

and for higher dimension d (α = 1, . . . , d)
∂ P(v,t) ξ ∂ (vα P(v,t)) ξ kB T ∂ 2 P(v,t)
=
+
.
∂t
m
∂ vα
m2 ∂ vα ∂ vα

(9.55)

Derivation of the one-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation (9.54) for a ’free’ Brownian particle:
This derivation is somewhat technical, but it is given for completeness. It is taken from the
textbook of Barrat and Hansen [Bar03].
Therefore, we have to study the time evolution of the velocity distribution P(v, t). It is best
to consider first the stochastic variable Θ(t, ∆t) defined as velocity increment between t and
t + ∆t. For small ∆t, integration of the one-dimensional Langevin equation (9.14) yields
Θ(t, ∆t) = −ζ v(t) ∆t +

1
m

Z t+∆t
t

δ F(s) ds

(9.56)

For a given v(t), the distribution of the velocity increment Θ will be determined by the values
taken by the random force δ F(s) in the interval [t, t + ∆t]. Since the random force has a
vanishing correlation time, the integral on the right hand side of (9.56) can be considered
as an infinite sum of uncorrelated contributions. The central limit theorem then states that
this sum has a Gaussian distribution, entirely characterized by the knowledge of its first and
second moments. As a result, the distribution function of Θ, given v(t) and P(Θ; v(t), can be
written as
!

1/2
m2
m2 (Θ + ζ v(t) ∆t)2
Π(Θ; v(t)) =
exp −
(9.57)
2πB∆t
2B∆t
The distribution function for the velocity v can be obtained by starting from the convolution
equation
P(v, t + ∆t) =

Z

dΘ P(v − Θ, t) Π(Θ; v − Θ)

which expresses that in order to have the velocity v at time t + ∆t, the particle must have the
velocity v − Θ at time t and a velocity increment Θ in the interval [t, t + ∆t]. The trick is then
30 For

the function ψ(v, t) defined by

ψ(v, t) = P(v, t) exp (mv2 / 4kB T )

the Fokker-Planck equation (9.54) obeys the Schrödinger equation for the quantum harmonic oscillator, with the
time replaced by an imaginary time it.
Proof: Insertion of the above definition in equation (9.54) results in


kB T mv2 (kB T )2 ∂ 2
kB T ∂ ψ(v, t)
=
−
+
ψ(v, t)
ζ
∂t
2
4
m ∂ v2
Substitution of t → it 0 in this equation gives a differential equation which is similar (up to a constant term) to that
of the Schrödinger equation for the quantum harmonic oscillator:


kB T ∂ ψ(v, t 0 )
(kB T )2 ∂ 2
mv2 kB T
i
=
−
+
−
ψ(v, t 0 ).
ζ
∂t 0
m ∂ v2
4
2
This similarity makes it possible that general methods known from quantum mechanics can be used for the solution
of the Fokker-Planck equation.
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to expand P(v − Θ, t) Π(Θ; v − Θ) in a Taylor series with respect to the increment Θ appearing
in the v − Θ argument of the functions, and P(v, t + ∆t) in a Taylor series with respect to ∆t.
This yields
P(v, t) + ∆t

Z

Z

∂P
∂
+ . . . = P(v, t) dΘ Π(Θ; v) −
dΘ Θ P(v, t) Π(Θ; v)
∂t
∂v
Z
1 ∂2
+
dΘ Θ2 P(v, t) Π(Θ; v) + . . .
2 ∂ v2

Using equation (9.57) and identifying the two expressions to order ∆t one ends up with the
Fokker-Planck equation (9.54).


To work with Langevin equations instead of Fokker-Planck equations might be tempting for the
following two reasons: First, in general it is much more intuitive and illuminating to directly work
with stochastic processes rather than with deterministic equations for probability distributions.
Additionally, it is relatively easy to develop computer simulation algorithms for the numerical
integration of the stochastic differential equations, as we will see in the following sections.
Both the Langevin equation (9.49) and the Fokker-Planck equation (9.50) can be applied to describe a number of processes in physics, chemistry, biology, and economics [Pau99, Ris96]. Its
wide applicability is based on the fact that many such processes are generated by an underlying
process, which is well approximated by a Gaussian process due to the central limit theorem.
The three-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the Langevin equation (9.26) for
a single particle is31




∂ P(r, v,t)
∂
∂
Fα (r)
ξ kB T ∂ 2
ξ
= −
vα +
vα −
+
P(r, v,t),
(9.58)
∂t
∂ xα
∂ vα m
m
m2 ∂ vα ∂ vα
which is often called Kramers equation.32 It is the equation of motion for the distribution function
in phase space describing Brownian motion of a single particle under an external force field F(r).
The Fokker-Planck equation can be written as an operator equation,
the Fokker-Planck operator
LFP = −

∂
∂t P(a,t) = LFP P(a,t),

∂
1 ∂
Di (a,t) +
Di j (a,t)
∂ ai
2 ∂ ai ∂ a j

where

(9.59)

31 The

Kramers equation can be obtained by extending the method used above for deriving the Fokker-Planck equation
to the probability distribution function P(r, v, t) starting from the coupled differential equations
drα
dt
dvα
m
dt
hδ Fα (t)δ Fβ (t 0 )i

32 The

=

vα

=

−ξ vα + Fα (r) + δ Fα (t)

=

2ξ kB T δαβ δ (t − t 0 ).

Kramers equation has the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
h
m
i
P(r, v,t) ∝ exp −β
v2 +V (r)
2

as an equilibrium solution, when the force F = −dV (r)/ dr is conservative, and provided the fluctuation-dissipation
relation (9.23) is obeyed.
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is equal to the Kramers-Moyal expansion operator up to the second term. This enables us to write
down the formal operator solution
P(a,t) = eLFPt P(a, 0),

(9.60)

which reminds of the time-evolution of the wavefunction in the Schrödinger picture in quantum
mechanics (cf. footnote 30). It can be used to calculate the average of any function φ (a) by
hφ (a),ti =

Z

da φ (a)P(a,t) =

Z

da φ (a) eLFPt P(a, 0).

(9.61)

A more explicit solution uses the Green’s function G(a,t|a0 ) [Zwa01], which satisfies the FokkerPlanck equation (9.50) under the special initial condition
G(a,t = 0|a0 ) = δ (a − a0 ).
Then the formal solution can be written
LFP t

P(a,t) = e

P(a, 0) =

Z

da G(a,t|a0 )P(a0 , 0).

(9.62)

(9.63)

Zwanzig [Zwa01] shows how to find the Green’s function for the linear case, i.e. for linear functions φi (a) in equation (9.50).

9.1.6 Overdamped Limit
Inertia effects of a Brownian particle, which are coupled to its mass, are responsible for the short
time behavior of the mean squared displacement h(r(t) − r0 )2 i ∝ t 2 for t  τm = m/ ξ . Also in
the high friction limit correlations in the velocity decay in a time-period over which changes in the
force are negligible33 . Each of these effects results in a system with so-called overdamped dynamics. This will always be the case for the systems we focus on in this work. In the overdamped limit
the left-hand side of equation (9.26) can be neglected, after averaging over short times. The result
is Brownian dynamics, where the colloidal trajectories ri (t) of the interacting N particle system
(i = 1, . . . , N) are approximated by the stochastic position Langevin equations
ξ vi = Fi + δ Fi
√ 1/2
dri (t)
⇔
= β D0 Fi + 2D0 Wi (t),
dt

(9.64)
(9.65)

with the free-particle self-diffusion coefficient D0 , which is related to the friction coefficient via
D0 = kB T / ξ . The right hand side includes the sum of all deterministic forces as in equation (9.25)
acting on particle i plus the random velocities, which are given by a Wiener process.
The time of the overdamped dynamics scales with the friction coefficient ξ .34 This means that results for any value of ξ can be obtained by simple time-scaling of the simulation results performed
at the value of the friction coefficient ξ 0 .
33 With

increasing friction ξ the relaxation of the velocities increases, too. On the other hand the positional relaxation
dynamics decreases. So we have a separation of the velocity being the fast variable and the position, which is the
slow variable.
34 For forces without an explicit time-dependence, the time dt is divided by the friction coefficient ξ as can be seen
from equation (9.64).
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The configurational evolution according to equation (9.65) is equivalently described by the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation35

N  2

∂ P(rN ,t)
∂
∂
N
N
= D0 ∑ 2 P(r ,t) − β
· Fi P(r ,t) ,
∂t
∂ ri
i=1 ∂ ri

(9.66)

which is called the Smoluchowski equation named after Marian Smoluchowski (1872–1917) [Smo15].
Both descriptions neglect hydrodynamic interactions. For the Smoluchowski equation to be valid
the time scale τ should obey the inequalities
ζ −1  τ  τB =

σ2
.
D0

(9.67)

The Smoluchowski equation can also be derived from the Kramers equation in the high friction
limit [Die01, Ris96, Bar03], but the rigorous derivation necessitates the use of involved mathematical techniques such as the multiple time scale method [Boc97].
The Smoluchowski equation (9.66) can be written in form of a continuity equation
∂
∂
P(rN ,t) = −
Ji (rN ,t)
∂t
∂ ri

(9.68)

with the probability current density
N



Ji (r ,t) = −D0


∂
N
− β Fi (r ) P(rN ,t).
∂ ri

(9.69)

The current density Ji (rN ,t) consists of a diffusive part and a drift part. The stationary solution of
the Smoluchowski equation is given when Ji (rN ,t) vanishes, which obviously is the case for
P(rN , ∞) =

1 −βU
e
.
Z

(9.70)

with the partition function Z. This is the canonical distribution for the positions. So the time
averages of equation (9.65) are canonical ensemble averages.36
35 This

can directly be seen by calculation of the Kramers-Moyal coefficients (9.51) from the overdamped Langevin
equation (9.65)
(1)

Diα (r)

=

(2)

=

Diα jβ (r)

1
1
hriα (τ) − riα (0)i = hviα i = Fiα
τ
ξ

1
1
1
lim h(riα (τ) − riα (0)) r jβ (τ) − r jβ (0) i = 2 hδ Fiα δ Fjβ i = 2 2ξ kB T δi j δαβ = 2D0 δi j δαβ
τ→0 τ
ξ
ξ
lim

τ→0

and inserting them into the general Fokker-Planck equation (9.50). The resulting Fokker-Planck equation is identical
to equation (9.66).
36 The temperature of the solvent is transferred to the suspended particles through the temperature dependence of the
Brownian forces. Conventional molecular-dynamics simulations in the canonical ensemble require a thermostat
for realization of the coupling to the heat bath [Fre02b]. Commonly used thermostats are the Nosé-Hoover or the
Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat [Fre02b, Mar92, Mar96]. The Nosé Hoover thermostat is used in the self-written
conventional molecular-dynamics simulation code, which we used first to perform some simulations of the particle
dynamics in a microchannel. Later using a Brownian dynamics simulation algorithm significantly increased the
simulation efficiency. It allowed for simulations of time-scales comparable to those of the experiments which are
on the order of several hours.
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Tough et al. [Tou86] derived from the Smoluchowski equation an explicit result for the short time
behavior of the Cartesian components (denoted by α) of the mean square displacement to the
fourth order in time, which reads
*
 2 
2 +
3 N 3
2U
D
∂
U
∂
2
h∆riα
i = 6D0t − β D0
t 3 − Bt 4 + O(t 5 ). (9.71)
t2 + β 2 0 ∑ ∑
2
3 j=1 γ=1
∂ riα ∂ r jγ
∂ riα
The variable B is an abbreviation for an expression containing higher derivatives of the total potential energy U. Its explicit form is irrelevant here.

9.2 Brownian Dynamics Simulation
Now let us introduce and compare several ways of of integrating the coupled stochastic equations
of motion (9.65) in a so-called Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation. We will close this section
making some remarks on the generation of Gaussian random numbers.

9.2.1 Conventional Brownian Dynamics
The conventional Brownian dynamics algorithm (CBD) of Ermak [Erm75, All87] uses a first-order
Euler method to give a solution for equation (9.65) for the many body system which takes the form
ri (t + ∆t) = ri (t) + ∆ri (∆t)

(9.72)

∆ri (∆t) = β D0 Fi ∆t + Wi

(9.73)

with the displacement
after the time step ∆t.37 The vector Wi of random displacements of particle i is sampled from
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance hWi · W j i = 6D0 ∆t δi j 38 . This approach
is based on the assumption that the systematic forces Fi remain essentially constant during the
time step ∆t. The time scales with the friction coefficient ξ , as ∆t always occurs divided by ξ
(D0 = kB T / ξ ) in the discretized version of equation (9.73) also.
For efficient sampling of the configuration space the basic time-step ∆t should be chosen as large
as possible, but small enough so that the forces remain essentially constant. Typical choices are in
the range ∆t/τB ≈ 0.5 · 10−4 − 0.5 · 10−2 . Simulations of dense systems with steeply repulsive pair
interactions require smaller time-steps, whereas longer time-steps can be used for less strongly
correlated systems.
37 In the program this integration method will be used as default for given compiler directive BD

OVERDAMPED during the
compilation process. Other integration methods may be specified by further compiler directives (cf. footnote 41).
38 In index notation:
hWi · W j i =

3

∑

α,β =1

hWiα W jβ i =

3

∑

α,β =1

2D0 ∆t δi j δαβ .

In the simulation for all particles and each coordinate direction we can draw Gaussian random numbers from a
single Gaussian distribution, because the correlation contains the product δi j δαβ and thus no cross correlations do
exist.
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From equation (9.73) we immediately get the mean square displacement in a time step

2
h∆riα
i = 6D0t + β 2 D20 hFiα2 i(∆t)2 + O (∆t)3 .
For many physical realizations the following equation holds39
 2 
∂ U
hFiα2 i − kB T
= 0.
2
∂ riα

(9.74)

(9.75)

Thus, comparison of equation (9.74) with equation (9.71) shows, that the CBD algorithm always
overestimates the exact result by 2β 2 D20 hFiα2 i(∆t)2 , which is positive irrespective of the form of
the interaction potential. Due to the hFiα2 i factor the error depends on the density and the steepness
of the interaction potential. [Hey00]
The Euler integration scheme is the simplest choice, but besides the accuracy it is not very stable [Pre92]. This is due to the fact that the formula (9.73) is not symmetric, i.e. it only uses
derivative information at the beginning of the time step.
Usually the Euler scheme gives good numerical results when the drift and the diffusion coefficients
are constant, as it is the case for our situation. 40

9.2.2 Stochastic Runge-Kutta Method
Brańka and Heyes [Bra99, Hey00] proposed an extension of the conventional Brownian dynamics
algorithm of Ermak [Erm75], which gives more accurate results. The integration of equation (9.65)
is carried out using a second-order stochastic Runge-Kutta (SRK) algorithm, which updates the
particle positions according to
ri (t + ∆t) = ri (t) + ∆ri (∆t)

β D0  a
= ri (t) +
Fi + Fbi ∆t + Wi ,
2

(9.76)

where the forces are calculated at two points in time: Fai ≡ F(rN ) at time t, and then Fbi (RN ) at
time t + ∆t with
Ri = ri + β D0 Fi ∆t + Wi .
(9.77)
This update scheme is also known as Heun predictor-corrector method where the CBD displacement is used as the “predictor” step. The Wi in equations (9.76) and (9.77) are identical.41
39 Unlike

in molecular dynamics simulations, there exists no conserved quantity in a BD algorithm that can be used to
check the correctness of the time stepping algorithm. But for many physical systems the relation (9.75) can serve
as a cross check of the code.
40 The more general Euler algorithm, which corresponds to the Itô stochastic differential equation
dr(t) = A(t, r(t)) dt + B(t, r(t)) · dW(t),
reads

r(t j+1 ) = r(t j ) + A(t j , r(t j ))(t j+1 − t j ) + B(t j , r(t j )) · (W j+1 − W j )

for j = 0, 1, 2 . . . , Nstep . It can be shown to converge strongly with order 1/2 (instead of order 1 as for the deterministic case) [Öt96]. The source of the convergence order 1/2 are the configuration dependent coefficients B, which in
the Euler scheme are only evaluated at the initial configuration. Thus higher order of convergence can be expected
for additive noise.
41 The stochastic Runge-Kutta method will be used in the executable simulation program, when the compiler directives
BD OVERDAMPED and HEYES SRK are both set.
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This predictor-corrector method can be shown to be weakly second-order convergent [Öt96, Klo99].
This means that, if rexact
is the exact trajectory, then the error of any polynomial function of ri is
i
bounded by


g rexact
(9.78)
(t) − g [ri (t)] ≤ c (∆t)2 ,
i
where c is a positive constant, which does not depend on ∆t.
The mean square displacement in a time step is up to the second order in ∆t identical with the
exact result of equation (9.71). Therefore the leading error term is of order O((∆t)3 ) compared to
O((∆t)2 ) of the CBD algorithm.

9.2.3 Smart Monte-Carlo Method
The Smart Monte-Carlo method can be considered as an extension of the CBD method [Ros78,
Hey98, Hey00, Jar99, All87]. To ensure that the state distribution at each Monte-Carlo-time step
conforms to the Boltzmann distribution
Pk =

1 −βUk
e
,
Z

(9.79)

a Boltzmann weighted importance sampling is introduced into the generation of tentative trajectories. Here Z is the partition function and Uk is the potential energy of the kth configuration.
The transition probability from state k to state l,
Pkl = Tkl Akl ,

(9.80)

can be written as the product of the acceptance probability Akl times the state-to-state displacement
transition vector Tkl . To ensure the condition of detailed balance Akl is chosen as


Tlk Pl
Akl = min 1,
.
(9.81)
Tkl Pk
Trajectories are generated using the algorithm of Ermak where now the particle indices are replaced by a state index k or l, i.e. the trial new state l is calculated from state k using

and

Rl = Rk + ∆Rk

(9.82)

∆Rk = β D0 Fk ∆t + Wk .

(9.83)

These equations of motion result in the underlying stochastic matrix
"
#

3/2
1
− (∆Rk − β D0 Fk ∆t)2
Tkl =
exp
,
4πD0 ∆t
4D0 ∆t

(9.84)

which is needed for the evaluation of Akl . Finally, in a Metropolis Monte-Carlo scheme one decides
whether the new trial state Rl gets accepted.
The smart Monte-Carlo method can be used to deal with hard spheres and particles with steep
short-range repulsions [Cic90].
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9.2.4 Gaussian Random Numbers
Any quantity A is called a Gaussian random number if its probability distribution ρ(a), defined
by
p(a) ≡ Prob(a < A < a + da) = ρ(a) da,
(9.85)
has the Gaussian form



(a − hai)2
ρ(a) = √
.
exp −
2σ 2
2πσ 2
1

(9.86)

The generation of Gaussian random numbers is based on uniform distributed random numbers of
the interval (0, 1). As a direct application of the central limit theorem Gaussian random numbers
can be generated by simple addition of enough uniformly distributed random numbers zi ∈ (0, 1):
r


1
12 n
(9.87)
∑ zi − 2 .
n i=1
For most applications n = 12 gives good results. But for the generation of every Gaussian random
number one has to draw 12 uniformly distributed random numbers.42 In our simulation we use the
more efficient Box-Muller method [Box58, Pre92, All87], which works as follows. Two uniform
deviates on (0, 1), x1 , x2 are transformed to the two quantities y1 and y2 according
p
−2 ln x1 cos (2πx2 )
p
=
−2 ln x1 sin (2πx2 )

y1 =
y2

(9.88)

with the inversion
x1
x2




1 2
2
= exp − y1 + y2
2
1
y2
=
arctan .
2π
y1

(9.89)

Evaluation of the general transformation law for the joint probability distributions [Pre92]
p (y1 , y2 , . . .) = p (x1 , x2 , . . .)

∂ (x1 , x2 , . . .)
,
∂ (y1 , y2 , . . .)

(9.90)

where |∂ (x1 , x2 , . . .) /∂ (y1 , y2 , . . .)| denotes the Jacobian determinant, yields for the above transformation
∂ x1
∂ x1
2
2
1
1
p (y1 , y2 ) = ∂∂ xy21 ∂∂ yx22 = √ e−y1 /2 · √ e−y2 /2 .
(9.91)
2π
2π
∂ y1
∂ y2
42 On

the level of the first-order Ermak algorithm only the first and second moments of the Gaussian distribution are
needed, which can equally well obtained by using a random number constructed from the uniformly distributed
random number z according to


√
1
R = 12 z −
.
2

This random number R has the same first two moments as a Gaussian random number. [Gre88]
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So the joint probability distribution is a product of two independent normal distributions and thus
each y is independently distributed according to the normal distribution (9.86), which is centered
around zero and has the variance σ = 1.0.
The efficiency of the Box-Muller transformation (9.88) can be increased by applying the following trick [Pre92]. Instead of drawing uniform deviates x1 and x2 in the unit square, we pick
a random point with coordinates v1 and v2 inside the unit circle around the origin. The radial
coordinate R2 = v21 + v22 is a uniform deviate, which can be used for x1 , while the polar angle
φ = arctan(v2 /v1 ) can serve as the random angle 2πx2 . This allows us to avoid the numeric evaluation of
function calls in (9.88), because the cosine and sine can now be written
√ the trigonometric
√
2
2
as v1 / R and v2 / R respectively.
This algorithm is implemented in the template class RandomGauss43 , which can be used in combination with any uniform distributed random number generator, for example the random number
generators of the “GNU Scientific Library” [Gal06] or of the “blitz++ library” for scientific computing [Vel05].

9.3 Hydrodynamic Interactions
The analogue of Newton’s equations of motion for a mass point is the Navier-Stokes equation44
for the fluid in a control volume. It describes the time evolution of the local momentum density
of a fluid given by the product ρu of the mass density ρ(r,t) and the flow field u(r,t). For
an incompressible fluid the density ρ(r,t) = ρ is a constant. So the flow field has to fulfill the
incompressibility condition
∇ · u = 0,
(9.92)
which for constant density directly follows from the continuity equation
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0
∂t

(9.93)

expressing mass conservation. The Navier-Stokes equation reads for incompressible fluids [Lan59,
Dho96]


∂
ρ
+ u · ∇ u = η∇2 u − ∇p + fext ,
(9.94)
∂t
where p is the hydrodynamic pressure and fext represents external forces acting on the fluid. The
dimensionless Reynolds number [Lan59]
Re =

ρva
,
η

(9.95)

for a particle with radius a and typical velocity v measures the ratio of the inertial to the viscous
forces. For example, for a particle of size σ = 2a = 4.5 µm moving with a typical velocity of
v = 1.0 µm/ s in water at 20 ◦ C (ηH2 O = 0.001 Pa · s) the Reynolds number is Re = 2.25 · 10−9 .
43 Class

RandomGauss is in file TOOLBOX/randomgauss.h
after Louis Navier (1785–1836) and George Stokes (1819–1903).

44 Named
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Flow patterns with identical Reynolds numbers are said to be dynamically similar45 . So, the
Reynolds number can be used to identify different flow regimes, such as laminar or turbulent flow.
Laminar flow occurs at low Reynolds numbers, where viscous forces are dominant.
At low Reynolds numbers (Re  1) and for colloidal time scales, i.e. τ  τm , the Navier-Stokes
equations simplify drastically to the stationary, linear Stokes equations (also called creeping flow
equations) [Lan59, Dho96]
η∇2 u − ∇p + fext = 0
∇ · u = 0,

(9.96)

which describe the overdamped fluid dynamics. Each particle moving in a viscous fluid creates a
flow field around itself, which leads to a mutual coupling of the motion of multiple particles. These
so-called hydrodynamic interactions are of long range (proportional to 1/r in three dimensions)
and thus constitute a complex many-body problem. Compared to hydrodynamic effects on the
macroscopic scale, there can occur some nonintuitive behavior as shown in the famous paper of
Purcell [Pur77] on simple biological processes in the Stokes regime. In the low Reynolds regime
inertia effects become irrelevant. According to the Stokes equations a sedimenting colloid at speed
1 µm/s would come to a complete halt in a distance significantly smaller than 1Å, when gravity
were instantaneously switched off. But it should be kept in mind, that thermal fluctuations become
important when the Stokes regime is reached because of small length scales, which give rise to a
diffusive behavior of the colloidal particle.
The physical content of the Stokes equations (9.96) may be summarized as follows:
• conservation of particle number and momentum
• isotropy
• Galilean invariance.
Any model that satisfies these criteria will reproduce hydrodynamic behavior on long enough
length and time scales. In all of our simulations we neglect hydrodynamic interactions, which is
equivalent to neglecting conservation of momentum.
In literature several ways of including hydrodynamic interactions into a numerical simulation have
been proposed, which will be briefly sketched. For more detailed information the reader is referred
to the literature cited.

9.3.1 Stokesian Dynamics
The molecular dynamics approach called Stokesian dynamics [Bra88] solves Newton’s equations
of motion and includes hydrodynamic coupling of colloidal particles by the introduction of diffusion tensors (or mobility matrices). For Brownian dynamics simulations including hydrodynamic
interactions of leading order Ermak and McCammon proposed the following algorithm [Erm78]


∂ Di j (r,t)
ri (t + ∆t) = ri (t) + β ∑ Di j (r,t) Fi (t) ∆t +
∆t + Wi ,
∂rj
j=1
N

45 This
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similarity law was formulated by O. Reynolds in 1883.

(9.97)
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with the (spatial dependent) diffusion tensor Di j (r,t) and the components of Wi are random variables selected from the 3N-variate Gaussian distribution with zero means, and covariance matrix
hWi W j i = 2Di j ∆t.

(9.98)

The third term in equation (9.97) corrects for the spatial dependence of the diffusivity, introducing
a drift velocity that causes the spherical particles to move apart towards the region of higher mobility. Sampling of the 3N correlated values of Wi computationally involves expansive manipulations
of the 3N × 3N matrix Di j which is described in the appendix of the book of Allen [All87]. 46
Two diffusion tensors are suggested as approximations to the hydrodynamic interactions mediated
by the fluid. The simplest one is given by the Oseen diffusion tensor47 [Dho96, All87]
 k T
B

(i = j)

 6πηa 1
!
Di j (t) =
(9.99)
r̂i j r̂i j
kB T


1+ 2
(i 6= j)

8πηri j
ri j
where 1 is the unit tensor and r̂i j r̂i j is the dyadic product of two vectors from the center of sphere i
to the center of sphere j. Mathematically the Oseen tensor is the Green’s function of the creeping
flow equation (9.96) for the fluid velocity
u(r) =

Z

dr0 G(r − r0 ) · fext (r0 ),

(9.100)

where G(ri j ) = β Di j (t) and the external force fext (r) = f0 δ (r − r0 ). As the Oseen tensor assumes
point-like particles, equation (9.99) can be considered as the first-order term of a far-field expansion of the mobilities Mi j ≡ β Di j .
The (positive definite) Rotne-Prager diffusion tensor [Rot69, Dho96]
 k T
B


 6πηa 1
!
!#
"
Di j (t) =
2
r̂
r̂
r̂
r̂
k
T
2a
1
ij ij
ij ij
B


1+ 2
+ 2
1− 2

8πηri j
ri j
ri j 3
ri j

(i = j)
(i 6= j)

(9.101)

accounts for suspension of spherical particles48 . Both tensors satisfy the condition

∑
j

46 The

∂ Di j (t)
= 0,
∂rj

(9.102)

time step of the algorithm of Ermak and McCammon is limited to [Rus89]
3  r − 2a 
−2 3πηa
.
∆t ≤ 10
kB T
a

47 Named

after the Swedish theoretical physicist Carl Wilhelm Oseen (1879–1944).
flow field and then the mobilities of a configuration of N spheres can be calculated using the method of reflections, which is based upon the Faxén theorems [Dho96]. Stick boundary conditions for the velocity field on the
surfaces of the spheres are assumed. The idea behind the technique of reflections for solving this more complicated
boundary value problem is to determine the flow field by iteration for prescribed external forces. The flow field is
virtually “reflected” from one sphere to the other. This yields a series of corrections to u(r) due to the presence and
motion of the suspended spherical particles.

48 The
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therefore the third term of equation (9.97) vanishes. This greatly simplifies the computational
effort, but it still remains numerically very expansive because the manipulations of large matrices
allow only numerical studies of systems with small particle numbers.
The method of induced forces [Cic94] presents an alternative way to calculate mobility matrices
up to higher order of accuracy for a collection of spheres with stick boundary conditions for the
solvent. This method is implemented in the Fortran library HYDROLIB [Hin95], which is freely
available. Accelerated Stokesian Dynamics (ASD) [Sie01] lower the computational cost to order of O(N ln N) for the simulation of the motion of N particles suspended in a viscous fluid at
low Reynolds number including hydrodynamic interactions. Recently, Michael Reichert [Rei06a]
studied numerically effects due to hydrodynamic interactions in biological and colloidal systems
using the Stokesian dynamics simulation method.
In the following we just want to shortly introduce some methods currently discussed in literature
which use different ways of coarse-graining the solvent and allow for the simulation of hydrodynamic interactions of larger systems. The sketch of figure 9.6 gives an overview.

Hydrodynamics

LB

Lowe−Anderson

DPD

SRD

Figure 9.6: Different ways of coarse-graining of the solvent in a simulation of a colloidal suspension. (Sketches redrawn from [Pad06])

9.3.2 Dissipative Particle Dynamics and Further Developments
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) is a computational method based on the concept of “matter
particles”, each representing a cluster of atoms, interacting via soft potentials and subject to dissipative and fluctuating forces [Hoo92, Esp95a, Esp95b, Gro97, Sod03]. The time evolution for
particle i of these interacting particles is governed by Newton’s equations of motion
dri
dt
dvi
dt
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= vi
=

∑

i6= j


R
ext
FCij + FD
i j + Fi j + Fi .

(9.103)
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In the formulation of Español and Warren [Esp95b] the dissipative (additional damping) force FD
ij
and the random force FRij are
D
FD
i j = −ξ ω (ri j ) [r̂i j · (vi − v j )] r̂i j

(9.104)

FRi

(9.105)

R

= σ ω (ri j ) ηi j (t)r̂i j ,

where ξ is the friction constant, σ is the noise strength, and ηi j (t) is a Gaussian white noise with
the properties
hηi j (t)i = 0



0

(9.106)
0

hηi j (t)ηkl (t )i = 2 δik δ jl + δil δ jk δ (t − t ).

(9.107)

The conservative particle interaction FCij , which in principle can be chosen arbitrarily, is usually
R
D
R
taken as a soft repulsion with the same range as FD
i j and Fi j . The functions ω (ri j ) and ω (ri j )
are position dependent weight functions vanishing for r ≥ rcut . One of the weight functions can be
chosen arbitrarily, thereby fixing the other weight function. In order to have a canonical equilibrium distribution one gets from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem the requirements [Esp95b]

2
σ 2 = 2kB T ξ
and
ω D (r) = ω R (r) .
(9.108)
A simple choice for the weight function is for example


2
(1 − r)2
ω D (r) = ω R (r) =
0

: r < rcut
.
: ri j ≥ rcut

(9.109)

It has been shown that indeed DPD reproduces hydrodynamic behavior. However, its numerical
implementation is not easy, because it involves the calculation of velocity dependent forces. Large
solid objects of arbitrary shapes can be modeled by a local “freezing” of the fluid particles [Boe97].
Therefore these solid objects do not have perfectly smooth surfaces.
Treating the solvent with full DPD is computationally expensive because the “solvent” particles
interact through pairwise forces. Recently, more efficient ways of treating the solvent have been
developed (see figure 9.6).
The Lowe-Andersen thermostat developed by Lowe [Low99, Low04a] combines the local momentum conservation of DPD with the stochastic nature of the Andersen thermostat [And80] to derive
at a coarse-grained scheme. Andersen realized the coupling to the heat bath by stochastic impulsive random forces that act occasionally on randomly selected particles, to derive a coarse-grained
scheme.
Alternatively Malevanets and Kapral [Mal99, Mal00] derived the method of stochastic rotation
dynamics (SRD) or multiple-particle collision dynamics (MPC) consisting of alternating streaming
and collision steps. In the streaming step of length ∆t between two collisions the particles move
ballistically,
ri (t + ∆t) = ri (t) + vi ∆t.
(9.110)
Afterwards the particles are sorted into cubic cells of lattice constant lc . In the collision step the
relative velocities of each particle in the cell get stochastically rotated,
vnew
= vc + Ω (vi − vc ) ,
i

(9.111)
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where vc is the velocity of the center of mass of all particles in the cell. The matrix Ω rotates the
velocities by the angle ϕ, which is chosen randomly for each cell. To ensure Galilean invariance
the cells are randomly shifted before each collision step. The temperature can be held constant by
an additional rescaling of the relative velocities vi − vc .
Padding et al. [Pad06] describe how to implement a coarse-grained hybrid molecular dynamics and
SRD simulation technique. Very recently, Noguchi [Nog07b] discusses the relationship between
DPD and SRD as well as intermediate simulation schemes. In another paper [Nog07a] Noguchi et
al. applied the MPC to study the dynamical behavior of fluid vesicles and model red blood cells
both in shear and capillary flows.
All these methods are off-lattice models where the particles are ideal and move in a continuous
space. Very popular due to their simulation efficiency are discretized simulation algorithms like
the lattice Boltzmann (LB) technique [Suc04], where a linearized and pre-averaged Boltzmann
equation is discretized and solved on a lattice. Ladd [Lad93, Lad01] showed how this method can
be applied to solid-fluid suspensions.

9.4 Algorithm
The self-written simulation code is designed to work both in two dimensions (2D) and in three
dimensions (3D). The executables have the name BD2D or BD3D, respectively. Particle trajectories
are generated according to the discretized overdamped Langevin equations using either the CBD
algorithm of equation (9.72) (default option) or the SRK method of equation (9.76) (HEYES SRK).
Typically, the simulation run consists of two independent parts: First, during the equilibration
part the system is allowed to evolve for given confinement and pair interaction in absence of any
driving field. In most cases we start from a random particle distribution (RANDOM) within the
channel. Only for systems with overall density n > 0.5σ −2 simulations in 2D are started from a
hexagonal lattice structure (TRIANGULAR). The equilibration usually has a duration of about 106
BD time steps. At its end the particles are homogeneously distributed over the channel forming a
low energy state. In the second part, which we call the production part, the driving field is applied,
the boundary conditions are modified accordingly and order parameters characterizing the system
behavior are calculated.
Our simulation code is written in C/C++ and is set up in a modular manner to achieve highest
program flexibility. Specification of the specific program behavior is done during the compilation
process, where accordant compiler directives concerning
• the dimensionality (DIMENSION=2 or DIMENSION=3)
• the pair interaction (cf. sub-section 9.4.1)
• the boundary conditions used in the equilibration and the production part
(cf. sub-section 9.4.3)
• the starting configuration
• the order parameters being calculated
• the random number generator
• the debugging options
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• the options needed for high performance computing as the message passing interface (MPI)
are interpreted by the preprocessor. The keywords of some important compiler options are highlighted in the typewriter font. Please consult the appendix chapter C1 for more detailed information on the compilation process of the source code and some example start parameter files.
Generally, we use the time step δt = 7.5 · 10−5 τB , with τB = ξ σ 2 /kB T being the time necessary
for a single, ’free’ (no external potential) particle in equilibrium to diffuse its own diameter σ .
We choose ξ = 3πησ , with η denoting the shear viscosity of the water, ηH2 O = 1.0 mPa s at
T = 20◦ C. The simulations are done with 2000 − 4500 particles, for a channel geometry of Lx =
800σ and Ly = (0.5 − 12)σ , and χeff,sim = 3 · 10−11 Am2 /T. Thus external magnetic fields of
B = 0.1 − 1.0 mT correspond to Γ ≈ 1 − 550. A potential cutoff of Rc = 10σ is used along with a
Verlet next neighbor list (USE VERLET LIST) [All87].

9.4.1 Particle Pair Potentials
Various particle pair-interaction potentials are embodied in the simulation code. Simulations using
the following particle pair potentials have been performed:
• dipolar repulsion of super-paramagnetic particles (DIPOLAR POTENTIAL):

2
 µ0 M
4π ri3j
Vi j (ri j ) =

0

:

ri j < rcut

:

ri j ≥ rcut

,

(9.112)

where the magnetic moment M = |M| = χeff |B| is identical for all particles and the parameter χeff is taken from the experiment. This interaction potential can be used for a
two-dimensional system of super-paramagnetic49 point particles with the external magnetic
field B applied perpendicular to the plane of particles.50
49 cf.

footnote 1 in chapter 8
extension of this method would be the dipole-dipole interaction under the influence of an arbitrary external
magnetic field B:
N N 
 N
Vi j (ri j , mi , m j ) = ∑ ∑ uLJ (ri j ) + udd (ri j , mi , m j ) − ∑ B · mi

50 An

i=1 j>i

i=1

where the dipole-dipole interaction of the particles each carrying a magnetic moment mi is
udd (ri j , mi , m j ) = −


1 
3(r̂i j · mi )(r̂i j · m j ) − mi · m j
3
ri j

mi =m j ≡m

=


m2
1 − 3 cos θi j .
3
ri j

Due to the anisotropy of the dipolar potential the colloids will attract each other when their dipole moments are
oriented head to tail. The particles can be kept separated by inclusion of an additional repulsive potential u0 , which
keeps the particles separated. For example one could use the truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones potential [All87]

" 
 6 #
√

σ 12
σ

−
+ ε : ri j ≤ 6 2σ
4ε
uLJ (ri j ) =
ri j
ri j


0
: else
The anisotropic character of the dipole interaction leads to self assembly of colloids into chains in magnetorheological (MR) fluids. For example, Haghgooie et al. [Hag07a, Hag07b] analyzed the structure of such MR fluids under
confinement.
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Additionally one can add the hard core interaction

∞ : ri j < σ
Vi j (ri j ) =
0 : ri j ≥ σ

(9.113)

to account for the finite size σ of the particles. This is achieved by setting of the compiler
option AVOID OVERLAP. At the end of each BD time step, i.e. after each particle has been
moved according to the overdamped Langevin equation, hard sphere overlaps will be removed by displacing colloids with a separation less than the particle diameter σ along the
line connecting their centers until they are just in contact [Hey93].
• dipolar repulsion of a binary mixture of super-paramagnetic particles
(DIPOLAR POTENTIAL and BINARY SYSTEM):
For two particle species A and B with the magnetic dipole strengths mA and mB respectively
the pair interaction potential between two A-dipoles, an A- and a B-dipole, and two B-dipoles
at distance ri j are
VAA (ri j ) = V0

1
,
ri3j

VAB (ri j ) = V0 m

1
,
ri3j

and VBB (ri j ) = V0 m2

1
ri3j

(9.114)

where the ratio m = mB / mA and V0 = µ0 / 4π are used.51
• repulsive Yukawa hard-core (YHC) potential (YUKAWA HARDCORE):
Electrically charged particles have a long-range Coulomb interaction. However, for every
charge carried by the colloidal particles, there is a compensating charge in the solvent. These
counter-charges screen the direct Coulomb repulsion, i.e. the counter-ions and salt ions
lead to a net attractive force which compensates the long-range Coulomb repulsion. Thus,
charged colloids in a suspension can be described by superposition of an effective screened
Coulomb potential and a hard core potential [Han00, Bar03]

∞
: ri j < σ



exp (−κD (ri j − σ ))
V0
: σ ≤ ri j < rcut
Vi j (ri j ) =
(9.115)

ri j


0
: ri j ≥ rcut
with the inverse Debye screening length κD which interpolates the potential between the
hard core case (for κD → ∞) and the unscreened Coulomb potential (for κD = 0). V0 is the
value of the pair potential at contact which can be written as
βV0 =

Z2

λB
(1 + κD σ / 2) σ
2

where Z is the charge of the colloids and λB = e2 /(4π 0 s kB T ) is the so-called Bjerrum
length of the solvent with permittivity s 52 and the permittivity 0 of free space. According
to the definition for two elementary charges the electrostatic interaction energy separated by
λB is equal to the thermal energy, approximately λB ≈ 0.72 nm in water at room temperature.
∋

∋ ∋

∋

51 Zero

temperature equilibrium phase diagrams as function of the size ratio and the composition have recently be
calculated in [Ass07] showing a richness in different phases.
52 At room temperature the permittivity of water is
s ≈ 78.
∋
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The general definition of the inverse Debye screening length κD , appearing in the Debye
Hückel theory of electrolytes [Bar03], reads
r
κD = λD−1 = 4πλB ∑ ρi z2i ,
(9.116)
i

where ρi is the number density of ionic species i with valences zi .
Adding direct van der Waals attraction between spherical charged colloids to the effective
double layer repulsion results in the so-called Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO)
potential [Der41, Ver48]. The inverse screening length κD , which can be tuned by the
salt concentration, controls the balance between the repulsive electrostatic contribution and
the van der Waals attraction. At low salt concentration a high repulsive potential barrier,
due to the slowly decaying electrostatic interaction, prevents flocculation of the colloids.
Additionally to this charge stabilization, the colloids can be sterically stabilized by polymer
coating, because the polymer brushes from two colloidal particles resist interpenetration and
thus will efficiently screen the van der Waals attraction at short distances. Also, dispersion
forces may be relevant, which are due to the correlated zero-point fluctuations of the electric
dipole moments of atoms or molecules. As the colloids and the solvent consist of polarizable
atoms, dispersion forces act between colloids. But these effective dispersion forces can be
switched off by the procedure of refractive index matching [Fre02a].
• Yukawa hard-core potential of a binary system (BINARY

∞
:



exp (−κD (ri j − σi j ))
V0 si j
:
Vi j (ri j ) =

ri j


0
:

SYSTEM and YUKAWA HARDCORE):
ri j < σi j
σi j ≤ ri j < rcut

(9.117)

ri j ≥ rcut

with size ratio

(σi + σ j )
,
(9.118)
2σ
where σ is the hard-core diameter of the big particles, σi the diameter of particle i, and
σi j = (σi + σ j )/ 2. The contact value V0 of the pair potential sets the energy scale and is
assumed to be identical for both species here.53
si j =

9.4.2 Reduced Units
The simulation program calculates all static and dynamic properties in reduced units. The input
parameters are required to be given in proper reduced units. The mass m of the colloidal particle, its
diameter σ and the energy scale ε of the pair potential used serve as fundamental quantities. With
their help all other relevant quantities can be expressed.54 Some of them are listed in table 9.1.

53 The rich nature of zero-temperature equilibrium phase diagrams of binary particle mixtures interacting via a screened

Coulomb potential can be found in [Ass08] as function of composition and charge ratio.
(experimental) parameters in SI-units can be converted to the proper reduced units with the help of Python
scripts CalcReducedParameterValues.py for dipolar systems and CalcReducedParameterValuesYHC.py for
systems with Yukawa hard-core pair interaction.

54 Given
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fundamental parameters:
mass
length scale
energy scale

m
σ
ε

(particle diameter)

derived quantities:
time
density
temperature
force
velocity

t∗
ρ∗
T∗
f∗
v∗

=
=
=
=
=

p
ε/ mσ 2 t
d
σ ρ
kB T /ε
fp
σ/ε
m/ ε v.

(dimensionality d)

Table 9.1: Fundamental quantities and the corresponding derived quantities in reduced units. The
reduced
p forms for quantities are indicated by an asterisk. The time unit tu is defined as
tu ≡ mσ 2 / ε.
pair potential

energy scale

Lennard-Jones potential

ε

dipolar potential [Eq. (9.113) or (9.114)]

ε=

∋ ∋

screened Coulomb potential [Eq. (9.115) or (9.117)]

µ0 M 2
µ0 (χeff B)2
=
4π σ 3
4π σ 3
2
e2
Z
ε=
2 4π
0 sσ
(1 + κD σ / 2)

Table 9.2: Choices for the energy scale ε for different particle pair potentials.
The use of reduced units in the simulation algorithm has three advantages:
(a) it avoids the conductance of otherwise possible duplicate simulations
(b) the fundamental parameters have a value of unity and thus don’t appear in the code at all
(c) higher numerical accuracy.
The choices of the energy scale depend on the pair potential being used and are listed in table 9.2.

9.4.3 Boundary Conditions
So far we assumed that the range of solutions of the stochastic differential equations is unbounded
and that there is no need to consider boundary conditions at infinity, because for a Wiener process
the probability density P and its first derivatives vanish at infinity. Now, we want to discuss
stochastic processes which are confined to a region D ⊂ Rd due to the presence of a boundary. In
the corresponding experiment of Köppl [Köp06] the colloidal particles sedimented to the bottom
surface are confined to the channel by parallel hard walls in y-direction.
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The mathematical description of a stochastic process in presence of reflecting boundaries is a
non-trivial task as can be shown for the one-dimensional case55 . Therefore, we repeat the main
statements, which are given in the book of H. C. Öttinger [Öt96]:
First, consider a stochastic differential equation of the type
r
2
dSt =
dWt
λ
confined to the interval [0, 1] and with λ > 0. Reflecting boundaries at 0 and 1 can be constructed in the following straightforward manner: The
p exact solution of the above differential
equation in absence of any boundaries is x ≡ S0 + 2/ λ Wt . Reflecting boundaries at 0 and
1, i.e. for x ∈ [n, n + 1) with n ∈ Z, can be introduced by the replacement

x−n
for even n
x → St =
n + 1 − x for odd n.
The resulting trajectories of the process S look like the Wiener process confined to the interval [0, 1], but they have the disadvantage that for a piece of trajectory which would be
containedpin the interval [n, n + 1) with odd n in absence of boundaries, one actually finds
dSt = − 2/ λ dWt due to the reflections. Here, the sign change is irrelevant in view of the
symmetric distribution of the Wiener process. However, a more general approach is needed
in presence of a drift term, because the sign of the drift may not be changed in carrying out
reflections.
The problem of reflecting boundaries can be solved mathematically by the introducing a
boundary operator of the Wentzell type [Ike89] (Section IV.7): For a given stochastic differential equation in D, reflections are introduced by adding a term of the form n̂(Xt ) dφt to
the differential equation, where n̂(x) is the unit normal vector directed into the domain in
x ∈ B and φt is an increasing process with continuous trajectories, which increases only when
Xt is at the boundary B. The process is shifted back into the region D in normal direction to
the boundary whenever a trajectory attempts to cross the boundary B.
So, the solution of the one-dimensional stochastic differential equation
dXt = A(Xt ) dt + B dWt
with a reflecting boundary at 0 is characterized by the following pair of equations
Xt
φt

= X0 +

Z t
0



A(Xt 0 ) dt 0 +

= − min
X0 +
0
t ≤t

Z t0
0

Z t
0

B dWt 0 + φt ,
00

A(Xt 00 ) dt +

Z t0
0



B dWt 00

where a negative value of φt , which corresponds to the situation where the boundary at zero
has not yet been reached, has to be replaced by zero.
Notice also, that the very irregular nature of Brownian trajectories implies that one reflection
is followed by a countable infinite number of reflections. This wild banging at the boundary
is a source of problems for the rigorous treatment of reflecting boundaries in general situations [Öt96].

55 In

the description of a stochastic process by the Smoluchowski equation introducing reflecting boundaries implies
that the component normal to the smooth boundary B of the probability current densities Ji (cf. equation (9.69))
must vanish on B. [Gar83]
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Figure 9.7: Scheme of the channel and the reservoir setup. The solid lines represent confining
walls.
A schematic drawing of a channel and reservoir setup is depicted in figure 9.7. The channel region
defined as x ∈ [0, Lx ) is connected to the reservoirs x ∈ [−l0 , 0) on the left and x ∈ [Lx , Lx + l0 ] on
the right. These reservoirs are in contact with a thermal bath, which keeps the average temperature
of the system fixed.
Particles are confined to the channel by two parallel hard walls in y-direction, i.e. y ∈ [0, Ly ]. These
walls are realized both as ideal elastic hard walls or with a behavior as proposed by Heyes [Hey93].
For the latter realization a particle crossing the wall is moved back along the line perpendicular
to the wall until contact. Both realizations result in similar flow behavior. Alternatively, we
performed simulations with the particles kept fixed along the walls56 .
During the equilibration part of the simulation we apply either the periodic boundary condition in
x-direction (PERIODIC BC X) or we close both channel ends by hard walls57 .
Two different types of boundary conditions in flow direction are used in the production part of the
simulation with the homogeneous driving field applied:
(a) Boundary condition 1 of the flow
The channel end is realized as an open boundary. To keep the overall number density n in
the channel fixed, every time a particle crosses the end of the channel for the first time a
new particle (with identical particle number) is inserted at a random position within the first
10% of the total channel length. This region therefore acts as a reservoir. Checks of particle
overlaps are performed when adding a new particle to avoid unnecessary high perturbations
due to the newly added particle.
The open channel end, which corresponds to an empty reservoir at all times, and the particle
re-injection scheme used in our simulations may introduce spurious boundary layers with
56 Particles

can be kept fixed by either using the keyword FIX PARTICLE, which allows for explicit definition of
the number and the coordinates of fixed particles in the start parameter file parameter.ini, or by the keyword
FIX BOUNDARY PARTICLES which after the equilibration process all particles fixed having a separation less than
0.1σ to the wall.
57 The corresponding compiler options are named CLOSED CHANNEL START and CLOSED CHANNEL END.
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particle depletion at the entrance and at the end of the channel (cf. section 11.1.1).
With increasing of the packing fraction it becomes more and more difficult to insert new
particles into the channel at a certain time step without creating a substantial overlap with
its neighbor candidates. This can be avoided by enlarging the size of the region of particle
insertion.58
Alternatively, one can keep the inflow constant (CONSTANT INPUT FLOW), i.e. inject a new
particle after a certain time interval. In the stationary nonequilibrium only the average particle number will be constant. A further improvement would be an injection scheme where
just the mean time between particle insertions is chosen so that the source strength is constant, and the time course of the injection is chosen with an appropriate inter-injection probability density.
(b) Boundary condition 2 of the flow
The driving force is applied only to the particles within the channel region x ∈ [0, Lx ),
whereas the particles in the two reservoirs diffuse just under the influence of the confinement and the pair interaction with the other particles, i.e. (Fext = 0). At the positions
x = −l0 and x = Lx + l0 a periodic boundary condition is imposed ensuring that in stationary non-equilibrium the same particle flow J exits in the channel and in and out of the two
reservoirs.59 The reservoir width is set equal to the channel width (l1 = 0). We discuss this
type of boundary condition in section 11.2.
More advanced and sophisticated methods for the generation of Langevin trajectories with specific
boundary conditions in a BD simulation can be found in recent references [Nad05, Sin05, Szy04,
Sin04, Eis95]. These authors discuss the problem of generating steady state Langevin trajectories between two reservoirs of fixed but possibly different concentrations. Therefore one has to
determine the particle distributions near the boundary and the flux across the boundary.
Nothing unusual happens to the Langevin trajectories when a particle crosses from an infinite
reservoir into the channel region. It may cross this boundary back and forth any number of times.
However, reservoirs of finite size necessarily require the addition of sources and absorbers at the
interfaces of the baths which keep the average concentration effectively fixed. The calculation of
these unidirectional fluxes is a non-trivial task, because the classical diffusion equation defines
only net diffusion fluxes, but not unidirectional fluxes (or source strengths). Nadler, Singer, Eisenberg, and Schuss determined these unidirectional fluxes by splitting up the Wiener path integrals
used in a stochastic formulation of classical diffusion in terms of a Wiener process [Nad05, Sin05].
Their result for the fluxes JLR from left to right and in the reverse direction in one-dimensional systems is:
s
kB T
1
JLR ∼
ρL + Jnet
(9.119)
π ζ ∆t
2
s
kB T
1
JRL ∼
ρR − Jnet ,
(9.120)
π ζ ∆t
2
58 A

simulation run is interrupted when it is impossible to add a new particle for a certain number of trials as given by
the value of the parameter N retry AddNew. The size of the region of particle insertion can be controlled by the
parameter Lxfrac AddNew, and N NewPart is the number of newly added particles.
59 Gomez-Marin et al. [GM08] used a similar boundary condition in their BD simulation studies of a Brownian pump
powered by a white noise flashing ratchet in one dimension which connects two reservoirs of non-interacting particles.
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where the net flux Jnet inside the channel region is generally unknown and might be much more
complicated than the particle dynamics near the boundaries. Neglecting Jnet relative to the unidirectional fluxes due to the known boundary concentrations ρL and ρR will lead to steady-state
boundary conditions with close (but not necessarily equal) values to ρL and ρR .
Additionally, the probability distribution of the distance, which an entering particle covers, needs
to be known. Singer and coworkers [Sin05] showed that a normal distribution leads to a spurious
depletion layer at the channel entrance. This can be suppressed by inserting new particles instead
of the normal distribution according to the residual of a normal probability distribution which is
normalized, i.e.
r


π
x
p(x) =
(9.121)
erfc √
2α
2α
q
with α ≡ πkζB T∆t . The analysis leading to the expressions of equations (9.119) and (9.120) can be
generalized to higher dimensions where the normal components of the unidirectional flux across
the boundary have to be determined.
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Equilibrated configurations of systems confined to a microchannel are used as starting configurations for our analysis of the transport behavior. This guarantees that at the beginning of the
transport simulation the particles are uniformly distributed over the whole channel. So, let us first
compare some results found for the 2D microchannels in equilibrium (the external driving force is
switched off) with the results of Haghgooie and coworkers [Hag04, Hag05, Hag06]. This serves
as a test, that our Brownian dynamics simulation is working correctly.
During the equilibration process the channel beginning at x = 0 and the channel end at x = Lx are
either closed by ideal hard walls, or periodic boundary conditions are applied in x-direction. By
doing so, we assure that no transport is initiated because of the boundary conditions used. The
simulation start parameters are chosen in such a way that they closely reflect the situation of the
experiment of Köppl and Erbe (cf. section 8.1 and the particle properties listed in table 8.1). In
all simulations the area Lx · Ly is defined as the region accessible to the particle centers. This is
the reason, why in the following simulation snapshots the y-positions of the edge particle centers
coincide with the channel boundary. When comparing our channel widths to the widths of the
exp
channel in the experiment, one has to add the particle diameter σ resulting in Ly = Ly + σ , e.g.
exp
a channel with Ly = 10σ corresponds to a channel of Ly = 11σ = 49.5 µm for the particles
used. The equilibration process is usually started from a uniform random particle distribution over
the whole channel. But to avoid a physical instability of the starting configuration the particle
separations are limited to values greater than 0.7σ . For very dense systems this initialization
method of course breaks down and we start from a hexagonally ordered configuration.

10.1 Influence of the Confinement
The triangular lattice is the equilibrium configuration of an unbounded 2D system. Now, we analyze how the confinement modifies the resulting equilibrium configurations. Therefore, we submitted simulation runs to determine the equilibrium configuration in dependence of the channel width
Ly for a superparamagnetic system with B = 0.5 mT applied which corresponds to Γ = 533.74
and is deep in the solid phase region. Typical snapshots of representative parts of the equilibrium
configurations being obtained are shown in figure 10.1. Shown are the regions 300σ ≤ x < 600σ
of a channel with a total length of Lx = 800σ . Notice, that the channel widths are stretched by a
factor of about 6.67.
Obviously, whether an ordered or a perturbed configuration is formed strongly depends on the
channel width Ly . For certain channel widths it is energetically favorable for the system to arrange
into what we call layers. Right of configuration snapshots of figure 10.1 the equilibrium density
profiles transverse to the channel walls are plotted. They are calculated by taking the average
over 2000 equilibrium configurations. For the channel widths Ly = 7σ , 8σ , and 10σ the peaks of
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Figure 10.1: Typical snapshots of partitions with length 300σ of equilibrated configurations for a
dipolar system (B = 0.5 mT, Γ = 533.74) and a selection of channel widths. All configurations have the overall particle density n = 0.4σ −2 = 0.87R−2 . The red curves
at the right of each configuration snapshot show averaged density profiles across the
channel. For clarity reason, the large magnitude peaks at the walls have been truncated at a fixed peak height.
these density histograms are well separated and occur at almost regular spacing across the channel.
These properties are the signature of a well defined layered structure parallel to the walls. For the
channel widths Ly = 6σ and Ly = 9σ the system cannot equilibrate into such a single layered
structure over the full channel and only partial layering is visible in the configuration snapshots.
Such a confinement induced layering phenomenon is in agreement with the results for liquid-dusty
plasmas [Ten03] and the results of the simulations of Haghgooie [Hag04].
The channel widths of 10σ , 9σ , 8σ , 7σ , and 6σ correspond to the widths 6.80R, 6.12R, 5.44R,
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4.76R, and 4.08R in units of R = 1.471σ , which is the expected separation of layers for the unbounded system. Well-defined confinement induced layers do not occur for channel widths which
are simply integer multiples of the spacing R.
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Figure 10.2: Full density profile transverse to the confining walls for Ly = 20σ and Γ = 133.44.
Even for wide channels of width Ly = 20σ a clearly boundary induced layered structure occurs
for a system at Γ = 133.44. This is shown in figure 10.2. The global particle density is set to
n = 0.4σ −2 . On the x-axis we plot the line density nline which is the average number of particles
per bin of the histogram divided by the channel length. For increasing wall separation the peak
height decreases and the peak width slightly increases (cf. inset of figure 10.2).
The occurrence of layers not only depends on the channel width Ly but also on the range of the
pair interaction potential as we will show now.

Systems with Screened Coulomb Interaction
YHC: κDσ=12
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YHC: κDσ=4
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Figure 10.3: Comparison of the interaction ranges of the screened Coulomb potential (YHC) for a
selection of values for κD and the dipolar pair potential.
We implemented systems with screened Coulomb interaction in our simulation code. This enables
us to perform studies regarding the influence of the interaction range, which can easily be tuned
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y [σ]

by the parameter κD , the inverse Debye screening length, as is obvious from equation (9.115).
For easier comparison of the different potentials we use, we plot them in figure 10.3 for particle
separations greater than the particle diameter σ . Notice that the energies on the ordinate axis are
given in reduced units. Thus they have all the value 1ε at particle contact, i.e. at x = 1σ .
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Figure 10.4: Full density profiles transverse to the confining walls for Ly = 8σ of systems with
screened Coulomb interaction for a selection of interaction ranges κD . The contact
value of the potential is βV0 = 50.
In figure 10.4 we show the density profiles transverse to the confining walls of a YHC system
for a selection of κD values and the value at particle contact βV0 = 50. The total particle density
is n = 0.45σ −2 which corresponds to a packing fraction1 η ≈ 0.79. For κD = 2σ −1 boundary
induced layering is found which becomes less pronounced for increasing κ, i.e. decreasing interaction range. For κD > 4σ −1 the systems are fluid in the equilibrium state at this packing fraction,
and only a depletion layer between the edge and the bulk particles can be seen.
The average particle separation of the unbounded system has the value R ≈ 1.38σ according to
equation (8.4). For κD > 4σ −1 the characteristic interaction range is σ + κD−1 < 1.25σ which is
smaller than R.

10.2 Layer Order Parameter
The number of layers forming within the channel can be identified by an appropriate local order parameter. We therefore divide the channel of width Ly into several bins in x-direction each
containing nbin particles and define for different number of layers nl the so-called layer order
parameter
1 nbin i 2π(nLly−1) y j
Ψlayer, nl =
,
(10.1)
∑e
nbin j=1
which is unity for particles distributed equidistantly in nl layers across the channel width starting
at y = 0, and significantly smaller for the non-layering case.
1 The

packing fraction η is defined as the total volume available to the spherical (disc shaped) particles divided by the
volume (area) of all particles. So, for 2D systems we have η = (1 + σ /Ly )/πσ 2 n.
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local order parameter

This layer order parameter can also be used for 3D systems to analyze the number of planes which
form due to the confinement of the system between two parallel planar walls. Therefore, the
particle positions are projected onto a plane perpendicular to the confining wall planes, and the
layer order parameter (10.1) is applied to this projection.
1
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Figure 10.5: Comparison of the local layer oder parameter Ψlayer,nl =7 (x) for 7 layers and the local
orientational order parameter ψ6 (x) along the channel.
An exemplary comparison between the local layer oder parameter Ψlayer,nl =7 (x) for 7 layers and
the local orientational order parameter ψ6 (x) (cf. equation (4.21)) is shown in figure 10.5 for a
channel of width Ly = 10σ and Γ = 533.74 as depicted in figure 10.1. Both order parameters have
been averaged over 500 equilibrium configurations. The equilibrium system consists of 7 layers
which is indicated by Ψlayer,nl =7 (x) having values close to unity. The small offset results from
not fully equidistant peak separation. The distance between the central layers is slightly greater
than the distance between the wall layer and the layer next to the wall. The local orientational
order parameter ψ6 (x) has values greater than 0.6, the signature of a nearly triangular system, but
exhibits several dips along the channel length. These are connected to the occurrence of defects,
i.e. bulk particles having 5 or 7 nearest neighbors instead of six and edge particles with 3 or 5
nearest neighbors.2

Figure 10.6: Snapshot of a partition (450σ ≤ x ≤ 580σ ) of the equilibrium defect configuration
for the system with Ly = 10σ as shown in figure 10.1. Full circles (•) mark the bulk
particles with 6 nearest neighbors and particles on the wall with 4 nearest neighbors,
symbol × corresponds to fivefold symmetry (or threefold if on the wall), and symbol
O to sevenfold symmetry (or fivefold if on the wall).
In figure 10.6 all defects within a partition of the equilibrated configuration are marked. For the
layered system state the defects always occur in pairs (forming a dislocation) and are located
predominantly close to the walls with quite a regular spacing. Due to the purely repulsive nature
of the particle pair-interaction the edge particles are pressed against the confining ideal hard walls
as it is obvious from the high peaks of very small width at the boundary of figure 10.1. These
2 The

nearest neighbors of each particles are determined by a Delaunay triangulation.
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defects along the walls are a consequence of a (slightly) higher line density of the edge particles
compared to the bulk layers. For example, for the system with Ly = 10σ of figure 10.6 the line
density of the wall layers is about 6% higher than of the nearest bulk layers. Edge layers have only
a single neighbor layer whereas bulk layers have two. Putting an additional particle into a layer
results both in stronger interaction within this layer and of this layer with its neighboring layers.
Thus, it is energetically favorable for the system to have defects along the wall instead within the
bulk, because there the involved energy barrier is lower.
The appearance of dislocations along the wall was also seen in [Hen02, Kon04], where we systematically analyzed the equilibrium configurations constricted within a circular hard-wall confinement for dipolar and screened Coulomb pair interaction as a function of the particle number.
In these systems the particles arrange in multiple circles and the defects occur due to the bending
of the lattice in presence of the curved boundary. This is in contrast to the situation here, where
the planar walls give no need for the lattice to bend.
So, we can conclude that the layer order parameter is more suitable than ψ6 (x) for the detection
of layered structures and changes therein, because it is insensitive to defects close to the wall.

10.3 Phase Diagram of the Laterally Confined Dipolar System
Two independent simulation parameters have a strong influence on the state of the dipolar system
laterally confined between two parallel ideal hard walls. These are the wall separation Ly and the
dimensionless interaction strength Γ. In the following we will compare these dependencies for our
simulation parameters qualitatively with the results of Haghgooie [Hag05].

System State Dependency on the Channel Width
The influence of the channel width on the system state is analyzed by examining the behavior of
the global layer order parameters Ψlayer, nl . The result is shown in figure 10.7 for channel widths
between 2σ and 10σ . The global layer order parameters as a function of the channel widths show
for different number of layers nl distinct response regimes where their values are close to one.
On top of the graph we also indicated the channel width in units of the length scale R defined in
equation (8.4). Clearly, the change of the number of layers happens with a period of ∼ R. But for
integer multiples of R the system is not in a layered configuration, but in the transition between two
layered structures. This means, that the confinement induced optimal layer separation is smaller
than the separation R expected for the unbounded system.
The above scenario can be confirmed by looking at the bulk defect concentration
b
Cdefect
≡

b
Ndefect
Nb

(10.2)

b
which is defined as the ratio of the number Ndefect
of bulk particles with either more or less than
b
six nearest neighbors and the total number N of bulk particles. All particles with a distance
b
greater then 0.5σ are defined as bulk particles. In figure 10.8 Cdefect
is plotted as function of the
channel width for identical simulation parameters as used above. The concentration of defects
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Figure 10.7: The layer order parameter as a function of the channel width. The simulation parameters are: B = 0.25 mT, Γ = 133.44, R = 1.471σ , Lx = 800σ , and periodic boundaries
in x-direction.
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Figure 10.8: The bulk defect concentration as a function of the channel width for identical simulation parameters as in figure 10.7.
in the bulk shows an oscillatory behavior with a period of ∼ R. The peak positions indicate the
channel widths where the system can not equilibrate into a layered structure, and the positions of
the minima coincide with stable layer configurations. This behavior is in good agreement with the
results of Haghgooie as can be seen from taking slices of constant ΓH in figure 6 of [Hag05].
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Time Evolution of the Defect Configuration
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Figure 10.9: Time evolution of the defect concentration Cdefect
for a channel with n = 0.4σ −2 ,
N = 4000, and Ly = 10σ kept fixed. The particle interaction strength is modified via
the applied magnetic field B having values between 0.1 mT and 0.5 mT.
b
In figure 10.9 the time evolution of the defect concentration Cdefect
of the bulk particles during
an equilibration run is explicitly plotted for a selection of Γ values for a channel of width Ly =
10σ . All runs are started from a random particle distribution. After a time of 10 τB the defect
concentration remains unchanged for all Γ values. For 45.0 < Γ < 80, i.e. for the transition region
between the liquid and the solid state, the equilibration process is slower than for the other values.
The fluctuations increase near the phase boundary. These effects are consistent with the results of
Haghgooie [Hag05] obtained for an unbounded system.

System State Dependency on the Interaction Strength
In figure 10.10 we show density profiles transverse to the confining walls for the two channel
widths Ly = 9σ and Ly = 10σ at four values of Γ. On the left hand side both systems are liquid
whereas on the right hand side they are both in the solid state. These density histograms are
obtained by taking the average over 3500 configurations in equilibrium. The system characteristics
are very different depending on the Γ value and the channel width Ly . For high Γ values, where the
system is in the solid state, the density profile for the channel width Ly = 10σ is sharply peaked
at the positions of the seven layers. On decrease of the interaction strength Γ these peaks broaden
and have a Gaussian profile down to a value of Γ ≈ 65. The central peaks show greater broadening
than the peaks at the wall, i.e. the system melts first in the center of the channel. Even for low Γ
values as Γ ≈ 12.01, where the unbounded system would be deep in the liquid state, the particles
at the wall are still relatively localized in their y-positions. A clear minimum between the colloids
on the wall and the more central colloids can be identified. For the channel width Ly = 9σ the
melting scenario is different. The peak profile is less pronounced for Γ = 533.74 and there is
less order across the channel. A mixture between a structure of 6 and of 7 layers is indicated
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Figure 10.10: Density profiles transverse to the walls for Ly = 9σ and Ly = 10σ in dependence of
Γ. Again, the peaks at the walls are truncated for better clarity.
by the positions of the peak maxima. The structure of seven layers prevails, because the peaks
connected to a structure of 7 layers are more pronounced than the remaining peaks related to 6
layers. Decreasing Γ again leads to a broadening of the peaks and the structure with six layers
becomes more favorable (Γ = 133.44). The unbounded system would be well in the solid state at
this value at this interaction strength. For Γ = 85.40 only the peaks related to six layers remain,
and for Γ = 12.01 no significant qualitative difference to the situation for the channel of width
10σ exists.
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Figure 10.11: Comparison of the dependency of the global layer order parameter Ψlayer, nl on the
interaction strength Γ with nl = 6 and nl = 7 for the channel width Ly = 9σ .
These changes of the peak characteristics of the density profile across the channel of width Ly = 9σ
are also reflected in the behavior of the layer order parameters in figure 10.11 for nl = 6 and nl = 7
layers on variation of the interaction strength. Ψlayer, nl =6 exhibits a maximum at about Γ = 90,
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and strongly decreases for higher Γ values whereas the values of Ψlayer, nl =7 increase to values of
about 0.8.
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Figure 10.12: Order parameters in dependency of the dimensionless interaction strength Γ. In (a)
b
the bulk defect concentration Cdefect
and in (b) the layer order parameter Ψlayer, nl are
shown for a selection of channel widths.
b
In figure 10.12 the behavior of the bulk defect concentration Cdefect
and the layer order parameter
Ψlayer, nl on variation of Γ are summarized for a selection of channel widths. The curves are
color coded depending on whether the equilibrium configuration has a boundary induced layered
structure (red curves) or not (green curves). The blue curves are connected to the channel width
Ly = 6.1σ , where the equilibrium system has a perturbed structure with 5 layers as it can be
b
deduced from Ψlayer, nl =5 > 0.9 and Cdefect
≈ 0.25 for Γ > 300. Particles changing between the
central and its two neighboring layers perturb the 5 layers.
b
The red curves for the defect concentration of bulk particles Cdefect
in figure 10.12(a) show a
very similar behavior. All of them monotonically decrease up to Γ ≈ 100 to values < 0.1 and
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stay constant thereafter. Only for the small channel width Ly = 5σ which has an equilibrium
configuration of 4 layers the final defect configuration is about 0.17. Due to the small channel
width the defects being induced in the layers next to the edge layers (because of the higher line
concentration of the edge particles) are of greater influence. For Ly >= 6.0σ the blue and the
b
b
(Γ) also show a monotonic decay, but of varying magnitude and the Cdefect
green curves of Cdefect
becomes constant at significantly higher Γ values than for the red curves. It is interesting to note,
that the curves for Ly = 6.0σ (green) and Ly = 6.1σ (blue) coincide for Γ < 105, but significantly
diverge for Γ > 105 where layers form for Ly = 6.1σ but not as pronounced for Ly = 6.0σ (cf.
figure 10.12(b)).
In figure 10.12(b) the global layer order parameter Ψlayer, nl is plotted as a function of the interaction strength Γ. Shown are the functional dependencies of Ψlayer, nl for the parameter nl which
have the maximum value for Γ > 500. The layer order parameters Ψlayer, nl increase monotonically
to values greater than 0.9 for the systems connected to the red curves. The transition to the layered
structure takes place for Γ < 100. For channel widths Ly < 9σ layers form for smaller Γ values
than for systems with Ly ≥ 9σ . As observed before in figure 10.11 the green curves of Ψlayer, nl
and channel widths Ly > 4σ are non-monotonic and the transition to the final state takes place for
Γ > 110, which is greater than for the layered structures. The highest values of Ψlayer, nl are less
than 0.9.
Piacente and coworkers [Pia04] studied the structural, dynamical properties and melting of a quasione-dimensional system of charged particles, interacting through a screened Coulomb potential in
equilibrium. This system is related to our situation, but a different particle interaction potential is
used and the particles are confined in y-direction by a parabolic potential. They also find a rich
structural phase diagram with different layered structures as a function of the screening length κD−1
and the electron density ne of the system.
A re-entrant phase behavior, i.e. a melting process succeeded by a system solidification and subsequent further melting, was observed for particle confinement inside of a circle [Bub99, Bub02,
Hen02, Sch00b] or in static 1D periodic light fields [Wei98, Bec01, Str01a, Str02] both in experiment and simulation. For our planar wall confinement we do not find any re-entrant behavior
as a function of the dimensionless interaction strength Γ (the inverse effective temperature). In
figure 10.9(b) the defect concentration of the bulk decreases monotonically with increasing Γ and
thus gives no hint on a reentrant behavior. This observation again is in agreement with the results
of [Hag05].
For particles inside a disc shaped cavity the increase of radial fluctuations is responsible for the
re-stabilization of an ordered shell structure with increasing temperature. Similarly, particle fluctuations transverse to the troughs of a static 1D periodic light field have strong influence on the
coupling strength of particles belonging to neighboring troughs, and are responsible for the reentrance phenomenon. An ordered structure occurs after partial melting of the system because
transverse fluctuations hinder the particles in neighboring troughs to pass each other. In our case
the influence of the confining hard walls does not seem to have a similar effect on the particle fluctuations in y-direction to give rise to a re-entrance behavior. So, we conclude that the re-entrance
phenomenon depends strongly on the way of confinement. It would be interesting to study the
influence of the curvature of the confinement on the melting scenario systematically. Also notice,
that a boundary induced reentrant behavior between different layered structures is observed for
increasing channel width Ly (cf. figures 10.7 and 10.8).
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(a)
Γ = 56.38

(b)
Γ = 133.44

Figure 10.13: Superimposed particle positions in equilibrium for channel segments of length 60σ
and widths Ly = 9σ and 10σ during the time interval ∆t = 15τB (≡ 2 · 105 BD steps).
Shown is the situation (a) in the fluid regime (Γ = 56.38 or B = 0.1625 mT) and
(b) in the solid state (Γ = 133.44 or B = 0.25 mT). For the images of (b) the corresponding density profiles are given in figure 10.10.

Figure 10.13 illustrates the qualitatively different particle mobilities for the two channel widths
Ly = 9σ and Ly = 10σ . Shown is the overlay of 1000 equilibrium configurations, which corresponds to a run of length ∆t = 15τB , both for the fluid state [Fig. 10.13(a)] and the solid state
[Fig. 10.13(b)]. We recognize already from these superimposed snapshots that the walls affect
the particle mobilities transverse to the walls for both widths. The edge particles have a very low
mobility to move away from the confining walls they are pressed against. A clear depletion zone
exists between the edge and its neighboring layer. Generally, the spreading of the particle regions in y-direction increases with growing distance to the walls. When comparing the two widths
Ly = 9σ and Ly = 10σ we again realize that the layered system of width Ly = 10σ is higher ordered with smaller spreading of the particle positions. In the fluid state, shown in Fig. 10.13(a), the
particles still move predominantly within the layers parallel to the walls. This boundary induced
layering effect is stronger for Ly = 10σ than for Ly = 9σ .
The effect of the type of confinement on the ordering of a crystal confined to strips of finite width
was analyzed using Monte-Carlo simulations by Ricci and coworkers [Ric06a, Ric06b, Ric07].
In their case, the particle pair interaction is given by the inverse power law ∝ r−12 . They studied
the influence of ideal planar hard walls and structured walls obtained by fixing the wall particles
at separations they would have in a bulk system. Our findings are in good agreement with their
results.
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Figure 10.14: Time dependency of kinetic and potential energy during the equilibration process.
The simulation parameters are identical to those of figure 10.9. One BD simulation
time step is equivalent to ∆t = 7.5 · 10−5 τB = 15.81 ms.
During simulation we record the kinetic and the potential system energies. A simulation run can
be interrupted by sending appropriate signals to the job3 . On program restart of such an interrupted simulation run a consistency check of the energy is performed giving a first hint whether
all system parameters have been re-initialized correctly. The time-dependency of these energies
for some equilibration runs are shown in figure 10.14. The graphs of the kinetic energy show
constant energies signalizing that the system is thermalized properly. The potential energy shows
a monotonic decrease during the first 2 · 105 simulation steps and stays constant thereafter. So, we
can conclude, that after 2 · 106 simulation steps (teq = 8.786 h) the system has reached one of its
lowest energy states, which we call its “equilibrium state”.

10.4 Confined Three-Dimensional Systems
Confinement induced layering also occurs for three-dimensional (3D) systems4 of particles with
a screened Coulomb potential which are confined between two ideal hard plates in y-direction.
The system is periodically repeated in the other two coordinate directions. An example snapshot
after 5 · 105 BD steps (≈ 150τB ) is shown in figure 10.15. Like for the two-dimensional channel of
width Ly = 6σ we find the formation of 6 layers both in y- and in z-direction.
Further studies of such YHC systems with three dimensions have been done by the diploma student
Nadine Schwierz [Sch08], who successfully used our source code for her simulation runs. She
3 The

program listens to the signals SIGXCPU and SIGTERM and enters its saving routines for a secure interruption
of the simulation run after having caught such a signal. Later the simulation run can be continued from thereon.
The signals named above are the signals usually send by the queuing systems on high performance computing
machines like “strider” or the “NEC SX-8” of the HLRS (http://www.hlrs.de), and “jump” of the ZAM in
Jülich (http://www.fz-juelich.de/jsc/) where most of our simulation runs have been performed.
4 The executable program is called BD3D, and the compiler directives have to be given either on the command line or
in file BD3D.make. The program compilation command is: make bd3.
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y
z
x
Figure 10.15: Snapshot of an equilibrium configuration in 3D confined between two plates in ydirection. The parameters of the screened Coulomb interaction are U = 200ε and
κ = 4.0σ −1 (cf. equation (9.115)). This corresponds to a value ΓYHC = 184.53.
The linear dimensions of the system are: Lx = 50σ , Ly = 8.0σ , Lz = 15σ , periodic
system replication in x- and z-direction is applied. The particle density is set to
n = 0.25σ −2 .
found, that also in 3D boundary induced layer formation takes place for certain channel widths.
Furthermore, Schwierz did a systematic structural analysis of the local lattice structures which
form within channels of quadratic cross sections. The influence of variation of the size of the
cross section and of the pair interaction parameters κD and U has been studied, too.

10.5 Single-File Diffusion
For channels (2D) or pores (3D), which are small enough, so that the particles cannot pass each
other the diffusion behavior of the particles changes. The sequence of the particles remains unchanged and the particles move in a single file (SF). The long-time behavior of the mean-square
displacement for infinite long channels is predicted to be [Ric77, Fed78]
√
h∆x2 i = 2F t.

(10.3)

Here F is the single file mobility and t the time.
Such a behavior is an example of anomalous diffusion or non-Fickian diffusive behavior, which
is characterized by the occurrence of a mean-square displacement of the form h∆r2 i ∝ t α , where
α 6= 1. The motion is called sub-diffusive for the (anomalous) diffusion coefficient 0 < α < 1
and super-diffusive for α > 1. The phenomenon of single file diffusion (SFD) has received a
lot of attention in recent publications, especially after the experimental observation of Wei et
al. [Hah96, Wei00, Kol03, Lut04, Lin05, Dem06, Mar06, Tal06a, Tal06b, Sav06, Cou07b, Cou07a,
Maj07, Nel07].
In figure 10.16 we plot the mean square displacement (MSD) as a function of the simulation time
in a double logarithmic graph. The data points are obtained from a simulation run of a channel
having ideal hard walls, the width Ly = 0.5σ , and periodic boundary condition in x-direction
and no driving field. Two different algorithms have been used to evaluate the MSD. Both, the
conventional analysis of the MSD (green crosses) and the so-called order-n algorithm (red squares)
to measure correlations being introduced in [Fre02b] give identical results. At short times, i.e. at
times less than 0.1τB , the MSD increases ∝ t, which is characteristic for the ballistic movement
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Figure 10.16: Single file diffusion behavior for a channel setup with Ly = 0.5σ , n = 0.8σ −2 , Γ =
60.39, and periodic boundary condition in y-direction in absence of any driving field.
The two symbol types used for the calculated data points refer to two different ways
of evaluation of the MSD.

of the particles. The dashed magenta line in figure 10.16 has the slope α = 1 as it is the case for
normal diffusive behavior. Clearly, for t ≤ 0.1tB the simulation data points fall onto this curve.
After the time τB , which can be interpreted as the time a particle needs to meet one of its nearest
neighbors and to realize it cannot overtake, the MSD approaches the square-root time dependency
characteristic for SFD. This is indicated in figure 10.16 by the solid blue line, which is a fit of
the function f (t) = A ·t α with the two fit parameters A and α to the data points with t ≥ τB . The
resulting slope is α = 0.5022 ± 0.0048, which is in perfect agreement with SFD behavior.
Now, the following questions arise: How does the longitudinal and transversal particle diffusion
behavior depend on the channel width Ly ? How does the transition take place from the singlefile diffusion behavior for channel widths where particle can not pass each other to the Fickian
diffusion behavior of bulk systems?
To give a first answer to these questions, we evaluated the time-dependency of the mean-square
displacement for the two channel widths Ly = 9σ and Ly = 10σ . The results of the MSD h∆x2 i
parallel to the channel walls and of the MSD h∆y2 i transversal to the channel walls are shown
in the figures 10.17(a) and (b). Obviously, the dependency of the MSD on time differs strongly
for the two channel widths. The long time behavior of the longitudinal MSD h∆x2 i is linear
proportional to time t for the width Ly = 9σ , whereas for Ly = 10σ the long time behavior scales
with the exponent α ≈ 0.67. For times t < 0.4τB the longitudinal MSD scales approximately with
the exponent α = 0.5. For the transversal MSD h∆y2 i the time dependency is similar (cf. figure
hyperref[fig:MSDVgl9and10]10.17(b)), but for the width Ly = 10σ the transversal MSD has a
plateau for intermediate times. This is due to the boundary induced formation of seven layers,
which is not the case for width Ly = 9σ . Notice, that for either h∆x2 i or h∆y2 i the absolute values
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Figure 10.17: Comparison of the mean-square displacement (a) h∆x2 i parallel and (b) h∆y2 i perpendicular to the confining channel walls for the two channel widths Ly = 9σ and
Ly = 10σ . The simulation parameters are: Lx = 800σ , n = 0.4σ −2 , B = 0.2 mT,
and Γ = 83.4. The periodic boundary condition is applied in x-direction.
in the intermediate and long time limit are smaller than it is the case with well defined layers. First
preliminary results from the experiment of A. Erbe [Erba] also show deviations from the linear
normal diffusion behavior of the MSD for the particles confined to the channel.
The crossover from single-file diffusion with the exponent α = 0.5 to Fickian diffusion with α = 1
in the bulk limit has recently been analyzed theoretically by Mon, Percus and Bowles [Mon02,
Bow04, Mon06, Mon07]. These authors present a phenomenological theory in terms of the hopping time τhop , which is defined as the average time a particle must spend before it can “hop” over
(pass) its nearest neighbor in longitudinal direction. They theoretically show that with increasing
transversal system size the diffusion constant will increase from zero according to D ∝ (τhop )−1/2 ,
where τhop is a function of the pore radius 3D or the channel width in 2D. They confirmed this
predicted behavior by MC and MD simulations of hard spheres within a pore and hard discs confined to a microchannel respectively. In general, when particles are allowed to pass their neighbor
particles, the long time dynamics is given by Fickian diffusion. This can be understood by the
simple argument: After the mean time τhop a particle passes one of its nearest neighbors in either
direction. Therefore the long time diffusion behavior is given by conventional Fickian diffusion,
but for times less than τhop the SFD behavior is expected. A similar argument was already used in
the context of a two chain lattice gas model of Kutner et al. [Kut84].
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Now, we want to address the transport behavior of colloids confined to such microchannels as
described in the previous chapter. The colloids are driven by the application of an external driving
force F and thus form a system in non-equilibrium. This driving force can be of gravitational
origin as in our case, or due to the presence of an electrical or magnetic field or a (e.g. osmotic)
pressure difference between both channel ends. To match the experimental situation closely, we
will concentrate mainly on colloids with repulsive dipolar magnetic pair-interaction driven by
gravity. First we introduce the effect of dynamical rearrangement of the colloids during their flow
along the channel. We call this effect layer reduction, which we explain in detail in section 11.1.
The subsequent two sections 11.2 and 11.3 focus on the influence of different conditions of the
channel boundaries and on the influence of obstacles (optical traps) within the channel region on
the transport behavior.

11.1 Layer Reduction
A first impression of the particle arrangement under the influence of an external driving field give
figures 11.1 and 11.2 which depict typical configuration snapshots from simulation and experiment. The particles move along the channel from left to right in the positive x-direction. The

Figure 11.1: Full channel snapshot from simulation for a channel with ideal hard walls (Γ =
533.74, α = 0.2◦ ) after 106 BD simulation steps having reached a stationary nonequilibrium state. Note, that the scaling of the y-axis is stretched by a factor of 20
compared to the scaling of the x-axis.
external magnetic field strength B, which is responsible for the strength of the pair-interaction,
and the overall particle number density n are chosen in such a way, that the confined equilibrium
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system is hexagonally ordered. The unbounded system is hexagonally ordered under identical conditions, too. Hexagonal ordering naturally gives rise to a layered structure of the particles confined
to a channel without a driving field (cf. Chapter 10). Figure 11.1 is a representative snapshot taken
during the simulation of the full channel having the length Lx = 800σ = 3.6 mm. The first 10% of
the channel length act as reservoir. In the experiment the channel length is Lx = 444.4σ = 2.0 mm.
The strength of the constant driving force Fext = Fex can either be specified directly or by definition of the inclination α resulting in F = mg sin α.1 Under the influence of an external driving
field the particles still form layers. Additionally we observe, both in experiment and in simulation,
a decrease of the number of layers in the direction of motion [Köp06]. During the flow along the
channel there can occur multiple layer transitions as it is clearly visible in figure 11.1, where layer
transitions occur at x ≈ 420σ from 8 to 7 layers, at x ≈ 700σ from 7 to 6 layers, and at x ≈ 770σ
from 6 to 5 layers.

(a)
8 layers

7 layers

8 layers

7 layers

7 layers

6 layers

(b)

(c)
y
x

flow direction

Figure 11.2: (a) Non reworked video microscopy snapshot taken in the experiment of colloidal
particles moving along the lithographically defined channel. The channel partition shown has the size (692 × 60 )µm = (153.8 × 13.33)σ , and the interaction
strength is Γ ≈ 72. (b) Simulation snapshots for a channel with ideal hard walls
[(573.3 × 45 )µm = (127.4 × 10)σ , Γ = 640.5], (c) the same as in (b) with the particles at the walls (marked green) kept fixed [(573.3 × 45 )µm, Γ = 5026]. The rectangles mark the regions where the layer reduction takes place.
The images of figure 11.2 show in enlargement the part of the channel near the region of layer
reduction being marked by rectangles. The video microscope snapshot of figure 11.2(a) is taken
from the experiment of Michael Köppl [Köp06]. The small white spots at the particle center allow
for precise tracking of the particle trajectories with the video microscope. Similar snapshots we get
from our BD simulations with either co-moving (Fig. 11.2(b)) or fixed edge particles (Fig. 11.2(c)).
In these two subfigures the filled circles represent the particles with their real size relative to the
channel width. For these highly ordered systems the layer transitions take place within a few
1 The keywords Slope and FDrive, which can be used for definition of the parameter values in the start parameter file

parameter.ini, allow for adjustment of the strength of the driving force. If the parameter Slope is undefined the
predefined default value of 0.2◦ is used.
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particle diameters.

11.1.1 Density Gradient along the Channel
The simulation snapshots above are taken after a time long enough for the system to reach a
stationary non-equilibrium state. Applying the external driving force to the equilibrated channel
configuration leads to the formation of a particle density gradient along the channel. This is an
effect of the chosen boundary conditions at the channel entrance and end, which leads to a pressure
difference between both channel ends. After about 106 BD time steps this density gradient does
not change any more, which is the indication of a stationary state.
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Figure 11.3: Stationary non-equilibrium density histograms along the channel for several values of
slope α (Γ = 533.75 and n = 0.4 σ −2 ). The vertical line at x = 80σ marks the right
end of the reservoir, i.e. the maximum x-value, up to where particles are inserted
randomly. The inset shows the density gradient in the interval x ∈ [150, 600]σ as a
function of the inclination α being obtained form linear fits of the density histograms.
The line connecting the data points serves as a guideline to the eye.
To study the robustness of the formation of the density gradient and its connection to the layer
reduction in our system of gravitationally driven particles, we performed simulations for a variety
of inclinations α = 0.0◦ − 10.0◦ keeping the overall particle density fixed at n = 0.4 σ −2 . The
resulting stationary non-equilibrium density profiles along the channel are shown in figure 11.3.
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Figure 11.4: Average particle drift velocity in the interval x ∈ [200, 770]σ as function of the inclination α, which is equivalent to the driving force F = mg sin(α) ex . (Lx = 800σ ,
Ly = 10σ , n = 0.4σ −2 and Γ = 533.74). The solid line is the expected drift velocity
for non-interacting particles due to the external driving force (Drude model).
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Figure 11.5: Drift velocity histograms of the particles in different channel regions at the inclination
α = 0.2◦ . The vertical line marks the expected drift velocity for non-interacting
particles according to the Drude model (cf. equation (11.1)).
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They are calculated from histograms of the particle x-positions of 1000 configurations in stationary
non-equilibrium. A very significant decrease of the local density occurs at x > 700σ , which is
caused by the open boundary at x = 800σ . The region 0 ≤ x < 80σ acts as reservoir, where new
particles are inserted at random positions whenever a particle drops out at the end of the channel.
To avoid unnecessary high perturbations due to random particle re-insertion in the reservoir the
channel is closed at x = 0σ . Note, that with increasing inclination α a depletion layer forms within
the reservoir which is the result of the outflow being greater than the input of new particles.
All density profiles show a nearly linear density gradient in the interval x ∈ [150, 600]σ , which
is maximum for α = 0◦ (cf. Inset of Fig. 11.3). Even at α = 0◦ a (osmotic) pressure difference
between both channel ends exists for the applied boundary conditions, and a small particle flux is
induced. For inclinations α > 1.0◦ the density gradient becomes almost zero. For these inclinations the driving force dominates, and we find plug flow of the particles without layer reduction. A
decrease of the inclination (driving force) gives rise to an increase of the density gradient. Under
non-plug flow conditions we find a self-induced arrangement of the particles to a nearly hexagonal
lattice and the occurrence of layer reductions with the particles moving across.

11.1.2 Drift Velocity
It is also interesting to study the average overall drift velocity as a function of the driving force.
The result is shown in figure 11.4. For α > 0.5◦ the particle flow is dominated by the driving
force. This is the regime of plug flow, where the particles move with
hvdrift iDrude =

mg
sin α
ξ

(11.1)

as expected for non-interacting particles. Such a dependency was formulated by P. Drude (1863–
1906) for electrical conduction in order to explain the transport of electrons in metals. For α < 0.5◦
the average drift velocity deviates from the expectation of the Drude model. Interestingly, for
these small inclinations the particles move faster than expected. This is an effect of the channel
constriction, which for such high densities (n = 0.4σ −2 ) limits possible fluctuations in y-direction,
which leads to a higher mobility in x-direction.
Particles moving along the channel get accelerated. This becomes obvious from figure 11.5, where
histograms of the drift velocity together with Gaussian fits are plotted for different x-regions of
the channel. Please remind that all hydrodynamic interactions are neglected. Generally, the particle velocities vx in x-direction are normally distributed about the average drift velocity. For the
angle α = 0.2◦ the average drift velocity is hvdrift i ≈ 0.081 µm/ s. In the experiment of Köppl an
inclination of αexp = 0.6◦ was chosen, which results in hvdrift i ≈ 0.035 µm/s.

11.1.3 Example Particle Trajectories
The particles flow across the layer reduction zone (cf. figure 11.6), whereas the position of the layer
reduction zone remains almost unchanged. Therefore in figure 11.6(a) we show representative
particle trajectories for a selection of particles. These are marked in magenta in the configuration
snapshots (figure 11.6(b)) at their initial and final location of the trajectories. The trajectories
clearly show that we do not observe plug flow of a crystal, but rather a dynamic behavior of
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Figure 11.6: (a) Example particle trajectories which show the dynamical rearrangement of the
particles crossing the layer reduction zone from 8 layers to 7 layers. Shown are the
trajectories for the time interval ∆t = 37.5τB (≡ 5 · 105 BD steps). (b) Corresponding
snapshots of the initial and the final configuration. The general color coding (see
text) is used. Additionally, all the particles whose trajectories are shown in (a) have
been marked in magenta. (c) Histograms of the y-positions within different x-regions
evaluated for 1.5 · 106 BD steps. The peaks of the edge particles are truncated for
clarity reason. The system parameters are identical to those of figure 11.1.
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particles moving in layers and adapting to the external potential. The particles move a distance of
about 60σ whereas the layer transition stays fixed within x ∈ [390, 400]σ .
The edge particles are pushed against the ideal hard walls at y = 0σ and y = Ly = 10σ by the
repulsion of the inner particles of the channel. This is the reason for their minimal fluctuations
perpendicular to the flow direction. The corresponding fluctuations of the non-edge layers are
significantly larger, and a small increase of the mobility in y-direction with increasing wall distance
is found. In the central region some particles change very abruptly from one layer to another
whereas others shift more smoothly. The particles of the layers next to the edge layers only show
a small and smooth change in their y-position. In the regions with a fixed number of layers no
particle transitions between layers are observed for our simulation parameters.
All particles are identical. In figure 11.6(b) we color coded, additionally to the particles highlighted in magenta, the particles according to the number of nearest neighbor particles they have.
Bulk particles with six nearest neighbors and all edge particles are marked blue, whereas red particles have a fivefold symmetry and green particles have a sevenfold symmetry of nearest neighbors.
The actual number of nearest neighbors is determined using a Delaunay triangulation. In the start
configuration multiple defect pairs of red and green particles (dislocations) are observed in the
region of the layer transition from 8 to 7 layers, whereas in the final configuration the layer reduction position is connected to a single dislocation. The slightly higher density of the edge particles
gives rise to the scattered green particles in the layer next to the edge layer.
For the same system we analyze the density profiles transverse to the walls within several subregions along the channel. For this purpose we evaluate 1.5 · 106 BD steps corresponding to a
time interval of ∆t ≈ 122.5τB . The full density profile for x ∈ [100, 740]σ (black curve) is a
superposition of several profiles connected to distinct layering. Highly ordered layer structures
with sharply peaked density profiles occur for eight layers in x ∈ [100, 380]σ (red curve), seven
layers in x ∈ [440, 630]σ (blue curve), and six layers in x ∈ [670, 740]σ (cyan curve). The xregions in between are the layer transition regions.

Figure 11.7: Superimposed configuration snapshots for 1.5 · 106 BD steps, which correspond to
∆t ≈ 122.5τB . (B = 0.5 mT, Γ = 533.74, Lx = 800σ , Ly = 10σ , n = 0.4σ −2 , α =
0.04◦ )
In figure 11.7 we explicitly plot the superposition of 3000 configuration snapshots used for the
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density profile evaluation above. During the time interval the particles have moved forward by an
average distance of h∆xi ≈ 202σ , i.e. more than a quarter of the channel length. The layer transition positions remain fixed within an interval of length 45σ . The particles are inserted at a random
position in the region x ∈ (0, 80)σ . Perturbations of the configuration due to the random particle
insertion heal after a few BD steps. Therefore the configuration for x > 90σ is not influenced by
this particle re-insertion method.

11.1.4 Defect Removal

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure 11.8: The sequence of configuration snapshots (a) – (h) shows the process of vanishing
“defects” (inside the red rectangle) after the layer transition zone (marked by the
black rectangle) due to the change of particle marked in orange into the edge layer.
The snapshots have been taken every 500 BD time-steps, i.e. ∆t = 0.0375τB . The
particle size is σ = 4.5 µm.
Sometimes “defects” remain downward of the point of layer reduction, and vanish further downstream. Here we call a defect a pair of particles having 7 and 5 neighbors respectively which
disturb a given layer configuration. These defects can be identified from dips they form in the
local layer order parameter as defined by equation (10.1) of the current configuration. Generally,
small density gradients along the channel give rise to a larger number of defects than higher density gradients. This already is a hint to the close connection of the occurrence of layer transitions
to the local number density. A defect can be neutralized by a particle changing into the edge layer.
Such a neutralization process of two defects in a region marked by the red rectangle is shown in
the sequence of configuration snapshots of figure 11.8 which are taken every 500 BD time steps.
The orange colored particle moves into the edge layer and thereby removes the perturbation of the
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layered structure of 7 layers after the position of the layer transition region which is marked by
the black rectangle. In the final snapshot 11.8(h) seven unperturbed layers remain. Recognize that
again the x-position of the layer reduction remains unchanged.

11.1.5 Connection between the Layer Transition and the Density Gradient
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Figure 11.9: (a) Local lattice constants dx and dy and local particle density ρ in the BD simulation,
(b) Corresponding local layer order parameters Ψlayer, nl . The system parameters are:
Lx = 800σ , Ly = 10σ , n = 0.4σ −2 , and Γ = 533.74. The inclination is α = 0.04◦
which corresponds to a homogeneous, static driving force F̃ ≈ 0.0015 in reduced
units.
The reduction of the number of layers originates from a density gradient along the channel. The
local particle density ρ(x) inside the channel is shown in figure 11.9 together with the local lattice
constants dx and dy . The particle spacings of neighboring particles in x- and y-direction are used
to calculate the local lattice
√ constant d of the triangular lattice. For geometric reasons, dy is
multiplied by the factor 2/ 3. So, for the ideal triangular structure holds the relation dx = dy .
Due to the density gradient along the channel, the ordered structure is not at all points along the
channel in its equilibrium configuration. Thus the local lattice constant dx , calculated from the
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particle spacings in x-direction, can deviate from the local lattice constant dy , calculated from the
particle spacings in y-direction. Before the position of the layer transition, dx increases to larger
values than dy , indicating that the ordered structure is stretched along the x-axis. At the position
of the layer reduction the system changes back to a situation, where dx is smaller than dy . This
is achieved by decreasing dx and increasing dy by about 20% simultaneously. These changes of
the local lattice constants compensate each other. Consequently, the local density is continuous
at the position of the layer reduction. The behavior of the system shows that the stretching of the
ordered structure in x-direction before the layer reduction causes an instability towards decreasing
the number of layers. This decrease compresses the system along the x-direction, but apparently
lowers the total energy of the system.
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Figure 11.10: Local lattice constant dy as a function of the local particle density ρ for various
inclinations α.
Figure 11.10 shows the result for the local lattice constant dy plotted against the local particle
density ρ for a selection of inclinations α. Each plateau corresponds to a given number of layers.
Independent of the inclination α the transitions between the plateaus occur at almost identical
values of the local density ρ. Transitions from 8 to 7 layers take place when ρ(x) becomes smaller
than 0.42, transitions from 7 → 6 layers for ρ(x) < 0.3, and transitions from 6 → 5 layers for
ρ(x) < 0.21. This highlights the close relationship between the appearance of layer transitions
and the local density.

Static Stretching Analysis
The scenario above can be qualitatively confirmed by the following rough estimation: Starting
from an ideal triangular configuration with a given number of layers (nl ) in a channel of fixed
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Figure 11.11: Result of the stretching analysis of static channel configurations of a channel with
width Ly = 10 and dipolar pair interaction: Shown are the potential energies per
particle of different layer configurations as a function of the particle density ρ.
width, we calculate the potential energy per particle at different particle densities by simply scaling
of the channel length of the static configuration. So we obtain either unidirectional stretched or
compressed ideal triangular configurations. Plots of these energies per particle for different values
of nl as function of the particle density ρ are shown in figure 11.11. They show clear intersection
points, indicating that for a longitudinally stretched configuration with nl layers in x-direction it
can become energetically more favorable to switch to a longitudinally compressed configuration
with (nl − 1) layers.
The intersection points, which are determined from linear approximation of both curves in the
region of intersection, serve as a rough estimate of the density at the layer transition point. For
the given system the values for the transition 8 → 7 layers are: ρ8→7 ≈ 0.467σ −2 , and for the
transition 7 → 6 layers: ρ7→6 ≈ 0.345σ −2 . These values are about 10% higher than the values
determined in the simulation. This is a good agreement regarding the strong assumptions being
made here.
The full circles mark the perfect triangular lattice configurations of the respective number of layers.
In conclusion, we can state by comparison of these points with the locations of the transition points
that a given layer structure is stable up to a longitudinal stretching of about 5% of the perfect
triangular lattice.

Equilibrium Configurations for Confinements with Non-Parallel Walls
Also equilibrium BD simulations, i.e. simulations with no external driving force (F̃ext
i = 0), of
closed channels with non-parallel walls result in a density gradient in the direction of decreasing
channel width. Therefore, confinement induced arrangement of the particles into different number
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Figure 11.12: Equilibrated configuration snapshot of a funnel geometry with opening angle
αFunnel = 0.143◦ . All walls are modeled as hard walls. No driving force is applied
and the particles interaction is dipolar (Γ = 625.125).
of layers takes place. The particles just fluctuate about their equilibrium positions. The number
of layers which form depends on the value of the local particle density ρ(x). A snapshot of such
an equilibrium configuration is shown in figure 11.12 where the confining funnel has the small
opening angle αFunnel = 0.143◦ , i.e. over the full channel length of Lx = 800σ the channel width
decreases by ∆Ly = 2σ .

11.1.6 Comparison with Experiments
M. Köppl and A. Erbe performed an experiment complementary to our BD simulation. The details
of the experimental setup have been described in section 8.1.
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Figure 11.13: Local lattice constants dx and dy and local particle density ρ(x) of the experiment
of Köppl and Erbe. The results are obtained for the systems which is shown in
figure 11.2(a). The external magnetic field strength is B = 0.24mT corresponding
to the dimensionless interaction strength Γ ≈ 72. The whole setup is tilted by the
inclination αexp = 0.6◦
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The analysis of the particle trajectories obtained by video-microscopy results in the local particle
density ρ(x) and the local lattice constants dx and dy along the channel as shown in figure 11.13.
The field of view is limited by the video microscope field of view and the minimum particle size
needed for proper particle tracking. Generally, in the experiments only particles within a small
portion of the full channel length can be evaluated at once. Of course, such a limitation does
not exist for the simulation. Like in the simulation Köppl and Erbe find in their experiments a
linear density gradient along the channel which gives rise to a layer transition from 8 to 7 layers.
A non-reworked video microscopy snapshot of a configuration corresponding to the situation of
figure 11.13 is given in figure 11.2(a). The local density ρ(x) decreases monotonically along the
direction of motion of the particles by about 20%.
The average global particle density in the channel shows fluctuations on the order of 10% as a
function of time. The total change of the particle density within the field of view, however, is
less than 3% during the total time of the experiment. We therefore argue that the density gradient
is formed in a quasi-static situation. This view is supported by the simulation results of section 11.1.1. Furthermore, the density decrease is continuous at the position of the layer transition.
The effects due to the discontinuity of the local lattice constants compensate each other. The figure 11.11 from the BD simulation and the figure 11.13 obtained in the experiment are qualitatively
very similar. of the particles Although, the inclination αexp = 0.6◦ in the experiment is higher than
in the simulation, where a value of αsim = 0.2◦ is used, both systems are in a gravitationally driven
non-equilibrium situation but not yet in the regime of plug flow and have an average drift velocity
hvdrift i ≈ 0.035 µm/ s. Therefore, we can conclude that the simulation which does not take hydrodynamic effects into account is sufficient to explain the observations made in the experiment of
Köppl and Erbe [Köp06]. In the experiment the layer reduction occurs at ρ(x) ≈ 0.3σ −2 in contrast to ρ(x) ≈ 0.42σ −2 in the simulation. The quantitative difference of the local density value
ρ(x), where the transition from 8 to 7 layers takes place, might be due to different realization of
the channel walls and due to a difference of the viscosity of the suspension. The simulations have
been performed under the assumption of ideal hard walls. The viscosity was assumed to have the
value of bulk water at the temperature T = 20.0◦ C, i.e. ηH2 O = 1.0 mPa s.

(a)
8 layers

7 layers

8 layers
x

7 layers

(b)
y

Figure 11.14: Snapshots of defect configurations obtained from a Delaunay triangulation of the
particles moving in the channel. The particles are coded according to the number of their nearest neighbors. Open circles mark the bulk particles with 6 nearest
neighbors and the edge particles, symbol × corresponds to a fivefold symmetry, and
symbol O to a sevenfold symmetry. (a) Experiment: In order to minimize the effects of fluctuations on a short time scale, 50 images have been averaged. (b) BD
simulation for a channel with parallel walls.
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In figure 11.14 snapshots of non-equilibrium defect configurations are shown both for the experiment (a) and for the simulation (b). They reveal that the system is nearly triangular on the left
and right hand side of the point of layer reduction. The change is marked by a single defect only.
The number of layers is reduced one by one. Reductions of two or more layers have not been
observed in experiment or in simulation. Naturally, this reduction produces a defect at the point of
the transition. Since the position of the layer reduction is mainly determined by the density gradient, its location remains stable on average with respect to time. A more detailed analysis reveals,
however, that the transition point oscillates slightly back and forth around this average position.

11.1.7 Oscillatory Behavior of the Layer Transition
The layer transition scenario introduced above is a dynamic non-equilibrium effect, where the
particles flow across the position of the layer transition and dynamically adapt to a layer configuration. In stationary non-equilibrium the position of the layer transition remains fixed within a
certain x-region showing an oscillatory behavior. In figure 11.15 we show the time dependence of
the x-position of the layer transition for the two layer transitions 8 → 7 and 7 → 6 of the system
of figure 11.7 which is subject to a driving field of strength F̃ ≈ 0.0015 (α = 0.04◦ ).
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Figure 11.15: Movement of the x-position of layer transition for the transitions 8 → 7 layers and
7 → 6 layers. The system parameters are identical with those of figure 11.7, i.e. the
inclination is α = 0.04◦ .
The total simulation run under influence of the driving force has a duration of tsim = 225τB ≈
13.18 h. During the time interval ∆t = 7.5τB (≡ 1000 BD time steps) we allow the system to
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accommodate to the change of the boundary conditions and to the applied driving force. The time
evolution afterwards is given in figure 11.15. The layer transition from 7 to 6 layers reaches its
stationary non-equilibrium x-position x7→6 ≈ 650σ after about ∆t ≈ 50τB , whereas the transition
from 8 to 7 layers moves along the channel during the time span ∆t ≈ 100τB until it reaches its
stationary position at x8→7 ≈ 400σ . For times t > 100τB both layer transitions oscillate about a
mean x-position. The magnitude of the oscillation is smaller for the transition from 7 to 6 layers
than for the transition from 8 to 7 layers. This is due to a smaller density gradient for the transition
8 → 7 layers which gives rise to enhanced formation of defects surviving after the position of the
layer transition compared to the transition 7 → 6 layers. These defects usually heal out on further
particle transport in positive x-direction as discussed in section 11.1.4.
Various possibilities exist to localize the position of the layer transition numerically. One can either make use of the clear discontinuity of the local layer order parameters Ψlayer, nl (x,t) (cf. equation 10.1) appropriate for the transition from nl to nl − 1 layers, or of the location of the discontinuity of the local lattice constant dy (x,t). The instantaneous x-position of the discontinuity is
determined by calculation of the finite-difference of the instantaneous order parameter and finding
the x-position of the maximum.
The local orientational order parameter Ψ6 , which is often used for 2D systems [Zah99], is not so
significant for this system, as it is very sensitive to any perturbation of the sixfold symmetry. The
results of figure 11.15 have been obtained from the analysis of dy (x). A comparison of all three
methods mentioned is given in figure 11.16 for the transition from 8 to 7 layers. The local order
parameters are calculated within bins of size lx = 2σ in flow direction limiting the x-resolution.
As can be seen all methods give similar results, but special care needs to be taken in the presence
of defects, which occur close to the layer transition for t > 120τB .
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Figure 11.16: Movement of the x-position of layer transition for the transitions 8 → 7 for an inclination α = 0.2◦ and otherwise identical parameters as in the previous figure.
To summarize, in the non-equilibrium steady state situation the position of the layer reduction
zone oscillates about a certain x-position. This can be explained as follows: At the layer transition
the driven particles belonging to the central (bulk) layers have to change the layer, causing the
transition to move a little bit in direction of the flow. A particle changing into the edge layer
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can neutralize the defect of the transition locally. This causes a reconfiguration of the ordered
structure, which in turn gives rise to repositioning of the layer reduction zone back to a region of
higher density. The magnitude of the oscillation is connected to the local density gradient. For
small density gradients the oscillations are greater than for higher density gradients.
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Figure 11.17: Movement of the x-position of layer transition for the transitions 8 → 7 in the experiment of Köppl and Erbe [Erba].
Again, a similar oscillation of the layer transition is found in the experiment of M. Köppl and
A. Erbe [Erba]. The observed oscillation of the transition from 8 to 7 layers is displayed in figure 11.17 for a time span of about ∆t ≈ 1900 s = 9.0τB .

11.1.8 Influence of the Particle Interaction Range
In order to study the influence of the particle interaction range, we implemented the screened
Coulomb (YHC) pair interaction potential as given in equation (9.115) into the simulation code.
Charged colloidal particles in a suspension can be modeled by such a pair potential. The interaction range of the YHC pair-potential can be tuned from hard-core interaction to long-range
Coulomb interaction by the inverse Debye screening length κD (cf. equation (9.115)) which is a
parameter of the simulation.
Figure 11.18 is the analogous plot to figure 11.11 for a system of YHC-particles with the contact
value βV0 = 400 and κD = 4.0σ −1 . Under these simulation conditions no layer-transition as for
the dipolar system is found. For x > 450σ the particles are ordered in 7 layers, but for smaller
values only a few islands of particles arranged in layers can be identified from the local order
parameters along the channel in figure 11.18(b). According to figure 10.3 the interaction range
of a YHC system with κD = 4.0σ −1 is much smaller than for the dipolar system, because of the
stronger decay of the pair potential. This decay is also the reason for the large fluctuations of the
local lattice constant dx in figure 11.18(a). A density gradient can not form along the channel, and
so no layer transition is found. The particles need to be strongly coupled with their neighboring
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Figure 11.18: (a) Local lattice constants dx and dy and local particle density ρ in the BD simulation of a system with screened Coulomb interaction. (b) Corresponding local
layer order parameters Ψlayer, nl . The system parameters are: Lx = 800σ , Ly = 10σ ,
n = 0.4σ −2 , βV0 = 400, κD = 4.0σ −1 , ΓYHC = 448.4, and α = 0.2◦ .
particles to form a density gradient, i.e. the pair interaction range has to be at minimum of the
order of the average particle spacing.

11.1.9 Three-Dimensional Channels
The effect of the layer reduction is not restricted to two dimensional microchannels. Analogous
effects also occur for three dimensional systems. Such effects have been studied for systems with
repulsive Yukawa hard-core interaction (YHC) by Nadine Schwierz [Sch08], who successfully
used our program code for the simulations.
For “long range” YHC interaction, i.e. with the interaction range greater than the average particle
spacing, Schwierz found dynamical layer reduction. She performed simulations of channels with
a quadratic cross section of various sizes. In figure 11.19 we show a representative snapshot of
a 3D channel of dimensions Ly = Lz = 5σ and Lx = 1000σ . The particles are driven into the
positive x-direction and are confined in y- and z-direction by ideal hard walls. The channel has an
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(a)
(c)

(b)

Figure 11.19: Configuration snapshots taken after 106 BD time steps which show the occurrence
of the layer reduction of a 3D system with YHC pair interaction. The image is taken
from the diploma thesis of N. Schwierz [Sch08]. The simulation parameters are
chosen as: N = 12500, Lx = 1000σ , Ly = Lz = 5σ , n = 0.5σ −2 . The YHC potential
has the contact value βV0 = 432.45 and the inverse screening length κD = 1.015.
open end at x = 1000σ and the first 20% of the channel length act as reservoir, where particles are
inserted at a random position whenever a particle drops out of the channel. The particle projections
onto the xy−plane (cf. Fig. 11.19(a)) and onto the xz−plane (cf. Fig. 11.19(b)) clearly show a
layer transition at about x ≈ 780σ from five to four layers. Close to the channel end a second
transition may be identified. In figure 11.19(c) we plot the particles projection onto the cross
section transverse to the flow direction. The particles highlighted by the red squares belong to the
region with 5 layers in y- and z-direction, whereas the blue dots within the black circles belong to
the region with four layers. Notice, that the particles on the walls form a very flat layer due to the
purely repulsive nature of the interaction. Particles in the corners formed by the channels walls
move in a single string.
Here, the layer reduction in both directions perpendicular to the flow directions occurs at identical x-position. This is, what one would expect due to the symmetry of the system. In future
studies it will be interesting to find out whether the layer reductions in both coordinate directions
perpendicular to the flow happen at identical x-positions for rectangular channel cross sections,
too.
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11.2 Influence of Boundary Conditions
Now, we address alternative realizations of the boundary conditions and their influence on the
transport behavior along the channel.

11.2.1 Fixed Edge Boundary Particles
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Figure 11.20: Contour plots of the potential energy surface in the presence of fixed dipolar point
particles on the wall separated by ∆x = 4σ for the two channel widths Ly = 5σ and
Ly = 3σ . The particles on both edges have the same periodicity (a) with no offset
and (b) with an offset of half the periodic length.
As alternative to ideal hard channel walls we kept the boundary particles fixed after the end of the
equilibration process, i.e. their velocity was set to zero for the rest of the simulation run.2 These
fixed edge particles act like a periodic wall potential which significantly influences the particle
movement inside the channel. In figure 11.20 we show contour plots of the potential energy
surface in the presence of fixed dipolar point particles along the wall for the two channel widths
Ly = 5σ and Ly = 3σ . The particles are separated by the distance ∆x = 4σ . Due to this potential
energy landscape the particles no longer move with a uniform (x-position dependent) drift velocity
as for channels with ideal hard walls. The particles belonging to the inner layers move faster than
the particles of the layers next to the channel walls. This gives rise to shear effects between the
different layers which becomes stronger for decreasing channel widths Ly .
The relative particle positions of four example particles, which are colored in green, of a driven
dipolar system in a channel of width Ly = 8σ are shown in figure 11.21(a), (b) for two instances of
time, which are separated by ∆t = 24τB . In figure 11.21(c) we show the results of Gaussian fits to
the histograms of the drift velocity for the four layers of moving particles (which are color coded
blue and green). The two peaks centered about hvdrift i ≈ 0.149 µm/ s belong to the two central
particle layers, whereas the particles next to the layers of fixed wall particles move with the lower
average drift velocity hvdrift i ≈ 0.142 µm/ s. The particles in the outer layers move slower, since
they are trapped in the potential minima of the fixed edge particles most of the time. They can only
overcome the potential barrier in a collective movement behavior. Whenever a neighbor particle
2 The

boundary particles can be kept fixed after the equilibration process by defining the compiler options
FIX PARTICLE and FIX BOUNDARY PARTICLES. Alternatively, one can just set the compiler option FIX PARTICLE
and define the positions of all fixed particles in the parameter file parameter.ini.
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Figure 11.21: (a) and (b): Snapshots of a driven dipolar system with fixed boundary particles at
two different times separated by ∆t = 24τB (≈ 3.2 · 105 BD time steps). The particles
in green are marked to highlight the shearing between the two inner particle layers
and the outer layers. Both figures are relative to the green particle positions. (c) Histograms and Gaussian fits to the histograms of the drift velocity of the four different
moving layers for a system with fixed edge particles. The system parameters are:
Lx = 800σ , Ly = 8σ , n = 0.4σ −2 , Γ = 341.6, α = 0.5◦ .
in direction of the external driving force has left a potential minimum the subsequent particle can
enter into this minimum and otherwise it is hindered. For the central layers this effect is less
pronounced due to the diffusion of particles in the neighboring layers. Therefore, they move at a
higher average drift velocity. Also, the drift velocity of these central particle layers shows smaller
fluctuations compared to the particles in the layers next to the edge, as can be seen from the widths
of the Gaussian distributions in figure 11.21(c).

Entropic Barriers
y
F
x

Figure 11.22: Schematic image of a microchannel setup with periodic entropic channel walls.
The effect of the fixed edge particles on the particle transport behavior is related to the case of
periodic entropic barriers, i.e. microchannels with hard walls having a periodic boundary shape
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as sketched in figure 11.22. Recently, such systems have been discussed in the following papers [Reg06, Laa07, Kal05, Kal06, Yar07, Bur07a, Ai07a, Ai07c, Ai07b, Ai06]. The dynamics
of these systems in presence of an external driving force F acting along the channel can be recast
by means of the so-called Fick-Jacobs (FJ) equation. The standard protocol of solving the Smoluchowski equation with the appropriate boundary conditions imposed typically becomes a very
difficult task in presence of uneven boundaries. The trick of a coarsened description by reduction
of the dimensionality of the system opens up a way to circumvent this problem of the solution of a
challenging boundary problem. Only the main direction of transport is considered and the irregular nature of the boundaries is taken into account by means of an entropic potential. The resulting
Fick-Jacobs equation is a kinetic equation for the time evolution of the one-dimensional probability distribution P(x,t) along the channel. It is similar in form to the Smoluchowski equation, but
contains an entropic term. Explicitly, it reads [Reg06, Bur07a]


∂P
∂
∂ P D(x) ∂ A(x)
=
D(x)
+
P
(11.2)
∂t
∂x
∂x
kB T ∂ x
with the effective x-dependent diffusion coefficient
D0
D(x) = 

2 1/2
1 + dω(x)
dx

(11.3)

and the free energy A(x) = V − T S = −Fx − T kB ln h(x) consisting of the energy contribution
V = −Fx and the entropy contribution S = kB T ln h(x) due to the periodic channel shape of periodicity L and the dimensionless width h(x) ≡ 2ω(x)/ L. The reduction of the dimensionality of the
system is based on the assumption, that the particle distribution in transverse direction equilibrates
much faster than that in the main (unconstrained) direction of transport. The entropic contribution
leads to genuine different particle dynamics than observed for transport through energy barriers
as it is reported by Reguera et al. [Reg06]. These authors found that the particle current and the
effective diffusion coefficient are controlled by a single parameter
f≡

FL
kB T

(11.4)

that measures the relative importance of the external work done to the particle and the thermal
energy. The scaling in the parameter f makes it possible to tune and control the efficiency of
transport by a proper combination of the temperature and the applied driving field.

11.2.2 Influence of the Boundary Conditions in Flow Direction
The connection of the channel to the two reservoirs has great influence on the characteristics of the
stationary non-equilibrium density profile along the channel. Therefore, we performed simulations
with the boundary condition 2 in flow direction as being introduced in subsection 9.4.3. The constant external driving force only acts within the interval x ∈ [100, 700]σ and a periodic boundary
condition is applied in x-direction. Figure 11.23 shows the resulting stationary non-equilibrium
density profiles after 3 · 106 BD time steps for a selection of inclinations α of a dipolar system.
For each inclination two curves are plotted which correspond to the two channel widths Ly = 8σ
and Ly = 10σ . Obviously, the steady-state density profile along the channel does not depend on
the channel width.
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Figure 11.23: Density profiles for a selection of inclinations α of a system with the inclination
(i.e. the driving force) applied only within the region x ∈ [100, 700]σ . The system
is periodic in x-direction. Shown are histograms obtained by evaluation of 1000
configurations of the system having reached a stationary non-equilibrium situation
(after ≈ 2 · 106 BD time steps). The applied magnetic field strength is B = 0.25 mT,
Γ = 133.4, and the overall particle density n = 0.4σ −2 . For better clarity, we replicate the interval x ∈ [0, 100]σ again on the right hand side of the diagram.
Comparison of these density profiles with those of figure 11.3 highlights the strong influence of
the different realization of the reservoirs. All simulations are started from a homogeneous particle
distribution of local density ρ = 0.4σ −2 . Instead of a density decrease we find in figure 11.23 a
buildup of the local density occurring due to the filling of the reservoir at the channel end. This
corresponds to the experimental situation, where the reservoir at the channel end is filled. For the
small inclination α = 0.04◦ a linearly increasing density profile is obtained within the channel
region. Higher inclinations lead to deviation from such a linear profile. For α = 0.2◦ a constant
profile with local density ρ ≈ 0.275σ −2 in x ∈ [100, 400]σ is followed by a sharp increase of the
local density up to ρ = 0.67σ −2 at the channel end at x = 700σ .
In the stationary non-equilibrium state the density profile in the reservoirs can be approximated by
a linear gradient. The net flux J in the reservoirs fulfills Fick’s law
J=

kB T
(ρ1 − ρ0 )
2l0

(11.5)

where ρ0 ≡ ρ(x = 100σ ) and ρ1 ≡ ρ(x = 700σ ) are the local number densities at the channel
beginning and end respectively. Due to the periodic boundary condition in x-direction this is equal
to the net flux in the channel region x ∈ [100, 700)σ . Therefore, J may be approximated by the
slope of the linear density profiles in the two reservoir regions.
Figure 11.24 shows the layer order parameters Ψlayer, nl for a selection of inclinations α in combination with the corresponding superimposed configurations. Clearly, the layer configuration and
the number of layer transitions can be tuned by the strength of the driving force for the realization
of the boundary condition 2 of the flow. Increasing α leads to multiple transitions. Interestingly,
the layer transitions from 7 to 8 layers occur at identical x-positions in the figures 11.24(b)–(d). As
before, the particle flow across the position of the layer transition, which remains fixed in position.
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Figure 11.24: Stationary non-equilibrium situations of systems where the driving force is applied
only in x ∈ [0, 700]σ for a selection of inclinations: (a) α = 0.04◦ , (b) α = 0.08◦ ,
(c) α = 0.1◦ , (d) α = 0.2◦ . For every inclination we show the average local layer order parameters Ψlayer, nl and the corresponding superpositon of 1000 snapshots. The
other simulation parameters are: Lx = 800σ , Ly = 10σ , n = 0.4σ −2 , B = 0.25 mT,
and Γ = 133.4.
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Systems with Screened Coulomb Interaction

Figure 11.25: Superimposed configurations of systems with screened Coulomb pair interaction
for a selection of inverse screening lengths: (a) κD = 2σ −1 , (b) κD = 4σ −1 ,
(c) κD = 8σ −1 , and (d) κD = 12σ −1 . The particle transport is induced for x ∈
[0, 700]σ by the inclination α = 0.1◦ .
We discussed the equilibrium density profiles transverse to the walls of a YHC system with
βV0 = 50 and the selection of Debye screening lengths κD = (2, 4, 8, 12)σ −1 in the context of
figure 10.4. Now, we plot in figure 11.25 the superposition of 100 configurations with a time
separation of ∆t = 500 BD steps after 1.4 · 106 BD steps for the case of boundary condition 2
in flow direction. The driving force corresponding to an inclination of α = 0.1◦ acts within
x ∈ [100, 700]σ . All four superimposed configurations show the formation of layers near the
channel end at x = 700σ , where the particles enter the reservoir. In figure 11.25(a) the characteristic interaction range of the YHC pair-potential is greater than the average particle spacing R.
For this case we find multiple layer transitions from 5 layers up to 8 layers along the channel. The
system behavior is similar to the situation of the dipolar systems. With increasing values of κD
less layer transitions are observed. Figures 11.25(b)–(d) show increasing depletion zones at the
channel start at x = 100σ . These depletion zones are followed by regions where the particles are
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in the liquid state. Notice, that for κD = 8σ −1 and κD = 12σ −1 the systems are in the liquid state
in equilibrium, too (cf. figure 11.25). The corresponding density profiles in x-direction are given
in figure 11.25.
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Figure 11.26: Density profiles along the channel for a selection of Debye screening lengths κD of a
YHC system (βV0 = 50). The driving force is applied only within the channel region
x ∈ [100, 700]σ and the system is periodic in x-direction. These profiles correspond
to the superimposed configurations of figure 11.25.
The systems with κD = 8σ −1 and κD = 12σ −1 show a rapid increase of the local density from
about 0.5σ −2 up to values greater than 0.8σ −2 in the interval x ∈ [600, 700]σ . The particles under
the influence of the constant driving force are blocked due to filling of the reservoir at the channel
end. During the simulation run the particles pile up at the interface between the channel and the
reservoir, because the particles of the channel are pushed into the reservoir but within the reservoir
the particles diffuse almost freely due to the short range of the YHC interaction (high values of κD ).
This leads to a situation where the influx into the reservoir is greater than the particle drift within
the reservoir being the reason for the sharp density gradients, which lead to the sudden onset of a
layered structure with 8 layers in the figures 11.25(c)–(d). For κD = 12σ −1 even a layer transition
to 9 layers takes place due to local density values greater than 0.9σ −2 which is not observed for
the other three cases. Alternatively, the particle flux can be blocked in a controlled fashion by
creating so-called laser barriers perpendicular to the driving field, as we will show in the following
section.

11.3 Transversal Barriers
A transparent, micron-sized colloidal particle, whose index of refraction is greater than that of the
surrounding medium, can be trapped by a tightly focused laser beam. Extremely high gradients in
the electric field occurring near the waist of the laser beam are associated with strong forces which
drag the particle to the focal point of the laser beam. Such a setup is called optical tweezers [Ash86,
Ash92, Gri03]. The colloidal particle acts as a lens, refracting the rays of the laser light and
redirecting the momentum of their photons. The refracted rays differ in intensity over the volume
of the sphere and exert a subpico-Newton force on the particle, which draws the particle towards
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the region of highest intensity, i.e. the focal point of the laser beam. Optical tweezers provide
a versatile tool to study soft biomaterials [She98] and can in our case be used to manipulate the
particle flow along the microchannel. The strength of the optical force acting to restore the particle
position to the trap center can be considered, in good approximation, to be harmonic [Roh05], i.e.
proportional to the distance r from the trap center. Therefore the force may be expressed by

−kr : r ≤ Rtrap
(11.6)
Fopt (r) =
0
: r > Rtrap
where k denotes the trap stiffness perpendicular to the direction of the laser beam3 and Rtrap the
interaction range of the trap.
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Figure 11.27: (a) Full channel snapshot of a channel with a barrier of repulsive optical traps
marked by the red line. Simulation parameters used: B = 0.5 mT, α = 0.2◦ ,
Lx = 800σ , Ly = 10σ , n = 0.3σ −2 , and the trap parameters k̃ = −1, Rtrap = 0.75σ .
(b) Video microscopy configuration snapshot of stopped particles at a potential barrier perpendicular to the flow direction in the experiment of A. Erbe [Erba]. The
barrier is created using an optical laser tweezer setup in combination with a scanning mirror. The superparamagnetic particles are gravitationally driven from left to
right by tilt of the whole setup.
To study possible influences on the flow behavior simulations have been performed, where we
additionally inserted the trap force Fopt of equation (11.6) into the overdamped Langevin equations
3 In

the experiment the trap stiffness k may be determined from the mean-square displacements of the trapped, fluctuating particle positions at equilibrium via the equipartition theorem kB T /2 = khr2 i. Good qualitative agreement
between electromagnetic theory and experimentally measured trap stiffnesses was reported by Rohrbach [Roh05].
Generally, the trapping strength is proportional to the laser power; it is weaker in the beam direction than in lateral
directions.
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which are evaluated numerically. These simulations model optical traps of different interaction
ranges, in various geometrical arrangements ranging from fixed user-defined positions to fixed
random positions, and of barriers made out of traps transversal to the direction in which the particle
are driven.4
Figure 11.27(a) shows the stationary non-equilibrium situation of a barrier perpendicular to the
particle driving direction being obtained from a BD simulation run. The particles are hindered to
cross the barrier. Thus, an increasing density gradient forms in front of the barrier leading to an
increase of layers. At the barrier the local density shows a sharp non-continuous drop resulting in
less layers. The experimental analogue is shown in the snapshot of figure 11.27(b) taken in the
experiment of Artur Erbe [Erba] where laser tweezers in combination with a scanning mirror are
used to build up a potential barrier which blocks the particle movement along the channel. The
transparency of the barrier for single particle penetration can be modified in the experiment by
the laser intensity, the position of its focal plane and the strength of external driving force of the
particles.
It is interesting to take a look on the dynamics of the time development of the local density ρ(x)
which is shown in figure 11.28. Not shown is the “reservoir”, i.e. the region of random particle
insertion which ranges from −200σ ≤ x < −120σ . This region is disregarded to avoid influences
due to the interaction of the channel with the “reservoir”. During the first 1000 BD simulation
steps already a small increase of the local density in front of the barrier and a sharp decrease of the
local density behind the barrier occurred. At the beginning of the non-equilibrium simulation part
the particles were homogeneously distributed over the full channel according to a total particle
density of n = 0.3σ −2 . The sharp drop of the local density to values ρ(x) < 0.25σ −2 after the
barrier is due to the open channel end at x = 600σ . Particles which dropped out of the channel
are re-inserted at the beginning of the channel at x = −200σ . This results in a local density bump
for x < −80σ . This bump moves in flow direction until it reaches the point of increasing density
at about x = 300σ . In font of the barrier the particles form more and more pronounced layers
perpendicular to the direction of particle transport. This can be seen from the regular sequence of
peaks and troughs left of the barrier.
For completeness, we plot in figure 11.29 the local lattice constants and density of the system of
figure 11.27. Clearly visible is the increase of the layers from 6 to 7 in front of the barrier and a
controlled drop after the barrier. This system behaves contrary to the situation without a barrier.
4 Simulation

of optical traps with our code requires the compiler option PARABOLIC TRAP to be defined during
the compilation process. The number of traps, their positions, interaction range, and trapping strength k̃ (in
reduced units) can be defined in the simulation parameter file parameter.ini using the keywords N Trap,
TrapPosition, TrapRangeSq, and TrapStength respectively. The trap positions can either be set at random
position by adding the line
TrapPosition

random

to the file parameter.ini or by specifying the x- and y-position and the keyword fixed as in the following
example, where 2 traps are located at x = 500σ and y = 0.0σ and y = 5.0σ respectively which have an interaction
range of 1.5σ and the trapping strength k̃ = −1.0 (repulsive traps):
N Trap
TrapPosition
500
500
TrapRangeSq
TrapStrength

2
fixed
0.0
5.0
2.25
−1.0
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Figure 11.28: Time evolution of the change of the local density in front of the barrier at x = 500σ
for the system of figure 11.27(a). The histograms are obtained from the x-positions
of the particles during the intervals of simulation steps as given in the legend. The
size of the bins is ∆x = 2σ . For clarity reason consecutive graphs are depicted with
an offset of ∆ρ(x) = 0.05σ −2 .
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Figure 11.29: Local lattice constants and density for a dipolar system with barrier at x = 500σ as
shown in figure 11.27.

Instead of layer reductions we find an increase of layers at fixed x-positions.
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11.3.2 Two Line Barriers
One can proceed a step further by adding two line barriers transverse to the direction of particle
transport, which hinder the particle flow along the channel. Therewith one might build the microscopic analogue of a so-called single electron transistor (SET) [Kas93, Kas92, Kas00, Wee88,
Bee91, Joh92, Mei96, Ash96]. These are nanoscale electrical devices where the electrons are confined to a small region (“island”) separated from the environment (transistor’s leads of source and
drain) by quantum mechanical tunneling barriers.5 The energy, which is required to add a charge
q through the tunneling barriers to the island is determined by the capacity C of the island with
respect to the leads and is given by EC = q2 / 2C. By scaling down the size of the device a situation arises, in which the thermal energy kB T is comparable to or smaller than the charging energy
ECB ≡ e2 / 2C, which is required to add a single electron onto the island. This energy barrier ECB
is often called Coulomb blockade. Charge quantization (not less than one electron can be added)
leads to an energy gap in the spectrum of states for tunneling.6 For an electron to tunnel onto the
island, its energy must exceed the Fermi energy of the contact by ECB , and for a hole to tunnel its
energy must be below the Fermi energy by the same amount. Consequently the energy gap has the
width 2ECB . If the temperature T is low enough such that kB T < ECB neither electrons nor holes
can flow across the island from the “source” to the “drain”. The energy required to add one charge
to the island can be altered by the magnitude of the gate voltage Vg .7 In this case the conductance
G oscillates as a function of the Fermi energy, which can be modified by the gate voltage Vg , with
periodicity e2 /C [Mei96, Ash96, Kas00]. The single electron transistor turns on and off again
every time a single electron is added to the isolated region in contrast to a usual transistor which
only turns on when many electrons are added to it. This effect, although it is only reported for
nanoscale devices, can be explained by purely classical physics.
barriers created by laser tweezers

tilt direction

Figure 11.30: Sketch of a magnetoblockade experiment: Two barriers defined by laser tweezers
enclose a small region. A stable number of particles will occupy this region, preventing additional particles from entering the area. Only if a particle leaves this
central region, a new particle can enter. The figure was created by A. Erbe [Erba].
5 Such

devices can be obtained either by employing material properties (a small metal region surrounded with an
insulator) or by the use of electrical fields, which confine electrons to a small region within a semiconductor.
6 The charging energy plays no role if the island (quantum dot) is strongly coupled to the reservoirs, but we discuss
only the case of weak coupling. Strong or weak coupling is determined whether the broadening of the energy levels
in the quantum dot is large or small compared to their spacing. Coulomb repulsion is important if the conductance
obeys G . e2 /h [Bee91, Mei96].
7 Only a small voltage bias is applied across the junction.
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It is therefore suggesting to think of a model system on the micron length scale, in which the
electric charge is simply replaced by the magnetization of the colloidal particles. The driving
force F ext (or the inclination α in the experiment) has the same role as the bias voltage across the
SET, and the effect of the gate voltage is similar to the effect of the strength of the two barriers. A
sketch of such a system is shown in figure 11.30.

Figure 11.31: Channel snapshot of a channel with two barriers of repulsive optical traps of strength
k̃ = −6 at the positions x = 300σ and x = 400σ . The barriers are marked by the
red lines, and the simulation parameters are: Lx = 800σ , Ly = 10σ , n = 0.4σ −2 ,
B = 0.25 mT, and Γ = 133.4.
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Figure 11.32: (a) Local particle density along the channel in non-equilibrium steady state of a
channel with two barriers at x = 300σ and x = 400σ for three trapping strengths k̃.
(b) Time dependency of the average particle density n in the interval x ∈ [300, 400]σ
between the two barriers.
In figure 11.31 we depict a typical snapshot of a channel with two transversal barriers made of
repulsive optical traps of strength k̃ = −6 separated by ∆x = 100σ . In front of both barriers we
find an increase of the number of layers. An abrupt change in the number of layers, which depends
on the barrier strength k̃, can be observed at the barrier positions. Complementary, we show in
figure 11.32(a) the local density along the channel in the stationary non-equilibrium situation for
three different barrier strengths k̃. In front of the barrier the local density is large enough for
layering transverse to the particle flow direction to occur. After the barrier a depletion region
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can be identified in all cases. The number of particles trapped between the two barriers stays
constant after about ∆t = 100τB , where all three systems have reached the state of stationary
non-equilibrium. This is clear from figure 11.32(b) where the time-dependency of the particle
density for the particles within x ∈ [300, 400]σ is plotted. For times t < 100τB the number density
increases continuously and it stays constant thereafter. For such a large island size no correlation
is found between a particle leaving the island and another particle entering onto it.
The situation changes drastically, when we reduce the size of the island between the two barriers.
In the following we will discuss the phenomena found for a channel of width Ly = 2.0σ and two
line barriers made of parabolic traps which are located at x = 700σ and x = 704σ . The overall
particle density is kept fixed to n = 0.4σ −2 which corresponds to N = 640 particles. The strength
of the repulsive barriers is varied in the interval k̃ = [−0.5, −6.0].
(a)

(b)
1
(c)
1

2

(d)
1

2

Figure 11.33: Snapshots taken every ∆t = 0.0375τB (≡ 500 BD time steps) of the magnetoblockade effect for a channel of width Ly = 2σ for a system with α = 0.2◦ . The traps,
which are marked by the orange discs, have the strength k̃ = −4 and the interaction
range Rtrap = 0.75σ .
In figure 11.33 we present consecutive snapshots for k̃ = −4 which are taken every ∆t = 0.0375τB
(≡ 500 BD time steps). Between the two barriers, being marked by the orange discs, we see seven
particles on average. Due to the channel inclination of α = 0.2◦ a small constant driving force
of strength F̃ ext = 0.0304 is applied across the two barrier region. In front of the first barrier the
particles accumulate. Every now and then a particle in front of the first barrier is pushed across the
barrier and thus enters the island region. Such a particle is marked by the number 1 in figure 11.33.
This additional particle brings the particles on the island into an “excited state” which lasts until
another particle being marked by the number 2 leaves the island. This general behavior which
is found can be described as follows. First, an additional particle brings the island region into an
“excited state” which shortly afterwards “decays” back to the metastable number of particles. Very
seldom we observe that two particles leave the island and thus enable another particle to enter the
island.
To get an impression of the dependency of the stationary non-equilibrium particle configuration
we show in figure 11.34 superimposed snapshots for the trap strengths k̃ = −0.8, −2.8, and −5.6.
The positions and ranges of the repulsive parabolic traps which form the two barriers are marked
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Figure 11.34: Superimposed snapshots taken during 5 · 106 BD time steps near the two transversal
barriers for a selection of three barrier strengths k̃. Additionally, we plot in subfigure
(b) for k̃ = −2.8 a representative stationary non-equilibrium density profile along the
channel near the two barriers located at x = 700σ and x = 704σ .

by the red circles. Without the barriers the particles are arranged in two layers. At low barrier
strengths (cf. figure 11.34(a)) these two layers do not get perturbed by the two barriers. Only
a slight re-organization of the particles after the second barrier takes place. For k̃ = −2.8 (cf.
figure 11.34(b)) three layers have formed in front of the barrier. Now, the energy barrier is higher
than the sum of kinetic and thermal energy. Therefore the particles accumulate in front of the
barrier and from time to time a particle is pushed across the barrier. Additionally, we show in
figure 11.34(b) the density profile along the channel in the region near the two barriers, which is
also representative for the other configurations. On the island, i.e. for x ∈ [700, 704]σ , three sharp
peaks form. After the second barrier (x > 740σ ) a small depletion zone followed by a small peak
can be identified. For x > 708σ most particle re-arrangements took place and the local density
stays constant. Also, in front of the first barrier the density is constant up to x = 675σ . At higher
x values we observe particle layering in front of the first barrier which gives rise to oscillations of
the local density. With increasing barrier strength the density increase in front of the first barrier
becomes more pronounced and the particle fluctuations become smaller (cf. figure 11.34(c)). After
the second barrier the particles re-arrange over a longer distance ∆x. The particles are now pushed
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again through the centers of the traps, whereas for k̃ = −2.8 a significant number of particles
avoids the trap centers.
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Figure 11.35: Flow rate across the second barrier of a magnetoblockade as function of the simulation time for a selection of trap strengths k̃.
After about 4 · 106 BD time steps all simulated systems with different barrier strengths k̃ have
reached the stationary non-equilibrium where the particle flow across the barriers stays constant.
This can be seen in figure 11.35, where we plotted the particle flux at the position x = 704σ as
a function of time. As expected the stationary flux j decreases with increasing barrier strength k̃.
For higher k̃-values it takes longer until the first particles are pushed across the first barrier and
thus induce a flow across the second barrier.
The result of a systematic analysis of the average number of particles hNIsland i trapped between
the two barriers as a function of k̃ is shown in figure 11.36(a) (red curve). Four different plateau
regions can be identified with the average number hNIsland i = 4, 6, 8, and 9 respectively. With
increasing trap stiffness plateaus form at even numbers of particles trapped between the two barriers. Only for very high repulsive trap strengths this situation changes. Additionally, we plot in the
same figure (blue curve) the corresponding average stationary particle flux. Therefore, we counted
the number of particles crossing the second barrier at x = 704σ over 5 · 105 BD steps and averaged
over several time windows. Clearly, the curve for h ji(k̃) shows deviations from a pure linear decrease (cf. green curve) with increasing trap strength k̃. In figure 11.36(b) we plot the difference
of the data points from the linear decrease, which is given by the linear fit to the simulation results
in the interval k̃ ∈ [−6, −4]. From the k̃-values of the peak positions in figure 11.36(b) we can
conclude, that the average flux is higher when a new particle is added to the island between the two
barriers. The particle flux is smaller within the plateau regions of hNIsland i. This situation is very
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Figure 11.36: (a) Average particle number NIsland between the two barriers as a function of the
trap strength k̃. Corresponding particle flux h ji at the position of the second barrier
at x = 704σ . The averages are evaluated for 5 · 106 BD time steps. The green line is
a linear fit to h ji for k̃ ∈ [−6, −4]. (b) Shows the deviation of the average particle
flux h ji from the linear fit.
similar to the situation of single-electron transistors, where conductance oscillations are related to
the addition of a single electron to the quantum dot.
Additionally, we performed simulations with the barrier strength kept fixed at the value k̃ = 4 and
varied the channel inclination α instead. The result of the evaluation of the last 5 · 106 BD time
steps is shown in figure 11.37. For inclinations α > 0.1◦ the average particle number hNIsland i ≈ 7.4
is constant and the average stationary particle flux h ji increases linearly. By a linear fit to the data
with α > 0.1◦ we obtain the value for the critical inclination α0 = 0.088. The inset of the lower
graph shows the deviation of the average flux h ji from the linear fit.
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Figure 11.37: The average particle number NIsland and the stationary nonequilibrium particle flux
h ji across two-line barriers as a function of the inclination α for fixed barrier
strength k̃ = 4. The inset of the lower graph shows the deviation of the average flux
h ji from the linear fit. All other simulation parameters are identical to the system of
figure 11.36.
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So far, only systems of one particle species and a driving field applied in one direction have been
discussed in this work. Now, we want to concentrate on particles which are driven into opposite
directions. These studies are motivated by the prediction of a jamming transition found in the
simulations of Helbing et al. [Hel00b, Rad03]. Additionally, several papers of the group of Löwen
focus on the phenomenon of so-called lane formation in two- and three-dimensional unbounded
systems [Rex07a, Rex07b, Löw04b, Löw03b, Cha03, Dzu02, Löw01, Das02]. First experimental
observation of lane formation of a charged colloidal system in real space was reported by Leunissen et al. [Leu05].

12.1 Simulation Results in 2D
We performed simulations of particles driven into opposite directions both for bulk systems and
for lateral confinement in either two or three dimensions. For the symmetric case, in which an
equal number N of particles is driven in both directions, the simulation is based on the following
stochastic position Langevin equations (i = 1, . . . , d · N with the dimension d = 2, 3)
ξ

dri (t)
= −∇ri ∑ Vi j (ri j ) + (−1)i Fiext ex + F̃i (t).
dt
i6= j

(12.1)

All particles with even particle numbers are pulled into the positive x-direction. Odd numbered
ext = −F ext . This
particles are driven into the negative x-direction by the driving force Fiext = F(odd)
(even)
symmetric case of driving forces is no restriction, because according to [Dzu02] any asymmetric
case can directly be mapped to the symmetric case by subtracting the overall dynamical mode
r0 =

ext + F ext
F(even)
(odd)

2ξ

ex .

(12.2)

The simulation runs are started from an equilibrated channel configuration as obtained after a BD
simulation of 106 time steps in absence of the driving force. In y-direction the particle movement is restricted by ideal hard walls as in the previous chapters, whereas in x-direction periodic
boundary conditions are applied. After the start configuration has been obtained the driving forces
are switched on. Additionally, for 2D systems the edge particles are kept fixed, because due to
the hard wall boundaries counter-moving edge particles are driven to overlap and to form a chain
of overlapping particles. These overlaps have to be corrected every simulation step implying an
unnecessary high computational effort without significantly changing the overall dynamics of the
system. For 3D systems this effect is not as pronounced, because the counter-moving particles
have one more degree of freedom for sidestepping.
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Large Channel Widths
First, BD simulations are performed for particles with dipolar pair interaction in a wide channel of
width Ly = 100σ , as depicted in figure 12.1. In an experiment similar situations may be realized
by driving non-superparamagnetic particles into one direction by gravity and superparamagnetic
particles into the opposite direction by a gradient of the magnetic field. Alternatively, colloids
with a paramagnetic cap as they are already used by the Leiderer group [Erbb], can be employed.
In such a case all particles have a dipolar pair interaction.
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Figure 12.1: (a) – (c) Three snapshots of counterflowing particles for different magnitudes of the
external force F. The blue particles are dragged into the negative x-direction, whereas
the orange particles are dragged into the positive x-direction. The snapshots show the
full system after 1.5 · 106 BD time steps with dipolar particle interaction, B = 0.5 mT,
Lx = Ly = 100σ , n = 0.3σ −2 , periodic boundary condition in x-direction, and fixed
edge particles in y-direction. (d) Time evolution of the global lane formation order
parameter ΦLF (t) for different driving forces F. (e) The global lane formation order
parameter ΦLF plotted as function of the driving force. We define the presence of a
lane state, when ΦLF > 0.75 (green line).
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For strong driving fields a lane formation of oppositely driven lanes ranging from one end of the
simulation box to the other end is found (see Fig. 12.1(c)). These lanes are comprised of particles
of one species, which are all affected by the same dragging force. For smaller driving strengths
only partial lane formation is found, where smaller particle strings are visible (Fig. 12.1(a), (b)).
These particle strings form due to the slipstream effect. A particle moving in one direction opens
up some extra free space into which a subsequent particle feeling the same drag preferentially
enters and thus reduces the resistivity due to the particles moving into the opposite direction. For
a driving strength lower than a critical driving strength the particle strings often get disturbed
with respect to their flow direction and are broken up due to the interplay with oppositely moving
strings. So, local jamming zones form instead of system spanning lanes. This effect is obvious
from Fig. 12.1(a)–(c), where the inhomogeneity of the particle distribution in the simulation box
decreases with increasing driving force. The phenomenon of lane formation was already found in
the BD simulations of Dzubiella et al. [Dzu02] and Rex et al. [Rex05, Rex07a] who studied the
flow of oppositely charged colloids in 2D and 3D under the application of an external electric field
in unbounded systems.
In order to detect the transition from irregular flow towards lane formation we assign to every
particle i an order parameter φi, LF [Dzu02], which is chosen to be 1, when the lateral distance
rl, i = |xi − x j | to all particles j of the other type is larger than a suitable length scale. Otherwise,
φi, LF is set to zero. The global lane formation order parameter
*
+
1 N
ΦLF =
(12.3)
∑ φi, LF
N i=1
is obtained by taking the time average over all particles. The transition from the state of no lanes
to the state of lanes is a first order phase transition, as can be seen from the jump of the order
parameter ΦLF as shown in Fig. 12.1(e), where the order parameter is plotted as a function of the
driving force F.

Theoretical Estimation of the Critical Driving Force
According to Dzubiella [Dzu02] the critical driving force for a constant driving field can be estimated in the following way: The typical interparticle spacing is set by a = n−1/d , which is just a
function of the particle density n for the dimensionality d. Finite temperature of the system induces
fluctuations of the interparticle distance. This results in a smaller effective average distance
ã = V −1 [V (a) + kB T ] ,

(12.4)

which is obtained by setting the interparticle energy equal to V (a) + kB T . Finally the external
field enforces an even smaller average distance a0 between colliding particles of opposite species,
which we estimate via


a0 = F −1 F ext + F(ã) ,
(12.5)
with F(r) = −|∇V (r)| and F −1 denoting the inverse function. Most collisions are non-central,
which can be accounted for by the following rough estimation of the averaged force F
F=


1 
0
V
(a
)
−V
(
ã)
.
ã − a0

(12.6)
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The critical force Fcritical is reached when the external force becomes of the order of the mean
force F,
Fcritical ≡ F ext = αF,
(12.7)
where the dimensionless prefactor α is of the order one and generally depends on the dimensionality d.
Solving equation (12.7) for the dipolar potential of (9.112) and the total particle density n = 0.3
returns the value Fcritical ≈ 0.88 under the assumption of α = 1. This value is in very good agreement with the simulation results shown in Fig. 12.1, where the lane formation transition occurs for
0.8 < F ext < 1.0. For n = 0.4σ −2 the above estimation returns Fcritical ≈ 0.93.

Small Channel Widths
F = 0.0
F = 0.03
F = 0.15
F = 0.2
F = 0.3
F = 0.4
F = 0.8
F = 1.0

Figure 12.2: Typical simulation snapshots of counterflowing particles for different driving forces
Fext (given in reduced units). Shown is a system with N = 300 particles, Lx = 100σ ,
Ly = 7.5σ , n = 0.4σ −2 , Γ = 533.74 and periodic boundary conditions in x-direction.
The edge particles at y = 0.0σ and y = 7.5σ are kept fixed in their position.
Configuration snapshots after an arbitrary start configuration for channels of width Ly = 7.5σ are
shown in figure 12.2 for a selection of values of the driving force. The particles are color coded
according to the driving force which acts on them. Orange colored particles are driven in positive
x-direction and the blue ones are driven into the opposite direction. In addition to the phenomenon
of lane formation we find particle jamming for intermediate driving forces.
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Discriminative driving forces lead to very different non-equilibrium situations. For very small
F ext = 0.03 the particles hinder each other to move in opposite directions due to the strong dipolar
repulsion. They only fluctuate about their starting positions. Increasing F ext enables the particles
to pass each other in opposite directions. The local density is no longer distributed uniformly along
the channel. Instead the layer structure of the starting configuration is destroyed and regions of
higher density, where counter-moving particles block each other, can be identified (cf. snapshot for
F ext = 0.15 of Fig. 12.2). A metastable jammed state occurs at F ext = 0.2. At higher driving forces
only intermediate jamming occurs. With increasing force the particles can overcome the blockage
due to the rough interface which occurs between counterflowing particles. Instead of a single
blockage multiple blockages with decreasing lifetimes can be observed when F ext is increased.
For strong driving forces (F ext = 1.0) it becomes energetically favorable to form multiple lanes of
counterflowing particles. In general, these lanes are very stable. The value of the critical force is
again in good agreement with the above estimation.

Figure 12.3: Time evolution of buildup and breakage of an intermediate jammed state of counterflowing particles. The time difference between two snapshots is ∆t = 0.00375τB . The
simulation parameters are: N = 300, Lx = 100σ , Ly = 7.5σ , n = 0.4σ −2 , Fext = 1.0,
Γ = 533.74, periodic boundary conditions in x-direction are applied.
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For a better understanding of the channel jamming, it is instructive to have a closer look on the time
evolution of buildup and breakage of an intermediate jammed state of oppositely driven particles.
Such a time sequence of snapshots is shown in figure 12.3. The snapshots are taken at every 50
BD time-steps corresponding to a time difference ∆t = 0.00375τB . In the first three snapshots a
blockade right to the middle of the channel builds up due to a vertical movement of a blue particle,
which breaks the string of orange particles flowing close to the upper edge. Consequently, the
orange and the blue particles are blocked in the direction of the their driving. They accumulate
and form an interface between them. This interface is never perfectly flat. So, particles can move
across this blockade after some time, as can be seen in the following snapshots. The jamming time
depends on the strength of the external driving force.
The results presented in figures 12.2 and 12.3 are in good agreement with the work of Helbing et
al. [Hel00b], who found a similar jamming transition. Whether this phenomenon can be called
“freezing by heating”, i.e. whether it is a real non-equilibrium phenomenon, or whether it can
explained by the influence of the confinement (cf. comment of Radzihovsky [Rad03]), is an open
question.
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Figure 12.4: (a) Particle trajectories for three typical particles moving in positive x-direction
over · 104 BD time steps. The simulation parameters are: Lx = 100σ , Ly = 10σ ,
n = 0.4σ −2 , B = 0.5 mT, Γ = 533.74, and Fext = 1.0. The edge particles are kept
fixed. The periodic boundary condition is applied in x-direction, but here the particle
trajectories have been unfolded. (b) Corresponding time-dependence of the particle
velocities averaged over 10 BD time steps.
In figure 12.4(a) we depict the trajectories of three representative particles moving in positive xdirection. The system is not in the state of lanes and often occur collisions with counterflowing
particles. Thus, the trajectories are very irregular. Collisions force the particles to sidestep until
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they find a y-position where the external diving force is strong enough to move them forward.
The particles can meander across the full channel width, as can be seen for example by the green
particle trajectory. Sometimes the force of the counter-moving particles is strong enough to push
a particle backwards leading to a loop in the trajectory (see blue trajectory). The corresponding
particle velocities, which are given in figure 12.4(b) as a function of the BD time steps, show
significant deviations from the induced drift velocity when the particles have to sidestep.
We performed simulations for n = 0.3σ −2 and n = 0.4σ −2 and the channel widths Ly = {5.0; 7.5;
10.0; 12.5; 15.0; 17.5; 20.0}σ . Annealing of the driving force1 to its final value Fext = 1.0 is done
to avoid disturbing effects due to a sudden onset of the driving force. Every 5000 BD time steps
the driving force is increased by ∆Fext = 0.01, i.e. the final driving force is reached after 5 · 105
BD time steps.
For an external driving force Fext = 1.0 we found complete lane formation for all channel widths
in the case of n = 0.3σ −2 . But for n = 0.4σ −2 only for channel widths Ly ≤ 10σ the system ended
up in a state of lanes. At larger channel widths a driving force of Fext = 1.0 led only to partial lane
formation, which is destroyed every now and then by multiple induced particle sidestepping due
to collisions with particles moving in the opposite direction. So we conclude, that the confinement
and the particle density affect the formation of lanes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 12.5: Metastability of the lanes. Shown are typical snapshots. The simulation parameters
and system properties are identical to the system of figure 12.4. The blue particles
are driven to the left hand side and the orange particles are driven in the opposite
direction. The circle highlights the region, where the configuration change is induced.
1 The

compiler option ANNEAL FDRIVE includes the routine needed for the annealing process of the driving force into
the simulation program. The simulation parameters named FDriveIncrement and FDriveIncStep, which can be
defined in the parameter file parameter.ini, allow for the adjustment of the incremental value of ∆Fext = 0.01
and the number of BD time steps preformed between two increments.
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In figure 12.5(a) a state of lanes of particles moving in opposite direction has formed with only a
single blue particle deviating. This state is metastable as the three snapshots (b)–(d) of figure 12.5
show. The modification of the lane configuration is induced by the deviating blue particle, which
blocks the particles moving in the opposite direction (12.5(b)). Thus, a few BD steps later a small
empty region has formed behind the blue particle (12.5(c)) which other blue particles can enter.
This leads to the formation of new strings of blue particles and orange particles (12.5(d)) and a
subsequent change of the lane configuration (12.5(e)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 12.6: Snapshots of systems with the channel width (a) Ly = 12.5σ and (b) Ly = 20σ after
more than 3 · 106 BD simulation steps. Otherwise, the system is identical to those of
figure 12.4.
For larger channel widths more inhomogeneities within the channel exist, which prevent the
crossover to a state of lanes. Typical snapshots for the channel widths Ly = 12.5σ and Ly = 20σ
of a system with n = 0.4σ −2 and Fext = 1.0 are given in figure 12.6. When looking at the dynamic
behavior of the system, we observe an oscillation of the local particle density along the channel
between a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous situation. This is associated with recurrent particle blocking, splitting and re-joining of strings. The inhomogeneous particle distribution along
the channel with depleted and overcrowded regions becomes more pronounced with increasing
overall number density n, and thus increases the critical force required for the formation of lanes.

Two Particle Species In Counterflow
The above scenario of particles in counterflow can be extended to systems consisting of two different particle species which are driven in opposite direction. We now present simulation results of
purely repulsive binary mixtures of particles with screened Coulomb pair interaction (YHC) with
V0 = 200 and κD = 4σ −1 according to equation (9.117). The two particle species, i.e. particles
having a size ratio si j = 0.5, are driven into opposite directions by a driving force Fext of identical
magnitude acting on all particles. The system is confined by two parallel ideal hard walls and is
periodically replicated in x-direction. The ratio of the number of big (NA ) and small (NB ) particles
is set to NA /NB = 1 : 4.2
2 For

binary systems (BINARY SYSTEM) with dipolar (DIPOLAR POTENTIAL) or YHC (YUKAWA HARDCORE) particle
interaction in counterflow (COUNTERFLOW) the following two additional parameters can be defined in the parameter
file parameter.ini: The keywords Composition and SizeRatio allow for adjustment of the corresponding
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Figure 12.7: Global lane formation order parameter ΦLF (t) for a selection of driving force
strengths of a YHC binary system with V0 = 200 and κD = 4σ −1 .
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Figure 12.8: Snapshots of a system with counterflow of a binary mixture of particles with screened
Coulomb interaction taken before the state of lanes is reached. The number of
BD simulation steps Dt referred to the first snapshot is denoted on the left of each
snapshot. The system consists of 80 big particles (red) and 320 small particles (blue),
which are drawn at their real size ratio of si j = 0.5. The big particles are driven by
Fext = 0.6 to the right hand side and the small particles into the opposite direction.
The box size of the simulation box, which is periodically repeated in x-direction,
are: Lx = 100σ and Ly = 8σ . The YHC pair interaction (cf. equation (9.117)) with
V0 = 200 and κ = 4σ −1 is used.

parameter values. The composition of a binary mixture of A and B particles has to be a value out of the interval
[0, 1], where 0 corresponds to a system of pure A particles and 1 to a system of pure B particles.
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Figure 12.9: (a) Time series of the drift velocity vx for a single big particle moving in positive
x-direction in absence of lanes (red) and in the state of lanes (green). (b) Histograms
of vx distribution in absence of lanes and in the state of lanes. The system is identical
to that of figure 12.8.
In figure 12.7 we plot the global lane formation order parameter ΦLF (t) for a selection of strengths
of the driving force F ext over a time interval of 5 · 105 BD time steps, which corresponds to
∆t = 37.5τB ≈ 2.2 h. For F ext ≥ 0.5 a metastable state of lane forms, and for F ext ≤ 0.3 no lane
formation is found. The transition between these two states takes place at a driving force of about
F ext = 0.4, where ΦLF (t) oscillates between the values 0.85 and 1.0.
A sequence of snapshots taken before the state of lanes is reached is given in figure 12.8 for
Fext = 0.6. In the first snapshot the particles are inhomogeneously distributed along the channel
and only two longer strings of big particles can be identified. In the following snapshots the big
particles accumulate along the upper confining wall, where they from a string of big particles.
The remaining big particles, which do not yet belong to this accumulation, form very short strings
which split up and re-arrange very quickly. In the final snapshot the system has phase separated
into a lane of big particles moving to the right hand side in the upper part of the channel and a
lane of small particles moving into the opposite direction. This state of lanes remains stable for
the rest of the simulation run, i.e. for more than 106 BD time steps. In all cases of lane formation
(Fext ≥ 0.5) we always find a separation into two counter-moving lanes. A lane state with more
than two lanes, as shown for example in figure 12.5(e) for a system of identical particles, has not
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been found for the case of binary mixtures of size ratio si j = 0.5. This is related to the fact, that
the interface of the big particles has a certain roughness, which induces many possible germs of
lane distortion for the small particles. To avoid the unfavorable situation of two such interfaces the
system separates with only a single interface occurring.
The average particle velocity vx in x-direction is smaller in absence of lanes than in the state
of lanes. This is due to many collisions with particles moving in opposite direction, which can
result even in instantaneous velocities into the opposite direction of the external driving force.
In figure 12.9(a) we explicitly plot the velocity vx for a representative single big particle moving
in positive x-direction for the two different system states. Below this graph, in figure 12.9(b),
we show histograms of vx for the two particle species. These distributions can be fitted well by
a Gaussian distribution in the case of lanes, which returns hvx ibig = (7.8 ± 1.4) · 10−4 σ /tu for
the big particles and hvx ismall = (15.6 ± 1.9) · 10−4 σ /tu for the small particles. In absence of
lane formation a strong deviation from a Gaussian distribution is observed on the side of smaller
magnitudes of vx .
The results presented in this section are related to the simulation results of Reichhardt et al. [Rei06c]
on the pattern formation of driven colloidal particles within non-driven colloidal assemblies of unbounded systems.

12.2 Simulation Results in 3D
It is straightforward to extend the above simulations to three dimensions (3D).3 In 3D the screened
Coulomb potential of Eq. (9.115) is used to avoid the anisotropy of the dipole-dipole interaction which leads to chain formation of the particles. Hynninen et al. [Hyn06] and Leunissen et
al. [Leu05] did equilibrium experiments on binary mixtures of oppositely charged colloidal particles in 3D. Additionally, Leunissen et al. [Leu05] experimentally observed lane formation in real
space in the presence of a driving field.
We consider a system which is limited in y-direction by two parallel hard planar walls and is
periodic in the remaining coordinate directions. In figure 12.10 we show the projections onto the
xy-, xz-, and zy-plane (cross-section perpendicular to the driving force) of the equilibrated starting
configuration (12.10(a)) and the situation of lane formation (12.10(b)) after 106 BD simulation
steps.
The planar walls which restrict the particles to 0σ ≤ y ≤ Ly = 8σ lead to a layered structure with
6 layers in y-direction as can clearly be seen from the projections onto the xy- and the zy-plane
of the equilibrated starting configuration in figure 12.10(a). The number of layers is identical to
the situation of a 2D channel with Ly = 8σ . In the xz direction the particles are more or less
homogeneously distributed.4 Application of a constant external driving force F ext according to
equation (12.4) does not destroy this layer configuration in y-direction, as is obvious from figure 12.10(b). Additionally, a driving force of strength F ext = 0.3 leads to lane formation as is
clearly visible from the projection of all particle positions onto the zy-plane in figure 12.10(b), i.e.
3 This

can be achieved by definition of the compiler options COUNTERFLOW and DIMENSION=3.
higher concentration of blue particles at x = 0σ and complementary the higher concentration of red particles at
x = 50σ visible in the xy-projection of figure 12.10(a) is due to semipermeable channel walls in x-direction which
accidentally had been used during the equilibration process.
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Figure 12.10: Typical simulation snapshots for counterflow in 3D of particles with YHC pair interaction (βV0 = 200 and κD = 4.0σ −2 ; ∆t = 0.0003 τB , N = 1500, n = 0.25σ −2 ).
The particles are confined between two parallel hard walls at y = 0σ and y = 8σ .
The system is periodic in x- and z-direction. Red particles are driven into positive
x-direction, whereas blue particles are driven into the opposite direction. Shown are
the projections onto the xy-, xz-, and zy-plane of (a) the equilibrated starting configuration and (b) the end configuration of a system with Fext = 0.3ex after 106 BD
simulation steps.

the cross-section perpendicular to the driving force. Such a lane configuration is not present in the
starting configuration shown in figure 12.10(a), and only layers form (12.10(b)), because of the
system constriction in y-direction. The particle lanes are arranged in a hexagonal lattice structure.
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We remind the reader, that all simulations are done neglecting hydrodynamic interactions. Recently, Rex et al. [Rex07a] reported that hydrodynamic interactions only slightly modify the phasediagram of oppositely charged driven colloidal suspensions in unbounded systems in 3D. Thus,
lane formation is still found in BD simulations with incorporated hydrodynamic interactions on
the Rotne-Prager level of the diffusion tensor (cf. section 9.3). The scenario changes in the case of
sedimentation of charged colloids, where the authors predict a phase separation instead of a lane
formation. It would be interesting to find out whether the phenomena of lane formation and channel jamming for finite size channels change or vanish at presence of hydrodynamic interactions.
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13 Junctions and Particle Mixing Behavior
In microfluidic applications and for lab-on-a-chip technologies the mixing behavior of different
chemical reactants is of high importance and subject of intense research. The fluid flow confined
to microscopic length scales is always laminar (low Reynolds numbers), which makes it much
more difficult to mix two complex fluids compared to turbulent mixing.1 [Squ05, Sto04]

y
w1
flow direction
1

β1
0
w2

β2

4

w3

3

x
2

L3
L1

L2

Figure 13.1: Sketch of the general channel geometry of a junction as being realized in the simulation code. This geometry has four distinct regions: the three arms with numbers 1,
2, and 3 plus the mixing region 4. Also, the origin of the coordinate system used is
indicated.
In order to study the mixing behavior of colloidal particles occurring by diffusion alone, the program code was extended to be capable of simulating different junction geometries with two input
channels and a single outflow channel or vice versa for a driving field applied in negative xdirection. The general setup is sketched in Fig. 13.1. Variable parameters of this “Y-junction”
setup are the lengths L1 and L2 , the widths w1 , w2 , and w3 of each arm, and the opening angles
1 Without

turbulent mixing or thermal convection, it would take about a year to smell your feet after taking off your
shoes. [Squ05]
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β1 and β2 .2 The widths w1 and w2 , the length L1 and the two opening angles β1 and β2 define
the length L3 , where the two input channels join. We will call the region x ∈ [L3 , L1 ] the mixing
region. The driving force acts in positive x-direction, and the channel walls are realized as ideal
hard walls. The particle drift velocities in the two input arms 1 and 2 are connected to the opening
angles β1 and β2 , and differ for β1 6= β2 .
An important dimensionless number in the context of particle mixing and shear effects is the socalled Péclet number Pe. It expresses the relative importance of convection or shear to diffusion
and is defined as
Fσ
vD σ
σ 2 / D0
τB
Pe ≡
=
=
=
.
(13.1)
kB T
D0
σ / vD
τDrift
τDrift ≡ σ / vD is the characteristic time a particle needs to drift over the distance σ under the
influence of an average drift velocity (cf. equation (11.1))
vD =

F
FD0
=
ξ
kB T

(13.2)

due to the characteristic driving force F.
How far down the channel do the colloidal particles of the two inputs have to move before they
form a homogeneous mixture?
The time needed by a single colloid to diffuse across the entire channel width w3 is given approximately by tD = τB · w3 /σ ∼ w23 /D0 . During this time, the particle will move the distance
∆x ∼ vDtD = vD w23 /D0 down the channel. Therefore, the distance in units of the channel width w3
required for complete mixing will be of order
∆x vD w3
w3
∼
= Pe ,
w3
D0
σ

(13.3)

which is characterized by the Péclet number.
In the following we present results for 2D systems of dipolar particles for different channel geometries, driving forces, and interaction strengths. All simulations are performed with ideal hard
walls which are realized as proposed by Heyes et al. [Hey93] (cf. subsection 9.4.1) and with the
boundary condition 1 in flow direction (cf. subsection 9.4.3).

13.1 Symmetric Junction Geometry
In figure 13.2 we show the superpositions of snapshots taken over 5 · 105 BD time steps after
having performed 2.5 · 106 BD time steps for a symmetric junction with β1 = β2 = 20◦ . For clarity
reasons, we divided the snapshots according to the origin of the particles, which can be either the
2 During

the compilation process the keyword Y JUNCTION needs to be specified. In the simulation startup parameter
file parameter.ini these parameters can be defined by the use of the following keywords:
• L1, L2 for definition of L1 and L2
• w1, w2, w3 for definition of w1 , w2 , and w3
• AngleY1, AngleY2 for definition of β1 and β2

A new line is needed for each parameter definition, where the parameter keyword at the beginning of the line is
followed by the parameter value which can be separated either by spaces or tabs. (cf. Section C1.3).
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Figure 13.2: Superimposed snapshots of 5 · 105 BD time steps for a symmetric junction with β1 =
β2 = 20◦ and ρ = 0.324σ −2 , L1 = L2 = 400σ , w1 = w2 = w3 = 10σ . The magnetic
field strength B = 0.14 mT is very weak (Γ = 30.5) and the system is in the fluid state.
The driving force is chosen as F ∗ = 0.0968.
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Figure 13.3: Line density histograms (a) for x ∈ [385.5, 400]σ and (b) for x ∈ [400, 550]σ of the
system of figure 13.2.
input channel 1 or 2. The dimensionless interaction strength has a value of Γ = 30.5, i.e. the
unbounded system is in the fluid phase. Complementary to these superimposed snapshots we plot
in figure 13.3(a) the density profiles transverse to the direction of the driving force for the mixing
region (x ∈ [384.5, 400]σ ) and for a part of the outflow channel (x ∈ [400, 550]σ ) in figure 13.3(b).
The density profile of the mixing region (Fig. 13.3(a)) consists of two shoulders of equal height
and an overlapping region for y ∈ [4, 6]σ , i.e. at the middle of the outflow channel. Both black
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and red particles form layers in the outflow channel, but of different particle composition (cf.
figure 13.3(b)). From these images it becomes clear that the particles of the two inputs slightly mix
within the distance of 150σ , because most red particles can be found in y ∈ [0, 5]σ , whereas most
black particles belong to y ∈ [5, 10]σ . The Péclet number for these system parameters is Pe ≈ 6.9.
According to equation (13.3) complete mixing is expected on the length scale ∆x ≈ 690σ . To
study this behavior much longer output channels are needed than those used here (L2 = 400σ ).
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Figure 13.4: Local density histograms along the channel for the system of figure 13.2.
Additionally, we evaluated the local number density ρ(x) along the direction of the driving force F.
The result for the stationary non-equilibrium profile is shown in figure 13.4. The local density
slightly decreases in the interval x ∈ [80, 350]σ , and it strongly increases within the mixing region
x ∈ [385.5, 400]σ . Afterwards only a small increase is visible before the local density decreases
strongly for x > 750σ due to the open channel end.
Now, we discuss a system which is identical to the system just analyzed, only the external magnetic field strength B is increased to B = 0.24 mT (Γ = 89.62). For this system it is instructive
to take a closer look on the particle movement within the two input arms near the position of
the intersection. Figure 13.5 shows a snapshot of the junction region of a system of identical
superparamagnetic particles driven in positive x-direction. Notice, that we use a different color
coding of the particles as before. Now, the particles are color coded according to their position
at time t = 0τB as shown in the inset of figure 13.5. The configuration snapshot is taken after
∆t = 18.5τB , i.e. 2.5 · 105 BD time steps after the snapshot of the inset. The magenta particles
which have started after the intersection have proceeded during this time interval for a distance of
about ∆x ≈ 60σ . More interesting effects occur for the green particles which started in the region
behind the magenta particles and thus belong to the channel intersection region at t = 0τB . Some
of these particles have managed to pass the intersection and moved further on into the outflow
channel arm. Others are still visible within the intersection region, where they started from and
some even have been pushed back along the inner wall of the intersection region into one of the
input channel arms. The green particle with the smallest value of the x-position has moved backwards for about 40σ . Strong shearing effects between particles belonging to the inner and outer
edge layers of the input channels can be seen for the black, red, cyan, and blue colored particles.
The particles near and in the edge layer of the outer walls move faster than the particles in the
interior, because the particles belonging to the outer edge layers can move on along the outer walls
into the outflow channel without major disturbance by the particles merging from the other input
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Figure 13.5: Mixing behavior of a symmetric junction with opening angle β1 = β2 = 20◦ , L1 =
L2 = 400σ , and w1 = w2 = w3 = 10σ . The other system parameters are a slope of α =
0.2◦ , B = 0.24 mT, and ρ = 0.324σ −2 (Γ = 89.62). The particles are all identical and
are just color coded according to the time origin (cf. Inset). The time origin has been
chosen after the system has been driven in positive x-direction for 2.5 · 106 BD time
steps. All particles of the system which are not shown in the inset have grey color.
Shown is a snapshot after the system has evolved over 2.5 · 105 BD time steps, i.e.
∆t = 18.75τB . Please note, the different scales of the x- and the y-axis help to show
the individual particles more clearly.
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channel. This behavior is also visible for lower particle pair-interaction as shown in figure 13.2
where the two outer layers just bend without getting perturbed according to the change of direction
of the outer boundary. The situation is totally different for the particles closer to the inner wall at
the intersection. Here two layers from the two input channels have to merge into one layer of the
output channel. Therefore, the particles have to perform a “zipper”-motion.

Figure 13.6: Schematic graph of the flow of particles along the outer walls and along the inner
walls near the mixing region.

Closer analysis of the trajectories of the particles moving backwards along the inner walls reveals
that these particles are part of a vortex. This situation is schematically shown in figure 13.6. The
two vortices rotate in opposite directions. Particles are pushed backwards (in negative x-direction)
along the inner walls. After a certain distance they jump from the inner wall layer into the layer
next to it, since particles coming from the opposite direction hinder them to proceed. Within the
layers next to the edge layer of the inner walls the particles move again in positive x-direction
and thus form a vortex. Some particles from one of the input channels have even been identified
to get pushed back into the other input channel. The configuration snapshot taken after another
∆t = 18.5τB , i.e. 2.5 · 105 BD time steps is given in figure 13.7.

Mixing Behavior
For decreasing particle interaction strength the particles originating from the two input channels
mix more efficiently with each other in the outflow channel. To quantify the particle mixing we
define the mixing order parameter for symmetric intersections with β1 = β2
*
Φmix, α =
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N (t)

α
2 ∑i=1




+
δα, 1 + (−1)α Θ yα, i (t) − w23
· Θ(xα, i (t) − L1 )
N (t)

α
Θ(xα, i (t) − L1 )
∑i=1

(13.4)
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Figure 13.7: Same system as in figure 13.5, but this snapshot has been taken after an evolution of
5 · 105 BD time steps, i.e. ∆t = 39.5τB .

which can be calculated from the particle trajectories. Here, α is the index of the inflow channel
(cf. Fig. 13.1), Θ(x) the Heaviside unit step function3 , xα, i (t) and yα, i (t) the particle positions
3 Heaviside

unit step function


Θ(x) =

0, x < 0
1, x > 0.
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Figure 13.8: The mixing order parameter as function of the applied magnetic field determining the
pair interaction strength. The external driving force is held constant at F ∗ = 0.0986.

Figure 13.9: Superimposed snapshots for three different interaction strengths to highlight the
change in the mixing behavior. The external driving force is held constant at
F ∗ = 0.0986 and the opening angle is β1 = β2 = 20◦ . Mixing occurs, when the
particles are distributed over the full channel width w3 .

originating from the input α, Nα (t) the instantaneous number of particles with xα, i (t) > L1 and the
angular brackets denote the time average. This order parameter becomes unity for equal number
of particles from inflow α having y-positions in the upper and lower half of the outflow and zero
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for the case of a planar interface at y = w3 /2. The dependency of Φmix, α on the applied magnetic
field B is plotted in figure 13.8. Under the influence of a constant external driving force the mixing
behavior decreases continuously with increasing pair interaction strength. Quite significant mixing
is found for magnetic field strengths B ≤ 1 mT. As expected for a symmetric intersection, the
mixing is identical for the particles which originate from input channel 1 and from input channel 2.
In figure 13.9 we show superimposed snapshots for the particles which originate from channel 1
taken during the time interval t ∈ [337.5, 375] τB (i.e. after 4.5 · 106 BD time steps) for the three
pair-interaction strengths Γ = 39.83, Γ = 22.40, and Γ = 9.96. The Péclet number has the value
Pe = 2.88 for all three systems. Therefore, for a width w3 = 10σ mixing is expected to occur
after ∆x = 288σ (cf. equation 13.3). But in presence of other interacting particles the real drift
velocity deviates from the estimation of the drift velocity of equation 11.1. This is the case for the
systems of figure 13.9(b) and (c) where mixing takes place after a smaller distance than implied
by the Péclet number above. For the system with Γ = 9.96 the particles mix already after about a
distance of ∆x ≈ 150σ after the intersection.

13.2 Asymmetric Junction Geometry
We also performed simulations of the particle transport through asymmetric channel geometries
with β1 = 20◦ and β2 = 0◦ under the influence of different strengths of the driving force acting in

Figure 13.10: Superimposed snapshots of 106 BD time steps for an asymmetric junction with
β1 = 0◦ , β2 = 20◦ and ρ = 0.324σ −2 , L1 = L2 = 400σ , w1 = w2 = w3 = 10σ . The
system is in the ordered state (B = 0.24 mT, Γ = 94.08). The driving force is chosen
as F ∗ = 0.0494. The green lines mark the channel boundaries and their extensions
throughout the graphs.
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positive x-direction. The different angles βi of the input channels result in different particle drift
velocities through these channels.
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Figure 13.11: Local density histograms along the channel for the system of figure 13.10.
The resulting steady-state particle distribution near the intersection is shown in figure 13.10 for the
driving force F ∗ = 0.0494. The figures depict the superposition of 1000 snapshots taken during
the time interval of 106 BD time steps after a simulation run of 2 · 106 BD time steps. As before
the particles are color coded according to the input channel from which they originate. The solid
green lines mark the channel boundaries and their extension throughout the graph.
Under influence of the small driving force F ∗ = 0.0494 the red particles of the input channel 2
can spread out in the direction transverse to the driving force, i.e. into the region y ∈ [10, 14]σ
within the mixing region x ∈ [370.76, 400]σ . On the other hand, the black particles of the input
channel 1 are pushed against the upper wall, and the number of layers of black particles reduces
from 7 to 4 layers parallel to the confining walls of input channel 1. Along the upper boundary the
particles move the fastest. The majority of the black particles proceeds along the wall at y = 10σ

Figure 13.12: Detail of the asymmetric junction of figure 13.10. The particles are shown at their
real size relative to the channel width. The snapshot is taken after 2.5 · 106 BD time
steps. Particles coded by the green color had a x-position with x > L3 in the starting
configuration at t = 0τB , i.e. they belonged to the mixing region or to the output
channel.
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Figure 13.13: Superimposed snapshots of 106 BD time steps for an asymmetric junction as in
figure 13.10 but with the higher driving force F ∗ = 0.23.

after the end of the mixing zone, but also a significant number of particles changes at the position
x = 400σ (the end of the mixing region), into the layer next to the edge layer at y = 10σ as is
visible from the upper figure 13.10. Complementary to the figure 13.10 we plot in figure 13.11
the local number density profile along the direction of the driving force F. The number density of
all particles (green line) is constant after the particle insertion region and monotonically increases
for x ∈ [300, 400]σ . Afterwards it again stays almost constant until x = 700σ where it drops due
to the open boundary at the channel end at x = 800σ . The black and the red curves refer to the
local densities of the particles originating from channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. Within
the intersection region the local density of particles from channel 1 is much larger the those for
particles from channel 2, because the particles of channel 1 spread out into the channel region 2.
A configuration snapshot taken after 2.5 · 106 BD time steps is shown in figure 13.12. All particles
which belong to the interval x ∈ [370.76, 800]σ , i.e. to the mixing region or the output channel at
time t = 0τB are marked green. As can be seen, some of these particles are still within the region
of the intersection after a simulation time of t = 187.5τB (i.e. 2.5 · 106 BD time steps). This is due
to the formation of a vortex near the wall at y = 0σ being marked by the blue ellipse, where the
particles rotate in the clockwise direction. This vortex is of similar kind as the vortices seen for
symmetric channel geometries. Near x = 400σ some particles within the blue ellipse are pushed
against the wall at y = 0σ where they are hindered in their movement in positive x-direction by
the neighboring particles moving in this direction.
The following figures 13.13, 13.14, and 13.15 show the situation for an identical channel geometry
as before, but now the particles are driven by the higher driving force F ∗ = 0.23. In this case, red
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Figure 13.14: Line density histograms (a) for x ∈ [80, 360]σ of the particles in input channel 2
and (b) for x ∈ [420, 700]σ in the joint output channel 3 of the system shown in
figure 13.13.
particles of the input channel 2 do no longer diffuse as deep into the channel region 1 as before.
Within the two input channels the particles form 6 layers parallel to the confining walls as shown
in figure 13.14(a). After the intersection a structure with 8 layers forms, and the particles from the
two input channels show substantial mixing within the layer at y = 5.6σ (cf. figure 13.14(b)). The
rest of the particles do not mix as it is obvious from figure 13.13.
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Figure 13.15: Local density histograms along the channel for the system shown in figure 13.13.
The local density histogram along the channel shown in figure 13.15 therefore only exhibits constant values within the input channels (without the particle insertion zone) and within the output
channel 3. In the intersection region the local density increases and thus connects the two plateau
values of the input and the output channels. At the end of the intersection region a small maximum in the local density can be identified which is due to the particles from input channel 2 which
spread out into the channel region 1.
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In part B we have reported on a variety of ordering and transport phenomena which are induced
by the confinement of colloidal particles to microchannels of different geometries and by the
application of a constant driving force along the channel. We have analyzed the particle behavior
both under equilibrium and under (stationary) non-equilibrium conditions. All results presented
in part B have been obtained with a specially developed Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation
algorithm. This algorithm is based on the Langevin equations in the overdamped regime, because
inertial effects can safely be ignored on colloidal time and length scales. In all of our simulations
we have neglected hydrodynamic interactions. The influence of the (quiescent) suspension on the
particle dynamics, giving rise to the very irregular particle movement, has been accounted for (as
an average effect) by the stochastic white noise in the Langevin equations.

Equilibrium Properties of the Microchannels
First, we have studied the self-assembly of repulsive particles, which have the size σ , confined to
two-dimensional (2D) microchannels under equilibrium conditions (i.e. without a driving force
applied). The particle pair-potential has been assumed to be a purely dipolar repulsive potential
(∝ 1/r3 ). This is a valid model for a monolayer of superparamagnetic colloidal particles under
the influence of an external magnetic field oriented vertically to the plane of particles. The microchannel has been defined by two parallel ideal hard walls as side walls, and the system has been
periodically replicated in the longitudinal direction.
We have observed a boundary induced formation of a global layered structure in the channels.
Such a behavior is known for a variety of related systems [Gla01, Ten03, Hag04, Pia04, Ric06b].
Systematically, we have analyzed the influence of the channel width Ly and the influence of the
strength of the dipolar particle repulsion. For that purpose, we have performed BD simulations
for a selection of channel widths in the interval Ly ∈ [1.0, 20.0]σ . The dimensionless particle
interaction strength Γ has been varied between Γ = 1.4, which is deep in the liquid phase, and
Γ = 533.74, which is deep in the solid state region of the phase diagram. To determine the occurrence of a configuration with nl self-assembled particle layers, we defined a new order parameter
Ψlayer,nl , which is unity for nl equidistantly distributed layers between the channel walls. For other
particle arrangements Ψlayer,nl is significantly smaller [Köp06]. Based on this order parameter we
have calculated the phase diagram of laterally confined superparamagnetic particles as a function
of the channel width Ly within the solid state at Γ = 133.44. We have observed a re-entrant behavior as a function of Ly , where the system behavior oscillates from solid-like to liquid-like. When
the channel width is increased, a periodic destabilization of the layered structure with nl layers
takes place, and the system switches to a structure with nl + 1 layers. In between, there exist regions where no layered structure can be stabilized and where the system behaves liquid-like. The
b
bulk defect concentration Cdefect
shows periodic oscillations as a function of the channel width Ly ,
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but not as a function of the dimensionless interaction parameter Γ. The period of the oscillations
is ∼ R, where R denotes the average distance of two neighboring particle layers in an unbounded
hexagonal system. Such a behavior previously was reported as a result of both experiments and
simulations of a similar system by Haghgooie et al. [Hag04, Hag05, Hag06]. Our results show
excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement with their results.
Near the transition point to the solid state at Γ ≈ 85, we have found that the layer order parameter
Ψlayer,nl =6 (Γ) for the channel width Ly = 9σ ≈ 6R exhibits a strong peak with values close to
unity, whereas synchronously Ψlayer,nl =7 (Γ) has a minimum. Therefore, the system forms a perfect
layered structure with 6 layers before it freezes. During further solidification frustration effects
occur and the system changes to a structure without a globally defined number of layers. A similar
behavior was found for the channel widths Ly = 6σ ≈ 4R and Ly = 7.5σ ≈ 5R.
Additionally, we have detected a global formation of layers in simulation runs of three-dimensional
systems confined between two parallel plates with a repulsive screened Coulomb interaction. This
was the initiation of further studies of three-dimensional microchannels with quadratic cross sections. These have been done by the diploma student N. Schwierz [Sch08], who successfully used
our simulation code for that purpose. In systematic simulation runs she found, that the re-entrant
behavior as a function of Ly takes place in three-dimensions in a very similar fashion compared to
the 2D situation.
For very small channel widths Ly < 1σ , where the particles cannot pass each other, we have observed the well known single file diffusion behavior
[Ric77, Fed78, Wei00], i.e. a time dependence
√
2
of the mean square displacement h∆x i ∝ t. Our model system allows for a systematic analysis
of the diffusion behavior of layered structures. In first studies, we have compared the longitudinal and transversal particle diffusion behavior for the channel width Ly = 10σ , where the system
globally forms 7 layers, to a channel with Ly = 9σ , where no globally layered structure exists in
the solid state. The diffusion behavior at intermediate time scales is very different for both cases.
In the presence of global layers, the transversal mean square displacement h∆y2 i has a constant
plateau. Additionally, at longer times a deviation from the Fick diffusion behavior (anomalous
diffusion) is expected by our first simulation results.1 These effects are absent for the system with
Ly = 9σ . Therefore, it will be interesting, to do a systematic analysis of this diffusion behavior in
the future.
Based on these equilibrium results, in the following we will summarize our results concerning the
flow behavior of colloids driven by a constant force field through channels of different geometries
under stationary non-equilibrium conditions.

Transport Behavior of Colloids in Microchannels
The channel end is now modeled as an open boundary. Whenever a particle drops out of the
channel, a new particle is inserted at a random position within the first 10% of the channel length.
This region acts as a reservoir. All simulations are started from a random particle distribution.
Before we have applied the driving force, the system was equilibrated. The following results
have been obtained for dimensionless interaction strengths Γ > 100, i.e. when the corresponding
1 Preliminary

ior [Erba].
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evaluation of the experimental data seem to confirm this deviation from the Fick diffusion behav-

equilibrium system is in the solid state. Consequently, the particles are arranged in layers parallel
to the confining walls.

Layer Reduction
We have predicted and systematically analyzed the phenomenon of particle layer reduction under the influence of a constant driving force acting along the channel. For small driving forces
F ext , where the particles are not yet in the regime of plug flow (α ≤ 0.25◦ ) the superparamagnetic particles dynamically re-arrange into different numbers of layers during transport through
the channels. We have found, that along the channel the number of layers decreases gradually
by steps of one. The occurrence of the layer reduction has been confirmed by the experiments
of M. Köppl and A. Erbe of the group of Prof. P. Leiderer, which were performed under very
similar conditions [Köp06]. In the experiments, the massive particles sediment to the bottom of
the channel due to gravity, and there they form a quasi-2D system. After having equilibrated the
system, the whole setup is tilted, so that the colloidal particles are driven through a lithographically
fabricated microchannel under the influence of gravity.
In very good qualitative agreement with the experiments we have shown, that the reduction of
layers originates from a density gradient along the channel. Quantitative differences are expected,
because the Stokes diffusion coefficient D0 , which is valid for unbounded systems and is used in
the simulations, differs from the real diffusion coefficient in presence of the confinement of the
experimental setup.2
The reduction of layers takes place for specific values of the local density ρ(x) and within a
distance of only a few particle diameters. We have explicitly shown, that the particles flow across
the regions of layer reduction and thereby dynamically adjust to the local density ρ(x). The origin
of the local density gradient is not fully understood yet. But additional simulation studies of
systems with screened Coulomb particle interaction, where the interaction range has been varied,
have shown that a longitudinal density gradient and consequently layer transitions occur only
for particle interaction ranges which are greater than the average distance of the particles from
their neighbors, i.e. ∆ri j > R. No layer transitions will be observed for the model-case of hardcore particles. For our choice of boundary conditions we have found, that the density gradient
becomes more pronounced with decreasing inclination α, i.e. with decreasing driving force. The
density decrease is maximum at α = 0.0◦ , because the particle re-insertion scheme, which we
used, induces a pressure difference between both channel ends, even in the case when no external
driving force has been applied.
Generally, we have seen both in simulations and in experiments that the local density decreases
monotonically and continuously along the channel. In front of a layer transition the local structure
is stretched in longitudinal direction, whereas after the layer transition the structure is longitudinally compressed and one layer has disappeared. Therefore, the local lattice constant dx (x) in
longitudinal direction increases up to the position of the layer transition, at which it shows a noncontinuous decrease. Simultaneously, the local lattice constant dy (x) in transversal direction is
constant in front of the layer transition, at which it jumps to the next level according to the number
of layers and remains constant again. Both effects compensate each other and thus explain the
2 Haghgooie

et al. [Hag06] measured the surface diffusion coefficient of the colloids to be ∼ 52% of the calculated
Stokes diffusion coefficient D0 for their system, which is similar to our system.
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continuous behavior of the local density along the channel.
By a static stretching analysis we have confirmed, that a certain layered structure becomes energetically unstable and thus changes to a structure, where it has one layer less. The estimated
values of the local density, where the transition takes place, are in quite good agreement with the
observation. This is remarkable regarding the strong assumptions being made.
In stationary non-equilibrium the position of the layer transition oscillates about a fixed position.
The amplitude of the oscillations depends on the strength of the particle interaction. We have
shown, that the oscillations of the layer transition can either be analyzed by the appropriate local
layer order parameters Ψlayer,nl (x) or by the local lattice constant dy (x).
Each layer transition is connected to a defect, which is defined by a pair of particles with five
and seven nearest neighbors respectively. Additional periodic defects have been observed along
the channel walls. Due to the purely repulsive particle interaction the edge particles are pushed
against the flat walls. This leads to very small transverse fluctuations of the edge particles and a
slightly higher line density of the edge particles than of the particles belonging to the layers in the
central region of the channel.
For particle pair potentials with smaller interaction ranges than the average nearest neighbor separation we observe that the layer transition region becomes wider, because more particle defects
occur due to a smaller density gradient.
In three dimensional microchannels with quadratic cross sections Nadine Schwierz [Sch08] has
identified layer transitions of screened Coulomb particles, too.

Influence of the Boundary Conditions
It has been shown, that channel walls made of periodically fixed particles give rise to shear effects
between the particles of the central layers, which move faster, than the particles, which are in the
layer next to the edge particles. The latter particles show small oscillations about the average drift
velocity.
Also, we have analyzed the particle transport behavior and the local density gradient along the
channel for an alternative boundary condition in flow direction. In this case, the channel region
is coupled to two reservoirs within which the particles diffuse without a driving force applied.
These reservoirs are coupled by a periodic boundary condition. For inclinations α ≤ 0.1◦ we have
observed a continuously increasing local density ρ(x) along the whole channel¸ whereas for larger
inclinations ρ(x) is constant near the channel start and shows a sharp increase near the channel
end. The increasing local density results in a layer increase.
For screened Coulomb pair potentials with smaller interaction ranges than the average nearest
neighbor separation (i.e. for values κD > 4σ −1 ) we have observed the sudden onset of a layered
configuration during transport out of a random particle distribution across the channel width. This
effect can be explained by the sudden onset of a very high local density gradient near the channel
end which leads to this non-equilibrium phase transition. The particles cumulate near the channel
end because the influx into the reservoir region is greater than the particle drift within the reservoir.
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Transversal Barriers
In experiments it is possible to create energy barriers transverse to the flow direction which block
the particle transport along the channel with the help of laser tweezers. In our simulation we
have modeled such a situation by a barrier comprised of parabolic traps of finite range. As in the
experiments of A. Erbe we have observed an increasing local density ρ(x) in front of the barrier,
which results in an increasing number of layers.
A transport behavior similar to the phenomenon of single-electron transistors [Kas93, Kas92,
Kas00, Wee88, Bee91, Joh92, Ash96] is found for colloidal transport through a microchannel
with two (line) barriers transversal to the channel walls. The number of trapped particles on the
island, i.e. between the two barriers, is constant in the state of stationary non-equilibrium. We
call this effect magnetoblockade. Nevertheless, the particles can cross the barriers. For small
barrier separations we have detected a direct correlation between the addition of a new particle
onto the island and the outflow of another particle across the second barrier. Systematically, we
have calculated the average particle number hNIsland i and the average particle flux h ji across the
island region as a function of the strength k of the barrier for a fixed potential difference between
both channel reservoirs. We have predicted the formation of plateaus of hNIsland i as a function of
k, and the occurrence of small oscillations of the average particle flux h ji. The flux is maximum,
whenever an additional particle becomes trapped between the two barriers due to the increasing
trap strength.
Complementary, we have studied the case of a fixed trap strength (k̃ = 4) and a variable potential difference between both channel reservoirs (measured by the inclination α). In this case, our
simulation results predict a linear increase of the mean particle flux and a constant average particle number on the island whenever the resulting constant driving force becomes large enough
(αcritical = 0.088), so that the particles are able to cross the two barriers.
For large island regions, i.e. for large distances between the two barriers, we have no longer found
a direct correlation between the inflow onto and outflow off the island region which is responsible
for the oscillations of the particle flux.

Counterflow of Particles
Published simulation studies of particles in counterflow, i.e. two particle species which are driven
by constant force fields in opposite directions, have predicted the phenomenon of lane formation
for systems without a confinement [Löw01, Dzu02, Löw03b, Rex07c, Rex07a]. We have performed simulations of particles in counterflow confined within the microchannel. Systematically,
we have analyzed the particle transport as a function of the strength of the driving forces F̃ ext and
ext
of the channel widths Ly . Lane formation occurs for driving forces F̃critical
≈ 1.0, which is in good
agreement with the prediction of Dzubiella [Dzu02]. These lanes are metastable, as we have shown
for an example. For very small channel widths and for mixtures of two different particle species
we have observed phase separation when strong enough driving fields are applied. At intermediate
channel widths with Ly ∈ [12.5, 20]σ inherent system inhomogeneities make the stabilization of
lanes more difficult, than for smaller microchannels or for the unbounded system. Besides the
ext
formation of lanes, we have seen for driving forces F̃ ext smaller than F̃critical
the phenomena of
string formation and particle blocking, which is in agreement with the results of Helbing [Hel00b]
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for a similar system. We have shown by an example how particles may overcome the metastable
blockade.

Symmetric and Asymmetric Junctions
Finally, we have analyzed the particle movements in symmetric and asymmetric junctions, where
two input channels merge into a single output channel. For driving forces small enough, such that
both diffusive motion and driven transport are equally important, simulation results have predicted
the formation of vortices around the regions of the channel intersection. For the case of symmetric
junctions sometimes a particle from one input channel is pushed back into the other input channel.
Because of the formation of a vortex, some particles are trapped within the vicinity of the intersection, whereas particles which move along the outer boundaries pass the intersection region much
faster, than the particles of the inner region. Generally, the mixing behavior of the particles in the
output channel strongly depends on the strength of the pair interaction. We have shown that the
particle movement within the intersection region is very complex.

Outlook
It is obvious, that the microchannel setup of this thesis in combination with defects, modifications
of the channel geometry, and parabolic traps offers a wide range of options for future research
directions with exciting new phenomena to be expected.
One can think about different geometric modifications as for example periodically shaped channel walls, cambered walls, constrictions, and fluctuating channel walls. Recently, periodically
shaped channel walls have been discussed in the context of the Fick-Jacobs equation and the effect of periodic entropic barriers on the transport behavior [Reg06, Ai06, Ai07a, Ai07c, Ai07b,
Bur07a, Laa07, Ai08]. Additionally, pulsating ratchet phenomena have been observed both in
simulations [Rei07b] and in experiments [Ble07]. A lot of studies can also be found on particle
diffusion in a tilted periodic potential (e.g. [Evs08, Rei02b, Rei01]) of unbounded systems. One
could examine the influence of various confinements on the observed behavior. The implementation of different channel geometries and additional driving potentials into the existing simulation
algorithm will be straightforward.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to compare the longitudinal and transversal density profiles
of the microchannels with the results of the mean-field approach of dynamical density functional
theory (DDFT) [Die90, Mar99, Mar00, Löw03a, Arc04], which is an extension of classical density
functional theory to the non-equilibrium situation [Han00, Cha00, Ros89, Ros97]. This theory has
been applied for example to the counterflow of particles [Cha05, Rex05, Rex06, Rex07b, Rex07c].
In the context of counterflow and particle mixing in junctions we also expect hydrodynamic effects
to play a role. Their influence could be systematically analyzed for example by using the Oseen or
the Rotne-Prager diffusion tensor instead of a scalar diffusion constant. Alternatively, one could
do dissipative particle dynamics simulations, but this will be more elaborate.
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Computer-Simulationen zu Strukturen
und Phasenumwandlungen in Modell-Kolloiden
Kolloidale Suspensionen (oder komplexe Flüssigkeiten) [Rus89, Ham00, Gen92, Wit99, Fre02a]
sind Lösungen von festen mesoskopischen Teilchen, die in einer molekularen Flüssigkeit suspendiert sind. Sie bilden ideale Modellsysteme zum Studium (klassischer) statistischer Vielteilcheneffekte sowohl im Gleichgewichtszustand wie auch im Nichtgleichgewicht, da die relevanten Längen- und Zeitskalen experimentell leicht zugänglich sind. Die in kolloidalen Suspensionen auftretenden Phänomene, wie zum Beispiel Strukturbildungs- und Wachstumsprozesse,
Phasenübergänge, der Einfluss von Scherkräften und das Transportverhalten von Kolloidteilchen,
können direkt beobachtet und anhand der Konfigurationen analysieren werden. Dies erlaubt einen
direkten Vergleich mit Monte-Carlo und Brownschen Dynamik Simulationen, welche auf der Berechnung von mikroskopischen Teilchen-Konfigurationen beruhen. Aufgrund zahlreicher physikalischer Ähnlichkeiten mit Nano-Systemen werden Kolloide auch als Riesenatome“ bezeichnet.
”
Gegenüber diesen Systemen haben sie jedoch den großen Vorteil, dass sich ihre Wechselwirkungen vielseitig maßschneidern lassen und dass sie relativ leicht mit Hilfe von äußeren Feldern oder
geometrischen Einschränkungen beeinflusst werden können.
Die vorliegende Dissertation liefert Simulationsergebnisse und analytische Rechnungen für kolloidale Modellsysteme von zwei unabhängigen Projekten, die in den Teilen A und B dargestellt
sind. Der Teil A, welcher hauptsächlich methodischen Charakters ist, handelt von den elastischen
Eigenschaften dreidimensionaler Kolloidkristalle. In Teil B untersuchen wir eine Vielzahl von
Strukturbildungs- und Transportphänomenen von kolloidalen Teilchen, welche sich in zwei- bzw.
dreidimensionalen Mikrokanälen unterschiedlicher Geometrie befinden. Diese Untersuchungen
stehen in engem Zusammenhang mit Experimenten, die von M. Köppl und A. Erbe aus der Gruppe
von Prof. P. Leiderer an der Universität Konstanz durchgeführt werden. Jeder der Teile A und B
beginnt mit einer Einführung in das jeweilige Thema und endet mit einer ausführlichen Zusammenfassung und Diskussion der Ergebnisse. Im Folgenden werden die zentralen Ergebnisse in
knapper Form zusammengefasst.

Teil A – Elastische Eigenschaften von Kolloidkristallen
Die Kontinuums-Elastizitätstheorie ist ein seit Langem etabliertes Teilgebiet der Physik. Dennoch
gibt es immer noch zahlreiche offene Fragen bei der Beschreibung elastischer Eigenschaften von
Nano- und Mikrosystemen. Generell sind elastische Konstanten von Bedeutung, da sie die mechanischen (makroskopischen) Eigenschaften eines Kristalls mit dessen dynamischen Eigenschaften
verknüpfen.
In Teil A befassen wir uns mit der Analyse von mikroskopischen Verzerrungskorrelationen und
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einer darauf aufbauenden Bestimmung der elastischen Eigenschaften von Kolloid-Kristallen. Dazu
haben wir die Block-Analyse-Methode der mikroskopischen Verzerrungsfluktuationen [Sen00b]
zur Berechnung der elastischen Konstanten von zwei- auf dreidimensionale kristalline Systeme
mit kubischer Symmetrie verallgemeinert. In einem ersten Schritt werden die Verzerrungskorrelationen für verschiedene Blockgrößen Lb der Simulationsbox mit der Größe L ≥ Lb berechnet
( coarse-graining“ Analyse). Um die elastischen Konstanten im thermodynamischen Grenzwert
”
zu erhalten, wird in einem zweiten Schritt das Skalierungsverhalten mit der analytischen Vorhersage einer finite-size Skalierungstheorie verglichen. Der große Vorteil dieser Methode liegt darin,
dass die elastischen Konstanten nur aus der Kenntnis der mikroskopischen Fluktuationen der Teilchenpositionen bestimmt werden, ohne dass dabei die Teilchenwechselwirkung explizit eingeht.
Daher ist diese Methode besonders attraktiv für Experimente, in denen die Teilchentrajektorien
gut bestimmt werden können, die explizite Form des paarweisen Wechselwirkungspotenzials jedoch unbekannt ist [Rei06f, Zah03]. Außerdem funktioniert diese Methode auch für Potenziale,
die Singularitäten enthalten, wie zum Beispiel die Wechselwirkung harter Kugeln.
Der Vergleich der mittels Metropolis Monte-Carlo Simulationen berechneten elastischen Konstanten für kubische Kristalle mit den Literaturwerten ergab, dass im Fall dreidimensionaler Systeme
die Annahme einer isotropen Verteilung der Verzerrungskorrelationen bei der analytischen Herleitung der finite-size Skalierungsfunktion nicht gültig ist. Sowohl die Betrachtung der Verzerrungskorrelationen, die in Simulationen direkt bestimmt wurden, als auch eine analytische Berechnung im Fourier-Raum ergaben jeweils ein sehr komplexes Verhalten mit starker Richtungsabhängigkeit. Daher ist die Verallgemeinerung der Block-Analyse-Methode von 2D auf 3D sehr
aufwendig. Es wird jedoch erwartet, dass die Verzerrungskorrelationen eine starke Abhängigkeit
von der Kristallsymmetrie aufweisen, und die berechneten Korrelationen als Referenz für die Lokalisierung von Kristalldefekten dienen können.

Teil B – Kolloid-Transport in Mikrokanälen
In Teil B haben wir eine Vielzahl von Selbstorganisations- und Transportphänomenen vorgestellt
und analysiert. Diese werden durch die Einschränkung der Kolloidteilchen auf unterschiedliche
Strukturen der Mikrokanäle sowie durch den Einfluss einer konstanten treibenden Kraft induziert. Wir haben die Teilchenbewegungen sowohl im Gleichgewicht als auch im (stationären)
Nichtgleichgewicht untersucht. Alle Ergebnisse wurden mittels speziell auf das zu untersuchende System zugeschnittener Brownsche Dynamik (BD) Simulationen bestimmt. Der Algorithmus
basiert auf den Positions-Langevin Gleichungen, wobei hydrodynamische Wechselwirkungen generell vernachlässigt werden.
Die in dieser Arbeit untersuchten Systeme stehen in Beziehung zu vielfältigen Systemen sowohl
auf makroskopischer Längenskala als auch auf der Mikro- bzw. Nanoskala. Beim Gehverhalten
von Fußgängern in Fußgängerzonen werden beispielsweise Effekte wie Bahnenbildung beobachtet. In biologischen und physiochemischen Systemen ist das genaue Verständnis des Teilchentransports durch quasi-eindimensionale Strukturen wie beispielsweise Poren, Ionenkanäle und molekulare Siebe (Zeolithe) von zentralem Forschungsinteresse. Kolloidale-Modellsysteme können
hier wichtige Einblicke liefern. Bei metallischen atomaren Nanodrähten findet der Stromfluss in
Quantenkanälen statt, welche auf klassischer Ebene in Analogie zum Strömungsverhalten innerhalb von Schichten gesetzt werden können, wie wir es in den Mikrokanälen beobachten.
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Eigenschaften der Mikrokanäle im Gleichgewicht
Zuerst haben wir die Selbstorganisation superparamagnetischer Kolloidteilchen mit einem rein
abstoßenden Dipol-Wechselwirkungspotenzial (∝ 1/r3 ) in zweidimensionalen Mikrokanälen mit
unterschiedlichen Breiten, die im Bereich von einigen Teilchendurchmessern liegen, untersucht.
Aufgrund der lateralen geometrischen Einschränkung ordnen sich die Teilchen global in Schichten ( layers“) parallel zu den ideal harten Seitenwänden der Kanäle an. Zur Untersuchung der An”
zahl der Layers wurde ein Layer-Ordnungsparameter definiert und damit das Phasendiagramm der
lateral eingeschränkten Teilchen berechnet. Mit zunehmender Kanalbreite wird ein regelmäßiger
Wechsel zwischen der Ausbildung global geordneter Schichtstrukturen und flüssigkeitsähnlichem
Verhalten beobachtet. Die ermittelten Gleichgewichts-Konfigurationen sowie deren Eigenschaften stimmen mit den Ergebnissen von Haghgooie [Hag04, Hag05, Hag06] sehr gut überein. Ein
analoges Verhalten tritt auch in dreidimensionalen Mikrokanälen auf [Sch08]. Außerdem wurden ähnliche Strukturen auch für eingeschränkte klassische Elektronen auf flüssigen HeliumOberflächen (sogenannte Wigner-Kristalle) [Gla01] und eingeschränkte dusty-plasma“ Flüssig”
keiten [Ten03] beobachtet. Für Kanalbreiten von weniger als einem Teilchendurchmesser zeigen
die Teilchen, wie erwartet, ein single-file“ Diffusionsverhalten [Ric77, Fed78, Wei00]. Interes”
sante Abweichungen vom Fickschen Diffusionsverhalten wurden auf mittleren Zeitskalen für Kanalbreiten, bei denen sich eine globale Schichtstruktur ausbildet, gefunden.

Transportverhalten von Kolloiden in Mikrokanälen
Aufbauend auf diesen Gleichgewichts-Ergebnissen wurden folgende Effekte, die durch den Einfluss einer konstanten, äußeren treibenden Kraft entlang des Kanals entstehen, gefunden und analysiert.
Verringerung der Schichten ( layer reduction“)
”
Ein zentrales Ergebnis dieser Arbeit ist die Vorhersage und Analyse des Phänomens der Verringerung von Schichten ( layer reduction“) [Köp06], das für kleine treibende Kräfte auftritt, bei
”
denen Teilchendiffusion und -drift gleich wichtig sind. Die Kolloidteilchen ordnen sich während
der Strömung durch einen Kanal mit einem offenen Ende dynamisch in verschiedene Schichtstrukturen mit abnehmender Schichtanzahl an. Dieses Phänomen wurde durch gleichzeitig, unter
vergleichbaren Bedingungen durchgeführte Experimente von M. Köppl und A. Erbe bestätigt
[Köp06]. Wir konnten zeigen, dass die Layer-Reduktion mit einem longitudinalen Gradienten der
Teilchendichte zusammenhängt. Immer, wenn die lokale Teilchendichte bestimmte Schwellenwerte unterschreitet, ist es für das System energetisch günstiger sich in eine Struktur mit einer Schicht
weniger umzuordnen. Die lokale Dichte verhält sich dabei jedoch kontinuierlich, da sich die
Längenänderungen der lokalen Gitterkonstanten in longitudinaler und transversaler Richtung gerade kompensieren. Im stationären Nichtgleichgewicht oszilliert die Position der Layer-Reduktion,
während die Teilchen sich darüber hinweg bewegen. Das Phänomen der Layer-Reduktion zeigt eine starke Abhängigkeit von der Reichweite der Teilchenwechselwirkung, wie Simulationen von
Systemen mit abgeschirmter Coulomb-Wechselwirkung ergaben. Voraussetzung für das Auftreten des Phänomens ist, dass die Reichweite der Teilchenwechselwirkung größer ist als der mittlere
Teilchenabstand. Unterschiedliche Modellierungen der Seitenwände des Kanals (entweder als ideal harte Wände oder durch festgehaltene Randteilchen) haben keinen Einfluss auf das Phänomen
der Layer-Reduktion an sich, sondern nur auf das relative dynamische Verhalten der Teilchen innerhalb verschiedener Schichten. In der Nähe des Übergangs zu ungeordneten Strukturen weitet
sich der Bereich der Layer-Reduktion auf, und es wird keine scharfe Strukturänderung beobachtet.
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Die Simulationsergebnisse von N. Schwierz [Sch08] sagen auch für dreidimensionale Kanäle das
Auftreten von Layer-Reduktionen voraus. In Zukunft wäre es interessant zu untersuchen, ob sich
durch Einfluss einer äußeren Kraft und einer lateralen Einschränkung geordnete Strukturen von
Systemen erzeugen lassen, die unter Gleichgewichtsbedingungen noch ungeordnet sind.
Barrieren im Mikrokanal
Einzelne oder mehrere Potenzialbarrieren transversal zum Teilchenstrom haben großen Einfluss
auf das Transportverhalten. Vor einer Barriere oder bei einem geschlossenen Kanalende kommt es
zu einer Erhöhung der Anzahl der Layers. Bei zwei nahe beieinander liegenden Potenzialbarrieren
sagen unsere Simulationsergebnisse für das Transportverhalten der Kolloidteilchen ein ähnliches
Verhalten voraus, wie es für Einzel-Elektronen-Transistoren ( Coulomb barrier“) [Wee88, Bee91,
”
Kas93, Mei96] beobachtet wird. Wir bezeichnen dieses Phänomen als Magnetoblockade“. In
”
Abhängigkeit von der Stärke der beiden Potenzialbarrieren bilden sich Plateaus mit einer konstanten mittleren Teilchenanzahl zwischen den Barrieren. Diese Plateaubildung führt zu periodischen
Schwankungen des Teilchenstroms über die beiden Barrieren.
Gegenstrom von Teilchen
Beim Gegenstrom von Teilchen, d.h. für zwei Teilchensorten, die durch konstante Kräfte in entgegengesetzte Richtungen getrieben werden, kommt es innerhalb des zweidimensionalen Mikrokanals bei Zunahme der Stärke der treibenden Kräfte zu lokalen Blockaden, metastabilen Verstopfungen, und schließich zur Ausbildung von gegenläufiger Bahnen einer Teilchensorte ( lane for”
mation“). Dieses Verhalten ist in Einklang mit den Simulationsergebnissen von Helbing [Hel00b]
für ein ähnliches System. Das Phänomen der lane formation“ wurde ausgiebig für nicht einge”
schränkte Systeme [Löw01, Dzu02, Löw03b, Rex07c, Rex07a] in zwei und drei Dimensionen untersucht. In einem dreidimensionalen Mikrokanal wurde für Teilchen mit abgeschirmter CoulombWechselwirkung ebenfalls Bahnenbildung beobachtet. Diese Bahnen bilden im Querschnitt ein
hexagonales Gitter.
Teilchenströme bei Einmündungen
Schließlich haben wir die Teilchenbewegungen unter Einfluss einer konstanten treibenden Kraft
bei Einmündungen zweier Kanäle in einen gemeinsamen Abstromkanal analysiert. Für Bedingungen, bei denen Diffusions- und Driftbewegungen gleich wichtig sind, finden wir die Bildung von Teilchenwirbeln ( vortex formation“) in der Nähe symmetrischer oder asymmetrischer
”
Einmündungen. Außerdem wurden erste Untersuchungen zum Mischverhalten der Teilchen im
Abstromkanal in Abhängigkeit der Wechselwirkungsstärke gemacht.
Ausblick
Für zukünftige Untersuchungen ermöglicht der hier vorgestellte Simulationsalgorithmus das Studium einer Vielzahl von spannenden Effekten, wie sie sich aufgrund von zusätzlichen Defekten,
der Modifikationen der Kanalgeometrie, oder durch verschiedene Arten von Barrieren ergeben.
Außerdem wäre es sehr interessant, die hier vorgestellten Ergebnisse mit dynamischen Dichtefunktionalrechnungen (DDFT) [Mar99, Mar00, Löw03a, Rex07c] zu vergleichen.
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Part C
Appendix

C1 Source Code and Simulation Parameter
Files
C1.1 Comments on the Program Source Code
All results of this thesis are based on our own source code which is written in the programming
language C/C++. The source code is divided into the two separate projects “phd src” and “BD”.
The source code of project “phd src” was used for part A and of project “BD” for part B. Altogether, the source code consists of about 25 000 lines.
The resulting simulation data are evaluated by specially designed Bash and Python scripts. Furthermore, we use the following program packages to visualize our results: gnuplot [Wil04],
xmgrace [Vig], and xmakemol [Hod04]. Some of the more tricky mathematical calculations (as
for example the calculations of section 5.4) are done with the help of Mathematica [Wol03].
To be able to keep track of modifications and extensions of the program source code, we made use
of the revision management system CVS [CVS]. Each project belongs to a separate CVS tree being
named after the project name. Classes which are not dependent on the specific project belong to
the CVS tree “TOOLBOX”. These are for example a class Histogram or the array classes Array
and MyList. The latter two classes are based upon the array class which was originally developed
by W. Strepp [Str01a], a former PhD student in our group.
The program executables of the CVS tree “BD” are:
• BD2D, BD3D:
Brownian dynamics simulation of colloid transport in 2D and 3D.
• Eval2D, Eval3D:
Some more complex evaluation routines of the BD simulation data as for example the calculation of mean-square displacements.
The program executables of the CVS tree “phd src” are:
• EC1D, EC2D, EC3D:
Calculation of the elastic constants based on the “block-analysis” method of section 3.4.1.
• SSC1D, SSC2D, SSC3D:
Calculation of the stain-strain correlations.
• SEC2D, SEC3D:
Calculation of the elastic constants based on the Parrinello-Rahman method of section 3.4.2
using the fluctuation formula of equation 3.122.
• KEC2D, KEC3D:
Calculation of the elastic constants based on the Kantor method of section 3.4.3.
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• NVTMC2D, NVTMC3D:
Equilibrium Metropolis Monte-Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble (NVT).
• NPTMC2D, NPTMC3D:
Equilibrium Metropolis Monte-Carlo simulations in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT).
The CVS tree being called “bin” contains often used Bash and Python scripts for
• the automatic generation of multiple start parameter files
• the simplified submission of simulation jobs on high performance computers
• the evaluation of simulation data
Additional evaluation routines based upon the saved configuration files can performed with the
program Eval2D. The compiler directives can be defined in the file Eval2D.make or on the
command-line, and compilation of the executable is done with the command make eval2. Before compilation a clean compilation initial state can be obtained by execution of the command
make cleanEval2D, where all previously generated object files which will be linked by the linker
are deleted.

Basic Commands for the Usage of CVS
This is a very brief summary of some very basic CVS commands. For more information please
consult the CVS documentation [CVS].
• The variable CVSROOT was set to /home/hamilton/peter/CVS.
• Simple file checkout:
cvs checkout [-d <directory name> -r <revision>] <project name>
• File checkout over ssh:
export CVS RSH=/usr/bin/ssh
cvs -d :ext:<username>@<hostname>:<CVSROOT> co [ ...] <project name>
Example: The command
cvs -d :ext:peter@auger:/home/hamilton/peter/CVS co phd src
checks out the full phd src CVS project from the CVSROOT directory peter@auger:CVS
into the current working directory. Here a subdirectory called phd src will be created.
• View file changes compared to the current working version:
cvs diff [-r <release name>] <file name>
• View submission log files:
cvs log [<filenames>]
• Commit changes to CVS:
cvs ci <file name>
• Update working directory with the files from CVSROOT:
cvs update [<files>]
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File Content Listing of the CVS Trees
noether:~/src/release−2008−01−18 $ ls −RC
.:
bin
BinarySystemData.cc
BinarySystemData.h
BlockData.h
Blocking
Blocking.h
BoxData.cc
BoxData.h
common.make
Configuration.cc
Configuration.h
ConsistencyCheck.cc
CVS
deps.make
DistanceSquare.h
EC1D.make
EC2D.make
EC2Dv2.make
./Blocking:
BlockAnalyse.cc
BlockAnalyse.h

EC3D.make
EC3Dv2.make
Elasticity
Elasticity2
Elasticity.h
Evaluation
help.make
HistData.h
Impurity.cc
Impurity.h
Kantor
KEC2D.make
KEC3D.make
lattice
Lattice.h
LinkedCell.cc
LinkedCell.h
Main.cc

BlockData1D.cc
BlockData1D.h

./Elasticity:
CalcStrainInQSpace.cc
Compliance_Cubic.h
Compliance_HCP.h
Compliance_Hexagonal.h
CVS
Elasticity1D.cc
Elasticity1D.h
Elasticity2D.cc
Elasticity2D.h
Elasticity3D.cc
Elasticity3D.h
./Elasticity2:
CVS
Elasticity2D_SVD.cc

Main.h
Makefile
MakeFileName.cc
MyRandomNumber.h
NextNeighbor.h
NPT
NPT2D.make
NPT3D.make
NVT
NVT2D.make
NVT3D.make
OrderParameter.cc
PairCorrelation_BS.h
PairCorrelation.h
PairPotential.h
parameter
ParticleData.h
potentials

BlockData2D.cc
BlockData2D.h

ElasticityCheck.cc
EvalStrain.cc
FalkLanger.cc
KantorPressure.cc
KantorPressure.h
QSpace.cc
QSpace.h
QSpace_HalfComplex.cc
QSpace_HalfComplex.h
ReferenceLattice.cc
ReferenceLattice.h

Elasticity3D_SVD.cc
EvalStrainSVD.cc

Q4_OrderParam.cc
Q4_OrderParam.h
Q6_OrderParam.cc
Q6_OrderParam.h
README
ReferenceParticle.h
SEC2D.make
SEC3D.make
Sengupta
Squire
SSC
SSC1D.make
SSC2D.make
SSC3D.make
Voronoi

BlockData3D.cc
BlockData3D.h

StrainHist_1D.h
StrainHist_2D.cc
StrainHist_2D.h
StrainHist_FCC100.cc
StrainHist_FCC100.h
StrainHist.h
StrainHist_HCP.cc
StrainHist_HCP.h
StrainHist_Hexagonal.h
StrainHistogram.cc
TestDerivative.cc

ReferenceLatticeSVD.cc
TestDerivativeSVD.cc

./Evaluation:
CVS
EC2D_Eval_Triangular.cc
deps.make EC3D_Eval_FCC.cc

EC3D_Eval_HCP.cc
EvalDataCurveStatistics.cc

./Kantor:
ComplianceMatrix.h
CrystalSystem.h
CVS
EC_2D.cc
EC_2D.h

EC_of_CrystalSystem.cc
EC_Rhobohedral.cc
EC_Rhobohedral.h
EC_Rhombohedral.h
EvalEC_HC_Kantor.cc

./lattice:
AB2.cc
AB2.h
A_Fluid.cc
A_Fluid.h
bcc.cc
bcc.h

EC3D_All.cc
EC3D_All.h
EC_Cubic.cc
EC_Cubic.h
EC_Hexagonal.h

cubic.cc
cubic.h
CVS
fcc100.cc
fcc100.h
fcc110.cc

fcc110.h
fcc111.cc
fcc111.h
hcp.cc
hcp.h
linear_chain.cc

CVS

linear_chain.h
RandomConfig.cc
RandomConfig.h
RockSalt.cc
RockSalt.h
square.cc

Makefile

Kantor.cc
Kantor.h
PairData.h
Sigma.h
StressTensor.h

square.h
triangular.cc
triangular.h

Abbildung C1.1: File and subdirectory listing of the directory src/phd src/ of the CVS release
release-2008-01-18.
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./NPT:
CVS FindGS_NPT.cc

MonteCarlo_NPT.cc

./NVT:
CheckLatticeStructure.cc
CheckStructure.cc
CVS
Equilibration.cc

MCS_LJ.cc
MonteCarlo_NVT.cc
MonteCarlo_NVT.h
MonteCarlo_NVT_Harmonic.cc

./potentials:
Coulomb.cc
Harmonic.cc
Coulomb.h
Harmonic.h
CVS
HarmonicNN2.cc
HardCore.cc HarmonicNN2.h
HardCore.h
LennardJones.cc
./Squire:
ComplianceMatrix.h
CrystalSystem.h
CVS
EC_2D.h
./SSC:
CVS
Elasticity1D.cc
Elasticity1D.h
Elasticity2D.cc
Elasticity2D.h
Elasticity2D_SVD.cc
./Voronoi:
CVS Voronoi.cc

MonteCarlo_NPT.h

LennardJones.h
SoftCoreR12.cc
SoftCoreR12.h
Yukawa.cc
Yukawa.h

EC3D_All.h
EC_Cubic.h
EC_Hexagonal.h
EC_of_CrystalSystem.cc
Elasticity3D.cc
Elasticity3D.h
Elasticity3D_SVD.cc
Elasticity.h
EvalSSC.cc
ReferenceLattice.cc

SimuMC_NPT.cc

MonteCarlo_NVT_Harmonic.h
SimuMC_NVT.cc

Yukawa_HardCore.cc
Yukawa_HardCore.h

EC_Rhombohedral.h
EvalEC_Squire.cc
PairData.h
Sigma.h

Squire.cc
Squire.h
StressTensor.h

ReferenceLattice.h
ReferenceLatticeSVD.cc
StrainStrainCorrelation.cc
StrainStrainCorrelation.h

Voronoi.h

Abbildung C1.2: File and subdirectory listing of the directory src/phd src/ of the CVS release
release-2008-01-18. (continued)
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noether:~/src/BD−release−2007−11−23 $ ls −R
.:
BD2D.make
BD3D.make
BinarySystemData.cc
BinarySystemData.h
BoxData.cc
BoxData.h
common.make
Configuration.cc
Configuration.h
ConsistencyCheck.cc
ContourPlots.cc
ContourPlots.h
Cumulant.h
CVS
deps.make
Diffusion.cc
DiffusionConventional.cc
DiffusionConventional.h
Diffusion.h
DistanceSquare.h
Equilibration.cc
ermak
eval
./ermak:
BDOverdamped.cc

BDOverdamped.h

./eval:
CVS ReadConfig.cc
./heyes−SRK:
BDOverdamped.cc

BDHydroInt.h

CVS
fcc100.cc
fcc100.h
fcc110.cc
fcc110.h
fcc111.cc

CVS

fcc111.h
hcp.cc
hcp.h
linear_chain.cc
linear_chain.h
RandomConfig.cc

./potentials:
CVS
HardCore.cc
Dipol.cc HardCore.h
Dipol.h
LennardJones.cc
BDVerlet.h

./Voronoi:
CVS Voronoi.cc

CVS

CVS

./mdnvt:
CVS MolecularDynamicsNVT.cc

./verlet:
BDVerlet.cc

mdnvt
MeanParticleData.cc
MeanParticleData.h
MyRandomNumber.h
PairCorrelation.h
PairPotential.h
ParticleData.h
potentials
Psi_OP.cc
Psi_OP.h
Q4_OrderParam.cc
Q4_OrderParam.h
Q6_OrderParam.cc
Q6_OrderParam.h
README
SeparationX.cc
SeparationX.h
Simulation.cc
TranslOrderParameter.cc
verlet
Voronoi

ReadConfig.h

BDOverdamped.h

./hydro:
BDHydroInt.cc
./lattice:
AB2.cc
AB2.h
A_Fluid.cc
A_Fluid.h
bcc.cc
bcc.h

Eval2D.make
Eval3D.make
EvalCP.make
Evaluation.cc
FlowRate.h
GridAverage.cc
GridAverage.h
help.make
heyes−SRK
hydro
Impurity.cc
Impurity.h
LaneFormationOP.cc
LaneFormationOP.h
LaneOP.cc
LaneOP.h
lattice
Lattice.h
LinkedCell.cc
LinkedCell.h
Main.cc
Main.h
Makefile

RandomConfig.h
RockSalt.cc
RockSalt.h
square.cc
square.h
triangular3D.cc

triangular3D.h
triangular.cc
triangular.h

MolecularDynamicsNVT.h

LennardJones.h
SoftCoreR12.cc
SoftCoreR12.h

Yukawa_HardCore.cc
Yukawa_HardCore.h

CVS

Voronoi.h

Abbildung C1.3: File and subdirectory listing of the directory src/BD/ of the CVS release
BD-release-2007-11-23.
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noether:~/src/TOOLBOX−2005−10−07 $ ls −RC
.:
Array.h
bin
BoundsRNG.h
CVS

GCC_Makro.h
gsl_random.h
Histogram.h
IOFunctions.h

myrandom.h
Print_Makro.h
randomgauss.h
README

SignalHandler.h
Statistic.h
T_IOList.h
TPrintArray.h

./bin:
CVS GetRandomNumber.cc

Abbildung C1.4: File and subdirectory listing of the directory src/TOOLBOX/.

C1.2 Program Compilation
leibniz:~/src/BD $ make bd2
System:
powerpc
Compiler:
g++−4.2
CXXFLAGS:
−I/home/peter/src/TOOLBOX/ −O2 −Wall −maltivec −mabi=altivec −fu
nroll−loops −Werror −g −ggdb
LDFLAGS:
−static −lgsl −lgslcblas −lm
Target:
BD2D
Definitions:
−DBD_OVERDAMPED −DCOLLOID_FLOW −DDIPOLAR_POTENTIAL −DPARABOLIC_T
RAP −DCLOSED_CHANNEL_START −DCLOSED_CHANNEL_END_EQ −DUSE_VERLET_LIST −DHEYES_HWB
C −DRANDOM −DUSE_GSL_RANDOM −DGSL_RNG_MT19937 −DCALC_MEAN_PART_VAL −DMEAN_POSITI
ON −DCALC_LaneOP −DCALC_XSeparation −DNEXT_NEIGHBOR_LIST −DPRINT_DEFECTS −DCALC_
TOTAL_DRIFT_V −DDEBUG_RESTART −DNDEBUG −DDIMENSION=2
CC lattice/triangularBD2D.o
CC lattice/RandomConfigBD2D.o
CC MainBD2D.o
CC ConfigurationBD2D.o
CC ConsistencyCheckBD2D.o
CC TranslOrderParameterBD2D.o
CC BoxDataBD2D.o
CC verlet/BDVerletBD2D.o
CC ermak/BDOverdampedBD2D.o
CC heyes−SRK/BDOverdampedBD2D.o
CC MeanParticleDataBD2D.o
CC GridAverageBD2D.o
CC Psi_OPBD2D.o
CC LaneOPBD2D.o
CC LaneFormationOPBD2D.o
CC SeparationXBD2D.o
CC ImpurityBD2D.o
CC EquilibrationBD2D.o
CC SimulationBD2D.o
CC BinarySystemDataBD2D.o
CC potentials/LennardJonesBD2D.o
CC potentials/DipolBD2D.o
CC potentials/HardCoreBD2D.o
CC potentials/Yukawa_HardCoreBD2D.o
CC potentials/SoftCoreR12BD2D.o
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LD BD2D

Abbildung C1.5: Example output of a successful compilation process of the executable program
BD2D.
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C1.3 Example Start Parameter Files
Brownian Dynamics Simulation
B
0.00025T
N_Particle
640
Slope
0.2
Density 0.4
R_length
1.47141547819
R_cut
9.56420060824
R_Vlist
10.2999083473
BoxXLength
800.0
BoxYLength
2.0
AngleHopper 0
TrapStrength −4.0
Temperature 0.0105570633312
Xi
1114.56873761
EndEQ
79181.7314137
EndMD
79181731.4137
Dt
7.91817314137
FDrive
0.0303554441664
GForce
8.69621184
Ntstep_flow
20000
N_Trap 6
TrapPosition
fixed
700
0
700
1
700
2
704
0
704
1
704
2
TrapRangeSq
0.5625
N_Xpos_flow
8
Xpos_flow
500 600 650 690 700 704 710 750
EvalTStepLimit 500
SizeHistGridX
400
R_cut
10.0
R_Vlist 10.2
Lxfrac_AddNew
10
EQ_Flag 0
SigFlag 0
SaveInterval
500
mpi_zeitlimit
13800
END

Abbildung C1.6: Start parameter file parameter.ini for the simulation described in figure 11.33.
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Monte Carlo Simulation
N_Particle
Density 1.13
Rcut_FalkLanger
N_BlockPosition
EndEQ
1000000
EndMCS 3000000
DiffMCS 10
DiffNN_MCS
EQ_flag 0
SigFlag 0
SaveInterval
END

4000
2.5
100

Seed
100067
SeedFlowRate
END

33264

1000
50000

Abbildung C1.7: Start parameter files parameter.ini (left) and mc nvt.ini (right) for the simulation described in figure 5.5.

Source Code Availability
The source code can be obtained either from the author (peter.henseler@uni-konstanz.de)
or from my supervisor Prof. Dr. Peter Nielaba.
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C2 Literature Values for Elastic Constants
ρ[σ 3 ]
0.9
0.92
0.94
0.96
0.98
0.9899
1.00
1.02
1.04
1.04
1.06
1.08
1.10
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.16
1.1785
1.18
1.20
1.225
1.25
1.273
1.275

C11
24.80
30.55
36.06
41.60
47.75
46 ± 2
54.65
62.53
71.51
68 ± 3
82.32
94.98
110.15
128.57
133 ± 3
151.24
179.58
207 ± 8
215.6
261.7
343.4
464
627 ±12
658

C12
1.77
4.56
6.65
8.75
10.88
11.8 ± 3
24.20
15.82
18.92
18.2 ± 2
22.42
26.68
31.88
38.25
34.6 ± 2
46.20
56.27
56.8 ± 6
69.3
86.7
116.6
162.6
149 ±11
232

C44
21.09
23.66
26.37
29.54
33.17
33.5 ± 1
37.34
42.16
47.82
46 ± 1
54.47
62.44
71.69
83.20
94 ± 2
97.11
114.5
150 ± 2
136.9
165.2
214.1
286.2
478 ±10
402

P
6.54
6.84
7.21
7.64
8.14
9.904 ± 0.007
8.70
9.34
10.06
11.672 ± 0.006
10.88
11.80
12.86
14.08
16.641 ± 0.026
15.48
17.12
20.79 ± 0.036
18.07
21.34
24.98
29.70
37.69 ± 0.086
36.17

ν
0.313
0.325
0.325
0.326
0.324
0.376
0.323
0.321
0.320
0.347
0.318
0.316
0.315
0.314
0.306
0.312
0.311
0.294
0.310
0.310
0.308
0.307
0.241
0.301

BT
11.63
15.50
18.86
22.25
25.88
26.5
29.92
34.50
39.80
38.7
46.01
53.38
62.26
73.05
72.9
86.37
103.1
113.8
124.4
152.2
200.5
273.0
321
386.1

Reference
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Fre87]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Fre87]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Fre87]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Fre87]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Lai92]
[Fre87]
[Lai92]

Tabelle C2.1: Isothermal elastic constants of a fcc hard sphere solid as determined by Frenkel and
Ladd [Fre87] and Laird [Lai92].
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T
0.125
0.225
0.3
0.375
0.45
0.5

R
1.13208
1.14087
1.14839
1.15692
1.1668
1.17454

ρ
0.974728454
0.952371778
0.933784781
0.913282238
0.890278195
0.87279362

C11
494
237
157.1
111
78.4
61.7

C12
237.8
108.2
69.3
46.8
31
22.8

C44
250
121.9
82.2
58.1
42
33.8

A
323.2
151.1
98.6
68.2
46.8
35.8

B
85.4
42.9
29.3
21.4
15.8
13.0

Tabelle C2.2: Isothermal elastic constants for a Lennard Jones fcc crystal as calculated by Cowley [Cow83].
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C3 Elastic Constants of a Harmonic Simple
Cubic Crystal
ε yy a
(−a,a)
5

(a,a)

ε xy a
4

3

(0,a)

ε yx a
(−a,0)
6

(0,0)
1

(−a,−a)
7

(0,a)

ε xx a

2

(0,−a)

(a,−a)

8

9
a

Abbildung C3.1: Particle coordinates and stains of the of the [100]-symmetry plane of a simple
cubic lattice.
We shortly summarize an analytic calculation of the elastic constants of a harmonic crystal having
the simple cubic lattice structure. Therefore, we make the assumptions:
• Homogeneous strain, i.e. constant strains throughout
 the crystal. So we can write the displaα
α
α
α
cements of particle α located at r = x1 , x2 , x3 as
uαi =

3

∑ εi j xαj

j=1

(C3.1)

• Harmonic coupling between nearest neighbors with the constant k1 and next nearest neighbors with constant k2 . In a simple cubic lattice we have 6 nearest neighbors and 12 next
nearest neighbors.
• Small displacements, and thus we just take zero order terms into account, i.e.
– The y-displacement does not change the length of the spring between atom 1 and 2.
– The change in distance of atom 3 is in the diagonal direction, namely √12 (ux + uy ), and
so on.
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The components of the displacement vectors for the nearest and next nearest neighbors of the
central atom 1 are listed in the table C3.1.

atom
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

location (x,y,z)
0, 0, 0
a, 0, 0
a, a, 0
0, a, 0
−a, a, 0
−a, 0, 0
−a, −a, 0
0, −a, 0
a, −a, 0
0, 0, a
a, 0, a
0a,a
−a, 0, a
0, −a, a
0, 0, −a
a, 0, −a
0 a , −a
−a, 0, −a
0, −a, −a

ux
0
εxx a
(εxx + εxy )a
εyx a
(−εxx + εxy )a
−εxx a
(−εxx − εxy )a
−εxy a
(εxx − εxy )a
εxz a
(εxx + εxz )a
(εxy + εxz )a
(−εxx + εxz )a
(−εxy + εxz )a
−εxz a
(εxx − εxz )a
(εxy − εxz )a
(−εxx − εxz )a
(−εxy − εxz )a

uy
0
εyx a
(εyx + εyy )a
εyy a
(−εyx + εyy )a
−εyx a
(−εyx − εyy )a
−εyy a
(εyx − εyy )a
εyz a
(εyx + εyz )a
(εyy + εyz )a
(−εyx + εyz )a
(−εyy + εyz )a
−εyz a
(εyx − εyz )a
(εyy − εyz )a
(−εyx − εyz )a
(−εyy − εyz )a

uz
0
εzx a
(εzx + εzy )a
εyz a
(−εzx + εzy )a
−εzx a
(−εzx − εzy )a
−εyz a
(εzx − εzy )a
εzz a
(εzx + εzz )a
(εzy + εzz )a
(−εzx + εzz )a
(−εzy + εzz )a
−εzz a
(εzx − εzz )a
(εzy − εzz )a
(−εzx − εzz )a
(−εzy − εzz )a

k
–
k1
k2
k1
k2
k1
k2
k1
k2
k1
k2
k2
k2
k2
k1
k2
k2
k2
k2

Tabelle C3.1: The components of the displacement vectors for the nearest and next nearest neighbors of the central atom 1 of a simple cubic lattice.
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For small displacements the internal energy U0 is given as
U0

1
2

=
(C3.1)

=

=
=

∑

α1 ∈NN

α1 2

k1 ui

+

∑

α2 ∈next NN

2
k2 uαi 2

!


k2
k2
2
2
+ (εxx − εxy − εyx + εyy )2
k1 εxx
+ (εxx + εxy + εyx + εyy )2 + k1 εyy
2
2
k
k
2
2
2
2
+k1 εxx
+ (εxx + εxy + εyx + εyy )2 + k1 εyy
+ (εxx − εxy − εyx + εyy )2
2
2
k2
k2
+k1 εzz2 + (εxx + εxz + εzx + εzz )2 + (εyy + εyz + εzy + εzz )2
2
2
k2
k
2
+ (εxx − εxz − εzx + εzz )2 + (εyy − εyz − εzy + εzz )2
2
2
k2
k2
+k1 εzz2 + (εxx − εxz − εzx + εzz )2 + (εyy − εyz − εzy + εzz )2
2
2

k2
k2
2
2
+ (εxx + εxz + εzx + εzz ) + (εyy + εyz + εzy + εzz )
2
2


a2 
2
2
2
2
+ εyy
+ εzz2 + 4k2 εxx
+ εyy
+ εzz2
2k1 εxx
2

2
2
2
+2k2 (εxx εyy + εxx εzz + εyy εzz ) + 8k2 εxy
+ εxz
+ εyz
(C3.2)


2
2
2
2
a (k1 + 2k2 ) εxx + εyy + εzz

2
2
2
+k2 (εxx εyy + εxx εzz + εyy εzz ) + 4k2 εxy
+ εxz
+ εyz
(C3.3)
a2
2

There are 1/a3 atoms per unit volume and for each spring one half of the energy should be assigned
to each atom, thus we get the energy density
f

=
=

U0 ! 1
=
Ci jkl εi j εkl
2a3 2 i∑
jkl

(C3.4)

1
2
2
C11 εxx
+C22 εyy
+C33 εzz2 + 2C12 εxx εyy + 2C13 εxx εzz + 2C23 εyy εzz
2

2
2
2
+4C44 εyz
+ 4C55 εxz
+ 4C66 εxy

(C3.5)

Comparison of the coefficients of the equations (C3.3) and (C3.5) gives the following non-zero
elastic constants
C11 = C22 = C33 =
C12 = C13 = C23 =
C44 = C55 = C66 =

k1 + 2k2
a
k2
a
k2
.
a

(C3.6)

According to equation (3.62) we also get:
1
A = (C11 + 2C12 ) =
3
1
B = (C11 −C12 ) =
3

k1 + 4k2
3a
k1 + k2
.
3a

(C3.7)
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